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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF METHODS 

FOR EsTIMATING OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
OF DISCRETE TEST ITEM RESPONSES WITHOUT 

AssuMING ANY MATHEMATICAL FoRM 

FUMIKO SAMEJIMA 
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 

In latent trait theory the latent space, or space of the hypothetical con
struct, is usually represented by some unidimensional or multidimensional con
tinuum of real numbers. Many researchers have concentrated their effort on uni
dimensional spaces, although there have been some models developed in the multi
dimensional latent space (Samejima, 1974a, 1974b), and this will be an important 
future orientation of research. Like the latent space, the item response can 
either be treated as a discrete variable or as a continuous variable. Although 
most researchers have solely treated discrete responses, there are certain pa
pers which have dealt with continuous responses (Samejima, 1973a, 1974a). 

Latent trait theory relates the item response to the latent trait in terms 
of the operating density characteristic when the item response is continuous, 
and by means of the operating characteristic when the item response is discrete. 
By the operating density characteristic of the continuous item response is meant 
the conditional density function of a particular item response, given the latent 
trait. This operating density characteristic is replaced by the operating char
acteristic of the item response on the discrete response level, which is the 
conditional probability function of the item response, given the latent trait. 
The discrete response level includes the nominal response level, the graded re
sponse level, and the dichotomous response level (Samejima, 1972). 

On the nominal response level, response categories are not explicitly or
dered. Using information given by the incorrect as well as the correct answer 
of the multiple-choice test item provides a good example of the nominal response 
level. Bock (1972) proposed a multinomial response model, which is applicable 
to the multiple-choice test item when the effect of random guessing is negligi
bly small. Samejima (1979b) proposed a family of models for the multiple-choice 
test item, which accounts both for the information provided by the incorrect 
answers and for the effect of random guessing. 

The graded response level is further categorized into the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous cases. Samejima (1969, 1972) has proposed the normal ogive model 
and the logistic model developed for the homogeneous case of the graded response 
level. In a special case of the graded response level where the item response 
is binary, e.g., correct or incorrect in ability or achievement measurement, 
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Table 1 

Notation 

unidimensional latent trait 

item of Old Test (=1, 2, ••• , n) 

discrete item response to item~ 

operating characteristic of kg 

basic function of kg 

response pattern or vector of ~ discrete item responses 

likelihood function of 8 given response pattern 

operating characteristic response pattern V 

item response information function of discrete response kg 

item information function of item ~ 

response pattern information function of V 

test information function of Old Test 

maximum likelihood estimate of 6 

\ 

error of maximum likelihood estimate 8 "'-· 

graded item response to item~(= 0, 1, ••• , m) 

(special case of kg) 

operating characteristic of xg 

discrimination parameter of item ~ 

difficulty parameter of xg 

item characteristic function of item ~ 

difficulty parameter of item~ when~ is binary 

lower and upper endpoints of arbitrarily chosen subinterval of 6 

lower and upper endpoints of the interval of 8 for which Pg(6) of 

Type A is strictly increasing in 6 
A 

standard error of maximum likelihood estimate ev given e 
density function of latent trait e 
transformed latent trait, which is strictly increasing in e 
operating characteristic of kg defined on T 

operating characteristic of V defined on T 

- continued on next page -
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Table 1 (continued) 

Notation 

item response information function defined on T 

item information function defined on T 

response pattern information function defined on T 

test information function defined on T 

maximum likelihood estimate of T based on V 

lower and upper endpoints of the interval corresponding to (!,8) 

value of T corresponding to the origin of 8 

density function of transformed latent trait T 

constant square root of test information defined on T 

(k = 0, 1, ••• , m) coefficients of polynomial approximating the 

square root of the test information function of 8 

(k = 0, 1, ••• , m+1) coefficients of polynomial transforming 8 toT 

error of maximum likelihood estimate T' 

sample linear regression of e:* on T 
~ 

density function of T 

examinee ( = 1 , 2, ••• , N) 

maximum likelihood estimate of T assigned to examinee s 

test item whose operating characteristics are to be discovered, 

or "unknown test item" 

discrete item response to unknown test item h 

operating characteristic of kh 

density function of 8 for the subgroup of examinees who share the 

discrete item responses kh to item h 

number of examinees who share the discrete item response kh to 

item h in the sample 

density function of T for the subgroup of examinees who share the 

discrete item response kh to item h 

conditional density function of T, given T 
joint density function of T and T 

weight assigned to Ts 

probability with which the examinee s belongs to the item 

response subgroup kh 
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Table 2 
Fundamental Formulae 

... ,k, ... ,k)' 
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k t:.V g 

(by local independence) 

g 

(likelihood equation) 

a 
~ (8) = as log pk (8) 

g g 

Ik (8) = - a~ ~ (8) 
g g 

l: ~ (8) 
k t:.V g 

g 

I (8) = E[Ik (8)j8] = l: Ik (8) Pk (8) 
g g k g g 

g 

= l: [-~ pk (8)]2[Pk (8)]-1 
k a8 2 g g 

g 

a2 
-- log P (8) 

a82 v 
l: Ik (8) 

kt:.V g 
g 

I(8) = E[Iv(8)j8] = z: Iv(8) Pv(8) 
v 

n 

0 

I (8) l: I (8) 
g=l g 

(derived from Equations 6, 7, and 8) 

l = l (8) 

pf (T(8)) = pk (8) 
g g 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Fundamental Formulae 

a P (e)·d
2

e ae log V dT2 

[I (e) J112 de 
g 

(constancy of square root of item information) 

J: [I*(T)]
1

'
2 

dT. I: [1(8)]
1

'
2 

d8 

(constancy of square root of test information) 

[13] 
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[15] 

[16] 

[ 17] 

[ 18] 

[19] 

positive or negative in attitude measurement, and so forth, the operating char
acteristic of the positive response is called the item characteristic function 
(Lord & Novick, 1968, chap. 16). On this dichotomous response level, mathemati
cal models such as the Rasch (1960) model, the normal ogive model (Lord, 1952; 
Tucker, 1951), the logistic model and its 3-parameter version (Birnbaum, 1968) 
have been proposed and used. 

The present paper is concerned solely with the unidimensional latent space 
and the discrete response level. Samejima (1977c, 1977e, 1978a, 1978b, 1978c, 
1978d, 1978e, 1978f, 1980a, 1980b) has developed a series of methods and ap
proaches for estimating the operating characteristics of discrete item responses 
without assuming any mathematical form. The outline of those methods and ap
proaches will be introduced in the present paper. The direct estimation of the 
operating characteristics of discrete item responses has also been attempted by 
Lord (1969, 1970), in which the estimation of the true test score distribution 
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of each subgroup of examinees plays an essential role. Levine (1980) has also 
developed a method for a similar purpose, in which he has utilized eigenfunc
tions effectively. Some observations concerning model validation, scale con
struction, and information loss will also be made. 

Notation and Fundamental Formulae 

Table 1 presents the set of basic symbols used in the present study. As
sume that there is a set of n items, or Old Test, whose operating characteris
tics are known, and let If denote an arbi tary i tern of the Old Test. An "unknown" 
test item i.e., any test item whose operating characteristics are to be discov
ered, is denoted by h, to distinguish it from item g. Also assume that the Old 
Test has a substantially large amount of test information at any point of the 
interval of 8 of interest. 

Table 2 presents the set of fundamental formulae which relate these mathe
matical symbols with one another. They are the basis of the present study. 

Asymptotic Properties of the Maximum Likelihood 
Estimate and Transformation of Latent Trait 

The well-known property of the maximum likelihood estimate--under a general 
condition its distribution converges to normality--is fully utilized in the pre
sent study. The proof of this theorem is given in many statistics books when 
the observations are taken from identical distributions (e.g., Kendall & Stuart, 
1961). It can easily be expanded to the general case where the test items are 
not necessarily equivalent (Samejima, 1976). 

Let 8 be the error in the maximum likelihood estimate, 8V, of the latent 
trait 8, so that 

8 = 8 + 8 • 
v 

[20] 

Thus, 8v is asymptotically and conditionally unbiased and normally distributed 

with cr(8) as the second parameter, such that 

[21] 

and 

cr(8) "' [I(8)]-Y2. [22] 

The speed of convergence of this conditional distribution to normality has 
been observed by monte carlo studies (Samejima, 1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1977c, 
1979a). In three studies, except for the last one in which the Constant Infor
mation Model was adopted, either the normal ogive model on the dichotomous re
sponse level or the one on the graded response level was used. The item charac
teristic function, Pg(8), of the first model is given by 

J 
a (8-b ) 2 

Pg(S) = [2rr]-Y2 _oog g e-u 12 du ' [23] 

\ 
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where ag (>O) and bg are the item discrimination 

spectively. For the operating characteristic of 
••• , m) in the second model and 

g 

p (8) 
X 

g 

where 

f
a (8-b ) 

g X 
g 

ag (8-bx +l) 
g 

-oo = bo < bl < ••• < bm 
g 

< bm +1 = oo • 

g 

and difficulty parameters, re

the graded response x (= 0, 1, 
g 

[24] 

[25] 

These different monte carlo studies have shown that the speed of conver
gence is high, i.e., the conditional distribution of ev, given e, can be approx-

imated by N(e, I(e)-%) even when the number of test items is relatively small. 
The benefit of this finding will be enhanced if the test information function, 
I(8), assumes a constant value for the interval of interest, for it will simpli
fy the subsequent mathematics. In computerized adaptive testing the constant 
standard error of estimation can be obtained easily for the interval of 8 of 
interest (Samejima, 1977b). This can be accomplished by using a set amount of 
test information as the criterion for terminating the presentation of new test 
items for each individual examinee. In so doing, weakly parallel tests 
(Samejima, 1977d) are produced in each session, with the same accuracy of esti
mation everywhere within the interval of e that is of interest. 

When this.is not the case, the latent trait 8 can be transformed to T, 
which provides constant test information (cf. Samejima, 1980a). Let C be the 
desired constant value of the square root of the test information function for 
the interval [~,T]. Then, the transformation of e to L is given by 

-1 Je Y2 T(8) = c _oo [I(u)] du + 'o ,_ [26] 

where 'o is an arbitrary constant, or the value of T which corresponds to the 

origin of e. Note, however, that in order to approximate the conditional dis
tribution of the maximum likelihood estimate Tv, given the latent trait T, it is 

necessary that in spite of its irregularity, the amount of test information de
fined for the original latent trait e be substantially large throughout the in
terval of 8 of interest. By virtue of the transformation-free character of the 
maximum likelihood estimate, the new maximum likelihood estimate, iv, can be 
obtained through the same transformation, such that 

The transformation of 8 to T, which is given by Equation 26, may be rather 
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complicated, for it includes the integration of the square root of the test in
formation function 1(8), given by Equation 9 (see Table 2). The process will be 
largely simplified if the square root of the test information function is ap
proximated by a polynomial obtained by the method of moments (Elderton & 
Johnson, 1969). It has been observed (Samejima & Livingston, 1979) that the 
polynomial of a specified degree, m, which is obtained by the method of moments, 
provides the least squares solution. By the use of the method of moments, 
rounding error is also reduced, for it does not include the inversion of an ill
conditioned matrix. With such a polynomial, for the square root of the test 
information function 

[I(8)]Y2 -
m 
E a ek 

k=O k 

can be written. Substituting Equation 28 into Equation 27 gives 

where 

a:~ 
k 

m+l 
E a~ ek 

k=O 

To 

-1 
(Ck) ak-l 

k 0 

k 1,2, .•. , m + 1 . 

Approach to the Joint Density Function of T and TV 

[28] 

[29] 

[30] 

When the operating characteristics of the test items of the Old Test satis
fy the unique maximum condition (Samejima, 1969, 1972), the maximum likelihood 
estimate of the latent trait e can be obtained for each of those examinees to 
whom the Old Test was administered. Perhaps the most naive way of obtaining the 
estimated operating characteristics of a discrete item response is to take the 
simple ratio of the frequency of the examinees who share the response to the 
total frequency, by setting small subintervals of ev· This method has certain 

serious theoretical problems, however, in addition to the fact that it requires 
a large sample size and, in general, a substantial amount of computer time in 
obtaining Sv· Generally speaking, the regression of e on ev is not even linear. 

Thus, even if the maximum likelihood estimate Sv is approximately conditionally 

unbiased, given the latent trait e and constant test information for the inter
val of e of interest, the resultant estimated operating characteristic will be 
stretched unevenly. For the expectation of SV 
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[31] 
A 

when the maximum likelihood estimate 8v is approxima~ely conditionally unbiased, 

given 8. The general formula for the mth moment of 8V is given by 

[32] 

(cf. Samej ima, 1977c). From Equation 32 

Var(Sv) = Var(8) + E[Var(evje)] ~ Var(8) [33] 

is obtained for the variance of ev, ignoring the covariance term for the case 

where the conditional unbiasedness of SV approximately holds. For these rea

sons, it is desirable to discover methods which ameliorate these deficiencies. 

The group of examinees of the sample can be categorized into subgroups de
pending up~n their item scores, kh, to the "unknown" item h. If the density 

function, fk (e), of each discrete item score ~ is estimated, then the estimat-
h -ed operating characteristics, P~(8), can be represented by 

- - - -1 
P~ (8) = N~· f~ (8) [~ Nj• fj (8)] , [34] 

where Nk is the number of examinees who belong to the item response category kh 
h -

of item hand fk (8) is the estimated density. Asssume that the Old Test has a 
- h 

sufficiently large amount of test information at any point in the interval of 8 
of interest, and 8 is transformed to T, which has a constant test information 
throughout the corresponding interval of '· Then 

'v = ' + r::* [35] 

where r::* denotes the error in estimating 'v· 

In the Normal Approximation Method, a bivariate normal distribution is as
sumed for the joint distribution of iv and T for each subpopulation of examinees 

who share the same discrete item response ~ to the unknown item h. For sim

plicity, hereafter, the subscript V will be dropped from fv• The sample linear 

regression, s*(~) of the error r::* on the maximum likelihood estimate Tis given 
by 

•* A 

E: ( T) [36] 

where 

a = -2 A A -1 
-C E(T) [Var(T)] [ 3 7] 
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and 

[38] 
A 

For the conditional variance of E*, given -r, 

* A O 2 -2 A -1 
Var(EJT) = C- [1- C {Var(T)} ] [39] 

can also be written. Thus, the approximate joint distribution of E* and i are 
completely specified through Equations 36 through 39 for each subpopulation of 
examinees. Using the monteAcarlo method, as many error scores as desired can ~e 
produced for each value of -r; subtracting each value of E* thus produced from -r, 
the value of T is obtained, which will be denoted by i. The re·sulting set of T* 
for each item response subgroup ~ will be appropriately categorized into small 

subintervals to provide the approximate product of the interval width of e and 
the frequency Nk fk (e) in Equation 34, by virtue of the one-to-one corres-

h h 
pondence between e and -r; therefore, it can be used in both the numerator and 
denominator of Equation 34. 

A hypothetical test, called Test A, which consists of 35 graded items, was 
used as the Old Test. Each item of Test A follows the normal ogive model on the 
graded response level, whose operating characteristics, Px (B), is given by 

Equation 35. The item discrimination parameter, ag( > O),gand the set of m (= . g 
2) item difficulty parameters, b , of each of the 35 test items of Test A are 

Xg 
presented in Table 3. The amount of test information of Test A is approximately 
21.63 throughout the interval of e (-3.0, 3.0); therefore, the standard error of 
estimate is approximately .215 for this interval of e (cf. Samejima, 1977c). 
Five hundred hypothetical examinees whose positions on the latent trait e are at 
100 equally spaced points of e starting with -2.475 and ending with 2.475, with 
five examinees placed at each position, were used. For Test A, T can be set 
equal to e, and the transformation of the latent trait is not necessary. These 
are 10 "unknown" binary items, each of which follows the normal ogive model on 
the dichotomous response level (whose item characteristic function is given by 
Equation 23, and whose two item parameters, ag and bg, are presented in Table 
4). 

Figure 1 presents the results obtained by the Normal Approximation Method 
(Samejima, 1977c), choosing Item 6 as an example. The result obtained by pro
ducing only one value of e for each SV is plotted by hollow circles (N = 500); 

the two sets of results obtained by producing five values of e for each are 
plotted by solid triangles (N = 2,500) and X's (N = 2,500), respectively; the 
result obtained by combining these two sets of five values of 8 for each 8 is 
plotted by hollow squares (N = 5,000). It can be seen that the accuracy of the 
estimation of the operating characteristic becomes higher as a larger number of 
8 are produced. Similar results were obtained for the other nine unknown test 
items, i.e., Items 1 through 5 and 7 through 10. 

The Normal Approximation Method approximates the joint distribution of T 
and T for each subpopulation by a bivariate normal distribution. A similar ap
proach is possible with somewhat different rationale using the marginal density 
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Table 3 
Item Discrimination Parameter 
ag and Two Item Difficulty 

Parameters bxg for xg=1 and 

xg=2 of Each of the 35 

Graded Items of Test A 

Item g a· g bl b2 

1 1.8 -4.75 -3.75 
2 1.9 -4.50 -3.50 
3 2.0 -4.25 -3.25 
4 1.5 -4.00 -3.00 
5 1.6 -3.75 -2.75 
6 1.4 -3.50 -2.50 
7 1. 9 -3.00 -2.00 
8 1.8 -3.00 -2.00 
9 1.6 -2.75 -1.75 

10 2.0 -2.50 -1.50 
11 1.5 -2.25 -1.25 
12 1.7 -2.00 -1.00 
13 1. 5 -1.75 -o. 75 
14 1.4 -1.50 -0.50 
15 2.0 -1.25 -o. 25 
16 1. 6 -1.00 o.oo 
17 1. 8 -o. 75 0.25 
18 1.7 -0.50 0.50 
19 1. 9 -o. 25 0.75 
20 1.7 o.oo 1.00 .. 
21 1. 5 0.25 1.25 
22 1. 8 0.50 1.50 
23 1. 4 0.75 1.75 
24 1.9 1.00 2.00 
25 2.0 1.25 2.25 
26 1. 6 1.50 2.50 
27 1.7 1. 75 2.75 
28 1. 4 2.00 3.00 
29 1.9 2.25 3.25 
30 1.6 2.50 3.50 
31 1.5 2.75 3.75 
32 1.7 3.00 4.00 
33 1. 8 3.25 4.25 
34 2.0 3.50 4.50 
35 1. 4 3.75 4.75 

function of T (Samejima, 1978f). Let gkh(~) denote the density function of the 

maximum likelihood estimate T and ¢k (cji) be the conditional density function 
h 

of,, given i, for each subpopulation of examinees who share the same discrete 
item response kh. For the joint density function, ~k (T,~), of 'and i 

h 
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Table 4 
Item Discrimination 
Parameter ah and 

Item Difficulty 
Parameter bh of 
Each "Unknown" 

Test Item h 

Item h a b 

1 1. 5 -2.5 
2 1. 0 -2.0 
3 2.5 -1.5 
4 1.0 -1.0 
5 1.5 -o.5 
6 1.0 0.0 
7 2.0 0.5 
8 1.0 1. 0 
9 2.0 1.5 

10 1. 0. 2.0 

Figure 1 
Estimated Item Characteristic Functions of Item 6 Based 

upon 500 S's (Hollow Circles), 2,500 e•s (Solid Triangles), 
2,500 e's (Crosses), and 5,000's e's (Hollow Squares), 

Obtained by the Normal Approximation Method, Using Test A as the Old Test 
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[40] 

can be written. From these joint density functions for the separate subpopula
tions and the frequencies of examinees, Nk , are obtained for the estimated op-
erating characteristic h 

[ 41] 

This approach is called the Bivariate P.D.F. Approach. 

The density function, gk (T), in Equation 40 must be estimated from the 
h 

observable set of maximum likelihood estimates. This can be done by fitting a 
polynomial of an appropriate degree to the set of maximum likelihood estimates 
by the method of moments (cf. Samejima & Livingston, 1979). 

The conditional density, ~~(TJ~), in Equation 40 can be estimated by using 

the conditional moments ofT, given T. It has been shown (Samejima, 1977e) that 
if an estimate of the latent trait is conditionally unbiased and its conditional 
distribution is normal with a constant second parameter, the conditional moments 
of the latent trait, given its maximum likelihood estimate, will be obtained 
solely from the density function of the estimate and the constant second parame-

) ter of the normal distribution. The conditional expectation of T, given i, and 
/ the second through fourth conditional moments of T, given T, are given by the 

following formulae: 

I 
A A -2 d 

E(T T) = T + C dT log g(T) [ 42] 

2 -2 d 2 
= c- [1 + c dT 2 log g(T)] [43] 

-6 [ d 3 J C d T 3 log g ('!) [ 44] 

log g(i)} 

Let K denote Pearson's criterion. Then, 

K = s1 <s2 + 3) 2[4(2S2 - 3S1 - 6)(4s2 - 3S1)]- 1 
[46] 
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where 

{ I A 31 A 2 I A -3 (E [ T- E ( T T) } T]) (Var[ T T ]) [47] 

and 

[48] 

The value of this criterion points to a unique Pearson Type distributio~ (Elder
ton & Johnson, 1969) which approximates the conditional density, ~k (<1<), in 

h 
Equation 40. This method will be called the Pearson System Method (Samejima, 
1978b). 

To avoid the increased inaccuracies of estimation of conditional moments of 
higher orders, it is sometimes suitable to use only the first and second condi
tional moments in approximating the conditional density, ~kh(<li). The Normal 

Approach Method (Same~ima, 1978b), which adopts a normal density function for 
the estimate of ~kh(TIT), is such a method, although each estimated conditional 

density function is forced to be symmetric. For added flexibility, a beta den
sity function can also be used for the estimate of ~k (<!i), whose two parame-

ters, the lower and the upper endpoints of the interv~ for which the density is 
positive, are given a priori. Thus, as in the Normal Approach Method, only the 
first two conditional moments are needed to estimate the remaining two parame
ters of the beta distribution. This method will be called the Two-Parameter 
Beta Method (Samejima, 1977e, 1978a). 

Figure 2 illustrates the results obtained by using the Bivariate P.D.F. 
Approach combined with the Normal Approach Method, with the same set of simulat
ed data that was introduced earlier. The unknown test item illustrated here is, 
again, Item 6. Three different degrees, i.e., Degrees 3, 4 and 5, were used for 
the polynomials that were obtained by the method of moments to provide the esti
mated density function, gk (S), of each discrete item response kh. 

h 

It can be seen in this example that the result of the Degree 3 case does 
not fit the theoretical item characteristic function as well as those of the 
Degree 4 and 5 cases, although it is still fairly close to the theoretical 
curve. This is not a general tendency, however, and those curves of the Degree 
3 case fit just as closely to the corresponding theoretical item characteristic 
functions as those of the Degree 4 and 5 cases for most of the other nine un
known test items. 

Comparison of these three resultant estimated item characteristic functions 
to the stepwise frequency ratios of the subgroup of examinees who answered Item 
6 correctly to the total subgroup, which are based upon the true positions of 
the five hundred hypothetical examinees on the latent trait e, indicates that 
all the three results are much closer to the theoretical item characteristic 
function than the frequency ratios. 

\ 
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Figure 2 
Estimated Item Characteristic Functions of Item 6 for the Degree 3 (Dotted 

Curve), Degree 4 (Short Dashed Curve), and Degree 5 (Long Dashed Curve) Cases 
of the Bivariate P.D.F. Approach with the Normal Approach Method Using Test A 

as the Old Test, and the Theoretical Item Characteristic Function 
(Smooth Solid Curve) and the Frequency Ratios of 8 (Jagged Solid Curve) 
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Conditional P.D.F. Approach 

• 
When there is a large number of unknown test items, the computing time re-

quired in the Normal Approximation Method or in the Bivariate P.D.F. Approach 
will be substantially large, since the joint density function must be approxi
mated for each discrete item response to each unknown test item. In contrast, 
when it is desirable to deal with more than one unknown item together, the Con~ 
ditional P.D.F. Approach is much s~pler. This approach is further categorized 
into three procedures, i.e., the Simple Sum Procedure (Samejima, 1978a), the 
Weighted Sum Procedure (Samejima, 1978d), and the Proportioned Sum Procedure 
(Samejima, 1978e). Let Ts be the maximum likeli~ood estimate of the latent 

trait assigned .~o the examinee denoted!_, and w(Ts) denote an appropriately cho~ 

sen weight for ~s• In the Weighted Sum Procedure the estimated operating char

acteristic of the discrete item response kh to the unknown test item h is given 
by 

where ~(TIT ) is the estimated conditional density function of T, given T = 
s 

[49] 

to 
In a special case where w(Ts) = 1 for all Ts's, Equation 49 can be reduced 
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Pk_ [8(-r)] = E ~(-rl~s) [ ~ ~(-rl~s)]-1 • 
-n sE~ s=l 

[50] 

The procedure which adopts Equation 50 instead of Equaton 49 is called the Sim
ple Sum Procedure. 

Let p(sEkh) be the probability with which the examinee~ belongs to the 

item response subgroup kh. This can be estimated by the proportion of examinees 

who belong to a specified discrete item response ~· In the Proportioned Sum 

Procedure, for the estimated operating characteristic of the discrete item re
sponse kh to the unknown test item h 

I\ [8(-r)] = E p(sE~) ~(-rl.fs) [ ~ ~(-r!Ts)]- 1 
-n sE~ s=l 

[51] 

can be written, where p(sEkh) is the proportion thus obtained as the estimate of 
the probability p(sEkh). 

The conditional density, ~(<ITs), is approximated by the Pearson System 

Method, the Normal Approach Method, or the Two-Parameter Beta Method. In so 
doing, the conditional moments are obtain~ by Eq~tions 42 through 45, with tQe 
replacement of the density function, gkh(T), by g(<), the density function ofT 

for the total population of examinees. This is the primary advantage of the 
Conditional P.D.F. Approach, for the estimation of the marginal density function 
of T is done only for the total population, instead of for each item response 
subpopulation of for each unknown test item. 

Figure 3 illustrates three examples obtained by the Simple Sum Procedure of 
the Conditional P.D.F. Approach, which is combined with the Normal Approach 
Method. The simulated data used in these examples are the same as those used in 
the examples given in the preceding section. The results are for the Degree 4 
case, and similar results were also obtained for the Degree 3 case. 

It can be seen, again, that the estimated item characteristic function is 
fairly close to the theoretical item characteristic function, and much more so 
in comparison to the corresponding frequency ratios, for each of the three un
known test items. In each of the three graphs, also presented is the resultant 
estimated item characteristic function of the Degree 4 case obtained by using a 
subtest of the original Old Test as the Old Test. The subtest consisted of 11 
items of' the original Old Test. Specifically, out of the 35 items, every 3rd 
item was chosen, starting with the 3rd and ending with the 33rd item (Samejima & 
Changas, 1981). Note that in this second situation, the original latent trait 8 
was transformed to -r, since the amount of test information function is not con
stant for the interval of 8, in which all the 500 hypothethical examinees were 
located. The resultant estimated item characteristic functions for the three 
unknown test items are fairly close to the corresponding theoretical item char-

\ 
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Figure 3 
Estimated Item Characteristic Functions Obtained by the Simple Sum Procedure 
of the Conditional P.D.F. Approach with the Normal Approach Method, Degree 4 

Case, Using Test A (Dashed Curve) and Its Subtest of 11 Test Items (Dotted 
Curve) as the Old Test, Respectively, in Comparison with the 
Theoretical Item Charcteristic Function (Smooth Solid Curve) 

and the Frequency Ratios of the Latent Trait 8 (Jagged Solid Curve) 
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acteristic functions. For Item 4 the fit is even better than the one obtained 
using the original Old Test, although it is slightly poorer for Item 3 (Figure 
3a) and approximately the same for Item 5 (Figure 3c). For each of the other 
seven unknown test items, the two sets of results turned out to be just as close 
to each other. That a reasonably good result can be obtained by using only 11 
items in the Old Test indicates the robustness of the procedure. Similar stud
ies have been made (Samejima, 1980b, 1981) using a subtest whose test items num
ber 11 and 25. The results turned out to be just as good as those obtained us
ing the original Old Test. 

Computer Programs and Model Validation 

Seven computer programs have been developed so far for the estimation of 
the operating characteristics of discrete item responses: 

1. TAU TRANSFORMATION 
2. MLE THETA 
3. CONDITIONAL MOMENTS MLE 
4. SIMPLE/WEIGHTED SUM NT 
5. PROPORTIONED SUM NT 
6. CONDITIONAL MOMENTS SUBGROUP 
7. BIVARIATE P.D.F. NT 

Figure 4 explains how to combine these programs in order to apply the Condition
al P.D.F. Approach of the Bivariate P.D.F. Approach, which are combined either 
with the Normal Approach Method or with the Two-Parameter Beta·Method. Each 
program is written in such a way that all the input data are printed separately 
from the results, and the user should pause and eKamine the result carefully and 
make some important decisions, if necessary, before proceeding to the next pro
gram. 

Figure 4 
Seven Programs for the Conditional P.D.F. Approach and for the 
Bivariate P.D.F. Approach, Each of Which Can be Combined Either 

with the Normal Approach Method or with the Two-Parameter Beta Method 

Conditional P. D. F. Approach Combined with the Normal Approach 
or the Two-Parameter Beta Method: 

TAU 
TRANSFORMATION 

MLE 
THETA 

CONDITIONAL 
MOMENTS MLE 

SIMPLE/WEIGHTED 
SUM NT 

PROPORTIONED 
SUM NT 

Bivariate P.D.F. Approach Combined with the Normal Approach 
or the Two-Parameter Beta Method: 

TAU 
TRANSFORMATION 

MLE 
THETA 

CONDITIONAL 
MOMENTS 
SUBGROUP 

{
BIVARIATE 
P. D. F. NT 
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Each program consists of several subroutines. There are three stages for 
each combination of programs. When the Conditional P.D.F. Approach is used, 
either SIMPLE/WEIGHTED SUM NT or PROPORTIONED SUM NT is chosen, depending upon 
whether the Simple Sum or Weighted Sum Procedure, or the Proportion Sum Proce
dure is used. 

It is noted that the methods and approaches of estimating the operating 
characteristics of discrete test item responses introduced in the previous sec
tions are directly applicable in such a situation where there is a validated 
item pool and it is desirable to add more test items to the item pool whose op
erating characteristics are yet to be discovered. When there is not such an 
item pool and it is necessary to start from the very beginning of test construc
tion, however, there is no available set of test items which can be used as the 
Old Test. Thus, it may be necessary to assume some specific model, or models, 
for the discrete item responses of a set of test items, which were carefully 
selected with respect to their content validity, and to use them as the Old 
Test. 

Notice that the same methods and approaches that have been developed for 
estimating the operating characteristics of the discrete item responses of un
known test items can be used for the purpose of model validation for the test 
items of the Old Test. If the adopted model, or models, is appropriate, then 
the estimated operating characteristics of the discrete item responses of each 
item of the Old Test should be close to those which are assumed by the model. 
This comparison can be performed by deleting a test item, using the remaining (n 
- 1) test items as the tentative Old Test, and estimating the operating charac
teristics of the discrete item responses of the deleted test item. If it is 
found that none of the resultant n sets of such estimated operating characteris
tics validates the adopted model,-some other model will have to be used. If it 
is found that s2me, but not all, of the resultant~ sets of estimated operating 
characteristics invalidate the adopted model, or models, then those test items 
may be excluded from the original Old Test, and the same process repeated for 
the remaining set of test items, and so forth. Research is still in progress 
using the original Old Test of 35 items which follow the normal ogive model with 
the parameters shown in Table 3. 

For the purpose of illustration, Figure 5 presents the estimated operating 
characteristics of the three graded item responses of Item 15 of the original 
Old Test, which were obtained by the Simple Sum Procedure of the Conditional 
P.D.F. Approach combined with the Normal Approach Method, Degree 4 case, using 
the remaining 34 graded test items as the Old Test. The programs used in this 
process were Tau TRANSFORMATION, MLE THETA, CONDITIONAL MOMENTS MLE, AND SIMPLE/ 
WEIGHTED SUM NT. It can be seen in this figure that each estimated operating 
characteristic is reasonably close to the corresponding theoretical operating 
characteristic. 

The simple unweighted least squares method can be used, further, to evalu
ate the above result, by obtaining the estimates of the two parameters on the 
normal ogive model on the dichotomous response level, whose item characteristic 
function is given by Equation 23, as was done previously (Samejima, 1977c, 
1977e). In the present example, the estimated operating characteristic, P (8), 

Xg 
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Figure 5 
Estimated Operating Characteristics for the Three Item 

Score Categories (Dotted Curves) of Item 15 of the Original Old 
Test, Using the Remaining 34 Graded Test Items as the 
Old Test in Comparison with the Theoretical Operating 

Characteristics (Solid Curves) Using the Simple Sum Procedure of the 
Conditional P.D.F. Approach with the Normal Approach Method 
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for xg = 1, i.e., the intermediate item score, is added to the one for xg = 2, 

to produce the estimated item characteristic function, which would be used if it 
were decided to restore the item dichotomously, assigning the binary item score 
1 to xg = 1 and xg = 2 and 0 to xg = 0. In a similar manner, the estimated op-

erating characteristic Pxg(e) for xg = 2 (i.e., the highest item score) can be 

treated as the estimated item characteristic function, which would be adopted if 
the item were rescored dichotomously, assigning 1 to xg = 2 and 0 to xg = 1 and 

xg = 0. Thus, there are two estimated item characteristic functions for Item 

15, having, presumably, the same discrimination parameter ag and two different 
difficulty parameters bg• 

Let Pg(8j) be the estimated value of the item characteristic function in 

the normal ogive model for the midpoint of the jth interval, and define sgj such 
that 

P (8) = _l_fsgj e 
g ,vz; 

--oo 

2 
u 
2 

du 

Following the least squares principle, Q is defined by 

2Q 
m 
E 

j=l 
[s . -a (8. - b )]

2 

g] g J g 

[52] 

[53] 
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Differentiating Q with respect to ag and bg and setting the results equal to 
zero gives 

and 

lQ_ = 
Cla 

g 

m 
l: 

j=l 

ClQ m 
~= l: 

g j=l 

[s . -a (e. - b )](-e.+ b) 
g] g J g J g 

0 

[~ . -a (e. -b)] a 
g] g J g g 

0 . 

The above equations provide the estimates of ag and bg such that 

a 
g 

and 

-1 Cov ( ~ . , e . ) [ v a r ( e . ) ] 
g] J J 

b = me - [ Cov ( ~ . , e . ) ] - 1 V a r ( e . ) ~ 
g g] J J g 

[54] 

[55] 

[56] 

[57] 

where me and ~g are the means of ej and ~gj, respectively. These estimates, ag 

and bg, are to be compared with their respective parameters, ag and bg• The 

estimates of the two item parameters, ~g and bg, which are given by Equations 56 

and 57, were obtained on each of the two estimated item characteristic fugc
tions. It should be noted that the estimated item difficulty parameter, bg' 

based on the first estimated item characteristic function is the estimate of b 
Xg 

for xg = 1, and that on the second estimated item characteristic function is the 

estimate of b for x = 2. 
xg g 

The estimation was made using the values of the estimated item characteris
tic function which are less than .9 and greater than .1, obtained for discrete 
values of e with the step width of .1. In the first estimation, m = 15 for the 
interval of e, [-1.9, -0.5], and, in the second estimation, m = 18 for the in
terval [-1.0, 0.7]. The two estimates of the discrimination-parameter, ag, were 

1.790 and 1.421, respectively; these are somewhat less than the true parameter 
value 2.0 shown in Table 3, the result Which is anticipated from Figure 5. The 
estimates of the two difficulty parameters, bxg for xg = 1 and xg = 2, were 

-1.302 and -0.230, respectively. It can be seen that they are reasonably close 
to the true parameter values, -1.250 and -0.250, given in Table 3. 

Thus far the model used for the items of the Old Test has been restricted 
to the normal ogive model on the graded response level or on the dichotomous 
response level. Researchers have requested the development of methods of esti-
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mating the operating characteristics of discrete item responses using the 3-par
ameter logistic model (Birnbaum, 1968) for the items of the Old Test or the set 
of test items whose operating characteristics are known. The item characteris
tic function, Pg(8), of item~· which follows the 3-parameter logistic model is 
given by 

P (8) = c + (1-c )'I' (8) , g g g g [58] 

where 'l'g(8) is the item characteristic function in the logistic model, for which 

'I' (8) = [1 + exp{-Da (8-b )}]- 1 
, [59] 

g g g 

can be written and cg is a constant that is supposed to be the probability of 

guessing correctly, or unity divided by the number of the alternatives attached 
to the multiple-choice item~· 

There are several theoretical problems concerning the 3-parameter logistic 
model, including the fact that it does not assure the existence of the unique 
maximum likelihood estimate of the latent trait 8 for every response pattern 
(cf. Samejima, 1972, 1973b). This is caused by the fact that the item response 
information function, Ik~(8), which is defined by Equation 5 for the discrete 

item response kg, assumes negative values for the positive response to the bina

ry item~ for the interval of 8 less than the critical value 8~ (cf. Sam~jima, 

1973b). This critical value is considerably high, relative to the difficulty 
parameter bg. For example, when D = 1.7, ag = 1.0, bg = 0.0, and cg = .20, the 

critical value 8g is as high as .473. If the value of cg is changed from .20 to 

.25, i.e., the item is changed from a five-alternative multiple-choice test item 
to a four-alternative one, this gives 8g ~ -0.408. 

These facts indicate that a test item which follows the 3-parameter logis
tic model has a serious problem caused by the random guessing noise. In fact, 
in the above example, Pg(8) = 0.5 at 8 = 8g, which can be partitioned into two 

parts, i.e., .333 for knowledge and .167 for guessing correctly. This indicates 
that the effect of noise is as large as 50% of that of the true information. 
The use of the test items following the 3-parameter logistic model for the Old 
Test has this serious problem, and methods should be developed in such a way 
that test items of lower levels relative to the individual examinee's ability 
level must be excluded from the maximum likelihood estimation of his or her 
ability. It can be forseen that the method will necessarily be much more com
plicated than those in which a model such as the normal ogive model or the lo
gistic model is used. 

Information Loss Caused by Asymptotes 

It has been seen in the preceding section that the 3-parameter logistic 
model, in which the item characteristic function has a lower asymptote greater 
than zero, has the interval, (-oo, 8g), for which the item response information 

function for the positive response assumes negative values. Even in such a sit
uation, the item information function, Ig(8), is nonnegative throughout the en-

\ 
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tire range of 8, as is obvious from Equation 6 (see Table 2). It is question
able, however, if the item information function is just as meaningful in such a 
situation as it is when all the item response information functions are nonnega
tive. 

For the moment, the above question will be kept open, and investigation 
will continue into the amount of the loss of information caused by the lower 
asymptote Which is greater than zero, or by the upper asymptote Which is less 
than unity. In so doing, there will only be consideration of item characteris
tic functions that are strictly increasing in 8, with cgl and cg2 as the lower 
and upper asymptotes, respectively. Thus, 

lim P ( 8 ) 
8-+8 g cgl 

li~ p (8) 
8-+8 g = c g2 [60] 

where 8 and e are the lower and upper endpoints of the interval for Which 8 is 
defined, and 

0 < c < c < 
gl g2 1 . 

Let i be a binary test item with cjl = 0 and cj 2 = 1. Define T such that 

T = T(8) -1 
P. [P (8)] . 

J g 

Thus, T is a strictly increasing function of 8 with the range 

T < T < T , • 

where 

T 

T = P:-1 [P (S)] 
J g 

-1 
P. (c 1) 

J g 

-1 
= P. (c 2) 

J g 

For the two item information functions, Ig(8) and Ij(T), 

JS[I (8)]1f2 d8 = JT[I~(T)]y2 dT. 
8 g , J 
- -

[61] 

[62] 

[63] 

[64] 

[65] 

can be written. For convenience, and without loss of generality, let j follow 
the logistic model, such that 

-1 
Pj(T) = [1 + exp{-Da.(•-b.)}] • 

J J 
[66] 
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Thus, 

[Da.]-1 [log c -
J gl 

[67] 

From Equation 67 it can be seen that if cg 1 = 0~ then~= -oo, otherwise, ~is 

finite; and if cg2 = 1, then T = oo, otherwise, T is finite. From Equation 65 

and 66 for the total information Q is obtained: 

JT Y2 = Da. [exp{Da.(T-b.)}] [1 + exp{Da (T-b )}]-l d 
J ~ J J j j T. 

Now T* will be further defined such that 

T* = T*(T) = [exp{Da.(T-b.)})y2 

J J 

Thus, 

and from Equations 67 and 69 

T* = T*(T) = c Y2 (1-c fY2 gl gl 

and 

Y2 -Y2 
T*(T) = c (1-c ) 

.g2 g2 

can be written. From Equations 68, 69, 70, 71, and 72 is obtained 

[68] 

[69] 

[70] 

[71] 

[72] 

[73] 

It is obvious from Equation 73 that when·cg1 = 0 and cg2 = 1, as is the 

case with the normal ogive model or with the logistic model on the dichotomous 
response level, this quantity, Q, assumes the maximum value, such that 

Q = 7f • [74] 
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It can also be seen from Equation 73 that as cg1 departs from zero and cg2 from 

unity, the total information Q becomes progressively smaller than TI. 

When item g follows the 3-parameter logistic model, or 3-parameter normal 
ogive model, this gives 

c > 0 
g 

1 . [75] 

From Equation 73 and 74 can be written 

Q = TI - 2tan- 1 [c /(1-c )] y2 
g g [76] 

Thus, it can be seen that the second term in the right-hand side of Equation 76 
indicates the information loss caused by the asymptote cg, which is greater than 

zero. This information loss is as large as .295TI for cg = .20 (i.e., when the 

multiple-choice test item has five alternative answers); when cg = .25 (i.e., 

the multiple-choice test item has four alternative answers), it is as large as 
.333TI, which indicates that one-third of the total information is lost. 

Figure 6 illustrates the information loss caused by the lower asymptote, 
which is greater than zero. In this example, the solid curve indicates the 
square root of the item information function in the logistic model, with D = 
1. 7, aj = 1. 0, and bj = 0. 0. The total area tmder the solid curve above the 

abscissa equals TI, the left-hand side of the vertical dashes indicates the in
formation loss caused by cj = .20, and the left-hand side of the vertical solid 

line corresponds to the information loss caused by cj = .25. 

Figure 6 
Information Loss Caused by the Lower Asymptote cg of the Item 

Characteristic Function in the 3-Parameter Logistic Model 
for Cg = • 20 (Dashes) and for cg = 0. 25 (Solid Line) 
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The information loss caused by the lower asymptote cg was computed for each 

of the three additional values of cg, i.e., .10, .33, and .50; they are all pre-
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sented in Table S together with the corresponding values of ~· In the same ta
ble, also presented are the critical value 8g; the values of '¥g(8) and Pg(8); 

and that of the item information function, Ig(8), at 8 = 8g, for which 

8 
g 

(2Da )-1 log c + b , 
g g g 

'¥ (8 ) 
g g 

p (8 ) 
g g 

and 

I (8 ) 
g g 

-1 [1 + exp{-Da (8 -b )}] 
g g g 

c + (1-c )'¥ (8 ) 
g g g g 

1f2 c 
g 

(1-c )D2a 2 '¥ (8 ) 2 [1-'¥ (8 )][c +(1-c )'¥ (8 )]-l g g g g g g g g g g 

can be written. 

Table S 
Information Loss Caused by the Lower Asymptote of the Item 

Characteristic Function in the 3-Parameter Logistic Model for Each 
of the Five Values of the Asymptote cg Together with !! the Critical 

Value 8g, and the Logistic Function '¥g(8), the Item Characteristic 

Function Pg(8) and the Item Information Function Ig(8) at 8 = 8g 

Information 
Cg T I.Dss 8g '¥g( 8g) Pg(8g) Ig(8g) 

.10 -1.292 .644 (20.S%) .677 .240 .316 • 361 

.20 • 81S • 927 (29.S%) .473 .309 .447 .341 

.2S .646 1. 047 (33.3%) .408 .333 .sao .321 

.33 .408 1.231 (39. 2%) • 323 .366 .S77 .283 

.so .000 1. s 71 (SO.O%) .204 .414 .707 .20S 

Shiba's Word/Phrase Comprehension Tests and Scale Construction 

[ 77] 

[78] 

[79] 

[80] 

The 13 word/phrase comprehension tests developed by Shiba (1978), which 
were introduced by Samejima (1980d), are based upon an item pool of 480 test 
items. Out of those 13 tests, tests AP1 and AP2 are for young children who have 
not yet learned how to read, and pictures are used instead of words and phrases. 
Tests A1, A2, A3, A4, AS, nd A6 are basicially for elementary school children of 
six different grades. TWo t~sts, J1 and J2, are basically for junior high 
school students of three different grades; and Tests S1 and S2 are for senior 

\ 
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) high school students of three different grades. Finally, Test U2 is for college 
students and adults. Each test item is a multiple-choice item, with five alter
native answers, i.e., one correct answer and four distractors. The distractors 
were carefully chosen in such a way that the choice of each alternative will 
provide information, as does the choice of the correct answer. 

Shiba's item pool of 480 items is constructed so that a certain number of 
test items are used in two adjacent tests; Table 6 presents the total number of 
test items in each test, together with the number of test items which are shared 
by each pair of adjacent tests. As can be seen, the numbers of test items for 
separate tests vary between 30 and 60, and the numbers of shared test items are 
between 8 and 20. 

.. 

Table 6 
Number of Items of 
Each of Shiba's 13 

Tests of Words/Phrase 
Comprehension, and Number 
of Shared Items for Each 

Pair of Tests 

Test 

Number 
of 

Items 

AP1 30 

AP2 30 

A1 36 

A2 34 

A3 40 

A4 40 

AS 48 

A6 54 

J1 56 

J2 60 

S1 60 

S2 60 

U2 57 

No. of 
Shared 

Items 

10 

8 

8 

16 

8 

16 

16 

16 

20 

20 

20 

20 
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When an item pool of a broad range of difficulty levels, such as Shiba's, 
is available, a number of different uses can be made of it, which may lead to 
fruitful research results. In so doing, scale construction with a sound theo
retical background is most desirable. If this turns out to be successful, then 
it will be possible to compare, for instance, the ability of two individuals who 
differ substantially in age and education, to conduct developmental research by 
following up single individuals, and so forth. 

As the first trial, Shiba and others factor analyzed each of 11 of the 
tests (excluding API and AP2) separately, using a set of data obtained upon a 
single group of examinees, and then combined the results by equating the item 
parameters of overlapping test items. The normal ogive model, or the logistic 
model as its approximation, was assumed for each multiple-choice test item which 
was scored dichotomously. They were aware that the general factor, which they 
found for each set of a test and a group of examinees, might not be the same 
general factor they found for another set, and it is an assumption that all 
those general factors are one single factor. 

To ameliorate this relative weakness, it is conceivable to apply simulta
neous factor analysis for each subset of test items which is shared by two adja
cent tests, using two or more different groups of examinees. If it turns out 
that a general factor exists across two or more groups of examinees, then it 
will be stronger support for the unidimensionality of the latent trait. 

In addition to the above benefit, there is a strong possibility that a sub
set of overlapping test items can be used as the Old Test, from which can be 
estimated the operating characteristics of both the correct answers and dis
tractors of the other nonoverlapping test items of the two adjacent tests 
(Shiba, Noguchi, & Haebara, 1978). If the resultant estimated operating charac
teristics turn out to be similar to the plausibility functions provided by the 
family of models developed for the multiple-choice item (Samejima, 1979b), then 
use can be made of the information given by the distractors, as well as the in
formation provided by the correct answer, in estimating the examinee's latent 
trait. The same process can be also applied for estimating the operating char
acteristics of the distractors of the test items of the Old Test itself, as well 
as the model validation for their correct answers, in a similar manner which was 
illustrated in the sixth section. 

The estimation of the operating characteristics will be more accurate if a 
test has two subsets of shared test items, as is the case with most of Shiba's 
tests, on lower and upper sides of the latent trait. Through the results of 
this estimation, it will be possible to equate the scales more rigorously, not 
only through the sets of shared subsets of test items but through all the other 
test items. 

In applying simultaneous factor analysis, it is necessary that there are 
covariance matrices, instead of correlation matrices, for what is needed is a 
common scale for each item variable across the two or more populations of exam
inees involved. In a situation such as this, however, the covariance matrices 
are not readily available, since the item variable, which is denoted by Xg, is a 

\ 
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hypothesized variable behind the item score. On the other hand, with a normal 
distribution assumption, the tetrachoric correlation matrix can be obtained for 
each group of examinees. A way must be found, therefore, to convert tetrachoric 
correlation matrices for two or more populations to covariance matrices. 

There is a simple, straightforward solution for the above problem when a 
distractor or distractors deserving the second best item score can be located. 
Here, a simple case will be considered in which there are only two populations 
of examinees, to whom a common subtest, including item g, was administered. It 
is assumed that the item variable, Xg, distributes normally for each of the two 

populations of examinees, with ~gl and crgl as the two parameters for Populations 

1 and ~g2 and crg2 for Populations 2. Let Pgrl and Pgr2 be the probabilities 

with Which the examinee chooses the alternative with the rth highest item score 
for item g, for Populations 1 and 2, respectively, and y -l and y 2 denote the 
corresponding normal deviates, such that gr gr 

~ -1 [1 
r 

Ygrl L: Pgsl] 
s=l 

-1 
r 

y = ~ [1 - L: Pgs2] gr2 
s=l ' [81] 

where ~ indicates the standard normal distribution function. Thus, for the ra
tio of the two standard deviations 

can be written. When one set of distractors which deserves the second best item 
score can be located, r = 2 can be set for the correct answer and s = 1 for the 
distractors, and an estimate of the ratio of the standard deviations of the item 
variable Xg can be obtained for Populations 1 and 2 through Equation 81, by us-

ing the corresponding sample proportions for Pgrl, Pgr2 , Pgsl, and Pgs 2 • When, 

in addition, another set of distractors which deserves the third best item 
score, and so on, can be located, there is more than one set of relationships 
described by Equation 81. In such a case, some least square procedure will pro
vide an estimate of the ratio of the two standard deviations. In so doing, it 
is desirable to allow errors on both sides such as is done by Deming's (1946) 
least squares method. For the distance between the two means of Xg 

[83] 

can be written. Since there is more than one value of r in Equation 83, the 
arithmetic mean of the results of Equation 83 will provide an estimate of the 
distance between the two means. 

Table 7 presents two contingency tables for the choice of the alternatives 
of Item 51 of Shiba's Test Jl against five test score groups, for the samples of 
seventh graders and eighth graders, respectively. It can be seen in these two 
tables that, next to the correct answer E, Alternative C attracted examinees of 
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Table 7 
Contingency Tables of the Five Alternatives--A, B, C, D, 

and E--of Item 51 of Test Jl vs. Five Test Score Categories 
Together with the Mean of Maximum Likelihood Estimate of 8 

for Each Alternative Subgroup 
for Seventh- and Eighth-Grade Students 

Subgroup and Alternative No 
Test Score A B c D E* Answer Total 

Seventh Grade 
Lowest 27 36 11 30 22 4 130 
Low 10 20 12 22 0 3 107 
Middle 23 10 25 28 32 2 120 
High 21 16 18 24 33 6 118 
Highest 22 4 12 21 79 1 139 
Total 103 86 78 125 206 16 614 
Mean 8 .137 .640 .077 .136 .429 

Eighth Grade 
Lowest 25 18 10 17 12 3 85 
Low 13 14 9 16 27 2 81 
Middle 17 8 14 16 48 5 108 
High 10 6 18 13 38 2 87 
Highest 11 1 4 6 77 1 100 
Total 76 47 55 68 202 13 461 
Mean § .118 .260 .312 .150 .909 

*Correct Answer 

Figure 7 
Relationship among the Proportions of Examinees Who Correctly 

Answered Item 4 of Test J1 and Who Selected the Second 
Best Alternative, and the Means and Standard 
Deviations of the Two Populations JHl and JH2 

0.6 

TEST Jl, ITEM 4 

~ 0.4 
CIJ 0.1287 z 
UJ c 0.2· 0.0868. 

•. 

o.~4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 i 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
t 0.454 

ITEM VARIABLE Xg 
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Table 8 
Estimated Means and Standard Deviations of Each 
of the 14 Item Variables of Test Jl for the Two 

Populations, JH1 and JH2, Together with the Correct 
Answer and Alternative(s) of the Second Best Item Score 

Mean SD Correct Second 
Item JH1 JH2 JHl JH2 Answer Best 

4 .000 .454 1.025 .975 E A 
5 .000 .308 .982 1.018 A D, E 
7 .000 .479 .953 1.047 D B 
9 .000 -.047 1.002 .998 c D, E 

10 .000 .266 1. 000 1. 000 E B 
12 .ooo .185 1. 026 .974 B A, E 
27 .000 .499 .816 1.184 E c 
29 .000 .131 1.017 .983 c D 
30 .000 .130 .973 1.027 B A, D 
34 .000 .162 • 945 1.055 B D 
47 .000 .743 .730 1. 270 B c, E 
48 .000 .131 1.008 .992 E A, B 
50 .000 .106 1. 037 .963 A B, D 
51 .ooo .241 .952 1. 048 E c 

Table 9 
Factor Loadings of First 

Three Common Factors 
Obtained by Simultaneous 

Factor Analysis of 14 
• Items of Test J1 Using 

JH1 and JH2 as Two 
Populations 

Item Common Factor 
No. 1 2 3 

4 • 615 .099 .175 
5 .597 -.056 -.178 
7 .405 -.330 -.161 
9 .340 -.069 -.040 

10 .480 -.154 -.418 
12 .446 .069 .147 
27 • 320 -.484 .12 7 
29 .613 -.016 -.271 
30 • 308 -.070 -.151 
34 .286 .048 .066 
47 • 332 .189 .073 
48 .412 -.182 .124 
50 .366 -.278 • 03 7 
51 .389 -.154 .350 
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Figure 8 
Estimated Density Functions of Item Variable Xg for 

the Seventh (Solid Curve) and Eighth (Dotted Curve) Graders 
for Each of 13 Items of Test Jl 
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Figure 8 (Continued) 
Estimated Density Functions of Item Variable Xg for 

Graders the Seventh (Solid Curve) and Eighth (Dotted Curve) 
for Each of 13 Items of Test Jl 
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relatively high levels of ability, and Alternative D probably follows C in that 
tendency. This observation from the contingency tables is supportedAby each of 
the two configurations of the means of maximum likelihood estimates 8 for the 
separate alternative subgroups of examinees (cf. Samejima, 1980d), which are 
given at the bottom of each contingency table. Thus either Alternative C alone, 
or the combination of Alternative C and D, should be treated as the one which 
deserves the second best item score. 

Figure 7 presents the relationship between the two sets of parameters of 
the item variable distributions for Item 4 of Test J1, by setting ~g 1 = 0 and 

crg1 + crg2 = 2. Fourteen test items have been chosen out of the 56 of Test J1, 

for each of Which the identification of the second best alternative answer, or 
answers, was made relatively easily. The estimated means and standard devia
tions for the two populations, JH1 and JH2, for each of the 14 test items, to
gether with the correct answer and the alternative(s) with the second highest 
item score, are given in Table 8. Figure 8 also presents the estimated density 
functions of the item variable Xg for the two populations for each of the re-

maining 13 test items of Test J1, excluding Item 4, which was already illustrat
ed in Figure 7. It can be seen from the table and figures that, except for a 
few items, such as Items 27 and 47, the two estimated density functions are 
close to each other. 

By multiplying the estimated tetrachoric correlation coefficient between 
the two item variables, Xg and Xj, with the product of the corresponding two 

estimated standard deviations, the correlation coefficient can be converted to 
the covariance of each pair of test items, ~ and j_, and hence the sample corre
lation matrix to the sample covarince matrix for each population. 

Table 10 
Covariance Matrices of 

the Three Common Factors 
Resulting from Simultaneous 

Factor Analysis for 
Populations JH1 and JH2 

Population 
and 

Common Common Factor 
Factor 1 2 3 

JH1 
1 1. 000 
2 0.000 1.000 
3 0.000 0.000 1.000 

JH2 
1 1.072 
2 -.324 -.091 
3 • 354 .393 1.037 
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The factor loadings of the first three common factors for the 14 test items 
>btained by the simultaneous factor analysis (SIFASP) for the two eKaminee 
~roups, JH1 and JH2, are presented in Table 9. They are orthogonal and stan
dardized factors for JH1 and oblique for JH2. The covariance of these three 
factors for JH1 and JH2 are given as Table 10. It can be seen from Table 9 that 
the first common factor can be considered as the general factor for these 14 
item variables. 

Birnbaum, A. 
ability. 
scores. 
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DISCUSSION 

RoDERICK p. McDoNALD 

MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY 

Anyone who reads Samejima's paper "Development and Application of Methods 
for Estimating Operating Characteristics of Discrete Test Item Responses without 
Assuming Any Mathematical Form" in its complete form must be impressed by the 
depth and carefulness of her treatment of this problem. I see the problem in 
question perhaps in an unusual fashion, as an analog of factor extension in lin
ear common factor analysis. In factor extension the known factor loadings of a 
core set of tests are used, and joint covariances of the new set (the extension 
set) determine the factor loadings of the extension set. 

Samejima's problem differs from this in two ways. First, the IRT model is 
nonlinear. Second, a prescribed mathematical function form is used for the op
erating characteristic of the core set of items (the Old Test in her terminol
ogy) but not for the extension set of items. The regressions of the new items 
on the 8 of the old items are represented graphically or numerically. It is 
only the second of these differences that seems significant to me. 

Speaking out of my personal tastes in theorizing, I see the lack of a math
ematical function for the new set as a disadvantage to the user. It is balanced 
by the advantage that motivates the work, that is, that the extension set can 
contain any kind of multinomial (multicategory) variables. I would need further 
reasons for adopting this approach rather than directly fitting suitable regres
sions for multinomial variables on previously estimated latent trait values, 
since I would expect to use the item parameters of the extension items in fur
ther work and would not know how to use these graphs as such. 

McDonald and Ishizuka (unpublished) have proposed a hyperbolic transforma
tion of the logistic function that provides a general set of multinomial item 
characteristic curves. Essentially, the hyperbolic treatment controls a lower 
and an upper asymptote for each category and the category probabilities can be 
arranged to sum to unity everywhere, yielding a slightly more flexible scheme 
than the one that Bock (1972) described for multinomial variables. We have not 
worked further on this because the fundamental problem is at the latent trait 
end. I would argue that it would work very well for extension purposes, where 
essentially one is simply doing regressions with a multinomial dependent vari
able. 

I would also suggest that in this work, as in the factor analog, it is es
sential to compute and to examine the item residual covariance matrices of the 
core items and the extension items, as well as the residual cross-covariance 
matrix, in order to verify the hypothesis of joint unidimensionality. This is 
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because in factor extension work the analogous hypothesis is very commonly 
false; whether or not the extension will be co-unidimensional with the original 
set is a more sensitive question in extension work than in straight factor anal
ysis. 

Faced with the same class of problems as tackled here, I would have looked 
at the frequency ratios that were evident in the jagged graphs of the new items 
plotted against the old e. I would have agreed that the graph needs smoothing, 
and I would have chosen some standard method such as spline functions to obtain 
a smooth graph. It is possible to conclude that Samejima has developed ideal 
methods against which the cruder standard devices such as regression splines 
could be tested and compared. 
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THE TRAIT IN LATENT TRAIT THEORY 

MICHAEL v. LEVINE 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

Significant to a latent trait or item response theory analysis of a mental 
test is the determination of exactly what is being quantified. The following 
are practical problems to be considered in the formulation of good theory: 
1. Deciding whether two tests measure the same trait or traits; 
2. Analyzing the relative contributions of a pair of traits or abilities to 

test performance; 
3. Detecting "functional" changes in items including those caused by security 

problems, mode of administration changes, and changes in familiarity with 
the concepts supporting the item in the population being tested; 

4. Determining the adequacy of an item response function, i.e., a specific 
mathematical formula relating performance to ability; 

5. Discovering the shape of the item response functions, including multidimen
sional item response functions; 

6. Quantifying the magnitude and reliability of violations of the principal 
assumption of latent trait theory, "local independence"; 

7. Modeling item responses (such as omitting or changing answers) that fail to 
be locally independent. 

In this ppper theoretical results bearing on these problems will be out
lined. A new theory will be presented, with the central problem the representa
tion of traits, abilities or achievements, and their distributions. 

1. Motivation 

Three Practical Problems 

To motivate the new theory, three important measurement problems will be 
used. First, however, two latent trait theory terms, "item response function" 
and "local independence," will be defined for the special situations considered 
in this section (to be redefined in later sections where more generality is 
needed). 

The item response function (IRF; also called the item characteristic curve 
and conditional response function) is the (conditional) probability of sampling 
an examinee correctly answering the item from the subpopulation of all examinees 
at a particular ability level. Thus, if ability is unidimensional, the IRF for 
the ith item on a test is the real function P., where P.(t) =the probability of 

- 1 1 

a correct response to item i from an examinee sampled from all those with abili
ty = t. A pair of items, say the ith and jth, are said to be locally indepen
dent if they are independent in subpopulatTons having no variation in ability, 
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i.e., if for all ability levels t, e.g., Prob{items i and j are both correct 
lability = t} equals the product-of the item response functions P.(t)P~(t). 

l. J 

In the maintenance of testing programs that attempt to give more or less 
the same test, year after year, to a large number of people (e.g., military en
trance and placement programs, college entrance exams, graduate and professional 
school admissions exams, high school and grade school aptitude and achievement 
tests, and interest measures such as job satisfaction scales used in industrial 
settings), three difficult measurement problems inevitably arise. These prob
lems are functional item change, IRF adequacy, and local independence failure. 

Functional item change. An item may function differently, i.e., have dif
ferent psychometric properties, in two test administrations. For example, a 
vocabulary item requiring exposure to political terminology may seem relatively 
easy in a presidential election year. School curriculum changes, security prob
lems, method of administration change, improper coaching, and item format change 
also may result in functional item change. The principal question is to deter
mine to what extent, if at all, an item has functionally changed. 

IRF adequacy. Many mathematical formulas have been proposed to represent 
IRFs. Psychological arguments have been used to challenge the correctness of 
each, usually over an ability range. For example, monotonic curves have been 
criticized for giving an incorrect representation over a low ability range be
cause very low ability examinees may perform somewhat better than examinees just 
bright enough to be misled by item construction tricks. Curves that asymptote 
to 1.0 have been criticized because they contain no provision for the careless 
mistakes of very bright examinees answering items beneath their ability level. 
Of course, with the very.large samples of examinees, virtually any guess ores
timate of the population IRF can be rejected. The goal in adequacy problems is 
to determine whether a proposed curve is "adequate," i.e., close enough to the 
population IRF over an ability range to be acceptable in a specific application. 

Local independence failure. Psychological reasoning or data analysis can 
sometimes lead to the suspicion that the local independence assumption has been 
seriously violated. For example, a pair of reading comprehension items refer
ring to the same reading passage may be, to an unacceptable degree, measuring 
familiarity with the content of the passage. An example arising in an empirical 
item bias study is described later in this section. One application of the the
ory being developed is to determine the magnitude and reliability of suspected 
local independence failures. ' 

Each of the three problems will be considered separately. Table 1 summa
rizes the discussion. It will be shown that all the problems can be reduced to 
a single question about two curves or functions of abilities: How close is a 
specified (either by a formula or table) function L(•) to an incompletely speci
fied function P(•), the population IRF? Since abilities are only estimated and 
not observed, the question is difficult to answer. 

IRF Adequacy 

Consider the conceptually simplest problem type, IRF adequacy. A 3-para
meter logistic function L has been estimated and offered as a representation of 

\. 
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Table 1 
Summary of Formula Score Theory Analysis 

of Three Basic Measurement Problems 

Problem 

Functional Change 

Item Response 
Function Adequacy 

Local Independence 

Hypothesis 

L* = p 

L p 

plp2 = p 

P1 = 1 1 
P2 = L 2 

n 

n 

Population 
Parameter 

Distribution of Test 
Statistic n 

Quadratic function of 
normal variables; 
noncentral case. 

Quadratic function of 
normal variables; 
central case. 
Quadratic function of 
normal variables; 
central case. 

the true, i.e., population, IRF P. The psychometrician is concerned about the 
monotonicity of P and suspects that L fits P poorly over, say, the ability range 
-3 < e < -2. He/she wishes to determine how far apart P and L are over this 
range. 

An intuitive and commonly used measure of the distance between two func
tions is the generalization of Euclidean distance given by the root mean square 
of function values. In this spirit, an attempt will be made to compute a point 
estimate and confidence interval for 

[1) 

The interval [-3,-2] in the definition of n is arbitrary. The hypothesis 
being tested and the sample of examinees available for testing will generally 
suggest a different center and width of the "supporting" interval. Short inter
vals give more specific information about the difference between P and L. Very 
short intervals give estimates of n with a large sampling error. 

The results of this section are made possible by an elementary equation 
which is valid at each point~ where ability densities are continuous. 

[P(t) - L(t)]f(t) 

where 
P and L are as defined previously; 

f is the density for the ability e in the general 
population of examinees; 

f+ is the ability density in the subpopulation of examinees 
passing the target i tern; 

f- is the conditional density in the failure subpopulation; 
and 

[2] 
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P = 1 - Q is the proportion of item passers. 

This equation is important because it permits the evaluation of adequacy 
questions without estimating abilities. It is necessary to do so because for a 
test of fixed length, any estimate of ability has a substantial standard error 
for which a bound can be computed by routine methods. On the other hand, sub
ject to technical qualifications treated at length below, an arbitrarily accu
rate estimate of the distribution of abilities can be obtained with a suffi
ciently large sample of examinees, and test administrations of over 1,000,000 
examinees are no longer uncommon. In later sections, consistent estimates of 
ability densities are discussed. 

In view of the very large sample sizes, f will be regarded as known. The 
effects of small errors in specifying ! on the sampling distribution of the es
timate of n has not been worked out at this time. 

The quantity P on the right-hand side can either be computed as !L(t)f(t)dt 
when the hypothesis P = L is being evaluated or be estimated as the sample pro
portion of persons who correctly answered the item. 

In most applications only moderately large samples are available for esti
mating the conditional densities f+ and f-. Using Equation 2, 

[ 3] 

can be wri~ten, where~the weight function W(t) is l/[f(t)]2.~ Upon substituting 
estimates f+ (·)and f-(·) for f+(·) and f-(·), a statistic n, 

is obtained that can be used to evaluate IRF adequacy. 
has a tractable sampling distribution. 

[4] 

~ 

It will be seen that n 

To motivate some theoretical developments on density representation and 
estimation in the next section, suppose the conditional densities could be rep
resented in the form 

and 

J + 
l:a.h.(8) 

j=l J J 

J + 
l:a.h.(8) 

j=l J J 

[5] 

[6] 

for known functions h1 , h2 , ••• , hJ and constants at, etj· Then, after the indi

cated integration in Equation 3 is carried out, n has the particularly simple 
form 

\ 
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[7] 

where g is the vector< at, ... , aj, al' ... , aJ >and Q is a matrix of numbers 

that can be calculated prior to data collection. The entries in Q are obtained 
by substituting Equation 5 and 6 into Equation 3, expanding the p~oduct and 
numerically calculating the integral of the product of the specified functions. 
It is easily verified that Q is symmetric, positive, and semidefinite. 

Such a representation has been derived. The functions hj are derived from 

a priori considerations given in the next section. The number of them, J, turns 
out to be acceptably small, between 4 and 8, for the tests already analyzed. 

Consistent, unbiased estimates for the vector of constants are described in 
the following sections. With them are obtained estimated densities 

:f+ (.) 

and 

J 
"+ I: a.h.(·) 

j=l J J 

J 
2:&-:-h.C·) 

j=l J J 

Here &j and &j are estimates of the corresponding constants. 

[ 8] 

[9] 

The vector of estimates g will be seen to be multivariate normal, at least 
asymptotical~. The hypothesis P = L permits calculation, prior to data collec
tion, of the covariance matrix of the estimates and the derivation of the dis
tribution of 

[10] 
A r..T ..... 

Random variables of form g~ , where g is multivariate normal and Q posi-
tive, semidefinite, generalize the x2 family of random variables. In the "cen
tral case" the statistic has the same distribution as the sum of squares of sev
eral independent normal variables with zero mean and not necessarily equal vari
ances. In the "noncentral case," the means may be unequal. The asymptotic nor
mality and the hypothesis P = L make the central case appropriate. A numerical 
algorithm has been developed by the author (with Bruce Williams) for computing 
the cdf F(x) = Prob{n < x} and determining the probability of observing an n 
equal to the sample value or larger under the hypothesis, n = O, i.e., P = L. 
(For a review of alternative algorithms, see Johnson & K~tz, 1970, chap. 29. 
Technical details on the derivation and distribution of n are in Levine, 1981.) 

Functional Item Change 

The above approach can be used to attack func~ional item change questions. 
In the treatment of adequacy, the distribution of n was derived under the hy-
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pothesis P = L. In studying change, the discrepancy between P and L is measured 
under the hypothesis that P = L* where L* is some specified function other than 
L. Suppose, for example, that an IRF has been carefully measured using a very 
large sample and that years of sucessful experience with the item were consis
tent with the IRF used to represent it. The hypothesis P = L* has considerable 
support. However, after a security problem comes to light, a reestimation with 
a smaller sample gives a function L j L*. Further, suppose that only low abili
ty examinees are motivated to exploit the security problem. Under the hypothe
sis P = L*, how large is the squared difference between P and L expected to be 
over the low ability range? By a generalization of the arguments described 
above, the distribution of n can be derived. It turns out to be a quadratic 
function of normal variables, noncentral case. Formulas for the variances and 
noncentrality parameters are in Levine (1981). 

Local Independence 

The method of this section suggests a way to quantify suspected departures 
from local independence. For example, in an item bias study in progress, a vo
cabulary item using the word "hurl" was found to be severely and reliably biased 
against sixth-grade girls and in favor of sixth-grade boys in two independent 
samples of 4,000 and 2,000 children. It seems likely that performance on anoth
er item also using a word favored by baseball writers would agree more with the 
hurl item score than that predicted by the local independence assumption of la
tent trait theory. To analyze the causes and consequences of bias, it would be 
valuable to have a method for measuring the magnitude and reliability of local 
independence violations over specified ability ranges. 

To test for local independence, two suspect items may be (conjunctively) 
paired to form a complex item--an item that is scored correct if both component 
items are correct and incorrect otherwise. If the items are locally indepen
dent, then the item characteristic curve (ICC) of the complex item will be the 
product of ICCs of the component items. Evidence for a violation of local inde
pendence would be small 

[11] 

and 

[12] 

but large 

[13] 

In all the above examples, densities and conditional densities were repre
sented as linear combinations of a finite set of known functions. It will be 
shown in later sections that every density is, in a sense soon to be made pre
cise, equivalent to exactly one of these linear combinations. Every test will 
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be shown to have associated with it a unique "canonical space" or vector space 
of functions equivalent to densities. It is hoped that this discussion shows 
that a theory for density representation and estimation can be used to attack 
fundamental issues in psychological measurement. 

2. Foundations: Canonical Space and Equivalent Ability Distributions 

In the preceding section a relation was noted between several difficult but 
important substantive psychological issues and the more routine methodological 
problem of density estimation. The approach of the previous section required a 
representation of ability densities as finite linear combinations of known func
tions and multivariate normal estimates of the coefficients in the combinations. 

This section informally reviews an a priori derivation of this representa
tion; a more formal presentation of the derivation is outlined in Section 3. 
This approach to psychometric problems will be called "formula scoring" or "for
mula score theory" and abbreviated FS and FST. 

The analysis is organized about three fundamental theoretical issues and 
methodological problems: 
1. Ability distribution equivalence. Which, if any, pairs of fundamentally 

different ability distributions lead to exactly the same probability distri
butions on the item scores--the only observables in testing? What are nec
essary and sufficient conditions for two distributions to be equivalent (in 
the sense of making the same predictions)? What statement about the distri
bution are (in the technical foundations-of-measurement sense of the term) 
meaningful? 

2. Ability distribution representation. Find a decomposition of an arbitrary 
ability density into two uniquely determined parts 

f(·) = fo(·) + f*(•) [14] 

such that two densities f 1 and f 2 are equivalent if and only if ff = f~. 
Find a finite dimensional parameterization of the "identifiable part" f* of 
the ability density f. 

3. Ability distribution-identification and estimation. Show that the "identi
fiable part" of the ability density is identifiable in the sense that a con
sistent estimate of f*(t) exists for each t. Construct an estimator. 

The results of this section are derived from a-version of latent trait theory 
that is more formally presented in Section 3. 

The major random variables of the latent trait model are abilities e and 
item scores u1 , u2 , ••• , un. Examinees are considered to be randomly sampled 

from an infinite population of examinees. The "points" in the probability space 
of the basic latent model are examinees. Each examinee has a specific ability 
and (nonrandom) vector of item responses. Abilities and item responses are non
trivial random variables only because examinees are sampled. Item responses are 
assumed to be "locally independent", i.e., independent in the subpopula tions of 
examinees defined by conditioning upon ability. Although it may not be immedi
ately obvious, this conceptualization of latent trait theory is compatible with 
the usual treatment of item responses as independent binomial random variables 
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with success probabilities that are functionally dependent on abilities, provid
ed no item is ever administered two times to the same examinee. 

To attack the problems of identifying, representing, and estimating ability 
distributions from a foundations-of-measurement point of view, the set of all 
statistics for a test is studied. Since only the item scores ui are observed, 

and since examinees work independently of one another, the set of all statistics 
is simply the set of number-valued functions of the item score random variables. 
Moreover, this set can be shown to be a finite dimensional vector space. 

An important tool for studying ability distributions in formula score theo
ry is the canonical space of a test, formulated by referring to regression func
tions. The regression function of a statistic S is the real function 

R
8

(t) = E[Sje = t] . [15] 

The canonical space (CS) of a test is the vector space of all regression func
tions. It is easily shown to be finite dimensional. In fact, in many FST ap
plications it has been possible to treat it as a vector space of low (less than 
8) dimensionality. (See Section 4 for further discussion of CS dimensionality.) 

Before proceeding, several assumptions commonly used in FST are listed. 
First, the functions 

and 

P. 
l. 

P. ( t) 
l. 

R 
u. 

l. 

=probability that item i is answered correctly given an 
examinee with ability equal to t has been sampled 
= E(u.le = t) -

l. 

[16] 

[17] 

are assumed to be continuous. In addition, all abilities are assumed to lie in 
a closed bounded interval I. The assumption of continuous Pi is restrictive and 

may have to be dropped for some applications. The assumption of bounded abili
ties, on the other hand, results in no loss of generality because any latent 
trait model can be reformulated by routine methods as an isomorphic model with 
bounded abilities. These assumptions together imply that the canonical space 
consists of continuous functions on the interval I. 

A major result of FST is that b;ro densities are equivalent in the sense of 
problem 1 above if they have the same projection into the canonical space. 
Thus, if some J functions h1 , h 2, ••• , hJ form a basis for the CS and if 

j = 1,2' ... ' J [18] 

then there is no objective way to choose between f 1 and f 2 • 

By an "objective way to choose between f 1 and f 2" is meant a method of us

ing the observables (the item scores) to decide which of f 1 or f 2 is more nearly 

correct. This is impossible because it can be proven that every statistic has 

\ 
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the same probability distribution when f 1 is correct as when f 2 is correct. 

This fact leads to a useful representation of densities. An arbitrary den
sity f can be represented uniquely as 

J 
£(•) fo(·) + E a.h.(•) 

j=1 J J 

f 0 (·) + f*(·) [19] 

where {hj} is a basis for the CS and f
0 

is orthogonal to the regression function 

of every statistic, i.e., 

!IE(sje = t)f 0 (t)dt = o [20] 

for every statistic S. In this decomposition, f
0 

is called the null part of!' 

f* the identifiable part of!' and aj the lth coordinate of f. 

The ide~tifiable part of f is indeed identifiable because a sequence of 
estimators {fN(t)} can be constructed that will (almost surely) converge to 

f*(t) as sample size N is increased. The convergence turns out to be uniform in 
t. 

The null part of f is null in the sense that it is totally unrelated to 
data. There is no objective way to use the administered items to distinguish 
two densities with the same identifiable parts and different null parts. Such 
densities cannot and, for most puposes, need not be distinguished. Both densi
ties lead to the same predictions in all applications. A proposition or scien
tific statement that is true if f 1 is the ability density and false if f 2 is the 

ability density is (in the technical foundations-of-measurement sense of the 
term) not meaningful. The preposition may be interesting, clearly stated and 
important, but there will be no way to tell if it is true or false from the ob
served responses to the test item~. 

The representation leads to a strategy for estimating densities. If the h. 
(called coordinate functions) are orthonormal, then the coordinates aj have a J 
statistical interpretation, 

a.= E[h.(8)] 
J J [21] 

i.e., a. is the expected value of a function of the unobserved ability e. 
J 

Since hj is in CS, hj is the regression function of some statistic, say Xj' 

and its regression function, the conditional expected value of Xj' will be equal 
to hj: 

E(x.je = t) =h. (t) . [22] 
J J 
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Since X. is simply a function of item scores, X. can be computed for each exam-
] J 

inee in a large sample of, say, N examinees to obtain a sample mean Xj. By the 
law of large numbers the estimate fN(t) 

J 
EX.h.(t) 

j=l J J 
[23] 

will converge (in probability) to the identifiable part of! as the sample size 
N becomes large. 

This estimate is especially well behaved and easy to study because the ex
aminees are independently sampled. In fact, for sufficiently large sample size 

N the vector of sample averages N~<X1 , x2 , ••• , XJ> will be nearly multivariate 

normal with covariance matrix that, at least in some applications, can be re
garded as known. 

3. An Outline of Some Basic Theory 

For clarity and ease of future reference, Section 2 is outlined with the 
introduction of some additional assumptions and notation. 

Basic Latent Trait Model and Notation (Simplest One-Dimensional Version) 

rl = { w} = the probability space 
an infinite set of actual or conceivable examinees available for sam
pling and testing 
ability random variable. 8(w) is unobserved. 8 

f(. ) the density for 8. Its support will always be assumed to be contained 
in an interval I. Except when noted, only continuous densities are 
considered. 

I a closed interval containing all abilities: 

n number of test items. 
U =a random n-vector of item scores (the only observables) 

<ul' u2' ••• , un>. 
ui =item score random variable. ui(w) is either zero or one. 

P.(·) =item response function, or item characteristic function. 
l 

p. (t) 
l 

E(u.Je = t) . 
' l 

These functions are assumed to be continuous. 
Local independence assumption: For any ~ vector of zeros and ones 

U* = <u~,u~, ... ' u*> ' n 

[24] 

[25] 

[26] 

\ 
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n 
Prob{U = U*i8 = t} = TI {u~P.(t) + (1- u~)[1- P.(t))} 

i=1 1 1 1 1 
[27] 

Statistic: A number-valued function of the item scores. 

Basic Formula Score Terminology 

Regression Function: The regression function of a statistic S is the con
ditional expectation 

R8(t) = E[sie = tl . [28] 

Canonical Space (CS): The real vector space of all regression functions 
for a test. It is a finite dimensional subspace of the vector space of 
all continuous functions defined on I and can be shown to have dimension 

~ 2n. 

J: The dimension of the canonical space (discussed in Section 4). 
(·,•): Notation for the inner product used on the space of continuous 

functions defined on I. 

(g,h) = J
1
g(t)h(t)dt • 

Note that 

(h,f) = E[h(8)] • 

[29] 

[30] 

Coordinate Functions: An orthonormal basis for the CS of a test, generally 
denoted {h 1, h 2, ••• , h3}. 

a.: The projection of the ability density on the lth coordinate function, 
Jhj. It is called the jth coordinate off and has statistical interpreta-

tion 

a. = E[h.(8)] • 
J J 

Ability Density Equivalence 

XA(•): The indicator function of the Set A 

xA(t) 0 if tis not in A 

1 if t is in A . 

P[.;S,.]: Notation for the probability distribution of the statisticS. 

[31] 

[32] 

P[A;S,f 1] is the probability that the statistic S is in the Set A when f
1 

is the density for e. 

[33] 
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Equivalent Densities: Two densities f
1

, f
2 

are equivalent for every sta
tistic S 

[34] 

i.e., if the probability distribution of each statistic is the same when 
f = f as when f = f • 

1 2 

Characterization of Equivalent Ability Densities: f
1 

is equivalent to f
2 

if and only if 

(f
1

,hj) = (f
2

,hj) for j = 1,2, ... , J [35] 

for any set of coordinate functions {h.}. 
J 

Ability Density Decomposition 

g = g + g*: Every density~ on I can be expressed uniquely in the form: 
0 

g(·) = go(·) + g*(·) [36] 

where g* is in the c~nonical space and for every statistic S 

g*: The identifiable part of a density~· The projection of the density 
into the CS. 

g*(t) 
J 
L: a.h. (t) 

j=l J J 

for coordinate functions h1,h 2 , 

g
0 

The null part of a density~ 

. . . ' h • 
J 

[38] 

g0 = g - g* • [39] 

cannot and generally need not be estimated because ft = f~ implies 
P[ •;S,f 1] = P[ •;S,f 2] for every statistic S. 

Ability Density Representation 

Densities and J vectors: The mapping 

g-+ <(g,hl),(g,h2), ... , (g,hJ)> 

associates each density on I with a unique J vector. 
Densities associated with the same J vector are equivalent. 

[40] 

\ 
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Consisterit, Unbiased Estimates of the Identifiable Part of the Ability Density 

Xj: A statistic with regression function equal to hj, that is, 

R ( •) 
x. 

J 

h. (.) 
J [ 41] 

There must be at least one because hj is in the CS, and the CS consists 

of regression functions only. Xj must be bounded because it has all of 

its probability on a set of 2n points. 

E(X.) 
J 

X. N J; 

aj: Follows from 

E(X.) 
J 

E[E(x.le)] 
J 

E[RX.(S)] 
J 

E[h.(S)] 
J 

(h.' f) 
J 

Sample mean of Xj from a sample of N examinees. 

[42] 

~ = <X1,N,x2,N, ••• ,xJ,N>: Sample mean of N bounded independent, identical-

ly distributed random vectors. Converges to <a , a a >. Asymp-1 2' ••• , J 

toticallyl NY2X is multivariate normal. 
-N 

N 
E X. Nh. (t) 

j=l J' J 
[43] 

a consistent, unbiased estim~te of the identifiable part of the ability 

density. Asymptotically, N112fN(t) is normal. 

Construction of Coordinate Functions h. and Coordinate Estimators X.: See 
Section 4. J J 

4. Implementation of Ability Density Results 

In this section the abstract results given in Sections 2 and 3 will be ap
plied to estimate densities and ICCs. This section is included to show in a 
general way how the theory is used to analyze data. The discussion is organized 
about four technical questions that commonly arise in response to presentations 
of the theory: 
1. How are the 

cations? 
coordinate functions h1 , h2 , ••• , hJ determined in actual appli-

2. How are the statistics Xj specified? 

3. What is the dimension J and how is it determined? 
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4. Can the calculations be arranged in a way to avoid very long, numerically 
unstable calculations? 

A set of statistics {Sk} is called complete if any statistic S can be writ

ten as a linear combination of finitely many of them. For example, the elemen
tary formula scores {vk} formed by considering all products of item scores are 

complete. These are the scores: 

1 

The regression functions 

R (t) = E[v le = t] 
vk · k 

are simply products of the ICCs P .• 
1 

[44] 

[45] 

A set of coordinate functions can be constructed from any complete set of 
statistics as follows. First a function on I x I is specified by the formula 

H(s,t) = ~ R8 (s) R8 (t) . 
k k k 

[46] 

"Is specified" in practical term$ means that a computer subroutine is written 
that.accepts pairs of numbers s,t as input and returns the number given on the 
right-hand side as output. In the special case where {Sk} = {vk}' the "elemen-

tary" formula scores, it can be shown that H has the easily calculated form 

n 
H(s,t) = IT [1 + P,(s)P.(t)] 

i=l 1 1 
[47] 

This special case will be discussed after the general case is treated. 

Using standard methods H(s,t) is decomposed into a finite sum of products 
of orthonormal functions. More specifically, a set of positive numbers A1 ~ A2 
~' ••• ,AJ > 0 and orthogonal functions hj, j = 1, 2, ••• , J 

{

lifj=j' 
(h. ,h.') = 

J J 0 otherwise 

are computed such that 

[ 48] 
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J 
H(s,t) = ~ A .h. (s)h. (t) 

j=l J J J 
[49] 

for all s, t in I. Just as the eigenvalues of a positive semidefinite matrix 
are determined by the matrix, the ;>..'s and the "rank" J are determined by H. It 
can be shown that every function in the CS is a linear combination of the hj no 

matter which complete set of statistics is used to construct H. In other words, 
the h. are coordinate functions, and J is the dimension of the CS. 

J 

To construct an estimator of the coordinate 

aJ. = E[h.(e)] , J . 

note that hj is an eigenfunction of the "linear operator" defined by H. 
symbols, 

:\.h i(t) 
J j 

If 

R
8 

(t) 
k 

JH(s,t)h.(s) ds 
J 

= ~ R8 (t) f R
8 

(s) h.(s) ds 
k k k J 

~ R8 (t) (R8 ,h.) 
k k k J 

is replaced by Sk/;>..j in this 

sk (R8 ,h.) 

formula, a statistic X. is specified: 
J 

k J 

Since E(Skje = t) is R
8 

(t), it follows that 
k 

E(x.!e = t) = h.(t) 
J J 

and 

E(X.) = E[h.(6)] • 
J J 

[50] 

In 

[51] 

[52] 

[53] 

[54] 

[55] 

Thus, the sample mean X. is a consistent, unbiased estimator of the coordinate 
J 

J, the dimensionality of the CS of the test, was calculated by analyzing 
any complete set of statistics {S }. J turned out to be the "rank" of the lin-
ear opera tor k 
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h + ~(h) = f E R
8

(•)R
8 

(t)h(t)dt = f H(• ,t)h(t)dt . 
k k k 

[56] 

Although the eigenfunctions h. and the eigenvalues A. depend on the choice of 
J J 

{Sk}, J does not. However, some applications may lead to particular {Sk} and 

subsequently to a decision to treat the CS as if it had dimension J' < J. 

~ 

The typical situation arises when the problem is considered of selecting f 
so as to minimize a, quadratic index of goodness of fit such as 

• 
- A 2 

Q(f) = E [Sk- E(Sk;f)] . 
k 

[57] 

Here Sk is the sample average value of Sk and 

E(Sk;f) = J1R8 (t)f(t)dt [58] 
k 

is the predicted value of Sk. If 

J 
H(s,t) = E A.,h.(s)h.(t) [59] 

j=l J J J 

then Q can be written in the form 

Q(f) 

where 
~ 

Cl., 
J 

X. 
J 

J 
E A,[&.- X.] 2 +terms that are independent off 

j=l J J J . 

(f,h.) 
J 

-1 -
A.. E Sk(R8 ,h.) 

J k k J 

[60] 

[61] 

[62] 

From Equation 60 it can be seen that the size of Aj measures the degree of im

provement of fit to a set of statistics {Sk} that can be obtained by including 

one more term in the representation of the identifiable part of the ability den
sity 

E a.,h.,(•) . [63] 
j'<j J J 

If Aj is very small or if 2j has very large sampling error, then we do not at

tempt to estimate the coordinate and proceed as if the canonical space has lower 
dimensionality than J. 
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In applications J' has been selected by computing the Aj and treating very 

small ~'s as zero. As a check on the adequacy of this procedure the differ
ences between 

J' 
~ (g,h.)h.(·) 

j=1 J J 
[64] 

and g(•) are examined for various functions g. The functions g generally con
sidered are the Pi' selected regression functions, and various-guesses about 

f(·). The two functions will agree exactly if~ is in the CS and J' is the di
mensionality of the CS. 

One formula scoring technique has proven more accurate than all of the oth
er techniques that have been tried. The complete formula score method (CFSM) 
uses the elementary formula scores {vk} as its complete set of statistics and 
begins with the identity 

H(s,t) = ~ R (s)R (t) 
k vk vk 

n 
TI [1 + P.(s)P.(t)] 

i=1 l l 

[65] 

(The identity is verified by induction or by expanding the product.) The sum has 

2n terms, but the product has only ~ terms and thus can be calculated with many 
fewer operations. 

The Xj can also be calculated with a variant of this identity. Each sam

pled examinee's data is transformed to define a random continuous function V(t), 
which is called the V-transform of the examinee's data. This function 

n 
V(t) = TI [1 + u.P.(t)] 

i=1 l l 

is easily calculated and is identically equal to 

2n 

~ vkR (t) • 
k=1 vk 

Therefore, J
1
V(t)hj(t)dt equals 

~ vk(R ,h.) = A..X • • 
k vk J J J 

[66] 

[67] 

[68] 

This reduces the calculation of Xj from 2n operations to one numerical integra

tion. In fact, to calculate the sample mean X., only one integration need be 
J 

, I 
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done. This is true because the sample average of the integrated V(t) is the 
integral of the sample average 

Ave{JV(t)hj(t)dt} =![Ave V(t)]hj(t)dt [69] 

Thus, in applications, V(t) is computed on a grid of t values for each examinee, 
accumulated over examinees and numerically integrated-to obtain the J sample 
means x1 , Xl' ... , XJ• This procedure can be adapted to compute sample covari-

ances of the X. by numerical integration. 
> J 

5. Discovering the Shapes of Item Response Functions 

Sometimes, but not always, the shape of ICCs can be rationally deduced and 
parameterized. For example, the S~shape of the 3-parameter logistic curve on an 
unbounded ability continuum follows from 
1. Montonicity. More able examinees are more likely to answer correctly. 
2. Asymptotes. Although the probability of a correct response can be made ar

bitrarily close to 1.0 by sampling from very high ability subpopulations, a 
substantial proportion of each low ability subpopulation will select the 
correct option of a well-constructed multiple-choice item. 

3. Simplicity/Parsimony. The item response curve has no more points of inflec
tion than the one implied by the monotonicity and asymptotes conditions 
above and by smoothness conditions. 

4. Symmetry. The graph of the ICC is symmetric for high and low ability levels 
in the sense that a length-preserving transformation (x,y) + (2x

0
-x,2y

0
-y) 

about a point of inflection on the graph (x ,y ) carries the curve into it-
self. 0 0 

Fitting 3-parameter logistic functions is sensible when these conditions are met 
because every curve satisfying these conditions will be close to at least one 
3-parameter logistic function. 

Sometimes these assumptions are implausible or clearly false, and a method 
is needed to discover and parameterize shape. As a one-dimensional example, it 
was demonstrated (Levine & Drasgow, in press) with a very large sample of apti
tude test examinees that the conditional response function for the response of 
choosing a particular (incorrect) option on a multiple-choice test for several 
items was clearly nonmonotonic. In multidimensional measurement the shape of 
the item characteristic surface is a matter of considerable psychological impor
tance because it represents a statement about how several abilities interact to 
simultaneously determine response probability. In the next section, the methods 
discussed here are used to develop a procedure for determining the shape of an 
item characteristic surface. 

Another application of the method described in this section is the study of 
item responses, such as omitting, that cannot reasonably be expected to satisfy 
local independence. FST permits the construction of a consistent estimate of an 
"omitting characteristic curve" P{item.!_ is omitted IS= t}, without assuming 
local independence for omitting responses. 

\ 
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The basic issues addressed in this segment of the research are the follow-
ing: 
1. What is the shape of a new item or item type's ICC? 
2. What information about ability is contained in incorrect answers and item 

omitting? 
3. Modeling item responses that may not be locally independent, such as omit

ting and the following examples drawn from computer-administered tests: (a) 
attempting to change an answer, (b) requesting a display of a previously 
presented item or part of an item, (c) responding in a time clearly too 
short to read the ~~em," (d) responding with potentially damaging force to 
the terminal. 

Equations Relating FST to ICC Shape 

Our results in this area depend on the following elementary relation which 
is used to reduce IRF estimation to ability density estimation: 

Prob{correct responselabi1ity is in Set A} 

Prob{abi1ity is in Alcorrect response} = x Prob{ correct response} [70] Prob{abi1ity is in A} 

Thus, the conditional response probability is proportional to the ratio of the 
ability distribution in the subpopulation of examinees correctly answering the 
item to the unconditional_distribution. (The constant of proportionality, 
Prob{correct response} = P, has an obvious consistent unbiased estimate, the 
sample proportion correct). If regularity assumptions are made, then 

+ 
P(t) = .!___ill P 

f(t) 

where f+ is the ability density in the subpopulation of item passers and f is 
the ability density. This equation can be written in the form 

P(t) 
1 

where Q = 1 - P and f is the failure density. 

[711 

[72] 

This formula is especially useful for developing a distribution theory for 
the estimates because the failure and passing subpopulations are disjoint. 
Thus, the distribution of an estimator of f+(t)/f-(t) can be developed by study
ing the ratio of statistically independent random variables. 

Several variations of this approach to ICC estimation have been tried with 
generally satisfactory but occasionally poor results. Systematic comparisons of 
the variations will be made after more exploratory work. Some current and pro
jected refinements are delineated below. 
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1. If ability is uniformly distributed or if f(•) is constant on a range of 
abilities of interest, then the ICC is proportional to f+, and ICC estima
tion is simplified. Furthermore, sampling fluctuation is unlikely to give a 
zero or negative density estimate. An initial approximation can be used to 
transform ability so that f(•) is approximately constant. 

2. The sampling distribution of coordinate estimates depends on the choice of 
{Sk}. It has been observed that if h 1 , the coordinate function with the 

largest eigenvalue is close to f(•), then very good estimates of f(•) are 
obtained. Currently, an attempt is being made to capitalize on this effect 
by carefully choosing {Sk} and controlling the eigenfunction shapes. 

3. The current density estimates are least squares in the sense that they mini
mize the residual sum of squares Q (Section 4). The results on density 
equivalence permit the expression of the likelihood function as a function 
of finitely many parameters, the coordinates a.. In principle, this expres-

J 
sion could be maximized and maximum likelihood density estimates could be 
computed. 

The basic equation used to relate ICCs to density ratios is essentially the 
definition of conditional probability. Local independence plays no role in its 
derivation. In fact, the binary item response on the focal item is being used 
merely to divide the sample into those who answer the item correctly and those 
who answer it incorrectly. The equation would remain valid if any binary score 
were used to dichotomize the sample and population. Therefore, the same estima
tion techniques used to estimate ICCs could be used to study the relation of 
ability to complex item responses that failed to satisfy the local independence 
assumption. These include item skipping and very fast responding. 

6. Multidimensional Formula Scoring for Homogeneous Subtests 

There is an interesting and important multidimensional measurement problem 
that can be implemented with currently available unidimensional software. The 
problem is to discover how several abilities jointly determine response proba
bility on new item types. This can be done when certain psychological assump
tions are valid. In particular, it is necessary that a variety of item types 
are available, that all items depend on the same small number of abilities, and 
that items can be grouped into "homogeneous" subtests. 

For concreteness consider three item types: synonyms, antonyms, and analo
gies. Suppose that all three depend only on a pair of abilities 81 , 82 in the 

sense that for any ability levels~'~ and any~ items, the item scores u. , 
11 u. , ••• , u. satisfy 

11 1r 

r 
E[ n u. !8 1 = s & 82 = t] 

j=l 1j 

r 
n E[u. !8 1 . 1 1, 

J= J 
s & 82 = t] . [73] 

In other words, the items are independent in subpopulations formed by condition
ing on both abilities. 

Homogeneous subtests, defined more formally below, are unidimensional sub-
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tests of a multidimensional test. For example, both synonym and antonym items 
may require both language fluency, 6 1 , and an ability to recognize and general-

ize abstract relations, 62 ; but the antonym items can be written in such a way 

as to demand a relatively large amount of the second ability. Thus, synonym 
items may satisfy local independence with respect to some linear or nonlinear 
function of 61 and 62 , say 61 + 62 , and antonym items with respect to, say 

61 + 26z. Subtests consisting of one item only will appear unidimensional, 

but the total test will not. 

Note· that the assumption that item types from homogeneous subtests is more 
general (and more believable) than the assumption that different item types mea
sure different traits. This should be obvious after the discussion of "ad hoc 
coordinates." 

If certain plausible assumptions (described below) are correct, then unidi
mensional parameter estimation programs can be used with a test consisting only 
of synonym items and a test consisting only of antonym items. FST can then be 
used to represent and to estimate bivariate analogy IRFs. 

Homogeneous Subtests and Ad Hoc Coordinates 

Latent trait theory provides a way to precisely state what is meant by a 
homogeneous subtest and items requiring different amounts of unobserved abili
ties. As before, the population of examinees is denoted by a point set~= {w}. 
In this situation, abilities map examinees into two vectors rather than num
bers: 6(w) = <6

1
(w),6 2(w)>. Because examinees are randomly sampled, 6 is a 

random vector. 

To quantify the notion of homogeneous subtests, a pair of number-valued 
functions t,~ are considered. The first subtest is homogeneous in the sense 
that it satisfies a local independence assumption relative to t(e). In symbols, 
for items i 1 , i

2
, ••• , iron the first subtest 

r 
Prob{ u. 1,u. 1, . . . and u . 11¢<6) t} II P. (t) 

11 12 1 
j=1 

1, 
r J 

[74] 

where 

P. (t) Prob{u. 11¢(6) t} . 1, 1, 
[7 5] 

J J 

A similar equation expresses the assumption that the second subtest is homoge
neous with respect to ~(6): The item scores for items in the second subtest are 
independent in the subpopula tion of examinees with the property ~(6). = s for 
each constant s. 

Note that these conditions permit using available parameter estimation pro
grams to calibrate each subtest separately. Somewhat paradoxically, each item 
is essentially multidimensional, but each subtest satisfies the axioms of one-
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dimensional latent trait theory. FST provides a method for integrating the sub
tests and modeling the analogy items that also depend on fluency and abstrac
tion, but to an unknown extent. 

The functions <P and 1)J are called "ad hoc coordinates." If for each <s,t> 
there is at most one vector <x,y> satisfying s = <jl(x~y) and t = 1/!(x,y), and cer
tain regularity conditions are met, then <P and 1)J can be treated as curvilinear 
coordinates for the set of (bivariate) abilities. 

The FST analysis to be presented only gives a representation of item re
sponse function in terms of ad hoc coordinates 

P.(s,t) = Prob{u. = 1i<P(8) = s & 1)!(8) = t} 
1 1 

[76] 

For many modeling problems this is adequate. Admittedly, the variables 8
1 

(flu

ency) and e2 (abstraction) are considerably more interesting than <P and 1/J. Con

joint measurement or uniform systems analysis (Levine, 1970) may permit the 
analysis of the relation between <P,1/J and 81,8 2• However, the current concern is 

with the psychometric problem of representing new items in the ad hoc system. 

Formula Score Approach to Representing New Item Types 

Consider a 21-item test consisting of 10 synonym items followed by 10 ant
onym items and one analogy item. The task is to compute 

Prob{u21 = 1l<P(8) = s & 1)!(8) = t} = P(s,t) . [77] 

First, the homogeneous subtests will be analyzed separately. The most direct 
approach would be to first calibrate the synonym items by embedding them in a 
large conventional administration of many items of the same type. The analysis 
would yield <P ICCs 

i = 1,2, ••• , 10. [7 8] 

Similarly, a separate anlysis of the antonym items yields 1)J ICCs 

i = 11' 12' ••• ' 20 • [79] 

To discover the shape of an analogy item's ICC, a 21-item test would be 
administered to a sample of examinees. By an obvious generalization in Section 
5 the analogy item ICC 

can be represented as a ratio of densities. 
+ 

P(s,t) = f (s,t) P 
f (s, t) 

[ 80] 

[ 81] 
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where f+ is the (bivariate) density in the subpopulation of examinees who cor
rectly answered Item 21 and! is the unconditional density. 

Before continuing this analysis, the CS for the 20-item test is described. 
It turns out that the assumptions imply that the canonical space of the 20-item 
test is simply the "tensor product" of the CS for the first subtest and the sec
ond subtest. 

At this point it seems advisable to restate some definitions. The CS for 
the first subtest is the set of one-dimensinal regression functions 

where S is a statistic whose value depends on the first 10 item scores only. 
The CS for the antonym item is the set of regression functions E[sJw(e ,e

2
) = t] 

for statistics S that are functions of the second 10 scores only. 1 

The CS for the first 20-item subtest will be the set of regression func-

[83] 

[84] 

for the statistics S of the first 20 scores. The psychometric assumptions imply 
that any R(s,t) in the 20-item CS can be written as a finite sum of £unctions of 
the form h(s)h'(t) for h in the first subtest CS and h' in the second subtest 
CS. In fact if {h 1, h 2~ ••• , hJ} is a basis for the first CS and {hi, hz' ••• , 

h'.r} for the second CS, then the J x J' functions 
J 

h.(s)h',(t) = h .. ,(s,t) [85] 
J j JJ 

where j = 1, 2, ••• , J and j' 
sional CS. 

1, 2, ••• , J' will be a basis for the two-dimen-

Current one-dimensional FS programs can be used to estimate the bivariate 
densities f+ and f. The estimate will have form 

J J' 
+ f (s, t) L: L: 

j=l j'=l 
x .. ,h .. ,(s,t) 

JJ JJ 
[86] 

where the sample mean Xjj~ is a consistent, unbiased estimator of E[hjj''(8)]. 

If f+and fare in the 20-item CS, then (by sample splitting to estimate f+ and 
f separately) a consistent estimate of P(s,t) is easily specified, and the shape 
of the item response surface can be "discovered." 

The success of this approach requires f+ and f to be in or near the 20-item 
two-dimensional CS. This assumption seems plausible when the variety of shapes 
that can be constructed as linear combinations of the J x J' coordinate func
tions are considered. 
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6. Are Two Tests Measuring the Same Trait(s)? 

Suppose a major revision is made of a complex, not necessarily unidimen
sional test. Does the new test measure the same traits? Suppose the format or 
mode of administration is changed. Does the test still measure·the same 
traits? Suppose a translation of the test into another language is attempted 
and that it is unlikely that every original test item is psychometrically equiv
alent to its translation. Can the translated test nonetheless measure the same 
traits as the original? These questions lead to asking the foundations-of-mea
surement question, 

What necessary and/or sufficient conditions must item scores 
obey before it can be concluded that two nonparallel tests 
are measuring the same trait(s)? 

It is hoped that theoretical work on this problem will lead to a statistical 
test that can be used in applications. This section relates FST to the problem 
and reports some current work. 

Two nonparallel tests are administered to the same population. (The tests 
can be considered as subtests of one test.) Item response curves are fitted to 
each test separately. In other words, except possibly to compute an equating 
transformation, only Test 1 scores are used to estimate the IRF of a Test 1 
item. Can the variable in the first set of IRFs be given the same interpreta
tion as the variable in the second set of IRFs? 

The mathematical kernel of this problem seems to be this. A probability 
measure is given for a set n along with two sets of zero-one random variables: 
u1 , u2 , ••• , un and ui, uz, ••• , u~'· Two sets of real functions, P1 , P2 , ••• , 

Pn and P{, Pz, ... , P~,, are also given. What conditions must be assumed in or

der for it to be possible to construct one more random variable 8 such that the 
P's are IRFs for the u's relative to 8 and all n + n' u's are locally indepen
dent relative to e. 

A strong necessary condition on the given scores and functions can be for
mulated with FS notation and concepts. Let {vk} denote the elementary scores in 

the first set of u's (Section 5). Let {vk,} denote the elementary scores in 

the second set of u's. Let R and R ~ be the corresponding products of P's. 
Thus, if vk vk~ 

v = u. u. 
k 11 1z 

then 

u. 
1 

r 

R (•) = P. (•) P. (•) • • • pi (•) • 
vk 11 12 r 

[87] 

[88] 

Let {vk k'} denote the eiementary formula scores for the n + n' item test where 
' vk,k' is vkv'k'" Let Rk,k' denote the corresponding product of functions for 

vk,k'' that is, 

(89) 
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J 
Let {hj}j=l be an orthonormal basis for the linear span of the {Rk,k'}. For 

example, the h could be obtained by analyzing the function H(s,t) defined by 
j 

n 
IT 

i=1 
[1 + P.(s)P.(t)] 

1 1 

n~ 

IT 
i=1 

as in Section 4. Finally, let X. be the random variable 
J 

X. 
J 

which can be more conveniently computed as described in Section 4. 

It is easy to show the following condition on expected values of scores 

J 

~ E(XJ.)(hJ·'~,k~) 
j=1 

is necessary for all elementary formula scores vk vk~· 

[90] 

[91] 

[92] 

The condition also appears to be sufficient, although a proof is not avail
able at this time. In any event, additional work is needed to determine when 
one random variable suffices for nand specified subpopulations of n. 
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DISCUSSION 

ROBERT J. MISLEVY 

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 

Before the days of item response theory, test data were analyzed in terms 
of indices such as percent-correct and item-test correlations, which jointly 
describe the interactions of a sample of persons and a collection of test items. 
IRT provides an escape from these sample-bound statistics by breaking the prob
lem into pieces, with the assumption that item responses can be explained in 
terms of conceptually distinct characteristics of persons and items. The key 
concept is the item response curve, or item response function, which gives the 
probability of a correct response as a function of person ability--independent 
of how many people happen to be at that level of ability. 

Much research has focused on the pieces in this problem that at least con
ceptually, and occasionally algebraically (Rasch, 1960) do not depend on the 
distribution of person ability parameters, particularly the estimation of item 
response functions and the estimation of a single person's ability from his or 
her pattern of responses. Less attention has been accorded the piece that re
mains, namely, the distribution of ability parameters in a sample of persons. 
As Levine has pointed out, however, there are a number of problems in applied 
work with item response models for which this is exactly the sort of information 
needed. 

Of course, the distribution of ability could always be approximated by the 
distribution of ability estimates. This approach is not very satisfactory, how
ever, since the two distributions can differ substantially, especially for short 
tests. The distribution of ability estimates, for example, will always exhibit 
greater variation than the underlying true distribution due to the presence of 
measurement error variation. More satisfactory procedures for estimating a la
tent ability distribution (e.g., Andersen & Madsen, 1977; Lord, 1969; Sanathanan 
& Blumenthal, 1978) have been based on the expression for the marginal probabil
ity of each score pattern x as a function of the parameters ~ of an underlying 
ability distribution ~ of known parametric form: 

P(x\~) = J P(x\8) g(e\~) de. 
e 

[1] 

Lord has estimated g by equating moments of the observed score distribution as 
predicted by this convolution formula to those of the sample; the other authors 
find values of ~ that maximize the likelihood of the observed data. 

Levine's approach to the problem of estimating a latent distribution dif-

\ 
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fers radically. What he has done, in essence, is to go back to the other pieces 
of the problem, namely, the item response functions, and to use them as building 
blocks for a new vector space--his "canonical space" of a test, which consists 
of all the item response functions, the functions given by their pointwise aver
ages and weighted averages, their products, products of averages and averages of 
products, and so on. He has demonstrated (1) that this space can usually be 
represented by a small number of basis functions and (2) that the member of this 
space (as given by the weighted average of a set of basis vectors) that best 
approximates the latent distribution of ability in a sample of persons can be 
found in a relatively straightforward manner. 

Compared with the marginal solution, the formula score solution has both 
advantages and disadvantages. One great advantage is its (relative) simplicity; 
a great deal of heavy iterative computation and numerical integration can be 
avoided. A second advantage is in having what could be called "virtually suffi
cient" statistics for ability parameters. Whereas the form of Rasch models 
guarantee a priori that total scores contain all information about abilities, 
the formula score procedure can be applied to item response models of any form 
to determine which n w·eighted combinations of item scores convey nearly all the 
information about abilities that can be determined from responses to the items 
that comprise the test. 

One disadvantage of the procedure is that although there is a guarantee of 
finding the member of the canonical space that best approximates the latent dis
tribution of ability, how good this approximation will be is unknown. It would 
seem to depend on the number and variety of response functions there are to work 
with; some theorems about the density of canonical spaces would be desirable. 
Just as it is known that any continuous function can be approximated by a poly
nomial of a sufficiently high degree, it could turn out, for example, that any 
ability distribution can be approximated by a test with sufficiently many equal
ly spaced items with parall~l response functions. Similarly, it would be desir
able to know the "robustness" of the virtually sufficient statistics; does sub
stituting one or two items on a test yield substantially different optimal for
mula scores, in form and/or in number? 

I have mentioned a number of advantages of the formula score approach to 
estimating latent distributions, along with some suggestions for future investi
gation. The greatest advantage, however, lies in the opportunity of having a 
new space in which to seek solutions to the practical problems encountered in 
applying IRT. It is not unusual to find that a problem that seems intractable 
in one form suddenly becomes straightforward after the appropriate transforma
tion. Levine has provided a number of examples of problems that can be solved 
in the canonical space. It is probably safe to predict that more lie ahead. 
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SAMPLING VARIANCES AND (OVARIANCES OF 

PARAMETER EsTIMATES IN ITEM REsPoNsE THEORY 

FREDERIC M. LoRD AND MARILYN s. WINGERSKY 

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE 

In item response theory (IRT) the observations are in the form of an n x N 
matrix, with one row for each item and one column for each examinee. The joint 
frequency distribution of the observations depends on a vector of N "ability" 
parameters (one for each person) and on a matrix of item parameters. In this 
paper only the 3-parameter logistic model for dichotomously scored items will be 
considered, so there will be three item parameters (a, b, and c) for each of n 
items. A method will be developed for computing the-asymptotic sampling vari= 
ance-covariance matrix when both abilities and item parameters are unknown. 
Until this is accomplished, the standard errors of the parameter estimates are 
unknown, handicapping development of a goodness-of-fit test and other statistics 
required in applications of IRT. 

If the item (or ability) parameters are known, the estimated ability (or 
item) parameters have independent sampling distributions. It can be shown (see 
Bradley & Gart, 1962) that the maximum likelihood estimates of the ability (or 
item) parameters are consistent. Hence, the asymptotic sampling variance for an 
estimated ability parameter is given by the usual formula 

where 
'r is the estimated ability parameter; 

£ is the log of the likelihood; and 
~ , "!?• and !:_: are the known vectors of item parameters. 

[ 1] 

Similarly, the asymptotic sampling variance-covariance matrix of the esti
mated item parameters for an item is given by 

(v,w = 1,2,3) [2] 

where {iv} is a vector consisting of the estimated~·~, and~ for a single item 

and § is the known vector of abilities. The right-hand side is the inverse of a 
3 x 3 matrix. 

When neither item nor ability parameters are known, all parameters are 
often estimated simultaneously by maximum likelihood. In the (Rasch) case where 
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there is only one parameter per item, Haberman (1977) has shown that all parame
ter estimates will converge to their true values (i.e., will be consistent) when 
the number of examinees and the number of test items become large simultaneous
ly. Empirical results suggest that consistency probably also holds when all 
parameters are estimated simultaneously under the 3-parameter model. If so, it 
is reasonable that the asymptotic sampling variance-covariance matrix of all 
estimated parameters will be given by the usual formula 

IICov(-f ,T ) II = II 8 ~! ~! II -l 
p q p q 

(p,q = 1,2, ... , M) , [3] 

where M = 3n + N - 2 
and :E:: {Tp}:: {a1 ,b1 ,c1 ,a2 ,b2 ,c2 , ••. , an,bn,cn; 8

1
,8 2, ••. , 8N_2}' • 

Since standard errors are urgently needed in practical work where all pa
rameters are estimated simultaneously by maximum likelihood, this report com
pares numerical values provided by Equation 3 with values provided by Equations 
1 and 2 and with empirically observed sampling fluctuations. The comparisons to 
be presented suggest that Equation 3 provides useful values for the desired 
standard errors. 

There are several special problems that arise in the evaluation and practi
cal utilization of Equation 3, problems that do not arise in the situation where 
Equations 1 and 2 are appropriate: 

1. Until an origin and scale are specified, the parameters are not identi
fiable. 

2. The mathematical formulation is complicated by the choice of origin and 
scale. 

3. The usual choice of origin and scale when estimating IRT parameters is 
inconvenient for mathematical purposes. 

4. The numerical values of the sampling variances are very much affected 
by the choice of origin and scale. 

5. Equation 3 requires the inversion of a matrix of order N + 3n - 2, 
where N may be several thousand. 

These problems will be considered in subsequent sections. 

1. Parameterization 

The appropriate likelihood function is (Lord, 1980) 

n N 
II II 

i=l a=l 

u 1-u 
P.iaQ. ia 

1a J.a 
[ 4] 

where 8 is the vector of the N ability parameters; a, b, and c are each a vector 
of.!!. item parameters; u =II uiall is the matrix of it~ respons~s uia <= o or 1); 

finally, Qia:: 1 -Pia; and Pia is the item response function, the probability 

of a correct answer by examinee a to item i. Each given Pia is a function of ea 
and of ai, bi, and ci, but not of any other parameters. In numerical work here, 

P. will be considered to be the 3-parameter logistic function 
l.a 
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1 - c 
i 

- c. + --------------~--------
1 1 + exp[-1.7a.(8 -b.)] 

1 a 1. 

[5] 

For mathematical purposes, however, it is only necessary to state that P. is an 1a increasing function of 8 • 
a 

If some constant is added to all ea and the same constant is subtracted 

from all bi, all Pia will be unchanged. This means that the origin used for 

measuring ability is entirely arbitrary. If each ea and each bi is multiplied 

by some constant and each ai is divided by the same constant, again, all Pia 

will be unchanged. This means that the unit used to measure ability is entirely 
arbitrary. Since the origin and unit of the Sa can be changed without changing 

Equation 4, it follows that ~' e, 2, and ~ are not identifiable and cannot be 
estimated from Equation 4 without further specification. 

To conform to a commonly used procedure, the origin and scale could be cho
sen so that for some specified group of examinees the mean of the ea is 0 and 

the variance is 1. This is not convenient mathematically, however. Instead, 
two other methods of specifying the origin and scale will be used, even though 
this will complicate matters later on when the results are applied in practice. 
In the first method, without loss of generality, arbitrary numerical values will 
be assigned to 8N-l and to 8N. 

The M = N + 3n - 2 likelihood equations are 

n N Pia 

0 = L: L: (u. - p. ) E 
i=l a=l 1a 1a P. Q. 1a 1a 

(p = 1, 2, ••• , M) [6] 

where Pia 
- ap. 1 a, • 

p 1a p 

2. Fisher Information Matrix 

The Fisher information matrix on the right of Equation 3 now has as a typi
cal element 

I =E;(~~)= pq - dT dT 
p q 

n n N 
L: L: L: 

i=l j=l a=l 
Cov(u. ,u.b) 1a J 

(p,q = 1,2, ... , M) . 

Because of local independence and random sampling of examinees, 

Cov(u. ,u.b) = o .. o bpi' Q. 1a J 1J a a 1a 

where o 
st 

1 if s = t o = 0 otherwise. Thus, the typical element is 
' st ' 

[7] 

[8] 
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n N Pi~ia 

I L: L: E 9. (p ,q = 1,2, M) - P. Q. 
... , 

pq i=l a=l 1a 1a 
[9] 

Note that Pia 
p is zero unless either £. and a refer to the same person or £. 

and i refer to the same item. Thus, 

§1 0 0 fu fl2 . "flN' 

0 §2 0 ~21 f22 · f2N' 

0 0 s f f 2 . f 
-n -nl -n -nN' 

II Ipq II --------------------·-------------------- [10] 

~ll ~21. f' tl 0 0 
· -nl 

~l2 f' f' 0 ~2 0 
-22 . :n2 

EN'l EN' 2" . fN, 0 0 tN' - n 

where 
N' :: N - 2; 
~i is the 3 x 3 Fisher information matrix for ai, bi, and ci; 

ta is the Fisher information for examinee ~; and 

f. is the 3 x 1 joint Fisher information vector for item i 
-1a and examinee a: 

aP. /aa. 
aP. ;as 1a 1 

fia 
1a a aP. /ab. [11] 

- P. Q. 1a 1 
1a 1a 

aP. /ac. 1a 1 

3. Matrix Inversion 

The following general formula for inverting a partitioned matrix may be 
applied to Equation 10: 

[ 

~--~--~] -1 -

F' : T 
- I -

[12] 

where 
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Z ::: '.!' - F1 S-1 f . 
The matrix Sis easily inverted, since it is a diagonal supermatrix: 

-1 s 
0 

0 

II 

[13] 

[14] 

-1 
The notation on the right denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements S .• 

-1 
These last are easily computed, since each S. is only a 3 x 3 matrix. 

-1 

All the matrix operations indicated on the right side of Equation 12 can be 
carried out on the computer without difficulty with one exception: the inver
sion of z, which is N1 x N1

• The approximation used here to invert~ relies on 
grouping the 8 into 16 class intervals of width .5, covering the range -5 < ea a -
< 3. Each ea in a given class interval is replaced by the midpoint of the in-

terval. 
0 

Now, 

lar matrix 

terval .B.· 
one matrix 

I will be a diagonal supermatrix 

with dimensions Ng x Ng, and Ng 

Also, F will be a row vector of 
being identical: 

T = 1J '!'g II , where Tg = tg1 is a sea-

is the number of people in class in-

16 matrices, all the columns of any 

F:: {f 1 1
, f 1 1

, ... , f 1 1
}, 

- -1-1 -2-2 -16-16 
[15] 

where 

whose 

f = {f. } for any -g -1a examinee a in class interval ,a, and 1g is a unit vector 

length is N • . g 
-1 

The product ~~~ F can now be written as a 16 x 16 supermatrix: 

F I s - 1 F = II 1 f I s - 1 f 1 I II 
- - - -g-g- -h-h 

-1 
Denote the scalar f 1S fh by wgh' This now gives 

-g- -

z - T ll1jgh II 

For computation purposes, Z still has N1 rows and columns, not just 16. 

[16] 

[ 17] 

[18] 

For the usual sample size, it is still not feasible to invert Z with a standard 
inversion program. 

Consider the problem of inverting ~11 , the N1 x N1 upper left corner of Z. 

By Equation 17, Equation 18, and a standard formula, 
-1 -1 

-1 wi1'.!'1 !1!~'.!'1 z-1 = [T -w 111 ]-
1 _ T + [19] 

-11 -1 11-1-1 -1 1 _ w l~T- 1 1 
I 1-1 -1 -1 
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Since ~l = t 1!, where t 1 is scalar, this becomes 

-1 z 
~11 

w 1 1 1 

_l + ___,_1 .:...1 -__,I,__-..... 1,___ 

tl t 2 
- t w N 

1 1 11 1 

[20] 

Next, the upper left 2 x 2 supermatrix in ~ can be inverted as in Equation 
12, using the standard formula for the inversion of a partitioned matrix: 

-1 
where ~ = ~22 - ~21~11~12 • 

[21] 

It can be seen that ~ has the same general form as ~ 11 and can thus be inverted 

as in Equation 19; so Equation 21 can readily be calculated. 

-1 
Next, substitute Equation 21 for ~11 in the foregoing procedure and repeat 

this procedure in such a way as to invert the upper left 3 x 3 supermatrix in ~· 
A total of 15 repetitions inverts the 16 x 16 supermatrix ?· Equation 12 is now 
used for one final inversion, the result being the desired variance-covariance 
matrix of all N + 3n - 2 parameters. 

The 16 X 16 variance-covariance supermatrix for the ea consists of 256 

blocks. The elements are all the same within a block except for diagonal 
blocks, each of which has a variance (instead of a covariance) repeated along 
its diagonal. Any two examinees in the same class interval will have identical 
Var 8 and identical sampling covariances with any other given parameter esti
mate. 

4. Reparameterization 

In Section 1 of this paper, in order to have identifiable parameters, an 
origin and scale were chosen so that 8N_1 and 8N had arbitrary preassigned val-

ues. Any other choice of origin and scale would result in a linear transforma
tion of parameters. The likelihood function would remain unchanged for every 
pattern of item responses. 

The choice of unit (but not the choice of origin) has one completely ob
vious effect on the sampling errors of parameter estimates. If the unit is 
changed, the standard errors for the b's and S's will be multiplied by the ratio 
of the new scale unit to the old scale unit. The standard errors for the a's 
will be divided by this ratio. A second important effect is easily over
looked: The standard error of the maximum likelihood estimator depends not only 
on the choice of scale but also on how the (origin and) scale is specified. 

Suppose that the true numerical values of all 8 (a = 1, ••• , N) are specia 
fied on some arbitrary scale. Suppose next that the test is too difficult for 
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examinee N. This means that the likelihood function is rather insensitive to 
variations in eN. If testing could be repeated with several parallel test 

forms, a wide range of estimates of eN would be found. In such a situation, the 

difference between true 8N_1 and eN clearly cannot be estimated well from the 

examinee responses. If the scale is defined by treating eN and eN_1 as known, 

the estimates of every ea may fluctuate grossly, simply because the scale unit 

eN - eN-·l is not well determined by the data. 

Suppose next that all examinees are relabeled so that examinees N - 1 and N 
are not the same examinees as before. The ability scale has not been changed; 
it is the procedure for defining the scale that has been changed. The true 8 
for each examinee is still the same as before. Suppose the new examinees N - 1 
and N are both at ability levels where the test measures accurately. If, fur
ther, the true eN_1 and eN are substantially different from each other, the dif-

ficulty of the previous paragraph disappears: Throughout the ability range A 
where the test is designed to measure accurately, the standard errors of all ea 
may be reasonably small. 

For example, suppose on some scale e1 = -3, e2 = -2, e3 = -1, e4 = 0, e5 = 
1, e6 = 2, e7 = 3. This same scale can be specified in terms of any two of 

these e's. The standard errors that are obtained will depend in an overwhelming 
way not just on the ability scale but on how it is specified. The standard er
rors cannot be rectified by some simple procedure, such as multiplying each by a 
constant. 

For this reason, the procedure for specifying the ability scale should de
pend only on parameters or functions of parameters that are accurately deter
mined by the data. A robust mean of the ea might seem attractive; Ahowever, any 

function of the e is counterindicated by the fact that sometimes ea = + 00 o a -

The procedure used here is to choose a set of m discriminating, moderately 
easy items and a set of r discriminating, moderately difficult items. Here
after, the origin and unit for the new parameters, to be denoted by capital let
ters, will be defined so that the mean of the (true) B-parameters for the easy 
items is O, and the mean for the difficult items is 1. 

The new parameters are related to the old parameters (from either Section 2 
or from Section 5) by linear transformations: 

A. - ka. , B. = K + b./k C. = c. , 8 - K + e /k , 
1 1 1 1 1 1 a a 

(a=l,2, •.• ,N;i 1, 2, ..• , n) 

where k and K are transformation constants to be determined. Since 

- 1m 
B = - L: B. = 0 

0 m 1 ' 

1 r 
B - - L: B. = 1 , 

1 r 1 

[22] 

[23] 
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the values of k and K are found by substituting Equation 22 into Equation 23 and 
solving for ~ and K: 

k = b - b 
1 0 ' 

[24] 

where b
0 

and b
1 

are means for~ and~ items, respectively. 

To find the variance-covariance matrix for estimates of the upper-case pa
rameters, rewrite Equation 22 as 

A. = ka. , 
l. l. 

B. = (b. - £0)/k , 
l. l. 

[25] 

Because of the special properties of maximum likelihood estimators, Equations 25 
still hold when estimators are substituted for parameters. Thus, the sampling 
variances and covariances for estimates of the new parameters can be computed 
from the sampling variances and covariances already obtained at the end of Sec
tion 3. Formulas for doing this can be written from Equation 25 by using the 
"delta" method (Kendall & Stuart, 1969, chap. 10). For example, 

Cov(A. ,e ) 
J. a 

Cov(a. ,e ) 
J. a 

a. a. 
+ ~ Cov(e ,k) - 1 

k a k 

A A 

Cov(b
1

,'b
0

) - Var 'b
0 

1 
m r 

= - L L Cov (b . , b . ) 
mr J. J 

e a - bo A A 

k Cov(ai,k) 

5. Parameter Estimation 

[26] 

The maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) satisfy the likelihood Equations 6. 
In Equation 6 there is one equation for each parameter omitting 6N_1 and eN. If 

all N + 3n = M + 2 MLE are linearly transformed as, for example, in Equation 22, 
the transformed parameters will still satisfy the likelihood equations. 

Since the origin and scale for the new parameters are chosen to satisfy 
Equation 23, then the appropriate k and K are obtained from Equation 24 after 
replacing bo and b1 by their MLE. -The likelihood function, Equation 4, is unaf-

fected by these linear transformations. 

The computer program LOGIST identifies the parameters by still another 
choice of origin and scale: 

1. A certain truncated mean of the ea (a= 1, 2, ••• , N) is set equal to 
zero. A 

2. A certain truncated standard deviation of the ea is set equal to one. 

The usual lower-case symbols for parameters will be used for parameters on this 
LOGIST scale. This should not cause confusion, since the lower-case parameters 
of the first three sections will not be needed again. 
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A 

Beginning with LOGIST a., b., ci, and ea and determining~ and K so that B0 
A 1 1 

= o and B1 = 1, then the Ai, Bi, ci (i = 1, 2, ••• , n) and the ea (a= 1, 2, 

••• , N), calculated by substituting estimated values into Equation 22, will 
still satisfy the likelihood equations. The upper-case parameter estimates so 
obtained do not strictly have the sampling variance-covariance matrix found the
oretically at the end of Section 4 because this matrix does not take into ac
count the scaling used during the LOGIST parameter estimation. However, the 
empirically determined variance-covariance matrix of MLEs and the corresponding 
theoretical matrix should agree approximately if the two methods (Section 4 and 
LOGIST methods) of choosing the origin and scale are about equally effective. 
The remaining task is to compare these two methods. 

6. Recapitulation 

At different points, three different arbitrary scales have been used for 
parameters: 

1. eN and eN_1 are assigned arbitrarily. 

2. The origin is set at B0 , the unit is B1• 

3. The origin is set at a truncated mean of the ea, the unit is a trun
cated standard deviation of the ea. 

Scale 1 (denoted by Lower-case symbols) is most convenient mathematically 
for the difficult task of inverting the M x M information matrix. Scale 1 is 
not useful for practical purposes, however, since its use grossly inflates all 
the sampling variances. 

Scale 2 (denoted by upper-case symbols) seems the simplest choice in an 
attempt to keep the sampling error in the estimated origin and unit as small as 
possible. The sampling variances computed for Scale 1 are transformed (see 
Equation 26) to values appropriate for Scale 2. Although Scale 2 is not the 
familiar one, the two item sets used to specify the scale can be chosen so that 
the ~umerical values of li, Bi, and ci differ little from the familiar ai, bi, 

and ci produced by LOGIST. 

Scale 3 (hereafter denoted by lower-case symbols) is the scale used by LD
GIST. 

7. Empirical Estimation Procedures 

As already stated, the theoretical results can be trusted only if they are 
shown to be in reasonable agreement with empirical results. For this purpose, 
artificial data !luiall were created representing the administration of a 45-item 

test to a random sample of 1,500 examinees. The 1,500 ea were a spaced sample 

drawn from a distribution of abilities from a regular test administration. Six 
replicate matrices of lluia II were independently generated, using the same item 

parameters and the same 1,500 ea. The variation in responses across these ma

trices thus represents random fluctuations in uia for fixed ai' bi, ci, and ea. 
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Further replication was also built in: Items 16-30 and Items 31-45 had the 
same item parameters as Items 1-15. The true lower-case and upper-case item 
parameters are shown in Table 1 for Items 1-15. 

Table 1 
True (Upper Case) Item Parameters 

c or 
Item A a B b c 

1 .96 .99 -1.75 -2.01 .17 
2 .34 .35 -1.33 -1.61 .17 
3 1.34 1.38 -.80 -1.09 .17 
4 .76 .78 -.48 -.77 .17 
5 .41 .42 -.38 -.67 .17 
6 .90 .92 -.04 -.34 .17 
7 .90 .92 .16 -.15 .17 
8 1.04 1.06 .31 .oo .17 
9 1.31 1.34 .42 .11 .13 

10 1.46 1. so .58 .26 .34 
11 .85 .87 .79 .46 .17 
12 .60 .62 .90 .57 .17 
13 1.06 1.09 1.01 .68 .25 
14 1.36 1.39 1. 23 .90 .29 
15 1.46 1.50 1.50 1.16 .18 

Six independent runs were ma~e on LOGIST, one for each group of 1,500 exam
inees. For each run separately, bQ was calculated from Items 4-9, 19-24, 34-39; 
b1 was calculated from Items 10-15; 25-30, and 40-45. It is convenient for the 

ultimate interpretation of the standard errors to be obtained that the true b1 -

b0 = .671 - (-.305) = .976. Since this is close to 1.0, the scale unit for the 

capitalized parameters is very close to the scale unit for the lower-case (Lo
GIST) parameters. 

For each run separately, all lower-case parameter estimates were linearly 
transformed as in Equation 22 to the upper-case scale, using estimated k and K 
values. For the data reported in subsequent sections, the true k = .976 and the 
true K = .312. Since the six runs are independent, an unbiased empirical esti
mate of the sampling variance of any parameter estimate T is given by 

6 -[ 1 
6 

A ( 1 
6 ~) J / s~ = - - l: T2 - - l: T 2 T - 5 6 6 ' [27] 

the sum being across the six LOGIST runs. If the T in Equation 27 were normally 
distributed, s~/cr~ would have an F distribution with 5 and oo degrees of freedom. 

Since three different items have identical item parameters, the s~ for a 
T 
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single item parameter can be averaged across these three items to yield the best 
available unbiased estimate: 

[28] 

Note that it would be incorrect to pool all 18 values of T in an equation like 
Equation 27, since Ts from the same LOGIST run are not independent. 

If T. and S. represent two different item parameters in the same item, 
1. 1. 

scr.,s.) 
1. 1. 

which is the same as Equation 28 except that covariances are substituted for 
variances. If Ti and Sj represent item parameters in different items, then 

there are nine different sample covariances to be summed: 

[29] 

1 33 A A scT.,S.) = -
9 

EE s(T.,S.) . [30] 
1. J 1. J 

If T is an ability parameter, Equation 27 still holds. For purposes of 
this paper, T can be replaced by 8 and the equation written 

N 
-2 1 g 2 
SA =- E SA 

8 N 8 
g 

[31] 

where the sum is over all examinees in group~· When 8 is at the midpoint of 
interval~· this average should be roughly equal to the oe obtained in Section 
4. 

If subscripts ~ and ~ denote different examinees in group ~· 

s(8 0 ) 
a' b 

[32] 

where the sum is over all pairs of examinees in group g. If a and b denote ex
aminees in groups~ and~, respectively (g 1 h), then-

A 

s(8 0 ) a' b 

N 
1 g 

=-- E 
N N 

g h a=l 
s (8 8 ) 

a' b 

Finally, if T. is an item parameter and examinee a is in group~· then 
1. 

s (T. ,8 ) 
I. a 

N 
1 3 g 

= 3N E E 
g 

s (T. ,8 ) • 
1. a 

(33] 

(34] 

In computing Equations 31 through 34, examinees are grouped on their true val-
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ues, not on their estimated values. 

A problem arisesAwhen an examinee obtains a perfect score or a zero score. 
In this case his/her 8 is infinite and cannot be advantageously used. Instead 
of making some ad hoc adjustment, the 17 examinees for whom this occurred were 
simply removed from the group of examinees studied, leaving N = 1,483. This has 
the effect of slightly biasing se for the remaining most extreme 8 values. 

8. Numerical Standard Errors 

Since the c parameter of an easy item usually cannot be accurately estimat
ed, LOGIST in ordinary use does not estimate them individually. This would pre
vent the empirical standard errors of Section 7 from agreeing with the theoreti
cal standard errors of Section 4. The main purpose of this paper, however, is 
to show that the method of Section 4 can give useful results; thus, the empiri
cal and theoretical standard errors reported here are all estimated or calculat
ed under the condition that the true values of ci are known for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 12. Items 1 through 5 are easy items, and Item 12 was included because of 
its low ai. For empirical work, the true~ values were supplied to LOGIST, 

which held them fixed while estimating all other parameters. For theoretical 
work, the rows and columns of Equation 10 corresponding to c 1 , c 2 , c 3, c4, c 5 , 

and c 12 were simply deleted from the information matrix, Equation 10, before 

inversion. 

Table 2 compares the empirical standard errors of Section 7 for B with the 
theoretical standard errors of Section 4. The last three columns show the 
squared ratios for the three replications of each item; each of these ratios 
will have an F distribution with 5 and oo degrees of freedom, provided (1) B has 
a normal sampling distribution, (2) B is unbiased, and (3) the theoretical aA 

B 
from Section 4 is the same as the aB for the LOGIST estimates. An F above 2.21 

or below .229 is significant at the (two-tailed) 10% level. Eleven of the 
ratios are significant. The number of ratios less than one is approximately the 
same as the number of ratios greater than one. 

In the past, the only available standard errors for item parameters assumed 
that the 8 were known. Such standard errors for B, for known 8, are given in 
the second column of the table. A comparison of the second and third columns 
shows very close agreement except for the three easiest items (1,2,3). For 
these three items, the new theoretical value is larger and agrees better with 
the empirical value. This gives support to the new theoretical values. That 
the empirical values (from Section 7) tend to be larger than the theoretical 
(from Section 4) could be due to n and N not being large enough for asymptotic 
results. A second likely explanation is that the LOGIST choice of origin and 
scale does not yield as accurate estimates as the choice in Section 4. 

Table 3 makes comparisons for A. Again, the standard errors of A with 8 
unknown agree closely with the results when 8 is known. The empirical standard 
errors, although correlating well with the theoretical, seem to be larger. 
Eleven of the F ratios are significant. Similar statements apply to Table 4, 
which shows the comparisons for C. 
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Table 2 
Theoretical and Empirical Standard Errors for B 

=· 
s~ I a4 

SA B B 
cr:B I~ 

()A 
Rep. Rep. Rep. B B 

Item (§ known) (Sect. 4) (Sect. 7) 1 2 3 

1* .110 .156 .183 .23 .56 3.34t 
2* .186 .201 .237 1. 76 1.49 .93 
3* .045 • 071 • 063 1.38 .59 .41 
4* .060 .068 .066 .90 .76 1.17 
5* .100 .099 .103 .37 .40 2. 48t 
6 .125 .121 .131 .28 .63 2.63t 
7 .113 .110 .100 1.24 .65 .58 
8 .084 .083 .088 2.3H .97 .16t 
9 .055 .055 .067 .37 2.63t 1.47 

10 .069 .069 .106 3.19t 3. 62t .33 
11 .100 .097 • 122 1.45 2. 55"1- .70 
12* .094 .091 .087 .85 1. 27 .66 
13 .086 .083 .094 1. 01 1. 20 1.57 
14 .077 .076 .111 1.19 1.49 3. 7 5t 
15 • 072 • 075 .093 .40 2. 62 t 1.65 

tSignificant at 10'% level. 
*The C parameter for these items was treated as known. 

Table 3 
Theoretical and Empirical Standard Errors for A 

s?./cr~ 
A A 

Rep. Rep. Rep. 
Item a A. I~ ()A 

A 
s~ 

A 1 2 3 

1* .088 .105 • 141 .95 .91 3. 60 t 
2* .044 .046 .039 .88 .51 .74 
3* .097 .117 • 094 1.39 .32 • 22 t 
4* .060 .065 .080 .89 2. 77t .86 
5* .045 .047 .054 .63 2. 44 t .93 
6 .103 .102 .123 1.54 .30 2. 51 t 
7 .105 .105 .147 1.30 2.25 t 2. 35 t 
8 .113 .115 .159 1.29 3.20 t 1.29 
9 .123 .128 .182 1.89 3.39 t .80 

10 .184 .193 .160 .71 .55 .79 
11 .115 .120 .132 1.42 1.85 .34 
12* .060 .060 .076 .95 2. 94 t • 94 
13 .151 .157 • 187 2.40 t 1.08 .79 
14 .209 .218 .240 1.32 .91 1. 43 
15 .222 .233 .182 .25 .65 .93 

tSignificant at 10% level. 
*The C parameter for these items was treated as known. 
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Table 4 
A 

Theoretical and Empirical Standard Errors for c 
s~ /o?. c 

Rep. Rep. Rep. 
Item* ocl~ 

(JA c sc 1 2 3 

6 .056 .058 .063 .39 .44 2.79-J-
7 .049 .050 .038 .40 .35 .95 
8 .037 .037 .045 3.08"1- .76 .43 
9 .024 .025 .039 .so 4.71-r 1.83 

10 .025 .026 .034 2 .24t 2.68t .27 
11 .036 .037 .043 .98 2.67-J- .41 
13 .026 .027 .037 .89 1.88 2.90-J-
14 .019 .020 .028 2.98-J- 2.55t .43 
15 .015 .015 .016 .64 1.23 1.71 

tSignificant at 10% level. 
*Cl' ... ' cs, and c 12 were treated as known. 

Table 5 compares standard errors for ~. Column 3 will be discussed later. 
Columns 4 and 5 show standard errors of 8 corresponding to the 8 value in the 
first column; column 6, however, is computed from Equation 3 for the group of Ng 

people falling in the class interval with midpoint e. There is good agreement 
between empirical and theoretical standard errors except for 8 < -1.5. For low 
e, asymptotic results do not appear with the usual n and N. 

Table 5 
Theoretical and Empirical Standard Errors for e -

All ci c1 to c5 and c12 
Unknown Treated as Known 

e Ng (JA 
8 

0el~'~'g 
(jA 

8 
SA 

8 

-2.75 10 2.090 .951 .966 * 
-2.25 35 1.296 .686 .699 1.134 
-1.75 93 .861 .516 .525 .797 
-1.25 219 .607 .400 .404 .427 
-.75 332 .456 .341 .342 .332 
-.25 326 .349 .295 • 295 .279 

.25 227 .278 .262 .263 .274 
• 7 5 136 .261 .260 .261 .286 

1. 25 77 .303 .289 .290 .349 
1.75 25 .422 .384 .387 .412 
2.25 3 .628 .575 .580 * 
2.75 0 .931 .874 .878 * 

*Not computed because of small N • g 
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Table 5 shows close agreement of the standard error from Sections 2 through 
4 with the standard error of 8 when the item parameters are known. The agree
ment shown here and in previous tables suggests that Equation 1 is a good ap
proximation to the diagonal of Equation 3 and, similarly for item parameters, 
that Equation 3 agrees well with the empirical standard errors. 

A comparison of the third and fifth columns in Table 5 shows what happens 
to aG when all Ci must be estimated from the data. For 8 < -1, a0 is sharply 
affected; for 0 < 8 < 2.5, there is very little effect. 

Table 6 contains the squared ratios of the empirical standard errors to the 
theoretical standard errors for the five 8 values closest to the midpont of the 
intervals, and within at least .1 of the midpoint. Two of the groups had only 
two abilities within this restriction. If similar caveats apply as for the item 
parameters, these ratios will have an F distribution with 5 and oo degrees of 
freedom. Only 8 of the ratios are significant at the two-tailed 10% level, and 
only 16 are greater than 1. 

Table 6 
F Ratios for 8 

8 s~l a~ e e 
-2.75 3.73t 4.41t 
-2.25 .85 .78 .43 11. 34t 1.16 
-1.75 .57 1.90 1.62 .32 18.95t 
-1.25 .98 .63 .96 .95 .77 
-.75 .26 .94 .63 .81 .63 
-.25 .71 1.81 • 73 .o4t .48 

.25 .18 t .98 .74 .80 .77 

.75 .61 .35 1.41 1.21 .64 
1.25 2. 76 t 1.82 .98 1.08 1.84 
1. 75 .67 .41 1.08 1.45 1. 78 
2.25 .11 t .36 
2.75* 

tSignificant at 10% level. 
*There was no 8 between 2.65 and 2.85. 

Table 7 presents the theoretical standard errors of A, B, and C, obtained 
by the method of Sections 2 through 4, when all Ci must be estimated from the 

data. It is interesting to compare these values with those in Tables 2 through 
4 where c1 , ••• , c5 , and c12 were treated as known. The standard errors of B1 
to Bs are increased drastically by ignorance of c1 to c5 ; all other cr(Bi) are 

much increased, except for i = 11, 13, and 14. All ~ show sharply increased 

standard errors. For items for which Ci must be estimated, on the other hand, 

the standard errors of ci are little affected by knowledge or ignorance of c1, 

••• , c 5 , c 12• A likely explanation for this is that errors in estimating the 

scale unit B affect the standard errors of the A. and B., but not of the C .• 
1 1 1 1 
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Table 7 
Standard Errors from Equation 3 of Item 

Parameters When All Ci Must Be Estimated 

Item crA 
B 

crA 
A 

crA c 
1 .52 .23 .60 
2 2.54 .13 .72 
3 .35 .32 .10 
4 .26 .15 .14 
5 .97 .10 .32 
6 .19 .18 .07 
7 .16 .18 .06 
8 .14 .21 .041 
9 .12 .26 .026 

10 .11 .32 .026 
11 .10 .18 .039 
12 .18 .14 .07 
13 .09 .23 .027 
14 .08 .31 .020 
15 .10 .33 .015 

Tables 2 through 7 present some illustrative answers to the question, how 
do estimation errors on one set of items affect the accuracy of estimated param
eters for a different set of items? Such effects could not be quantified until 
now, since the standard error of an item parameter estimate was previously known 
only for fixed e. It is only through the sampling fluctuations of 8 that esti
mation errors f~r one item can affect parameter estimates for another item. 

With 18 Ci treated as known, the Fisher information matrix inverted for 

this study has 3 x 45 - 18 + 1,498 = 1,615 rows and columns. The matrix inver
sion by the method of Section 4 used 1232K bytes of memory on an IBM 3031 and 
took 32 seconds. The computer program dealt with a 45-item test; it did not 
take advantage of the fact that the 45 items consisted of three replicate sets 
of 15 items each. 

In order to verify the numerical accuracy of the inversion, the information 
matrix and the variance-covariance matrix were multiplied. The result was an 
identity matrix accurate to 10 decimal places. The variance-covariance matrix 
obtained in double precision agreed with the matrix obtained in quadruple preci
sion to all six decimal places printed. 

9. Sampling Covariances and Correlations 

When item parameters are known, ea and eb (a ~ b) are uncorrelated. When 

ability parameters are known, estimated item parameters for different items are 
uncorrelated. When both item and ability parameters are estimated, in general, 
all estimates are correlated. The computer printout of the sampling correla-
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tions for the present study consisted of 10 correlation matrices. These need 
only be summarized here. 

Table 8 shows the theoretical (T) and empirical (E) correlations between 
estimates of two different parameters for the same item. The correlations are 
generally substantial. For comparison, the theoretical correlations when the 
abilities are known are included. The empirical correlations are obtained by 
dividing the estimated sampling covariance by the square roots of the estimated 
sampling variances. If the empirical correlations here have roughly 15 degrees 
of freedom, their standard error is roughly (1 - p 2 )/~ = .26(1 - p 2 ). In view 
of their standard errors, there is very satisfactory agreement of empirical with 
theoretical correlations. 

Table 8 
Theoretical (T) and Empirical (E) Sampling Correlations Between 

2-Parameter Estimates for the Same Item 

PAA 
AB 

PAA 
BC 

PAA 
AC 

Item PABI e T E T E PA.c! ~ T 

1 .82 .86 .87 
2 .80 .82 .88 
3 .55 • 70 .65 
4 .42 • 52 .r .76 
5 .35 .38 .44 
6 • 73 .70 .53 .92 .90 .92 .76 .70 
7 .67 .64 .66 .90 .88 .77 .76 .71 
8 .56 .52 .26 .83 .81 .85 .72 .67 
9 .37 .33 .so .69 .67 .87 .65 .60 

10 .41 .42 .68 .69 .68 .93 .61 .61 
11 .40 .42 • 70 .75 .74 .89 .77 .77 
12 -.55 -.51 -. 79 
13 .22 .21 .06 .60 .59 .66 .69 .70 
14 .06 .03 .35 .45 .42 .61 .58 .59 
15 -.19 -.25 -.81 .25 .21 -.18 .53 .54 

A 

E 

.53 

.79 

.58 

.81 

.74 

.83 

.67 

.68 

.56 

Table 9 shows both theoretical and empirical correlations for the Bi (i = 
1, 2, ••• , 15). The corresponding standard errors are given in paren~hes~s i~ 
the diagonal. The only theoretical correlations above .20 are among B1 , B2 , B3, 

A 

and B4• These are the four easiest items. Any error in estimating the scale 

unit B1 - Bo would seriously affect all these items in the same way. 

ficult to draw other useful generalizations from this table. 
A 

It is dif-

The corresponding table for the Ai (i = 1, 2, ••• , 15) shows only three 

theoretical correlations above .20: p13 = .27, P14 = .20, P34 = .23. With two 

exceptions (p67 = -.013, p6 12 = -.002), all theoreti~al correlations are posi-, 
tive. The highest theoretical correlation among the Ci (i = 6, 7, ••• , 11 and 

13, 14, 15) is P67 = .04. All correlations are positive. 



Table 9 
Experimental (E) and Theoretical (T) Standard Errors (Diagonals) and 

Correlations for Transformed B 

Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 E (183) 141 284 045 193 -158 -028 -004 014 -122 289 016 -031 -064 -147 
T (156) 264 509 334 158 -124 -128 -088 -040 034 -001 039 -005 -022 -050 

2 E 141 (237) 541 286 -092 -036 126 -005 -252 -105 029 -064 -247 360 -040 
T 264 (201) 284 184 078 -066 -069 -046 -017 026 007 022 -002 -018 -039 

3 E 284 541 (063) 308 040 -091 056 004 -274 -279 268 007 -298 348 -155 
T 509 284 (071) 377 151 -131 -139 -093 -032 048 008 044 -008 -032 -068 

4 E 045 286 308 (066) 120 -072 -179 038 -362 -308 -007 192 -443 343 218 
T 334 184 377 (068) 066 -130 -130 -089 -040 029 003 028 -005 -018 -039 

5 E 193 -092 040 120 (103) -228 -126 -072 046 -205 236 086 -051 -193 126 
T 158 078 151 066 (099) -117 -113 -088 -062 -004 -009 013 -003 001 002 

6 E -158 -036 -091 -072 -228 (131) 014 076 -041 107 -153 002 016 122 -085 
T -124 -066 -131 -130 -117 (121) -062 -053 -051 -016 004 -005 001 004 011 

7 E -Q28 126 056 -179 -126 014 (100) -120 098 121 -050 -221 156 -018 000 00 

"' T -128 -069 -139 -130 -113 -062 (110) -042 -036 -011 002 -009 002 005 011 
8 E -Q04 -005 004 038 -072 076 -120 (088) -068 025 -015 101 -062 081 -137 

T -088 -046 -093 -089 -088 -053 -042 (083) -007 004 001 -010 002 002 003 
9 E 014 -252 -274 -362 046 -041 098 -068 (067) 198 037 -129 332 -357 -063 

T -040 -017 -032 -040 -062 -051 -036 -007 (055) 023 -003 -013 002 000 -005 
10 E -122 -105 -279 -308 -205 107 121 025 198 (106) -193 -137 270 -1.51 -098 

T 034 026 048 029 -004 -016 -011 004 023 (069) -035 -052 -043 -062 -087 
11 E 289 029 268 -007 236 -153 -050 -015 037 -193 (122) 041 -011 -103 -182 

T -001 007 008 003 -009 004 002 001 -003 -035 (097) -071 -067 -086 -107 
12 E 016 -064 007 192 086 002 -221 101 -129 -137 041 (087) -176 078 005 

T 039 022 044 028 013 -005 -009 -010 -013 -052 -071 (091) -069 -068 -065 
13 E -Q31 -247 -298 -443 -051 016 156 -062 332 270 -011 -176 (094) -341 -112 

T -005 -002 -008 -005 -003 001 002 002 002 -043 -067 -069 (083) -057 -060 
14 E -064 360 348 343 -193 122 -018 081 -357 -151 -103 078 -341 (111) 006 

T -022 -018 -032 -018 001 004 005 002 000 -062 -086 -068 -057 (076) -004 
15 E -147 -040 -155 218 126 -085 000 -137 -063 -098 -182 005 -112 006 (093) 

T -050 -039 -068 -039 002 011 011 003 -005 -087 -107 -065 -060 -004 (075) 

Note. Decimal points omitted. 
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The theoretical correlations between Ai and Bj (i # j) are all below .20 in 

absolute value, with the exception of Items 1 through 4, which vary from .14 to 
.38. For Bi and cj (i j; j 1, 2, ••• , 5, 12), there are no correlations 

above .25 in absolute value. For Ar and Cj, there are no correlations above .20 

in absolute value. 

The theoretical correlation~ betwe~n ea and ~ (a # b) are all less than 

.04 in absolute value. Between 8 and Bi' the largest correlation in absolute 
a ~ ~ 

value is .15 (when i = 1 and 6 = -2.2:). Be:ween 8a and Ai, the largest is .12 

(when i = 1 and 6 = -2.25). Between ea and Ci, the largest is 06. 

Summary 

When both abilities and item parameters are unknown, the asymptotic sam
pling variance-covariance matrix developed in this paper appears to provide use
ful values for the standard errors needed for further research in item response 
theory. The magnitude of the numerical values in the matrix were very much af
fected by the method used to define the scale. For a set of artificial data, 
this variance-covariance matrix compared satisfactorially with empirical results 
and with the variance-covariance matrices found by the usual formulas for the 
case where the abilities are known or where the item parameters are known. 

With this matrix, the effect on other items of including items with poorly 
determined parameters can be studied. Including items with poorly determined 
c's increases the standard errors of all of the a's and b's but not of the other 
c's. The effect of different distributions of abilities-on the accuracy of item 
parameters can also be studied. 

The standard errors of item parameters can now be studied for a situation 
of common occurrence in equating and item banking: Each of two tests containing 
common items is administered to a different group of examinees; all parameters 
are estimated in the same LOGIST run. It is of particular interest to determine 
how the number of common items affects the standard error of the parameter esti
mates. 
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In seminal work published in 1929, Working and Hotelling developed the for
mulae for the extrapolation of the concept of the confidence interval to regres
sion lines. They provided a "confidence envelope," enclosing the population 
line with probability 1- a. Such an envelope for a regression function F(•) 
has also been called a confidence "band" by Miller (1966). It is defined by the 
functions 1(·) and U(·) illustrated in Figure 1, satisfying the relationship 

P{U(•) > F(•) > 1(·),~v x} = 1- a [ 1] 

in which U(.) and 1(·) are upper and lower bounds of the envelope, respectively, 
and F(.) is the function. The envelope problem for linear models has been 
treated extensively by Working and Hotelling (1929), Roy (1957), Miller (1966), 
and others; but all use the intimate relationships of linear models with multi
normal error to develop computational formulae for U(•) and 1(•). This paper 
describes and illustrates a methodology for constructing confidence envelopes 
satisfying Equation 1 for any regression function F(•) that is monotonic in its 
parameters. 

It is easier to understand the nonlinear problem if the basic concepts un
derlying the standard linear regression envelope are considered first. This 
requires the simultaneous consideration of two spaces in a duality diagram: the 
"function space" on the left of Figure 2 and the "parameter space" on the right. 
Although there are a number of algebraic procedures for the derivation of the 
hyperbolic envelope boundaries shown in Figure 2 (Miller, 1966), a geometric 
interpretation will be considered here. 

The right panel of Figure 2 illustrates the conventional sampling space for 
the parameters of linear regression. The circle encloses the central 95% of a 
bivariate normal with its mean equal to the estimates and covariance matrix giv
en by classical maximtm1 likelihood results. The phrase "95% confidence inter
val" describes the probability that the circle "covers" the true value of the 
parameter vector, so the circle in the right panel of Figure 2 illustrates a 
confidence region for the slope-intercept combination. In general, the circle 
in Figure 2 is an ellipse with major and minor axes of length equal to 2.45cra 

and 2.45crb. The coefficient 2.45 equals [x2(.95)]% with 2 df. See Thissen and 
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Figure 1 
Generalized Illustration of a Confidence Envelope for a Fitted Curve F(•), 

in Which the Envelope is Bounded Above by U(·) and Below by L(•) 

Wainer (1982b) for a complete explanation. 
scaling that yields a circle is used here. 
generality. 

Figure 2 

---~~(.) 
f(,) 

L<.) 
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For purposes of exposition, a re
This can be done without loss of 

The Confidence Envelope in Linear Regression: The Right Panel 
Shows the Central 95% Region in the Parameter (Slope, Intercept) 

Space, While the Left Panel Shows the Corresponding Hyperbolic 
Envelope for the Fitted Line in the Function Space 

B 
(SL PE) 

A 
INTERCEPT) 

The illustration of the confidence region in the parameter space is not 
very informative, however. It is often more useful to map the confidence region 
into the function space. Each point of the parameter space corresponds to a 
line in the function space. The center of the parameter space corresponds to 
the estimated regression line, and all lines represented by slope-intercept com-
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binations within the circle are in the envelope described by the hyperbolae in 
Figure 2. Thus, the hyperbolic boundaries describe a 95% envelope for the re
gression line because they bound lines corresponding to the central 95% confi
dence region in the parameter space. 

Indeed, each point on the hyperbolae corresponds to a point (a set of pa
rameters) on the boundary of the circle in the parameter space. For instance, 
the point marked 1 on the lower hyperbola represents a point with low slope and 
lower intercept--marked 1 in the parameter space--so that it gives the lowest 
value of a + bx for an a and ~ in the central 95% region of the parameter 

space. The 95%
1
envelope pictured in Figure 2 is thus simply a representation in 

the function space of the circle in the parameter space. The lower hyperbola in 
Figure 2 could be plotted by plotting, for each value x

0
, the values 

[2] 

where (a , bx ) is the point on the circle that minimizes y. There is a closed 

form sol~~ion ~or the linear case, so numerical minimization is not required. 
The principle, however, generalizes readily to nonlinear regression; explicit 
minimization is required with some models to find the envelope boundary. 

Logistic Item Response Models 

The authors (Thissen & Wainer, 1982b) have previously described a computa
tional technique for plotting the boundaries for the regression equivalents of 
2- and 3-parameter logistic functions. The problem is described schematically 
in Figure 3. Any item response model may be denoted F(8;v) in which 8 is the 
latent ability and v represents the parameters of the nonlinear regression mod
el; in the more usual notation, v = [a, b] for the 2-parameter logistic model 
and v = [a, b, c] for the 3-parameter model. The central 95% confidence region 
of the sampling distribution for the estimates of the parameter vector v is il
lustrated by the bivariate normal ellipse in the top panel of Figure 3.- Error 
covariance between the parameters is suggested in the ellipse because the errors 
of estimate of the parameters of item response functions are correlated in most 
circumstances; the single exception is when E(e) = b (Thissen & Wainer, 1982a). 
The nonlinear envelope problem may be stated in the same way as in the linear 
case: To plot the lower boundary L(8;v) for parameter estimates v, find for 
each value 80 the minimum value of F(8 9;v*) where v* is constrained to lie on 
the boundary of the 95% confidence reg1on in the parameter space. 

There are a number of ways to solve such a constrained minimization prob
lem. The authors' solution (Thissen & Wainer, 1982b) was to reparameterize the 
problem to become a minimization problem in terms of the angle defining each 
vector v*. Once the minimization problem is solved, the resulting points are 
plotted-as L(8;v). The negative of the same function is minimized to give 
U(8;~). 

Figure 4 is an illustration of the resulting 95% envelope for a 2-parameter 
logistic of the form 
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Figure 3 
The Confidence Envelope Generalized to Nonlinear Regression: 

the Upper Panel Shows the Central 95% Region in the 
Parameter Space for Parameters with Correlated Error) 
and the Lower Panel Shows the Corresponding Envelope 

v 

u -------- FCv1Jv2J ,, ,) 
L 

MINCFCv* AT 80 ) 

F(S;[a,b]) = 1 I {1 + exp[-a(S- b)]} [3] 

with parameters [1,0] and a sample of size 100 drawn from a standard normal dis
tribution. It graphically suggests the wide variety of item characteristic 
curves that might fit the data under these circumstances. Figure 5 shows the 
much narrower bounds and a steeper slope given by a sample size of 500. The 
envelope in Figure 5 is not symmetrical because the location is -1, and that is 
not the mean of the population distribution, which is zero. Thissen and Wainer 
(1982) have shown that if the location of the item is not the same as the mean 
of the population distribution, the sampling errors of a and b are correlated, 
and that covariance translates into asymmetry in the regression envelope. By 
contrast, the envelope for Figure 4 is symmetrical, since b = 0 there. 
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Figure 4 
A 95% Confidence Envelope for a 2-Parameter Logistic ICC, 

with a = 1, b = 0, and Sample Size 100 
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A 95% Confidence Envelope for a 2-Parameter Logistic ICC, 
with a = 1.5, b = -1, and Sample Size 500. 
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Figure 6 illustrates the envelope for the 3-parameter logistic, 

F(8;[a,b,c]) = c + (1- c) I {l + exp[-a(8- b)]} [4] 

Although such plots can be made, the process is made difficult by local m1n1ma 
in the minimization problem described above. Lord and Stocking (1982) have 
shown that the envelope problem has local minima for the 3-parameter logistic 
model, so great care is required in the computations to assure finding the true 
minimum to plot. Nevertheless, such plots are potentially useful tools. NOte 
that the envelopes constructed will be too narrow (i.e., the estimates will look 
optimistically good) if the solution is a local rather than a global minimum. 

Figure 6 
A 95% Confidence Envelope for a 3-Parameter Logistic ICC, 

with a 1.5, b = -1, c = 0.1, and Sample Size 1,000 
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A Bayesian interpretation would denote the sampling distribution of the 
parameters in a regression problem as the posterior density of the parameters 
obtained from a suitable uninformative prior distribution. In the Bayesian 
view, parameter vectors near the estimates are more likely (have greater poste
rior density) than parameters more distant from the posterior mean, although all 
may lie within the central 95% region. While plots of the (1 - a) envelope de
fine precisely a (1 - a) confidence interval for tl:l.e fitted curve, they do not 
graphically display the density of the curves within the envelope. Indeed, for 
a frequentist statistician, there is no "density of curves within the envelope"; 
but the Bayesian formulation derives such a concept from the posterior density. 
N-line plots are plots which (approximately) fill the (1 - a) envelope with 
curves, in proportions roughly corresponding to their posterior likelihood. 
N-line plots consist of plots of N lines drawn using parameters randomly sampled 
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from the posterior distribution for the parameters. 

A !-Parameter Example: 25-Line Plots 

The simplest widely used item response model is the !-parameter logistic 
model, in which (for many practical purposes) the slope may be taken to be a 
known constant; this is similar to a regression model of the form 

F(8;b) = 1 I {1 + exp[-(8 -b)]} [5] 

in which b is a location parameter and the only estimated parameter in the mod
el. A The computation of the (1 -a) envelope for the fitted curve is trivial: 
If b is the estimate of~, with aAstandard error of crb, then the upper boundary 

for the 95% envelope U(•) is F(8;b- 1.96crb) and the lower boundary for the en

velope is L(•) = F(8;b + 1.96crb). A typical 95% envelope for such a function is 

plotted in Figure 7, with the modal (fitted) curve in the center of the enve
lope. The boundaries of the envelope plot describe the central 95% confidence 
interval for the fitted curve. 

Figure 7 
A 95% Confidence Envelope for a !-Parameter 

Logistic ICC, with b = 0 and Sample Size 100 
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In Figure 8, folloWing the description of the posterior density for b as 
N(b,crb2), the curves have been plotted corresponding to 25 random deviates from 

' A 

a normal density with mean b and standard deviation crb. NOte that such randomly 

sampled curves are dense near the curve corresponding to b and, albeit more 
thinly toward the edges, fill the 95% envelope of Figure 7. 
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Figure 8 
25 !-Parameter Logistic ICCs, with Locations Sampled Randomly 
from the Posterior Distribution for b = 0 and Sample Size 100 
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The envelope described by the upper and lower extreme curves of the 25-line 
plot is, in expectation, almost exactly equal to the true 95% envelope. This is 
because the distance between the upper and lower boundaries of the 95% envelope 
plot is determined by ~lotting F(e;b + 1.96crb) and F(e;b - 1.96crb) for two val-

ues of EJ centered on b, which have a range of 2(1.96)crb. The random deviates 

which yield the 25-line plot are also centered on b, and the expected value of 
their range is 3.93crb, which is very nearly 2(1.96)crb. (Values of the expected 

value of the range of various size samples from normal distributions are given 
by Pearson and Hartley, 1966.) The boundaries of the 95% envelope and the ex
pected values of the highest and lowest curves of the 25-line plot are thus in 
the same place. The 25-line plot gives a clearer graphic description of the 
envelope for the curve. 

A 2-Parameter Example: 85-Line Plots 

The regression version of the 2-parameter logistic model, in which 

F(e;a,b) = 1 I {l + exp[-a(e -b)]} 

provides more interesting N-line plots, but they are more costly to make. The 
vector [a,b] is assumed estimated with posterior density N([a,b],~ab). If the 

[ 6] 

upper and lower extreme curves of the N-line plot are to equal (in expectation) 
the boundaries of the 95% envelope, the appropriate N-line plot should have as 
its (squared) range on any line through the origin of the density (shown in Fig
ure 3) Mahalanobis distance 2X[l-a)• That is, on any line through the origin of 

the 2-dimensional space in Figure 3, the expected range of the projections 
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of the random deviates of the N-line plots should be the same as the distance 
between the two boundaries of the central confidence region on that line. Every 
value of 8 has as its upper and lower (1 - a) envelope boundaries the parameters 
at the intersections of the (1 - a) confidence region boundary with some line 
through the origin of the [a,b] space. Therefore, the requirement that the ex
pected value of the range of the projections of the random sample on any such 
line be equal to (1 -a) confidence region boundary difference gives the desired 
result: The expected location of the upper and lower N-line curves are along 
the upper and lower (1 -a) envelope boundaries. 

For the 2-dimensional case, N (regrettably) is 85. This is determined by 
noting that the [a,b] space of Figure 3 is a projection of the standard 2-dimen
sional multinormal, and the central 95% region of the standard bivariate normal 
has radius equal to the square root of the value of 

[7] 

The expected value of the standard normal deviates sampled must be twice this 
(4.9) to provide anN-line plot of the required breadth. Pearson and Hartley's 
(1966) table indicates that the required sample size is 85. Consequently, 
N-line plots can be made from the two-space by sampling 85 standard normal devi
ates, transforming them to have the [a,b] density in Figure 3 and plotting the 
resulting curves. Figure 9~shows an illustrative 85-line plot; the correspond
ing 95% envelope plot was in Figure 4. The 85-line plot shows clearly how the 
odd shape of the 95% envelope plot arises from the distribution of curves. Flat 
curves make up U(•) on the left and and 1(·) on the right, while steep curves 
make up 1(•) on the left and U(•) on the right. 

Figure 9 
85 2-Parameter Logistic ICCs, with Parameters Sampled from 

the Posterior Distribution for a = 1, b = 0, and Sample Size 100 
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Figure 10 
25 2-Parameter Logistic ICCs, with Parameters Sampled from 

the Posterior Distribution for a = 1, b = 0, and Sample Size 100 
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Figure 11 

3 

235 3-Parameter Logistic ICCs, with Parameters Sampled from 
the Posterior Distribution for a= 1.5, b = 1, c = .1, and Sample Size 1,000 
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Eighty-five is a large number of lines to plot. Twenty-five-line plots are 
equivalent (in expectation) to only 85% envelopes but, as Figure 10 shows, they 
give much of the detail available in 85-line plots for a third of the cost. 

The 3-Parameter Model 

Through similar arguments to those of the preceding sections, N-line plots 
for 3-parameter models required N = 235 to match (in expectation) 95% envelope 
plots. Figure 11 shows a 235-line plot for the 3-parameter logistic model de
scribed above, and Figure 12 is the 95% envelope plot. The plotting of 235 
lines requires an inordinate amount of time. The width of a 25-line plot for 
3-parameter models is equivalent to a 72% envelope, so the much simpler plots 
could be useful in many applications. 

Figure 12 
A 95% Confidence Envelope for the 3-Parameter ICC of Figure 11 
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Conclusions 

A description of the sampling variation of a fitted function in terms of 
the standard errors or the variance of the posterior density of the parameters 
may not be the most useful specification of that variation. Functions are usu
ally fitted for the sake of the functions, not the parameters. This is espe
cially true of item response functions when they are to be concatenated to form 
posterior density functions for ability associated with certain observed re
sponse vectors. 

Confidence envelopes provide a description of the sampling variation of 
item response curves in the space of the fitted functions. They can be used to 
give the data analyst a clear idea of the class of item response curves which 
are compatible with the data. N-line plots may be used to show the width of the 
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envelope, as well as the slopes and relative posterior density of the included 
curves. These techniques can be quite useful in applied item analysis. 
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DISCUSSION 
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Sampling Variances and Covariances of Parameter Estimates 
in Item Response Theory 

Knowledge of sampling distributions of estimated item parameters is impor
tant in most item response theory (IRT) applications and essential in studies of 
equating and item bias. Lord and Wingersky's contribution consists of three 
parts: (1) the identification and analysis of the complex effects of the choice 
of a measurement scale on sampling distributions, (2) a new technique for ap
proximating sampling distributions, and (3) an empirical evaluation of the new 
technique. I will discuss only the new technique. 

To see why the approximations preceding Lord and Wingersky's were faulty, 
common sense tells us that the precision of the estimates of an item's parame
ters should depend upon which other items are administered along with the item. 
Data from a long test with easy, moderately easy, moderately difficult, and dif
ficult items should give a much better estimate of the difficulty of a moderate
ly difficult item than data from a short easy test with only the one moderately 
difficult item. However, in the approximation Lord and Wingersky are likely to 
replace, the variances and covariances of estimates of an item's parameters de
pend only upon abilities and the target item's parameters. The Lord and Winger
sky approach does not have this defect. Consequently, it can be expected to be 
more accurate than the earlier approach. Furthermore, the new approach seems 
more likely to provide useful quantitative information about the effects of test 
composition on estimation error. 

I am uncomfortable with the Lord-Wingersky algorithm in its present form 
because: (1) it involves a very large number of arithmetic operations, (2) it 
requires assigning abilities to blocks, (3) it seems very complicated and diffi
cult to program, and (4) it did not produce item parameter variance and covari
ance estimates that were clearly superior to those produced by its simplistic 
predecessor. In fact, more than one-third of the standard errors for item pa
rameters obtained by the earlier method were as close or closer to the data than 
those obtained by the new method. 

In its present form the algorithm requires the inversion of a very large 
matrix, the Fisher information matrix. The matrix inversion is approximated by 
grouping abilities into 16 more or less arbitrary blocks. The desired second 
moments are individual elements in the inverted matrix. 
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Two necessary conditions for accurate matrix inversion were checked. A 
doubling of arithmetic precision did not substantially change the individual 
entries in the obtained matrix, and the product of the obtained matrix and the 
information matrix was within 10 decimal places of the identity matrix. 

Unfortunately, these conditions are not sufficient to guarantee that indi
vidual elements in the obtained matrix are very close to elements in the inverse 
of the information matrix. The same assignment to blocks was used when the 
arithmetic precision was increased. Thus, any inaccuracy resulting from distin
guishing only 16 ability levels remains. Furthermore, the matrix product could 
be very close to the identity matrix, even though some of the 2.6 million indi
vidual entries were substantially in error. The 10-decimal-place accuracy of 
the product by itself does not guarantee high accuracy of any individual entry 
in the obtained matrix. 

Fortunately, there is a simplification of the algorithm that eliminates the 
need for blocks and for inverting very large matrices. In Lord and Wingersky's 
notation the information matrix ll!pgll has the form 

I ' [ 1] 

where S is relatively small and block diagonal, and T is very large but diago
nal. The upper right-hand block of !-l contains the-item parameter variances 
and covariances. Lord and Wingersky's formula for it is s-1 + s-1Fz-1 F's-1, 
where~ is the very large matrix!- F'§-1~. Since I is diagon~l,-ft is-much 
more easily inverted than ?• Using !-1 instead of ~-1 , the upper right-hand 
block can be shown to be equal to (§- ~I-lf')-1. 

§ - f!-1~' is large, but much smaller than ?• For Lord and Wingersky's 
analysis, §- f!-lE' is 135 x 135, and~ is 1,500 x 1,500. At the University of 
Illinois, we have been working with matrices of this form obtained from two
parameter logistic models. Tim Davey uses a Cholesky decomposition to invert 
these matrices. We have had no problems with his program. However, the matri
ces in our study are 100 x 100 rather than 135 x 135. 

The simplification may in fact give the same numbers as the Lord-Wingersky 
algorithm. However, the simplification is easier to program, does not require 
the assignment of examinees to blocks, appears to involve fewer arithmetic oper
ations, and, because the matrices are smaller, facilitates the task of obtaining 
bounds on the error in the individual entries. 

Confidence Envelopes for Item Response Functions 

This paper is important because it facilitates an overdue shift in emphasis 
from item parameters to item response functions. All applications of IRT depend 
only on the item response functions. Consequently, poor item parameter estima
tion is sometimes inconsequential. 

This seems paradoxical in view of the one-to-one correspondence between 
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item parameters and item response functions. However; the correspondence is 
complicated and sometimes misleading. In Thissen and Wainer's notation, the 
value of an item response function at ability 8 with item parameter vector y is 
denoted F(8;y). The effect of a small change in y will depend in a complicated 
way on 8, v, and the direction of the change. However, if the sum of the 
squared pa;tial derivatives of F with respect to the item parameters is small, 
then the item characteristic curve may be well determined, even though the item 
parameters are not. Stated differently, the confidence interval for a point on 
an item response function may be very small, even though the information matrix 
for the estimated item parameters is nearly singular. I have seen this happen 
often with the three-parameter logistic model in test administrations in which 
one of the parameters is superfluous. This happens, for example, when the c 
parameter is difficult to estimate for some moderately easy items. 

If all that is needed is an interval estimate for one ability level on an 
item characteristic curve, then the Linn, Levine, Hastings, and Wardrop (1980) 
method is applicable. Thissen and Wainer consider many ability levels simulta
neously, however. 

Thissen and Wainer present two methods for graphically showing how well a 
curve has been estimated. Although their methods are general, they focus on 
logistic item response functions with multivariate normal parameters. A diffi
cult way to think about Thissen and Wainer's first method is in terms of their 
functions L and u. 1(80 ), the lower bound function evaluated at 80 , is the min
imum of the set of numbers {F(8 0 , y); y is in the region of highest density}. 
U(8 0 ), the upper bound function, is the maximum of the same set. The confidence 
envelope is the point set enclosed by the graphs of L and u. 

It may be easier to think about confidence envelopes as the point set ob
tained by superimposing all the graphs of all the item response functions that 
can be obtained with parameters from the region of highest density. If the en
velope is narrow, then all the considered item parameter vectors correspond to 
essentially the same item response function. 

Thissen and Wainer's second aid to visualizing estimated curves is the "N
line plot." To generate anN-line plot, N vectors of item parameters are sampled 
using the multivariate distribution for the item parameters. The curves corre
sponding to the parameters are then superimposed. The manner in which N has 
been chosen seems to assure that the graphs of sampled curves will generally be 
between L and U and that each point on L and U will be close to a point on a 
sampled curve. 

The N-line plots have the advantage of showing interrelations between 
points on item response functions at different ability levels. For example, 
Figure 9 provides the valuable information that very high probabilities at low 
ability levels imply relatively low probabilities at high levels. Confidence 
envelopes lack this feature. For example, in Figure 6 one suspects, but cannot 
verify, that all the low probabilities for 8 = .s come from curves with implaus
ibly high probabilities at 8 = -3. 

The advantage could be retained and the "N" in N-line plots could be re-
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duced if the parameters y were sampled from the boundary of the region of high
est density. Unfortunately, sampling from the boundary alone would not show 
which curves correspond to the ys with highest probability density. Sampling 
from the boundary, however, does seem to inexpensively approximate the confi
dence envelope while displaying relations between ability levels. 
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The nonparametric approach to test theory to be discussed here has its 
roots in early work of Guttman, Lazarsfeld, and Meredith. References to much of 
the more recent work in this tradition may be found in Cliff (1979) and in 
Tatsuoka and Tatsuoka (in press). The most extensive treatment of the subject 
to date is that of Mokken (1971). Recent introductions to this work are given 
by Stokman and Van Schuur (1980) and by Mokken and Lewis (1982). Computer pro
grams developed to carry out the relevant analyses are described in The STAP 
User's Manual (Technisch Centrum FSW, 1980). Mokken (1971) concentrated on de
fining, constructing, and testing unidimensional scales, based on responses to 
dichotomous items. Unlike most of the work in this nonparametric tradition, 
Mokken's emphasis is on the development of formal statistical methods to extend 
and support the use of des~riptive indices. 

The analyses to be described here assume the existence of a scale such as 
might result from one of Mokken's procedures. Based on their responses to items 
forming the scale, inferences are made regarding the abilities of individuals. 
In this sense, the work to be described here can be seen as an extension of 
Mokken's developments. Earlier references are Lewis (1981) and Mokken and Lewis 
(1982). 

Basic Assumptions and Notation 

As in classical test theory and virtually all of modern item response theo
ry (IRT), a propensity distribution for observed score, given a particular item 
and person, is assumed in the following. Since attention will be restricted to 
dichotomous items, this must be a Bernoulli distribution and will be written as 

Prob (u. 
I. a 1) 7f. 

I. a [1] 

Prob (u. 
La 

0) 1 - 7f. 
I. a (2] 

for item !• person~· and observed score uia" The probability of "success" 7fia' 

which (with 0/1 scoring) is also the classical true score for uia' will serve as 
the basic unknown (parameter). 

The only other basic assumption which will be made is that given a set of 
7ria• the corresponding uia are conditionally independent. This allows their 

joint propensity distribution to be written as a product of the marginal distri-
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butions and is an assumption common to virtually all developments in modern IRT. 
(It is, however, stronger than the "uncorrelated errors" assumption of classical 
test theory.) 

As developed in the next section, all additional assumptions will have to 
do only with the ordering of the Tiia" This, indeed, is the reason for using the 

label "nonparametric" to describe the present treatment. There will be no at
tempt made here to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of parametric and non
parametric approaches to IRT. The reader who is interested in the "robustness" 
of various approaches should, however, recall that a technique which never makes 
a certain assumption is automatically robust to violations of that assumption. 

Alternative Ordinal Assumptions and Corresponding Definitions of Ability 

Beyond the basic assumptions outlined in the last section, it will be use
ful to consider ordinal assumptions about the Tiia made in previous work, in or-

der to motivate the assumption that will finally be used here. Since the prima
ry emphasis of the present development is on abilities, definitions of ability 
that are justified by the various assumptions will also be considered. 

There are two basic sorts of ordering of the Tiia that will be discussed. 

Let I be a finite set of items which are of interest for measuring a given abil
ity, and let P be the population of persons whose abilities are of potential 
interest. 

First, consider P by I ordering: consistent ordering of persons by items. 
The idea is that the Tiia for each item! should order the persons in the same 

way. Formally, for items! and 1 in I and persons a and b in P, 

TI. > TI.b implies TI. > TI.b. (3] 
1.a 1. J a ., J 

(If item i is easier for person a than for person b, then item1 should be at 
least as easy for person~ as for person~.) -

Second, consider I by P ordering: consistent ordering of items by persons. 
This is really just a dual of the first type of ordering and states that the Tiia 

for each person a should order the items in the same way. Formally, for items i 
and 1 in I and persons ~ and ~ in P, 

[ 4] 

(If item i is easier than item j for person ~, then i should be at least as easy 
as 1 for person~.) 

As an illustration of these two types of ordering, a hypothetical set of 
Tiia for a Guttman scale is presented in Table 1 for four items and seven per-

sons. Note first that due to the deterministic nature of Guttman's theory, all 
Tiia are either zero or unity. More importantly, within a Guttman scale, both 

types of ordering hold, and the rows and columns of Table 1 have been arranged 
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to reflect this. Thus, for example, Person 5 will (with probability 1) give a 
positive response to Item 3, while Person 4 will not. P by I ordering implies 
that Person 5 will do at least as well as Person 4 on the remaining items. (In 
fact, their response probabilities are identical except for those to Item 3, so 
the implication holds.) For an example of the second (I by P) ordering, begin 
with Person 3, who can answer Item 2 but not Item 3. It is also the case that 
Item 2 is at least as easy as Item 3 for the other six persons, as Equation 4 
requires. 

Table 1 
Hypothetical TI ia Values for Four Items 

and Seven Persons, as an Illustration of 
the Double Monotony Ordering Assumption 

for a Guttman Scale 

Items in Persons in Order 
Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
2 0 0 1 1 1 1 
3 0 0 0 0 1 1 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sum* 0 1 2 2 3 3 

*Number Correct 

7 

1 
1 
1 
1 
4 

As noted above, a Guttman scale will always satisfy both I by P and P by I 
ordering. This is also true for Rasch scales. Mokken (1971) used the term 
double monotony to identify this property in general. Thus, a set of items, I, 
is doubly monotone with respect to a population of persons, P, when I by P and P 
by I ordering both hold for all the corresponding probabilities Tiia• While 

double monotony is a highly desirable property, in the sense that it allows 
strong conclusions to be drawn about the persons and items for which it holds 
(Mokken, 1971), it is also a highly restrictive assumption that is unlikely to 
hold exactly for real items and persons. Thus, it is of interest to see what 
can be done when one or another aspect of double monotony is abandoned. 

P by I Ordering Only 

As a first step in this direction, suppose that persons may be ordered by 
items in terms of the Tiia (P by I ordering) but that the dual ordering assump-

tion does not necessarily hold. Mokken (1971) referred to this property as mon
otone homogeneity and considered it the minimum necessary condition for assert
ing that a set of items measure the same (unidimensional) characteristic for a 
population of persons. As he showed, P by I ordering allows each person a to be 
assigned an ordinal latent trait value Sa and allows nondecreasing item response 
functions Pi to be defined by 

TI. =P.(S). 1a 1 a 
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A hypothetical example of monotone homogeneity is given in Table 2 (in a 
format similar to that of Table 1). That the persons can be ordered consis
tently by the items may be seen by noting that the nia values in each row of the 

table form a nondecreasing sequence from left to right. (To eliminate decimal 
points, nia is multiplied by 10 in the following tables). Noting that Person 2 

finds Item 1 easier than Item 2, while the opposite holds for Person 4, estab
lishes that the nia in Table 2 violate the I by P ordering assumption. 

For convenience, ea in Table 2 has been identified as the sum over i of 

nia" This is simply the true score corresponding to the number-correct observed 

score for these four items. It reproduces the ordering of the persons given by 
the individual items, and this fact (among others) has been used by Mokken 
(1971) to justify the use of the number correct as an indication of ability when 
working with monotonely homogeneous items. Any strictly increasing transforma
tion of the ea in Table 2 would, of course, be equally satisfactory as an ordi-

nal ability measure. 

Table 2 
Hypothetical nia(x10) Values, as an Illustration 

of P by I Ordering (Monotone Homogeneity)_ 
~~- :t-~-~-.ZZ.::t-211 ~,. 

Persons in Order 
Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 1 5 6 6 8 9 9 
2 1 4 6 7 7 9 9 
3 1 2 3 4 8 8 9 
4 1 1 4 4 4 4 5 

ea (Sum) .4 1.2 1.9 2.1 2.7 3.0 3.2 

8*(Number of TI, ).5) 0 a ~a-
1 2 2 3 3 4 

Monotone homogeneity (P by I ordering) is a property shared by most item 
response models, including those which describe nia as a 2- or 3-parameter lo-

gistic or normal ogive function of ability. By giving up the second aspect of 
double monotony (namely, I by P ordering), item response functions are allowed 
to "cross" one another, in which case it is no longer possible to state unambig
uously that one item is at least as difficult as another for all persons. 

I by P Ordering Only 

Double monotony may also be relaxed in the other direction, g~v~ng up P by 
I ordering but maintaining I by P. This case is discussed by Lewis (1981). 
Here it is clear that the definition of ability based on monotone homogeneity 
cannot be used (since items need not order persons consistently). If, however, 
an item mastery level nm is introduced, a latent number-correct score e: may be 

defined as the number of items i in I for which nia~nm• This alternative defi-
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nition of ability does not in itself depend on any ordering assumptions about 
the Tiia• If, however, I by P ordering holds, then 

1. All persons with the same latent number-correct score 8* have mastered the 
---- a 

~items (at mastery level nm); and 

2. 8~ > 8~ implies that the items mastered by person ~ form a subset of those 

mastered by person a. 
These properties of latent number correct are a direct stochastic generalization 
of those which hold for observed number correct in the case of a Guttman scale. 
They allow 8~ to be used to measure ability on a labeled ordinal scale. Proper-

ty 1 states that values of 8~ may be labeled by the item(s) that have been mas

tered and Property 2 gives a specific meaning to the ordering of 8*, again in a 
terms of the items that have been mastered. 

As an illustration, consider the hypothetical nia values given in Table 3. 

The items are ordered consistently by the persons, as can be seen from the fact 
that each column of nia in the table gives a nonincreasing sequence from top to 

bottom. That the persons are not ordered consistently by the items is shown by 
the fact that Item 1 is easier for Person 2 than for Person 1, while the oppo
site is true for Item 2. A mastery level of .5 has been chosen for determining 
8~, whose values range from 0 for Person 1 (reflecting that all ni 1 are less 

than .5) to 4 for Person 7~(all ni7 being greater than or equal to .5). The 

fact that 8~ is 3 for Persons 5 and 6 implies that both have mastered Items 1, 

2, and 3, but not 4 (at level .5). It also implies that they have mastered all 
items mastered by those persons (1 through 4) for which 8~ is less than 3. 

Models where I by P ordering is assumed (but not double monotony) are un
usual within IRT. An example is the approach based on person characteristic 
curves, which was discussed by Lumsden (1978). In this approach it is assumed 
that the nia may be written as nonincreasing functions (one for each person) of 

a latent item difficulty parameter. The "nonincreasing" property guarantees I 
by P ordering. However, if two of tne functions cross, then P by I ordering is 
violated, since an item "below" the crossing would order the two persons one way 
and an item above would do the reverse. 

Table 3 
Hypothetical nia (x10) Values, as an 

Illustration of I by P Ordering 

Items in Persons 
Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 
2 3 2 4 6 8 8 9 
3 1 2 4 3 7 6 8 
4 1 1 2 3 4 3 5 
8* 0 1 1 2 3 3 4 a 
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Comp,ar.ing 8 a and 8~ 

Returning to the definitions of ability, ea and e~, Mokken and Lewis (1982) 

showed that they have a natural relation in the case of double monotony. Brief
ly summarized, e: defines a partitioning of ea into ordered equivalence classes: 

ej = {eale: = j} ' [6] 

where j = 0(1)n in the case of n items. (These are ordered in the sense that i 
> j implies that every element Tn ei exceeds every element in ej.) Thus, e~ 

could be thought of as a discretizing and labeling of e , when double monotony 
holds for the 'lT • • a 

1a 

Mokken (1982), has pointed out that the same relationship between 8 and 8* a a 
also exists in the general case of monotone homogeneity (thus, when I by P or
dering need not hold). Although the items do not have an unambiguous order in 
this case, they may still be ordered relative to a given mastery level Tim• This 

may be illustrated by returning to the example of monotone homogeneity given in 
Table 2. If .5 is adopted as a mastery level, the items are ordered consis
tently with their numbering. Thus, Item 1 is the easiest, since everyone except 
Person 1 has mastered it, and Item 4 is the most difficult, since only Person 7 
has mastered it. (That this ordering depends on the choice of mastery level may 
be seen by observing that if Tim = .4, Item 3 replaces Item 4 as the most diffi-

cult.) The last row of Table 2 gives values of e: based on Tim= .5, and a com

parison of these values with those of ea in the row above illustrates the rela

tionship between the two. Note that although some of the inequalities among the 
ea values become equalities among e~ (this is what was meant by discretizing), 

none of the inequalities is reversed. In other wor,ds, whenever monotone homoge
neity holds, then 8~ may be thought of as measuring the same thing as ea, but 

doing it more coarsely. On the other hand, the labeling provided by e~ may be 

considered as a useful return for this investment. Thus, returning to Table 2, 
it may be inferred from ea that Persons 3 and 4 have higher ability than Persons 

1 and 2 but lower ability than Persons 5, 6, and 7. From e:, however, it is 

also known that Persons 3 and 4 have mastered Items 1 and 2, but not Items 3 and 
4 (at the .5 level). 

A "Minimal" Assumption (Relative Consistency) and Analysis 

With the above extended discussion as background, the ordering assumption 
that will actually be used in the following may be introduced. The idea is to 
work with an assumption that allows item labeling of the latent number-correct 
score 8~ but is otherwise as weak as possible. To achieve this goal, neither P 

by I nor I by P ordering is necessary. Only consistent ordering of the 'lTia rel

ative to the item mastery level Tim used to define e: need be considered. The 

actual assumption will be referred to as relative consistency. 
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Specifically, begin with any pair of persons in P and any pair of items in 
I. If each of the persons can master just one of the two items (at level ~m), 

the assumption is that this is the same item for both persons. Phrased this 
way, the persons may be thought of as consistently ordering the items relative 
to ~ , a generalization of I by P ordering. 

m 

This asymmetry is actually misleading. The assumption may be equivalently 
stated as follows. If each of the two items can be mastered (at level ~m) by 

just one of the two persons, then this must be the same person for both items. 
Thus, the items must consistently order the persons relative to TI , generalizing 

m P by I ordering. 

To see the equivalence of these two statements of the assumption of rela
tive consistency, consider a formal negative expression for both: There are no 
items i and j in I and persons a and b in P such that the following four rela-
tions simultaneously hold: -

~. > ~ 
1.a - m 

~. < ~ 
Ja m 

[7] 

Read by rows, Equation 7 can be seen to refer to an inconsistent ordering of the 
persons~ and~ by the items~ and i• Read by columns, it refers to an incon
sistent ordering of the items by the persons. 

For the purposes of What follows, the importance of assuming that the pat
tern in Equation 7 does not occur (for the ~ia associated with sets P and I of 

interest) is to guarantee that the earlier mentioned properties--same 8~ score, 

implying same items mastered, and lower 8~ score, implying subset of items 

mastered--hold, so that 8* forms a labeled ordinal scale. 
a 

To illustrate this new assumption, hypothetical ~ia values are given in 

Table 4. Using a mastery level of .5, both items and persons may be consis
tently ordered. (This has been done in the table.) To make verification of the 
two properties of 8~ easier, a "staircase" has been inserted in the table, sepa-

rating mastery from nonmastery levels of the~ .• l.a 

When ~m is changed to .4, the ~ia associated with the first two items and 

the first two persons exhibit the inadmissible pattern in Equation 7 . Thus, 
Person 1 can only master Item 2 and Person 2 can only master Item 1 (at level 
.4). This shows that relative consistency does not hold for the ~ia in Table 3 

when ~m = .4. It also shows that neither I by P nor P by I ordering holds in 

this example, since the presence of pattern Equation 7 for any ~m is incon
sistent with both these assumptions. 
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Table 4 
Hypothetical nia (X10) Values, as an 

Illustration of Relative Consistency (nm = .5) 

Items in 
Order 

1 
2 
3 
4 
8* a 

Persons in Order 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Statistical Analysis of an Individual Response Pattern 

7 

If the responses of individual a to Items 1 through n are denoted by 

u' = (u1 , ... ,u) -a a na 

and the corresponding probabilities of positive response by 

n' = (1Tl , •.• ,1T ), 
~a a na 

then the basic assumption of conditional independence of the u. implies 1a 

n u. 1-u. 
p(~al~a)= IT 1T. 1a (1 - 1T. ) 1a 

i=l 1a 1a 

[8] 

(9] 

[10] 

For reasons discussed in detail by Lewis (1981) and mentioned by Mokken and 
Lewis (1982), a Bayesian aproach to making inferences about 8~ will be adopted 

here. Thus, a prior distribution for !a must be specified to describe available 

prior knowledge. In the above mentioned references, critical use was made of I 
by P ordering in selecting the prior. Here, priors will be considered which are 
based on the relative consistency assumption. More concretely, not only will 
relative consistency be assumed, but it will also be assumed that the ordering 
of the items relative to the chosen mastery level (nm) is known and that the 

items have been numbered (from 1 to n) to reflect this ordering. Thus, for 
items! and 1 in I, i < j implies that for all persons~ in P, if 1Tja ~ nm, then 

1Tia ~ 1Tm· (In other words, anyone who can master item i can also master item 

!·) 
Although the n. will not, in general, have a functional dependence on 8* 1a a' 

it may be convenient to express prior knowledge about 1T conditional on 8*. 
-a a 

Thus, the ~oint prior may be decomposed as 

p(n ,8*) = p(1r l8*)p(8*). (111 -a a -a a a 
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Relative consistency implies that the Tiia cannot, in general, be stochastically 

independent of one another. Given 8~, however, such an assumption is not ruled 

out and is, in fact, very convenient. Thus, it will be assumed that prior 
knowledge is such that the conditional distribution of ~a given 8~ may be writ-
ten as 

p(n 18*) = II p(n. 18*). _a a . La a 
L 

[12] 

This assumption will be referred to as second-order conditional independence. 

Note that the limits within which the density p(n. j8*) may be positive 
La a 

vary with the value of 8*. Thus, if 8* = j a a , 

TI. > TI for i _< j and TI. < TI for i > J • La m La m [13] 

In other words, if person a has a latent number-correct score of 1, then the 
first j items must have been mastered (at level Tim) and the last n-j items not 
mastered. 

Continuing further with the analysis, Bayes' theorem may be used with Equa
tions 10, 11, and 12 to obtain the joint posterior distribution for TI and 8* -a a, 
given u : 

-a 

p(n ,8* lu )ex: 
-a a -a 

.r 

[ 
u. 1-u. J La La * p ( 8* ) II TI • (I -1T . ) p ( TI • I 8 ) a . La La La a 

L 
( 14] 

For most applications, primary interest will center on the marginal posterior 
for 8:· That is to say, inferences about latent number correct will typically 

be more important than direct statements about the individual TI •• 
La 

The marginal distribution for 8: may be obtained by integrating the joint 

posterior Equation 14 with respect to na, separately for each value of 8*. - a Due 

to the first- and second-order independence assumptions of Equations 10 and 12, 
the desired multiple integral may be expressed as a product of single integrals. 
These will now be examined in more detail. 

If u = 1, the corresponding integral for n. will have the form 
ia La 

fn.;a p(n. Is*) dn. = E(n. 18*) , .._ La a La La a 

the prior conditional expectation of n:La given 8~, which may be denoted by 

P. (8*) = E(n. 18*) • L a La a 

Similarly, if uia = O,the integral becomes 

f(l-n. )p(n. le*)/d1T. = l-P.(8*) La La a La L a 

[ 15] 

[16] 

[17] 
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in the new notation. Combining the results of Equations 15 and 17 gives the 
following expression for the marginal posterior distribution for 8*: a 

u. 1-u. 
p(8*lu )a: p(8*)rr [ P. (8*)] ~a[l-P. (8*)] ~a 

a -a a . ~ a ~ a 
~ 

[18] 

Equation 18 may be seen as the most important single result in the present 
development and, as such, should be discussed in some detail. The most remark
able aspect of Equation 18, especially considering the minimal assumptions need
ed to obtain it, is its simplicity. Formally, it is identical to the result 
which is obtained beginning with the assumption that the ~ia are known functions 

of a postulated latent trait, using conditional independence of the uia• and 

introducing a prior distribution for the latent trait (see, for example, Birn
baum, 1969). In fact, in the present development, the latent trait (8:) is~-

structed in terms of the ~ia' making use only of the relative consistency as

sumption with regard to the latter. 

Turning to the problem of specifying the prior density of Equation 11 for 
8! and Tia' Equation 18 makes it clear that only the marginal prior for 8! and 

the conditional means Pi(8~) need be considered. The precise form of the 

p(~ial8:) found in Equation 12 is irrelevant to the goal of making inferences 

about 8*. 
a 

On the other hand, in specifying the conditional means, it should be recog
nized that the choices have implications for the corresponding conditional vari
ances. In particular, given the restricted ranges of the ~ia as indicated in 

Equation 13, plus the inherent restriction to the interval (0,1), specifications 
of Pi(8:) close to 0, ~m' or 1 imply that Var(~ial8:) must be very small. If 

uncertainty regarding the true value of ~ia for a given value of 8~ is present 

in any substantial degree, it then follows that such "boundary" specifications 
should be avoided. 

One concrete way of making appropriate specifications for Pi(8:) will now 

be discussed. Suppose that a density from the beta family is chosen for 
p(~ial8~) and then truncated above or below ~m to conform with the restrictions 

in Equation 13. This choice has the advantages of providing a (conditional) 
prior for ~ , which is a natural conjugate to the likelihood of Equation 10, and -a 
(except for the truncation) of being familiar to users of elementary Bayesian 
techniques. 

As described, for instance, in Novick and Jackson (1974), the choice may be 
completely specified by identifying the sum of the beta parameters (a + S) with 
a hypothetical prior sample size (larger values reflecting more precise prior 
knowledge) and the mode of the density [(a-1)/(a + S- 2) for a, S > 1] with 
the a priori most likely value for ~ia• given 8:. The conditional means P(8:) 

of the truncated densities may then be computed in terms of the untruncated mean 
(a/ (a + S)) and incomplete beta functions as follows: 
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(a~s) [1-I (~+1, S) ]/[l ... I (a, 13)] for i < 8*, and 1T 1T - a m m 

p, (8*)= 

(a~s) 
~ a 

I (a+l,S)/I (a,/3) for i > e*. 
1T 1T a m m 

[19] 

Here a and /3 are the parameters of the chosen beta density for 1T. given 8* 
1a a 

(and, thus, should formally have subscripts i, a, and 8*). 
- - a 

The procedure just described provides a formal mechanism for "adjusting" 
prior estimates for 1Tia away from the boundaries 0, 1Tm' and 1 to a degree which 

is controlled by the choice of hypothetical prior sample size (a + 13), with more 
precise prior knowledge leading to less adjustment. As mentioned earlier, the 
precise form of the truncated beta has no further consequences for inferences 
about 8~ and it should be recognized that there will be a range of densities 

having the same (or almost the same) modes and means as those obtained from any 
given choice of truncated betas. 

Finally, a word should be said about the specification of p(8:)• This will 

be a discrete distribution and it would seem wisest not to restrict its form in 
practice to that of any particular family, such as the binomial. It will often 
be the case that some information about the population distribution of ability 
in P is available from analyses carried out during the development of the test. 
Unless extra information is available regarding the specific person a, this pop
ulation information will provide a good basis for specifying p(8~). -In such a 

case, it may be useful to remember that Prob(e: ~ j) should ideally correspond 

to the proportion of persons in P who can master item1 at level 1Tm• 

Example of an Analysis 

As noted at the beginning of this paper, the present treatment of abilities 
is most directly compatible with the work of Mokken (1971). In this spirit, 
Mokken and Lewis (1982) discuss an example in which the procedures proposed by 
the first author are applied for test development and evaluation, and those by 
the second author for the test administration phase (to make inferences about 
individual abilities). Suppose, however, that information regarding an existing 
test is only available in terms of a parametric item response model. What are 
the possibilities for analyzing individual responses to items in such a test 
using the approach described in the previous section? In what follows, this 
question will be considered in terms of a simple example. 

Lord (1968) applied the 3-parameter logistic item response model, 

1T;a=P;(8a) = U+exp[-1.7a.(8 -b.)]}- 1 (1-c.) + .. ,_ ~ a ~ ~ ci ' [20] 

to analyze the responses of nearly 3,000 persons to items of the Verbal 
Scholastic Aptitude Test. Most importantly for present purposes, he provided a 
table of estimated item parameters (ai, bi, and ci) and of selected percentiles 
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of the distribution of estimated e values. While questions may be legitimately a 
raised about various aspects of this analysis, as Lord himself did (for example, 
does the model provide a reasonable fit to the data?), the results are un
doubtedly an important source of prior information for anyone wishing to work 
further with these items. In the present context, the problem becomes one of 
translating this information into the components required in Equation 18 to car
ry out an analysis of individual responses. 

Remembering that e: may be thought of as dividing the 8a scale into inter

vals, it would be convenient if the percentiles for ea given by Lord (1968) 

could be used to define boundaries for these intervals. In fact, the boundaries 
must be determined by individual items, relative to a given mastery level. For 
this example, an item mastery level Tim= .6 was chosen. This may be thought of 

as a correction of the "natural" value of .5 for "guessing," given that these 
are five-alternative multiple-choice items. Using Lord's tabled item parame
ters, items were then sought whose estimated response functions attained .6 for 
values of ea close to those given for reported percentiles. Since Lord provided 
parameters for 80 items of widely varying difficulty, this search ended success
fully for six of the seven percentiles given (the exception being the .0025th). 
The results are summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5 
Sample Items Chosen from Lord (1968) 

Item SAT Reported Item Parameters 8a Giving Reported 

No. No. ai bi ci Pi( e a)=. 6 Percentile 

1 52 0.7 -1.0 .20 -1.00 .02 
2 62 1.1 o.o 0 20 o.oo .21 
3 56 0.9 0.5 .14 0.59 .so 
4 79 1.0 0.9 .13 0.99 .76 
5 15 1.2 1.4 .11 1.50 0 935 
6 66 1.9 1.9 .11 1. 96 .99 

In the analysis which follows, only the six items described in Table 5 will 
be considered. This greatly simplifies presentation of results and makes it 
possible, as already indicated, to use the reported percentiles in selecting a 
prior distribution for 8~. The estimated response functions for these items, 

obtained by substituting the parameter values from Table 5 in Equation 20, are 
shown in Figure 1, as is the relative frequency distribution for the estimated 
8 values, displayed as a histogram and based on the percentiles from Table 5. 

a 

Turning now specifically to the choice of priors, Table 6 gives the prior 
distribution for e: using the reported percentiles. Such a specification im-

plies that the abilities of persons whose responses will be analyzed may be 
thought of as exchangeable with those for the group analyzed by Lord and that 
the abilities estimated in Equation 20 are thought to have a relationship to the 
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Figure 1 
Item Response Functions and Distribution of 6 from Table 5 
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8: defined by the Tiia for these six items and item mastery level of .6. Both of 

these implications refer to subjective evaluations rather than to objective 
facts regarding the Tiia• The requirement, thus, is that the implications be 

"reasonable," not that they be "true." In fact, as Lord (1968, p. 1018) has ex
plained, for technical reasons, persons with extreme abilities (and especially 
low abilities) were over-represented in his sample. Thus, the prior of Table 6 
is almost certainly too "low" and too "broad" for use with "typical" SAT examin
ees. This will be ignored in what follows. 

Table 6 
Prior Distribution for Latent Number Correct (8*), 

Based on Data in Table 5, with p(8a) x 100 a 

Variable 

8* a 
Prior 

0 

2 

1 

1 

19 

2 

2 

29 

Items 
3 4 

3 

26 

4 

17.5 

5 

5 

5.5 

6 

6 

1 

The prior distribution for e: having been chosen, attention may be given to 

selecting conditional priors for the TI. given 8*. Following the approach of 
1a a 
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the previous section, truncated beta distributions will be considered for this 
purpose. 

Most likely values (prior conditional modes) for the nia may be adopted 

from the estimated item response functions pictured in Figure 1. For simplici
ty, each function was evaluated at the midpoint of each of the finite ea inter-

vals, corresponding to 6: values 1 through 5. For the infinite intervals corre

sponding to 6* of 0 and 6, the functions were evaluated at points with a dis-a , 
tance equal to the average of the finite interval widths below the lowest and 
above the highest finite boundary, respectively. 

The adoption of the actual sample size on which .. the estimates were based 
(2,862) as the hypothetical prior sample size for the betas might be considered. 
This would lead to conditional prior means for then. virtually identical to 

J.a 
the most likely values and would reflect complete confidence in the estimated 
functions obtained by Lord as descriptions of the nia" Such confidence is al-

most certainly not justified, and it may be argued that modal values close to 0, 
.6, and 1 required considerable adjustment to reflect uncertainty regarding the 
ni for an individual with ability 6*. After some experimentation, a hypotheti-a a 
cal prior sample size of 10 was adopted for all the conditional priors, and the 
required P (6*) computed. 

i a 

Figure 2 illustrates the process for Item 3 and 6: = 2. The truncated beta 

density for ~3a has its mode at the value given by the item response function 

P3(6a) for 6a at the midpoint of the interval corresponding to 6~ = 2. Because 

of the truncation above .6, the conditional mean is somewhat lower than the 
mode, as indicated in the figure. The conditional means P3(6:) for the remain-

ing values of 6: are displayed as a step function in Figure 2 and indicate the 

extent of adjustment away from the boundaries obtained with a prior sample size 
of 10. 

The full results are given in Table 7, where a "staircase" has been added 
to separate means for the items which, by definition, are mastered at each abil
ity level from the rest. Thus, values above the s ta.ircase are all greater than 
the mastery level of .6 and those below all less than .6. A few extreme ex
amples of adjustment from mode to mean are: .99 + .90 for Items 1 and 2, Ability 
6; .11 + .19 for Items 5 and 6, Ability 0; .66 + .73 for Item 3, Ability 3; and 
.53+ .44 for Item 4, Ability 3. 

Tables 6 and 7 provide all the prior information necessary to carry out via 
Equation 18 posterior analyses for individual abilities, based on responses to 
the six items of Table 5. Of course, it may reasonably be asked how much the 
prior distribution of Table 6 could possibly be modified by the information con
tained in only six responses. To shed some light on this question, consider 
first the posterior distributions based on two (hypothetical) extreme response 
records: all correct and none correct. These are shown in Table 8. 
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Figure 2 
Adjustment from P3(6a) to P3(6:), with p(~ 3ale: = 2) Shown Explicitly 
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Table 7 
Conditional Prior Means for ~ia 

Given 6* for Hypothetical Example, 
a with Pi(6~) x 100 

6* 
Items 0 1 2 3 4 5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

6 
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The prior distribution for ability was chosen so that the probability as
signed to e~ ~ 3 was just .5. It will be remembered that this may be interpret-

ed as the a priori probability that person a can master Item 3 at the .6 level. 
How much has this been modified in the two distributions given in Table 8? The 
a posteriori probability that a person answering all six items correctly can 
master Item 3 is .945, the sum of the probabilities for e~ = 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

For a person answering none of the six items correctly, the probability that 
Item 3 can be mastered is only .04. 

Table 8 
Posterior Distributions for 6~ Based on Two Hypothetical 

Extreme Response Records (~a), with p(8~~~a) X 100 

Record and Items 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

e* a 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Record 1 
Responses 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Posterior 0 0.5 5 15 31 32 16.5 

Record 2 
Responses 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Posterior 20 57.5 18.5 3.5 0.5 0 0 

Thus, at least for these two extreme cases, it must be concluded that the 
responses have a substantial effect on the prior. That the prior also plays an 
important role in this example may be seen by noting that the posterior proba
bility that a person answering all six items correctly can actually master all 
these items (6~ = 6, all 'ITia~.6) is only .165. Similarly, the probability is 

only .20 that a person with none correct can actually master none (6* = 0, all 
a 

'IT. < .6). 
l.a 

As a final illustration of the interaction between prior and data in this 
example, sensitivity to response pattern will be considered. Once again, two 
hypothetical response records are analyzed, and the results are shown in Table 
9. Each record consists of three correct and three incorrect responses. For 
simplicity, the first will be referred to as a ""perfect"" pattern and the second 
as having a single ""reversal ... 

The perfect record suggests that the first three items can be mastered and, 
indeed, the highest posterior probability based on this record is assigned to e~ 

= 3. That the second highest probability is for an ability of 2, rather than 4, 
is a reflection of the prior, whose mode was 2 (see Table 6). What does the 
single reversal record suggest? Abilities of 2 and 4 seem more plausible than 
3, since the latter implies two reversals rather than one. Comparing the re
sultant posterior distribution with the previous one, it may be observed that 
the probabilities fore~ = 2 and 4 are larger, while that for e~ = 3 is smaller. 
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Table 9 
Posterior Distributions for 8* Based on a 

Two Hypothetical Response Patterns, with P< 8 I u ) a -a X 100 

Record and Items 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

8* a 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Record 1 
Responses 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Posterior 0.5 10 33 43 12.5 1 0 

Record 2 
Responses 1 1 0 1 0 0 
Posterior 0.5 13 43.5 23 18 2 0 

That the posterior distribution for ability based on a single reversal is uni-
modal rather than bimodal, and that the mode is 2 rather than 4, may be attri-
buted to the influence of the prior. 

Turning to the characteristic discussed for the extreme response records, 
namely, the posterior probability that Item 3 can be mastered, the perfect 
record results in a value~of .565, while the single reversal leads to a proba
bility of only .43. Thus, it may be concluded that within the present approach 
even small variations in response pattern can have a noticeable influence on 
inferences about abilities. 
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DISCUSSION 

RoBERT K. TsuTAKAWA 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

There was a time when statisticians regarded Bayesian and nonparametric 
statistics as incongruent. I am happy to see that Le~:l..a has brought these two 
areas together very forcefully. One general principle applies to Lewis's pa
per: Sensible modeling with the proper use of subjective information will gen
erally result in good procedures when the sample size is small to moderate. 
Here, discussion will be limited"to (1) some amplification of the method pro
posed, (2) difficulties with the method, and (3) suggestions for further work. 

The basic components of this paper consist of a finite set of n test items, 
a finite set of~ examinees, and a response matrix y z {uia} consisting of bina-

ry responses where uia = 0 or 1 according to whether examinee ~ responds to item 

i incorrectly or correctly. The true score of person a to item i is defined by 
rria = E(uia), or the probability that uia = 1. For a given mastery level Tim' 0 

< Tim < 1, the latent number-correct score e: for person~ is defined as the num

ber of items for which TI. > rr • 
1.a- m 

Lewis has introduced a new type of ordering of the items. The ordering is 
such that given two items, ! and 1, i < j if and only if for any person~, if 
nja ~Tim' then nia ~ ~m for every i < j. This ordering and score e: is illus-

trated in Figure 1. 

Note that this ordering of the true scores in Figure 1 is not a linear or
dering of {TI1a, ••• , Tina}; for example, if e~ z j, then Tija need not be the 

smallest among {Tija; Tij-1 , a' ••• , TI1a}. However, if 8~ = j 1, then Tija is the 

smallest among {Tija' Tij-1 ,a, ••• , TI1a}• Thus, the restriction among {TI1a, ••• , 

Tina} is dependent on 8~. 

In order to visualize this new ordering, it is instructive to picture it in 
terms of item response curves. Figure 2 shows three curves and the value of 8; 
for the different intervals of ability. The items have been labeled 1, 2, and 3 
according to the new ordering. This figure demonstrates the following important 
property of the ordering: 

If the item response curves are monotonically increasing with respect to 
ability, then the value of 8* is nondecreasing with respect to ability. a 
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Figure 1 
Item Ordering Implied by Lewis's Procedure 
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Figure 2 
Item Response Curves When Monotonicity Holds 

OL---~----------------~--~------~--------
8~=0 8~=2 0~=3 
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When item response curves are monotonically increasing, the ordering is in 
terms of the order in which it crosses the mastery level ~m· What happens be-

fore and after the crossing is irrelevant in this case. It is convenient to 
think of 8~ as a discretized ordering of ability, which is usually measured on a 

continuous scale. 
To see what can happen when the monotonicity condition is violated, consid

er Figures 3a and 3b. It can be seen that the items can still be ordered in 
Figure 2 but not in Figure 3. These figures also show that e* is not nonde-a 
creasing with respect to ability. 

Figure 3 
Item Response Curves with Violations of Monotonicity 

(a) 

1 

(b) 

1 
Item 1 

0~------------~----~----~--------~---------
8~=2 6~=2 

The estimation of e~ can be viewed from either the classical or Bayesian 

approach. Let~~= (ula' ••• , Uua) denote the response to the~ items by person 

a. The classical approach is deduct"ive and considers the probability of lla for 
different latent scores~;= (~la' ••• , ~na> and from this constructs an esti-

mate of 8~. The Bayesian approach which Lewis adopts begins with a prior 
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distribution of e~ and derives the posterior distribution of e~ given ~a· Under 

the usual assumption of local independence, Lewis shows that since the posterior 
is 

* * n * u . * 1-u . 
P(8aJga) 00 P(8) rr P.(e) 1a[l- P.(e )] 1a 

a i=l 1 a 1 a 
[ 1] 

where 

- * * P.(e) = E(rr. Je) , 1 a 1a a [2] 

the only specification needed from the prior is the prior expectation of 7Tla for 

different values of 8~. Thus, once the ordering assumption is made and the pri

or expectations are available, the computation of the posterior of e: becomes 
routine. 

In applying this type of approach to specific items and persons, it is im
portant to know how much of the inference is subjective and how to express a 
prior opinion about the latent true score. In the context of item response 
curves which I have discussed, it would seem relatively easy to assume the exis
tence of an ordering in terms of a mastery level. It is considerably more dif
ficult to specify the prior p(n~) or even p(e~) without a fair amount of knowl-

edge about each item and person. Working with the truncated beta on !a• as 

shown by Lewis,.is more a mathematical convenience than a method which can be 
used with conviction. The difficulty seems to be the manner in which the condi
tional distribution of Tia• given e~. varies with e~ and the choice of the prior 

parameters needed to specify the truncated beta. In particular, there is no 
simple interpretation of these parameters as there is in the case of the non
truncated beta. 

Although the concept of latent number-correct score does not depend on the 
idea of ability commonly used in mental testing, it would be interesting to re
late Tia and e: to item response curves. Since these curves satisfy the ordering 

assumption (under mild conditions), a prior distribution on these curves togeth
er with a prior distribution on ability will define a prior on rr and therefore -a 
on 8*· a 

From a Bayesian perspective, however, it is not necessary to go beyond the 
specific set of items and persons. The selection of the prior distribution will 
be facilitated by considering a larger universe, possibly a hypothetical one, 
from which the given persons are randomly selected. This would suggest a popu
lation interpretation of the distribution of e: (for a set of persons) and of 

the underlying Tia• Looking at this larger context may provide a formal mecha

nism for using previous experiments to get a better labeling of the items and 
prior distribution of !a in specific cases. 



UNIDIMENSIONAL AND MULTIDIMENSIONAL 

MoDELS FOR ITEM RESPONSE THEORY 

RoDERICK p. McDoNALD 

MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY 

McDonald (1967a, 1967b) described a very general model for nonlinear common 
factor analysis and showed that its special cases include the major models in 
latent trait, or item response, theory. Also, Lord and Novick's (1968) widely 
influential account of item response theory (IRT) sets out a number of relation
ships betweeen latent trait theory and (linear or nonlinear) common factor theo
ry. Nevertheless, it seems that the substantial mathematical overlap between 
IRT and common factor theory is still not widely appreciated. The object of 
this paper is to provide an up-to-date review of the relationship between IRT 
and (nonlinear) common factor theory and to draw out of this relationship some 
implications for current and future research in IRT. 

At the outset, there seems to be a notable difference between latent trait 
theory and common factor theory. Latent trait theory is defined by the princi
ple of local independence, while common factor theory is based upon a weaker 
principle. In the context adopted in this paper, that of test theory, the prin
ciple of local independence states that conditional upon any fixed value of a 
(scalar or k-component vector) latent trait 8 associated with the members of a 
population of examinees, the scores of the eiaminees on a set of n items or 
tests are mutually statistically independent. The principle actually consti
tutes the definition of the latent trait(s) e. That is, 8 is a vector of latent 
traits if and only if it is a set of quantities associated with the examinees 
such that the responses are mutually statistically independent for any fixed 
value of ~· The English language labels "latent," "trait," and commonly assoc
iated words such as "underlying," "unobservable," and "ability" do not contain 
or convey any part of this definition and do not add anything to it. Since the 
latent traits explain all associations between the item responses, a latent 
trait is ordinarily interpreted as a measure of a trait in the psychological 
sense of the word, that is, an abstract attribute of the examinees which the 
items measure in common. In particular, in the case of a cognitive test the 
trait is commonly interpreted as an "ability." 

Common factor theory, together with its common factor scores, is defined by 
the principle that conditional upon any value of a k-component vector ~ of com
mon factor scores, the scores of examinees on a set-of items or tests are 
mutually uncorrelated. McDonald (1979, 1981) has suggested that the principle 
of local independence is described as taking two forms; in the strong form the 
responses are conditionally independent, and in the weak form they are condi
tionally uncorrelated. It is reasonable to assert that in all work with latent 
traits or common factors the strong form of the principle is assumed, although 
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ordinarily the implied weak form, at most, is tested verifying that the residual 
covariances of the items are acceptably small but not checking whether the high
er moments of their joint distribution are, conditionally, products of their 
univariate moments. Unfortunately, in a great deal of work on IRT (and occa
sionally in common factor analysis) the investigators do not even obtain the 
residual covariances of the items, or any other statistic such as a function of 
the residual covariances Which measures the extent to Which the defining princi
ple of the model is satisfied. Since it is always easy to compute the residual 
covariances, it is difficult to understand Why this is not standard practice. 
Possibly a failure to examine residual covariances in IRT models follows from a 
failure to recognize them as common factor models. If so, it can immediately be 
suggested that a central implication of the factor analytic perspective on IRT 
is that it should always prove informative to compute and examine the residual 
covariance matrix of the items when fitting such "standard" models as the Rasch 
model, the normal ogive model, and the logistic model, as well as other models 
to be discussed below. 

The general nonlinear common factor model (McDonald, 1962a, 1967a, 1967b) 
may be expressed as the nonlinear multivariate regression equation 

[ 1] 

Y • = 8 { yJ. I e } 
J 

<Jl.(e), j 
J 

1, ... , n, [2] 

where 
y' = [y1 , ••••Yn 1 is a vector of test or item scores; 

<jJ is a vector of functions, in general, nonlinear; and 
8 is a k x 1 vector of latent traits or common factors defined by the 

principle of local independence, at least in its weak form. 
A vector of residuals e is defined by 

e [ 3] 

or 

e.= y. -8{y,Je}, j = 1, ... , n. 
J J J - . 

[ 4] 

It then follows without further assumptions that the covariance structure of the 
observed scores is given by 

~ = Cov{~} = Cov {~} + ~2 , [5] 

where ~2 , diagonal, nonnegative definite, is the residual covariance matrix and 
contains unique variances in the usual sense of the term in common factor theory 
(see McDonald, 1967b). The residual is ordinarily composed of a stable specific 
part and an unstable error of replication. It is important to recognize that, 
in general, the residual variances are not required to be homoscedastic and that 
binary items, as well as "quantitative" test scores, have both a specific and an 
error component in the sense understood from common factor theory. 
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McDonald (1982b, in press) suggests a fundamental classification of the 
family of all latent trait or common factor models into (1) strictly linear mod
els, in which the functions ¢(8) are linear both in the coefficients of the re
gressions on the latent traits-and in the latent traits themselves; (2) wide
sense linear models, in which the functions p(~) are linear in the coefficients 
of the regressions but not in the latent traits; and (3) strictly nonlinear mod
els, which, loosely speaking, are nonlinear in both. It is safer to define a 
strictly nonlinear model as one that cannot be expressed as a wide-sense linear 
model with a finite number of terms, since any strictly nonlinear model may in 
principle be approximated as closely as desired by a wide-sense linear model 
using harmonic analysis (McDonald, 1967a). 

The linear common factor model 

k 
~ f. e 

p=l JP p 

is the obvious example of a strictly linear model. Lazarsfeld's (Lazarsfeld & 
Henry, 1968) latent class model is also strictly linear. 

[ 6) 

The exploratory methods for nonlinear factor analysis described by McDonald 
(1962b, 1967b, 1967c, 1967d) essentially consist of wide-sense linear models, in 
which the regression functron is a linear combination of polynomial functions, 
and, possibly, products of latent traits. A central result of the theory is the 
demonstration (McDonald, 1967b) that if a wide-sense linear model contains r 
functions of the k latent traits, then the covariance structure of the observed 
variables can be expressed as 

~ = Cov{y} = ~~' + ~2 [7] 

where ~ is an n x r matrix. Consequently, the model cannot be distinguished 
from the strictly linear model with r common factors on the basis of the covari
ance structure alone. This fact serves to explain the problem of difficulty 
factors in the factor analysis of binary items (McDonald, 1967a; McDonald & 
Ahlawa t , 197 4) • 

The best-known examples of strictly nonlinear latent trait models would be 
the almost interchangeable normal ogive and logistic models of IRT. Other less 
well-known examples are the latent distance models and latent content models 
(Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968). Neither of these, however, seems of interest in the 
context of test theory. 

In principle, any latent trait model can be treated as a random-regressors 
model or a fixed-regressors model, the choice being dictated by a number of 
mathematical considerations. The least of these, curiously enough, is the fun
damental logic of the distinction. In the random regressors model, the n ob
served variables y1 , ••• , Yn and the£ latent traits e1 , ••• , ek, are assumed to 

constitute n + k random variables, with a joint distribution in n + k dimen
sions. A sample of size N drawn from this distribution consists of N random 
vectors y1 , ••• , ~N independently and identically distributed like Y• and there 
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is no question of estimating the unknown corresponding 21, ••• , ~N· In the 

fixed-regressors model, a sample of N observations r1, ••• , lN of lis thought 

of as corresponding toN fixed values, §1 , ••• , ~N of §• which are estimated 

jointly with the coefficients of the regression. From one point of view, there 
is an n x N matrix sample of size one from a peculiar conceptual universe that 
consists of all sets of N examinees with the same (unknown) values of ~l' ••• , 
e as in the sample that has been drawn. 
~N 

In the terminology of Neyman and Scott (1948), the coefficients of the re
gression are structural parameters, while the latent trait values are incidental 
parameters whose number increases with N. Neyman and Scott showed that in a 
model containing such incidental parameters, the structural parameters may not 
be consistently estimated. In the linear case of the analogous multivariate 
regression model in which the independent variables are known quantities, the 
choice between a fixed-regressors model and a random-regressors model rests es
sentially on an application of the logic of the distinction. That is, the deci
sion depends on whether the values of the independent variables are in fact ran
domly drawn with the experimental units or fixed by experimental control. (Some 
investigators seem unaware of the distinction and apply the statistics of the 
fixed-regressors model when they have random independent variables.) In the non
linear case, the investigator will be likely to use the fixed-regressors model, 
even when the logic of the research design calls for random regressors, simply 
because the nonlinear random-regressors theory is difficult or impossible to 
work out. It is this latter consideration that seems to determine the choice in 
latent trait theory, where the regressor variables are defined by the principle 
of local independence. It seems unlikely, otherwise, that employing a fixed
regressors model in latent trait theory would ever be considered, since, rather 
obviously, a randomly drawn examinee brings his/her latent trait value(s) with 
him/her, so to speak. 

Random-regressors and fixed-regressors treatments of latent trait theory 
each have their virtues and limitations. The next section examines some random
regressors models, while the section following it concerns fixed-regressors mod
els. 

Random-Regressors Theory 

The first effective treatment of a latent trait model as a random-regres
sors model is possibly Lord's (1952) demonstration that if a set of binary items 
fits the normal ogive model and the latent trait is a normally distributed ran
dom variable, then the tetrachoric correlations of the items can be explained by 
the Spearman single common factor model. It is an open question whether the 
"heuristic" method, based on this result, of estimating the item parameters of 
the normal ogive model using a Spearman factor analysis of tetrachoric correla
tions has been or can be substantially improved upon, in terms of actual numeri
cal results. 

McDonald (1967a) pointed out that a (strictly) nonlinear latent trait model 
such as the normal ogive and latent distance models can be approximated as 
closely as desired by a polynomial series (a wide-sense linear model) on the 
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basis of harmonic analysis (Fourier analysis), a traditional device in the phys
ical sciences for reducing a nonlinear model to a linear model. The coeffi
cients of the polynomial series are so chosen that any finite segment of it is a 
least squares approximation to the desired strictly nonlinear model, weighted by 
the density function of the latent trait. 

The main application of this method was to the normal ogive model, under 
the assumption that the latent trait is a random regressor with a normal distri
bution. In this case, McDonald (1967a) showed that if the normal ogive model is 
written as 

[8] 

where N(•) is the (unit) cumulative normal distribution function, then a weight
ed least-squares approximation to the model is given for any choice of r by 

r 
L: b. h (8) 

p=O JP p 
[9] 

where h (8) is the normalized Hermite-Tchebycheff polynomial of degree~· given 
by p 

1 q t 8p-2t 
hp(8) = L: (-) 

/P! t=O 2tt!p-2t! 

with q = s if either p = 2s or p = 2s + 1 

bjO = N{fj0/(1 + fji)
112

} 

and 

= 1 t ;p 
(1 

[10] 

[11] 

[12] 

where n(·) is the (unit) normal density function. McDonald (1982a) has shown 
that the normal ogive is well approximated by the cubic polynomial obtained by 
terminating the series Equation 9 at p = 3. McDonald (1967a) proposed to fit 
the normal ogive model by estimating the first few coefficients of the series 
Equation 9 by nonlinear factor analysis, and solving sample analogues of equa
tions 11 and 12 for fjO• fj 1• Unpublished work by McDonald and Ahlawat (1974) 

showed that satisfactory estimates of fjO• fj 1 can be obtained from a (linear) 

Spearman factor analysis of the item covariance matrix to yield estimates of the 
quantities bjO' bj 1 (without obtaining coefficients of higher degree terms) and 

simultaneously solving the two equations 11 and 
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[13] 

for fj 0 , fj 1 (substituting sample analogues). Thus, from this work a second 

"heuristic method" based on a Spearman factor analysis of the items is obtained. 

Bock and Lieberman (1970) were able to obtain maximum likelihood estimates 
of the item parameters fj 0 , fj 1 in the normal ogive model, again assuming that 

the latent trait is a random regressor with a normal distribution. The method 
used a point approximation to the continuous distribution of the latent trait to 
yield a direct attack on the evaluation of the required integrals. The method 
was limited in application by the heavy computing demands in obtaining these 
approximations. 

Christoffersson (1975) treated what may be recognized as a random-regres
sors multidimensional normal ogive model, using theory having elements in common 
with that of McDonald (1967a) and of Bock and Lieberman (1970). Christoffersson 
(1975) defined the model by introducing a set of n theoretical continuous vari
ables that fit a multiple common factor model, and by supposing that the n ob
served binary item responses arise by dichotomization of these theoretic~ con
tinuous variables at n threshold values to be estimated along with the parame
ters of the "underlying" common factor model. An expression is easily obtained 
for the proportion of examinees passing each item as a function of the model 
parameters. The proportion passing a pair of items can be approximated as 
closely as desired by taking sufficient terms of Pearson's tetrachoric series. 
(Christoffersson chose to stop at 10 terms.) Sample estimates of these propor
tions were then used to fit the model by generalized least squares. Muthen 
(1978) suggested the generalized least squares estimators in Christofferson's 
(1975) model can be obtained with less numerical cost by using sample tetra
choric correlations in place of sample proportions passing pairs of items. 

McDonald (1980, 1982a, 1982b) has shown that the unidimensional normal 
ogive model can be fitted by ordinary least squares, as an application of a gen
eral purpose program for the analysis of covariance (moment) structures, using 
the harmonic analysis results of Equations 8 through 13. Instead of first fit
ting a Spearman model to the item covariances and then solving sample analogues 
of Equations 11 and 13 for the item parameter estimates, the covariance struc
ture implied by Equation 9, with the coefficients given by Equations 11 and 12, 
is fit minimizing the least squares function with respect to the fundamental 
parameters fjO, fj

1
, j = 1, ••• , n. 

So far this section has consisted essentially of a review of known results. 
The remainder of this section will concern an extension of McDonald's (1967a) 
harmonic analysis of the unidimensional normal ogive to the multidimensional 
case and will relate this theory to Christoffersson's (1975) dichotomization of 
the common factor model. A multidimensional normal ogive model with a linear 
combination rule for the latent traits is defined as 

[14] 
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where, as before, N(•) is the cumulative normal distribution function. It is 
assumed that 8 is a random regressor with a k-variate normal distribution, and a 
metric is cho~en such that each component of 8 has mean zero and variance unity. 
~is written for the covariance (correlation)-matrix of 8 and 

F f' 
-1 

f' 
-n 

[ 15] 

where ~j = [fjl' ••• , fjk]. In some applications a pattern may be prescribed 

for F, with elements constrained to be zero (to define a "simple structure") or 
subject to other desired constraints, as in the counterpart factor-loading ma
trix in multiple factor analysis. In particular, by constraining the nonzero 
elements in each column to be equal (while choosing a pattern such that they are 
linearly independent), a multidimensional counterpart of the Rasch model is ob
tained. For each item score Yj• the item characteristic function N (fjo + ~j~) 
is constant on planes of dimension k - 1 orthogonal to the vector ~j· In the 

Appendix it is shown in detail that Equation 14 may be represented by the infi
nite polynomial series. 

00 

l: 
p=O 

b h (lf.'e) 
. d. -J-JP p J 

where bjO' bjp are obtained by substituting 

[16] 

[17] 

for fj 1 in Equations 11 and 12, and hp(') is given by Equation 10 as before. 

The first r terms of the series Equation 16, which will be denoted by ~;r)(~), 
yield a polynomial of degree r, which, like the multidimensional normal ogive 
Equation 14, is constant on planes of dimension k - 1 orthogonal to the vector 
f. and yields a weighted least squares approximation to it, as in the unidimen
-J 
sional case treated by McDonald (1967a). It further follows that the proportion 
of examinees passing an item is given by 

'IT. = b.o 
-J - J 

[18] 

and the proportion passing two items 1 and k is given by 
00 

( 1 ' 1 p 
Lb. bk d f.rfk ci > 

p=O JP p j J k 
j#k = 1, ... , n [19] 
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In practice the first r terms of Equation 19 may be substituted, denoted by 

TI(jf, as a finite appr~ximation to it. The model may be fit by least squares, 

minimizing the squared differences between sample proportions Pjk passing items 

j and k, and TI~kr) given by Equation 19, with respect to f.
0

, f .• 
- - J J ~J 

In the unidimensional case, Equation 19 reduces to the simple form 

E bJ.P bkp' j#k = 
p=O 

1, ... , n, [20] 

where bjp is given by Equations 11 and 12, and the moment structure Equation 20 

is then easily fitted by an application of McDonald's (1978, 1980) comprehensive 
model for the analysis of covariance structures, using a facility in the comput
er program for this work to evaluate bjp and corresponding derivatives, as func-

tions of fj 0 , fj 1 • In contrast, the moment-structure Equation 19 does not seem 

to yield an advantageous matrix expression and is comprehended by the comprehen
sive model only in the sense that the bivariate moments themselves are program
mable functions of the model parameters. The simple linear approximation 

j#k = 1, .•• , n, 

may be written in matrix form as 

where 
~o = [b10' ••• , bnoJ', 

D = Diag {dp ••• , dn}, 

~ = Diag {b11 , ••• , bn1}, and 

~u = Diag {b 10(1-b 10) - blP ••• , b 0 ( 1-b ) - b 2 1} • n · no n. 

[21] 

[22] 

Monte carlo studies of the unidimensional case have shown that the preci
sion of estimation of the item parameters does not depend upon the number of 
terms retained in the polynomial approximation. On the other hand, the residu-

als Pjk - TI){) tend, of course, to reduce in absolute values as E is increased, 

though convergence is very rapid, and terms beyond the cubic in general seem 
negligible. A simple and probably numerically efficient way to fit the model is 
to fit the linear approximation Equation 21 in the form Equation 22 using 
McDonald's general model for the analysis of covariance structures and then to 
use Equation 19 to some suitable order in order to evaluate the residuals more 
precisely. 

However, at this point it should be noted that the theory just described is 
much closer to that of Christoffersson (1975) than might be obvious at first 
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sight. Indeed, the expression Equation 19 is identical with Equation 27 below, 
given by Christoffersson, except for a reparameterization of the model. 
Christoffersson defined a set of unobservable variables, -v, that follow the mul-
tiple common factor model, say, . -

where 

A=~).'] - -1 

. 
A -n 

is a n x k matrix of common factor loadings, 
e is a vector of common factors, and 

oj is the _j_th unique factor·. 

He then supposed that 

1 ifv.>t. 
J - J 

= 0 if vj < tj 

It then follows that the proportion of examinees passing item _j_ is given by 

'IT, = N(t.) 
J J 

and the joint proportion of examinees passing items _j_ and ~ is given by 

00 

where ' (•) is the tetrachoric function defined by 
p 

'o<tj) = N(tj) 

1 ' (t.) =, h 1 (t.)n(t.) , p J vp p- J J 

p = 1, 2, ... ' 

[23] 

[24] 

[25] 

[26] 

[27] 

[28] 

[29] 

and, as before, hp(·) is the normalized Hermite-Tchebycheff polynomial Equation 

10 and n(·) is the normal density function. Using Equations 28 and 29, there
sult (Equation 19) obtained by harmonic analysis of the model Equation 14 is 
rewritten as 
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L: 
p=O 
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[30] 

It is then immediately evident that the expressions Equations 27 and 30 are 
identical except for a choice of parameterization. Each is obtained from the 
other by writing 

t. A. 
[31] 

or, conversely, 

f.o f. 
t. J A. = [ 32] 

J /l+f! Pf. -J ll+f~Pf. 
-J -- J - J -- J 

To put this another way, Christoffersson's work implies writing the multidimen
sional normal ogive model as 

N{t.+A~8} 
J - J- } [33] 

11-A~PA. 
- J --] 

in place of 

yJ. = N {f. 0 + f~e} 
J - J -

[34] 

(It should be noted that in the unidimensional case, Bock and Lieberman, 1970, 
employ both these parameterizations.) 

The equivalence of Christoffersson's (1975) tetrachoric series to 
McDonald's (1967a) harmonic analysis has both theoretical and practical conse
quences, apart from the possibility that a few research workers interested in 
IRT but not in factor analysis may have missed the point that Christoffersson's 
(1975) "factor analysis of dichotomized variables" is indeed the random-regres
sors multidimensional normal ogive model with linear combination rule. Purely 
in terms of theory it is pleasing to find that the same result, Equations 27 and 
30, can be obtained either as the solution to the problem of evaluating a double 
integral connected with the normal distribution or as a solution to the problem 
of approximating a strictly nonlinear regression function by a wide-sense linear 
regression function. The main practical implication of the result is that it 
gives grounds for reducng numerical work by using what at first sight would ap
pear to be unacceptably crude approximations, such as the simple first-term ap
proximation in Equation 21. That is, fitting an approximation to the model may 
be considered instead of fitting the model itself, thereby estimating the param
eters reasonably precisely, where there might not have been an expectation of 
obtaining reasonably precise estimates of the parameters using very crude ap-
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proximations to the integrals required by the model itself. 

It may prove to be the case that any of the random-regressors methods dis
cussed in this section can be expected to give reasonably satisfactory estimates 
of the item parameters from large samples if the assumption of a univariate or 
multivariate normal distribution of the latent trait is not too grossly violat
ed. All of them allow the computation and inspection of residual covariances. 
It may be argued (McDonald, 1981, 1982b) that on the basis of the magnitudes of 
the residual covariances, a direct judgment of the adequacy of fit of the model 
(including the crucial question of the dimensionality of the data) is of more 
importance than a Neyman-Pearson statistical decision to reject or not reject 
the model at the given sample size, since as a restrictive statistical hypothe
sis the model is never correct in applications to real data. The use of the 
"heuristic" methods that do not yield a test of significance can thus be ration
alized, at least for large data sets for which such a test is not available in 
practice. 

Certainly one limitation of the random-regressors treatment is that imposed 
by the normal distribution assumption. It seems to be regarded as a more 
dangerous assumption for item response models than in its ubiquitous applica
tions to linear common factor analysis and other models for the structural anal
ysis of multivariate data. Another general limitation, briefly described in the 
introduction, is that random-regressors theory for a wide range of item charac
teristic curves is difficult~to develop, while the corresponding fixed
regressors theory is generally straightforward. Even the logistic model, which 
has a number of mathematical properties that cause it to be preferred to the 
numerically almost indistinguishable normal ogive model, does not lend itself so 
readily to treatment as a random-regressors model. Also, both Christoffersson's 
(1975) "factor-analytic" theory and the multidimensional theory based on 
McDonald's (1967a) harmonic analysis yield a random-regressors treatment for the 
multidimensional normal ogive model with a linear combination rule for the ~ 
latent traits, but it is not at all obvious how to extend this treatment to al
low nonlinear combination rules, as in the model: 

or 

To see how such models might be dealt with the next section will be concerned 
with fixed-regressors theory. 

Fixed-Regressors Theory 

[35] 

[36] 

In this section no attempt will be made to review previous work. It must 
suffice to note that direct attacks on the problem of jointly estimating item 
parameters and examinee "abilities" in the normal ogive, logistic, and Rasch 
models by maximum likelihood have been made by Kolakowski and Bock (1970), Win
gersky and Lord (1973), and Wright and his associates (Wright & Stone, 1979), at 
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least. Although there is some evidence from monte carlo studies that these 
methods yield satisfactory estimates of the item parameters, it seems broadly 
true that they have not been made to yield a satisfactory test of fit, since the 
likelihood function has not been made to yield a loss function, measuring poor
ness of fit, and no statistics are computed to test for departure in the sample 
from obedience to the principle of local independence, given the hypothesized 
(unit) dimensionality. (Wright and Stone have computed fit statistics that are 
functions of the residuals of each item. These quantities do not bear any ob
vious relationship to the principle of local independence.) Consider next fixed
regressors theory for unidimensional and multidimensional latent trait models 
based directly on the nonlinear common factor model Equation 1, with the weak 
principle of local independence. The general model Equation 1 is rewritten as a 
fixed-regressors modei, 

j = 1, •.• , n ; i = 1, ... , N , [37] 

where sjl' ••• , sjs is a set of parameters describing the lth regression func

tion. The residual covariances qjk are defined by 

1 l: 
qjk = N i eji eki ' 

and the (weak) principle of local independence is expressed as 

8{qjk} = uj , j = k , 

O,j;'k. 

[38] 

[39] 

Then x n matrix of sample residual cov•riances is written 9 = [qjk], and.U2 = 

Diag {ui, ••• , u;}, the expected value of Q under the hypothesis. 

McDonald (1979, in press) shows that any model of the type Equation 37 may 
2 ' be fit by choosing values of eli' ••• , eki' eji' ••• , ejs' ul, ••• , u~, to 

make Q as close as possible to a diagonal matrix in one of two senses. With 
respect to these parameters, either the loss function 

or the loss function 

I ~ -~, 
~ = -~ log (Diag g) g(Diag g) • 

[40] 

[41] 

may be minimized. The first of these m4Y be recognized as Harman's well-known 
MINRES loss function in linear common factor analysis, by the use of which there 
is an endeavor to minimize the squares of the residual covariances of distinct 
variables. The second corresponds to the maximum determinant method in linear 
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factor analysis (Howe, 1955). By its use there is an endeavor to maximize the 
determinant of the correlation matrix of the residuals, thus making it as close 
as possible to an identity matrix. If the residuals can be assumed to have a 
multivariate normal distribution, which is certainly not the case for binary 
items, the second loss function also yields maximum likelihood ratio estimators 
(McDonald, 1979). 

In principle, any prescribed model of the type Equation 37 can be fitted to 
binary items or test scores by minimizing either of the loss functions Equations 
40 and 41; the goodness of .fit of the model may be juclged on the basis of the 
magnitudes of the loss functions. An inspection of the arrangement of magni
tudes of the residual covariances in the residual covariance matrix may indicate 
the source of any disagreement between the model and the data and may suggest a 
revised model. To fit any model whatsoever of type Equation 37, it is a 
straightforward matter to program expressions for the loss function and its de
rivatives with respect to the parameters of the model and to apply a minimiza
tion algorithm, such as the method of conjugate directions, from a suitable 
starting point. It proves to be necessary to alternate between minimization of 
one of the loss functions Equation 40 or 41 with respect to the examinee parame
ters e .. , and minimization of the usual mean-square residual 

Jl. 

[42] 

with respect to the parameters of the regression on the current eji values. It 

may be shown (see McDonald, in prep.) that the minimum point of T with respect 
to the parameters of the regression is the same as the minimum of Equation 40 or 
41 with respect to those parameters. Minimization of Equation 40 or 41 with 
respect to the parameters of the regression yields poor estimates in general. 
Curiously, the better the fit to the model, the poorer such estimates would be, 
and alternating the loss functions would be better. 

Thus far, the only case of the model Equation 37 that has been extensively 
investigated is a polynomial model with pairwise interaction terms (Etezadi
Amoli & McDonald, in press; McDonald, 1979), i.e., a model of the type 

k rp 
L: L: 

p=l q=l 
f3. e q + L:L: y. I e e 1 + e. . , 
Jpq P p~p~ JPP P P Jl. 

[43] 

a wide-sense linear model which includes as a special case the simple polynomial 
model 

r 
q 

L: f3. e + eJ. i 
q=l Jq 

[44] 

However, unlike random-regressors theory, the fixed-regressors theory just de
scribed should be just as easily applied to strictly nonlinear models, for exam
ple, to the multidimensional normal ogive model Equation 14 rewritten as 

Y . = N(f.
0 

+ f!S.) +e .. , 
jl. J ~rl. Jl. 

[45] 
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where, if the observed variables are binary item responses, the conditional dis
tribution of y,. given e. is binomial, with heteroscedastic variances given by 

]1 ~1 

0{e.~ Je.} = N(f. 0 + f.e.) 
J1 ~1 J ~r1 

[46] 

and certainly 
el, a pattern 

not normal. Again, as in the random-regressors form of this mod
for the parameters ~j corresponding to simple structure may be 

prescribed or they may be constrained to be equal in columns of the matrix 

[47] 

to yield a multidimensional counterpart of the Rasch model. In contrast to the 
random-regressors form of the model, any convenient and appropriate nonlinear 
function for N(·) may be substituted--the logistic function, for example-
without creating any mathematical problems for the implementation of the theory. 
Perhaps more interestingly, the fixed-regressors version of the model allows 
escape from the restrictions of the linear combination rule. The model N(fjO + 

f!ei) is a transformation, suitable for binary items, of the linear common fac-J ~ 
tor model; and, as noted earlier, the regression functions are constant on 
planes orthogonal to fj· Whereas the application of random-regressors theory to 

models such as Equation 35 and 36 seems to yield intractable mathematical prob
lems, the fixed-regressors versions of such models 

and 

yji = N(fjO + fjl8li + fj281f ) 
should be just as easy to fit as the model Equation 14, so the limitations of 
the linear combination rule are easily escaped. 

[48] 

[ 49] 

A great deal of numerical work is needed on models arising out of the 
fixed-regressors treatment of Equations 1 and 2 by the weak principle of local 
independence before there can be confidence that the approach is generally prac
tical. The virtues of this approach consist in its generality, its freedom from 
distribution assumptions, and the fact that it directly embodies the weak prin
ciple of local independence and thus tests the agreement of the chosen model, 
with prescribed dimensionality, with the data. An obvious disadvantage is that 
even with the use of an efficient minimization algorithm, such as the method of 
conjugate directions, limitations of sample size, which may be serious given the 
poor quality of information in binary data, are immediately apparent, whereas 
random-regressors methods are not limited by sample size. 
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A Numerical Example 

The fixed-regressors methods described above have not yet been programmed 
for regression curves, unidimensional or multidimensional, that are suitable for 
binary responses. A program for the unidimensional normal ogive model based on 
McDonald's (1967a) harmonic analysis has been written by Fraser, who has recent
ly extended this work to cover the multidimensional model Equation 14. A de
tailed account of the method used in these programs and of their numerical be
havior will be given elsewhere (McDonald & Fraser, in prep.). 

Here, a single numerical illustration of the multidimensional version of 
the method will be given to illustrate the general claim made above--that even 
the linear approximation can yield reasonable estimates because of the weighted 
least squares property of the polynomial series approximation to the normal 
ogive. 

Let pj be the proportion of examinees passing item 1' and pjk be the pro

portion passing items j and k, in a sample of size N. In program NOHARM (!ormal 
Ogive Harmonic Analysis Robust Method) the threshold or position parameter is 
estimated in closed form-by solving the sample analogue of Equation 26, i.e., by 
obtaining 

A 

t. 
J 

and the parameters f: are obtained by ordinary least squares, minimizing 
-] 

( 'IT (r))2 
pjk - jk 

[50] 

[51] 

where 'ITJk) is the ~-term approximation to 'ITJ~) in Equation 19, by a quasi-Newton 

algorithm. The combination of the random-regressors model and the weak princi
ple of local independence with the use of ordinary least squares makes it possi
b.le to analyze quite large numbers of items with unlimited sample size. [With 
commonly available computer configurations, it should be possible to fit an 
equivalent of the Rasch model to 200 items, and the 2-parameter model (or the 
3-parameter model with supplied pseudo-guessing parameters) to more than 100 
items, with an unlimited number of examinees. 

Data from sections of the LSAT have been used by a number of writers to 
illustrate IRT. In particular, LSAT7 has been treated by Christoffersson (1975) 
as a two-dimensional case of the normal ogive model. The sample raw product-mo
ment matrix from LSAT7, with N = 1,000, is given in Table 1. Program NOHARM 
(McDonald & Fraser, in prep.) was used to fit model Equation 14 to the data, 
first using the linear approximation, then using the cubic approximation to the 
harmonic series. In both cases, orthogonal latent traits were prescribed, and 
an unrestricted 5 x 2 matrix of the parameters ~J' j = 1, ••• , 5, in Equation 14 

was fitted and then rotated by varimax for comparison with Christoffersson's 
result. Table 2 gives the estimates from the linear and cubic approximation, 
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Table 1 
Sample Raw Product-Moment Matrix for 

Five Items from LSAT-7 

Item 1 2 3 4 5 

1 • 828 
2 .567 .658 
3 .664 • 560 • 772 
4 .532 .428 .501 .606 
5 .718 .567 • 672 .526 .843 

after varimax rotation, in the parameterization Equation 14, while Table 3 gives 
the corresponding results after reparameterization by Equation 32, together with 
Christoffersson's (1975) generalized least squares estimates. 

Table 2 
Parameter Estimates from NOHARM 

Linear Approximation Cubic Approximation 
Item fjO fjl fj2 fjo fjl fj2 

1 2.101 1. 966 .253 1.975 1.819 .213 
2 .491 .231 .636 .483 • 231 .594 
3 1.361 .493 1.446 1.270 .420 1.314 
4 • 295 .345 • 289 • 295 • 341 .295 
5 1.099 .373 .227 1.086 .331 .234 

Table 3 
Reparameterized Estimates 

Linear Cubic Christofferson 
Item tj A.j 1 A.j2 t. A.jl A.j2 tj "-jl "-j2 J 

1 -.946 .886 .114 -.946 .872 .102 -.950 .796 .146 
2 -.399 .191 .527 -.407 .195 .501 -.406 .197 .475 
3 -. 746 • 270 • 792 -. 745 .246 • 771 -.747 .212 .826 
4 -.260 .315 .264 -.269 • 311 • 269 -.270 .325 .258 
5 -.998 .342 .208 -1.007 .307 .213 -1.007 .310 .225 

Table 4 gives the residual covariance matrices for the linear approximation 
and the cubic approximation. In this case, the results from the latter can 
hardly be claimed to be an improvement on those from the former, and both are in 
reasonable agreement with Christoffersson's results based on a 10-term series. 
The example seems to support the claim made earlier that the normal ogive model 
is remarkably well fitted by fitting the approximating linear model. 
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Table 4 
Residual Covariance Matrices for Linear 

Approximation (Lower Triangle) 
and Cubic Approximation 

Item 1 2 3 4 5 

1 -.0006 .0002 .0002 .0002 
2 -.0007 -.0001 -.0012 .0031 
3 .0006 .0000 .0010 -.0020 
4 .0001 -.0012 .0010 -.0007 
5 .0000 .0031 -.0025 -.0001 

Conclusions 

It has been suggested that there are a number of advantages to be obtained 
from treating item response theory as a special case of nonlinear common factor 
analysis. Nonlinear common factor analysis supplies a general yet rigorous def
inition of the dimensionality of a set of tests or of a set of dichotomous or 
polychotomous items, as the number of common factors or latent traits required 
in the model. This definition replaces ill-defined notions of homogeneity and 
internal consistency which have persisted in the literature, without clear ex
plication, as near synonyms for unidimensionality (see McDonald, 1981). Non
linear common factor analysis yields a natural embodiment of the weak principle 
of local independence in appropriate loss functions that can be used to fit item 
response models and to assess their adequacy as descriptions of the data. The 
recognition of latent traits as synonymous with common factors gives appropriate 
guidance for interpretation, as well as for estimating and testing the model, in 
both unidimensional and multidimensional versions. Note, for example, that 
Christoffersson's (1975) factor-analytic parameterization of the multidimension
al normal ogive model, Equation 33, suggests the use of factor analytic stan
dards for "salient" factor loadings in the identification of latent traits. 

Within limitations set by the assumption of a normal distribution of latent 
traits, random-regressors theory enables the fitting of item parameters in the 
unidimensional and multidimensional normal ogive model with unlimited sample 
sizes and quite large item sets with very satisfactory numerical efficiency. 
There is usually little interest in the values of the latent traits of the exam
inees in the calibration sample, and if there is interest, these can easily be 
estimated in a second stage after the item parameters have been estimated. 
Random-regressors treatments do, then, have much to recommend them. 

Fixed-regressors theory based on McDonald's (1979) treatment of common fac
tor analysis is, in principle, applicable to any prescribed unidimensional or 
multidimensional model in item response theory, though so far it has been ap
plied only to the rather inappropriate polynomial model. The advantages of this 
approach are (1) that it is not limited to the use of a linear combination rule 
for multiple latent traits and (2) that it easily permits the introduction of 
interaction terms. Applications of the fixed-regressors treatment are subject 
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to limitations of sample size, which may prove severe in the case of binary 
data, where large sample sizes are generally desirable. 

Another contribution of the factor analytic perspective on item response 
theory, not discussed in this paper, consists in the treatment of the invariance 
of item parameters across populations as closely related to the traditional 
treatments of factorial invariance (see McDonald, 1982b). Perhaps enough has 
been suggested to persuade researchers in the field of item response theory to 
recognize at least the theoretical value of seeing it as part of a more general 
psychometric unity. 
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APPENDIX 

To obtain Equations 16 and 19 from Equation 14, the procedure is as fol
lows: A transformation of 6 into 8* is sought, such that·y. is a function of one 
component of ~*, say the first, o~ly. Define T. by J 

- -J 

where 

8 = f~f. 
j -rJ 

f' 
-j 

fz'. 
: J 

fk'. 
- J 

and f . such that 
-Q,J 

f~.f.=O 
-x,J- J 

f~.f . = 0 , Q, 
- J-mJ 

and 

!~j~Q,j = 8~ 
J 

, 

:/: m 
' 

Q, = 2, k . ... ' 

[Al] 

[AZ] 

[A3] 

[A4] 

[AS] 

(That is, the rows ofT. are completed arbitrarily after the first to yield an 
-J orthogonal matrix.) 

Define 

8. 
e* _1_ T 8 

d 
. . -J 

J 

[A6] 

where 

[A7] 

so that, in particular, 

* 1 I 

el f. e 
d. -] -

J 
[AB] 

with 

* *2 
8{81} 0 8{61 } 1 [A9] 
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The converse transformation to Equation A6 is 

d. * 
8 = _2 T'8 [AlO] 

0. -j-
J 

since T. is orthogonal. Then 
-J 

d. * 
N (f. 0 + f!8) = N(f + -2 f'T'8 ) 

J -J- jO o. -j-j-
J 

and since, by construction of T., 
-J 

f!T! = [o. o o ... OJ 
-J -J J 

gives, further, 

N (f.
0 

+ f!8) 
J - J-

[All] 

[Al2] 

[A13] 

Since N(fjO + dj8f) is a function of one variable only, by the properties of the 

unidimensional case, it may be represented by the infinite polynomial series 

(co) * 
<I> j (8 1 ) 

co 

* L: b. h (8 1 ) 
p=O JP p 

[Al4] 

where bjO' bjp are obtained by substituting dj given by Equation A7 for fj 1 in 

Equations 11 and 12. Equation 16 then follows. 

Further, according to Lancaster (1958), if (x, y) are bivariate normally 
distributed with means zero, variances unity, and correlation p, then 

8{h (x)h (y)} = pp , p = q 
p q 

= 0 ' p of q ' [Al5] 

where, as before, hp(·) is the normalized Hermite-Tchebycheff polynomial given 

by Equation 10. It follows that 

1fj bjO [Al6] 

and 

P{yj = 1, yk =1}, 



DISCUSSION 
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I found this paper interesting, particularly the correspondence between 
McDonald's work and Christofferson's. Since the approximation by polynomials to 
many different functions is quite feasible (as I have often done in different 
contexts in my own research), I consider McDonald's use of the polynomial model 
in nonlinear factor analysis appropriate. His assertion that latent trait theo
ry is a special case of nonlinear factor analysis, recognizing latent traits as 
synonymous with common factors, does not quite convince me, however. 

It should be noted that factor analysis is basically a population-restrict
ed technique in the sense that the result describes a specific population of 
individuals, starting from its correlation or covariance matrix. This is still 
true even if simultaneous factor analysis (in which two or more populations are 
simultaneously dealt with)~is considered. In contrast, latent trait theory is 
basically a population-free theory. Research on the estimation of the operating 
characteristics without assuming any mathematical form--such as Lord's, 
Levine's, and mine--do not assume any specific distribution for the ability dis
tribution. To give an example, if normality is assumed for the latent trait 
distribution in my Conditional P.D.F. Approach, only the Normal Approach Method 
is needed; the reason why I also developed the Pearson System Method and the 
Two-Parameter Beta Method is to provide methods applicable when the latent trait 
distribution cannot be approximated by a normal distribution. 

For this reason and others, my conclusion is that latent trait theory is a 
more comprehensive theory, and it is more appropriate to say that factor analy
sis is a special case of latent trait theory. There have been, at least, sever
al theorists in latent trait theory who are aware of the similarities between 
the two theories. Lord (1952) used factor analysis as a tool in defining the 
unidimensional latent space as the dominating first common factor. I (Samejima, 
1974) discussed ·the similarities of the two theories. Although it is true that 
many researchers who either work on or apply latent trait theory are unaware of 
the similarities, the situation is probably better compared with the situation 
of the factor analysts. After all, how many factor analysts are aware of the 
similarities between factor analysis and latent trait theory and have tried to 
gain benefits from research on latent trait theory? 

In fixed regressors theory, there are some problems in using the maximum 
likelihood estimate (MLE) of the common factor, or the latent trait, when any 
regression is considered. Although under certain conditions, the expectation of 
the MLE approximately equals the expectation of the original variable, the mth 
moment about the mean is given by 
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m 
E[ev- E(ev)]m = E (:) E[{e - E(e)}m-r E{(§v- e)r!el] 

r=O 
[1] 

where 8 is the latent trait and §Vis its MLE based upon the response pattern V. 

When m = 2, for example, the above equation gives the variance of 8v, which, in 

many cases, is greater than the variance of e. Generally speaking, the regres
sion of 8 on Sv is not even linear. Thus, some adjustment, at least, is needed 

when 6v is used as the substitute of 8 in obtaining any regression to make up 

for the uneven stretches. 
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SoME LATENT TRAIT THEORY IN A 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL LATENT SPACE 
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Measuring instruments that are used to determine an individual's level of 
performance on a psychological or educational trait are seldom truly unidimen
sional. Certainly, tests based on number series or vocabulary knowledge may 
approximate unidimensional measures, but even these narrowly focused tests usu
ally measure more than one trait (see, e.g., Holzman, Glaser, & Pellegrino, 
1980). 

Alternatively, many tests are purposely designed to measure more than one 
trait. The English Usage Test from the ACT Assessment battery, for example, 
measures skills in punctuation, grammar, sentence structure, diction and style, 
and logic and organization (American College Testing Program, 1980). These top
ics have been included in the test in order to assess more thoroughly the skills 
acquired in high school English than could be obtained from a unitary measure. 
There is also a statistical motivation for constructing a test that measures 
more than one dimension. To maximize a test's ability to predict a criterion 
measure, the test should have items that have a high correlation with the crite
rion but low intercorrelations among themselves (Lord & Novick, 1968). Follow
ing this selection rule results in a test that measures many dimensions. 

The fact that measuring devices seldom measure single dimensions has seri
ous consequences for the application of item response theory (IRT) to test data. 
A basic assumption of most of the IRT models currently being applied is that the 
measuring instrument measures a single trait (Lord, 1980; Lord & Novick, 1968). 
To the extent that this assumption is violated, these IRT models may not be ap
propriate. Since tests seldom measure single dimensions, the unidimensional IRT 
models are only applicable if they can be shown to be robust to the violation of 
the unidimensionality assumption or if the items in a test can be sorted into 
subtests that measure a single dimension. 

The issue of the robustness of two IRT models--the !-parameter and 3-para
meter logistic models--to violations of the unidimensionality assumption has 
been addressed by Reckase (1977). He found that even When the proportion of 
variance accounted for by the dominant dimension was as low as 20%, the two mod
els still resulted in reasonable ability estimates. However, since these esti
mates were of the dominant dimension, much information was lost about other 
traits being measured by the other dimensions in the tests. On the other hand, 
if the measuring instrument in question measured several traits with equal em
phasis, the meaning of the ability estimates was difficult to define. Thus, 
although the models do seem to be somewhat robust to violations of the unidimen-
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sionality assumption, it is at the cost of lost information or poorly defined 
traits. It would seem that a better approach would be to estimate the ability 
on each dimension separately. 

Two different alternatives exist for obtaining estimates of the traits mea
sured by a test when more than one trait is being measured. First, the items in 
the test may be subdivided into groups of items that are sensitive to differ
ences on one of the dimensions. This procedure breaks down the test into a se
ries of unidimensional subtests. Unfortunately, no procedure exists that ade
quately performs this function when dichotomously scored test items are used 
(Reckase, 1981). Factor analysis is the procedure most commonly used for sort
ing items, but factor analysis suffers from several problems due to the choice 
of the correlation coefficient, the effects of guessing, and the determination 
of the number of factors (Kim & Mueller, 1978). Therefore, in many cases the 
formation of unidimensional subsets of items is not a reasonable approach. 

The second possible approach for obtaining estimates of the abilities on 
each dimension is to develop a multidimensional model of performance that re
lates dichotomous item responses to the magnitude of ability on each trait. 
Several models of this type have been presented in the IRT literature (Bock & 
Aitkin, 1981; Mulaik, 1972; Rasch, 1961; Samejima, 1974; Whitely, 1980), but 
little work has been done using these models in an applied testing setting. In 
fact, little research has been done to determine the characteristics of these 
models or the properties of the ability estimates obtained through their use. 

From this discussion it should be evident that obtaining estimates of trait 
levels from a test that measures more than one trait is a difficult problem. 
Traditional models such as factor analysis and nonmetric multidimensional scal
ing are not well suited for use with dichotomously scored test items, and most 
of the IRT models that are designed for use with dichotomous test data assume a 
unidimensional test. The use of multidimensional IRT models may be the solution 
to this problem; however, little work has been done to demonstrate their useful
ness. The purpose of this paper is to review the existing multidimensional IRT 
models and to show how one of the models can be applied to the estimation of 
abilities from a test measuring more than one dimension. 

Definition of the Problem 

Most of the IRT models currently in use assume that the test being analyzed 
measures a unidimensional latent trait. This means that all persons having the 
same amount of the trait, e, should have the same probability of a correct re
sponse to a dichotomously scored item. If individuals with the same level of 
the single trait have different probabilities of a correct response to a test 
item, this implies that at least one other trait is involved in responding to 
the item. If only two dimensions are required in the solution of the item, then 
all persons that have the same values on these two dimensions, [81, 82], should 
have the same probability of a correct response. Again, if the examinees have 
different probabilities of a correct response, at least one more dimension is 
indicated. Once the number of dimensions, n, is determined that results in a 
constant probability of a correct response for all persons with the same set of 
abilities, 81, e2, ••• , en, the size of the complete latent space has been de-
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fined. This concept is discussed in more detail by Lord and Novick (1968). 

Note that this method of defining the size of the complete latent space 
emphasizes the ability dimensions of the examinees while treating the test item 
as a constant stimulus. No information is given concerning the characteristics 
of the items. In order to determine the characteristics of the test items, 
critical features of the surface describing the relationship between the proba
bility of a correct response and a person's position in the 8 space must be de
fined. Two such features that are typically used in IRT are (1) the difficulty 
of the item (location of the point of inflection of the item characteristic 
curve, or ICC) and (2) the discriminating power of the item (related to the 
slope of the ICC at the point of inflection). If the relationship between the 
probability of a correct response and a person's location in the 8 space can be 
described by a sufficiently well-behaved mathematical function (e.g., the logis
tic function), the concept of difficulty and discrimination can be generalized 
to items that measure more than one dimension in the complete latent space. 

Suppose that the relationship between the probability of a correct response 
to a dichotomously scored test item and a person's location in the e space is 
given by a function that is monotonically increasing for all 8 dimensions and is 
asymptotic to 0 and 1 as each 8 + -oo and 8 + oo , respectively. That is, 

f (8 .. ) < f (8. k) 
1] 1 

i=l, ... ,n, 
./' 

if 8i < 8ik for all i, j, and~. where i indicates the dimension and i and k 

indicate the person, and 

f (8 .. ) + 0 
1] 

as 8 .. + -00 

1] 

f (8 .. ) + 1 
1] 

as 8 .. + 00 

' 
and 

1] 

1 > f ( 8 .. ) > 0 for all i , j . 
1] 

Then, the difficulty of the item can be defined as the values of 8 for which 

d2 f(6) 
---=0, 

if certain regularity conditions hold. This is the multivariate equivalent to 
the point of inflection of the univariate ICC. 

[1] 

[2] 

For some functions, f(~), the second derivative will be undefined; and for 
others, Equation 2 will yield multiple solutions. However, for a class of mod
els based on the logistic function, Equation 2 gives a solution that defines a 
difficulty function rather than a difficulty value for an item. This function 
is the locus of points in the ~ space that yields a .5 probability of a correct 
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response to the item. An example of the difficulty function for an item that 
measures two dimensions may help clarify this concept. 

Suppose that the complete latent space is defined by two dimensions, 81 and 
82, and that the relationship between the probability of a correct response to 
an item and the values of ~ are given by the following function: 

P(x [3] 

where crlt cr2, and cr3 are values related to the shape of the probability surface 
for this particular item. An example of the probability surface is given for cr1 
= 1.5, cr2 = .5, and cr3 = .65 in Figure 1. The difficulty function for this item 
is defined as 

0 . [4] 

The second derivative is only taken with respect to 81 in this case because the 
points of inflection define the same function in both dimensions. If for sim
plicity, Pis used in place of P(x = 1 !8, cr), the second derivative is equal to - -

If this expression is set equal to zero and solved for P, three solutions 
result--0, .5, and 1. Since 0 and 1 are degenerate cases Where ~ = too, the dif
ficulty function is defined as the intercept of the probability surface with the 
.5 plane (a plane parallel to the 8 plane at P = .5) 

The line of intersection of the .5 plane with the probability surface can 
be obtained by determining which values of 8 result in a .5 probability of a 
correct response. Since the exponent in EqUation 3 must be equal to zero to 
obtain a probability of .5, the appropriate values of 8 are the solutions to the 
eq~t~n -

This is the equation of a straight line in the § plane. In the us~l linear 
form, the equation becomes 

[7] 

This line is shown as a dashed line on the .5 plane in Figure 1. Thus, for this 
example, the difficulty of the item is defined as a linear function instead of a 
single value. 
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Figure 1 
An Example of a Two-Dimensional Probability Surface 
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The difficulty of the item in the usual latent trait sense can be deter
mined on each dimension by holding the ability on the other dimension constant; 
for example, the point on the 82 scale that yields a .5 probability of a correct 
response when 81 = 0 is -cr3/cr2, which is equal to -(-.650/1.5) = .43 for the 
surface given in Figure 1. Similarly, when 82 = O, 81 = -cr3/cr1 = -(-.650/.5) = 
1. 3. Note that these "conditional difficulties" are different for each dimen
sion even though there was only one summative term in the model, cr 3• When the 
dimensionality of the latent space is greater than two, the difficulty function 
for an item defines a hyperplane if a logistic model is used to describe the 
probability surface. 

The definition of the discriminating power of the item in a multidimension
al space can also be generalized from that used in the unidimensional case. In 
the unidimensional case, the discriminating power of an item is a function of 
the slope of the item response function at the point of inflection. The dis
criminating power of the item in a multidimensional space can likewise be deter
mined by calculating the slope of the item response surface along the line de
fining the difficulty of the item. 

This slope can be determined by evaluating the first derivative of the item 
response surface for values on the difficulty line. In the example given above, 
the first derivative of the item response surface with respect to 81 is 
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If this function is evaluated for points on the line 82 = (-cr1/cr2)81 - cr3, the 
result is .2Scr1 for all values of 81• Thus, cr 1 is a discrimination parameter 
for the first dimension. Since the model is symmetric with respect to the 8's, 
the derivative with respect to 82 results in .2Scr2 when evaluated at all values 
on the difficulty line. Thus, both the difficulty function and the discrimina
tion parameters are defined by the cr parameters in the exponent of this model. 
As with the difficulty function, the discrimination of a multidimensional item 
can be generalized to many dimensions. In the general case, the discrimination 
with respect to a dimension is the slope of the item response surface at the 
difficulty hyperplane. This slope may be a function of the 8 vector in more 
complex models. 

Up to this point, the complete latent space has been defined and the con
cept of an item response surface (IRS) has been introduced. Extensions of the 
unidimensional concepts of difficult~ and discrimination have also been defined 
for the multidimensional IRS. The goal of this research, however, was to esti
mate the amount of ability an examinee possesses on each of these dimensions in 
the multidimensional latent space. Before this goal can be attained, two steps 
must be completed. First, a reasonable and convenient form for the IRS must be 
selected; and secondly, the parameters of the item response surface for each 
item must be determined. 

Multidimensional Latent Trait Models 

A number of models already exist in the literature for approximating the 
IRS. Each of these models will now be described, and the characteristics of the 
surface that they define will be summarized. Subsequently, one model will be 
selected for further analysis, leading to the estimation of model parameters. 

Rasch' s Model 

The first of the models to be produced for approximating the IRS in a mul
tidimensional space was presented by Rasch (1961). Although the model was not 
specifically designed to represent multidimensional data, Rasch indicated that 
vectors could be used for item and person parameters, thus extending the model 
to the multidimensional case. 

The general form of the model is given by 

(~ wH8JL + 
n n n 

zi) 
}: uH cr Jl, + }: L v.JI, 8JI,cr + 
Jl, Jl, 

1 m m 
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P(x ilcr,8) 
e 

(~ 
n n n 

zi) wH8JL + }: uiJL cr Jl, + E E v. JL 8 JLcr + 
k Jl, Jl, m 1 m m 
E e 
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x is one of i = 1, ••• , k item responses; 
8 is the person parameter vector with elements et, t = 1, ••• , n; 
~is the item parameter vector with elements crt, t = 1, ••• , n; 
w, u, and v are weights for the person and item dimensions; 
z is a scaling constant for the item responses; and 
n is the number of dimensions. 

The model can be shown more conveniently in vector form as 

(w.~e + u.~cr + e~v.cr + z.) 
-1 - -1 - - -1- 1 

e 
k (w.~e + u.~cr + e~v.cr + z.) 
2: e -1 - -1 - - -1- 1 

i 

[ 10] 

where Wand U are vectors of weights for each item response, and Vis a matrix 
of weights. 

This model is extremely general, allowing both dichotomous and polychoto
mous scoring and containing both the !-parameter and 2-parameter logistic models 
as special cases. Because the model is so general, it is difficult to determine 
the form of the item difficulty and discrimination functions. However, for the 
special case of a dichtomously scored item with ~and p equal to unit vectors 
for a correct response and zero vectors for an incorrect response, V equal to 
the identity matrix for a correct response and a zero matrix for an-incorrect 
response, and z equal to zero for all responses, the difficulty function is a 
hyperplane and-the conditional slopes of the surface Where it intersects the .5 
plane are functions of cri. The model presented in Equation 3 and shown in Fig-

ure 1 is a special case of the general model. 

Only one study is known that uses this general model to represent multidi
mensional item response data (Reckase, 1972), although there have been other 
applications of the model (Andersen, 1982; Andrich, 1978). In the Reckase 
(1972) study an attempt was made to estimate the parameters using a least 
squares procedure for a special case of this model, where Yi is a zero matrix 

for all responses and zi takes on zero values for all responses. The attempt 

was not entirely successful, however, in that the fit of the multivariate model 
to multivariate data was no better than the fit of the simple Rasch (1960) model 
to the same data When estimates of the parameters were used. The poor results 
were attributed to two factors: (1) both the parameter vectors and the weights 
were estimated from the data and (2) the sample size used was too small to esti
mate accurately the large number of unknown variables. The parameter estimates 
were interpretable, however, suggesting that a less ambitious approach might be 
fruitful. 

Mulaik' s Model 

Another multidimensional model that was developed as an extension of the 
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work of Rasch (1960) was proposed by Mulaik (1972). This model is given by 

n 
l: y,'TT. 

i=l 1 1 

P(x lly.~) n [11]. 

1 + l: y,'TT, 
i=l 1 1 

where the yi's are item parameters and the Tii's are person parameters for the 

interaction of a person and an item in an ~-dimensional space. 

The previous definitions of the item difficulty and discrimination do not 
apply to this model, since the surface defined by Equation 11 does not have a 
point or line of inflection. However, the intersection of the surface with the 
.5 plane is a hyperplane and could be used to define item difficulty. Unlike 
the previous model, the conditional slope of the IRS at the intersection with 
the .5 plane is not simply a function of the item parameters but also depends on 
the ability parameters. A two-dimensional example of the response surface de
scribed by this model is presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 
Item Response Surface for Mulaik's Model 
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Mulaik (1972) presented a maximum likelihood procedure for estimating the 
parameters of this model, but it appears that it has not ever been applied. He 
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cautioned that the amount of computation and the constraints required to esti
mate the parameters may be too great for the current generation of computers. 

Sympson's Model 

A third model that has been developed to describe the interaction of a per
son and an item in a multidimensional latent space was described by Sympson 
(1978). Rather than extend the !-parameter logistic model, as done by Rasch 
(1961) and Mulaik (1972), Sympson (1978) based his model on an extension of the 
3-parameter logistic model (Birnbaum, 1968). The mathematical expression for 
this model is given by 

P(x = 1J~,~,~,c) = c + (1- c) 
n 
II 

Q,=l 

where 
X 

8 
a 
b 

is 
is 
is 
is 

the item response, 
a vector of ability parameters, 
a vector of discrimination parameters, 
a vector of difficulty parameters, and 

c is a pseudo-chance level parameter. 

[12] 

An example of the surface defined by Equation 12 is given in Figure 3 for the 
two-dimensional case with parameters c = .2, a 1 = .7, a2 = 1.2, b1 = -.6, and b2 
= • 5. 

Unlike the models presented by Rasch (1961) and Mulaik (1972), the root of 
the second derivative of this equation does not define a difficulty function but 
gives a single value for each dimension. This value is simply the b parameter 
for that dimension. The difficulty of an item using this model can-therefore be 
defined as the vector of b values, which defines a point in the multidimensional 
space. 

The slope of the IRS at the point of inflection for Sympson's (1978) model 
is given by 

n 
(1-c) (1. 7)n TiaQ, 

Q,=l ' 

which is solely a function of the item discrimination parameters and the pseudo
chance level parameter. If the slope of the function is determined at the dif
ficulty point with respect to just one dimension, Si, the result is (1 - c) 

(1.7)ai/4x2(n-l), where~ is the number of dimensions. Thus for this model the 

~vector defines the discrimination power of the item. 

Sympson (1978) has done some preliminary work on estimating the parameters 
of this model for some simple cases, but no procedure has yet been published for 
the full multidimensional case. Lord (1978), in discussing Sympson's (1978) 
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Figure 3 
Item Response Surface for Sympson's Model 
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paper, has suggested that a Bayesian or maximum likelihood procedure might be 
more fruitful than the method Sympson proposed. However, these methods have not 
been developed to the point where this model can be applied to actual test data. 

Bock and Aitkin's Model 

Bock and Aitkin (1981) suggested a multidimensional latent trait model that 
is an extension of the 2-parameter normal ogive model (Lord & Novick, 1968). 
They also indicated that this model is similar to the factor analysis procedures 
developed for dichotomous data by Christoffersson (1975) and Muthen (1978). 

The mathematical form of the Bock and Aitkin (1981) model is given by the 
equation 

P(x = 11~,'2,c) 1 looz(§) 
(21T)% 

2 
(-.!. ) 

2 
e dt 

where 
n 

z(8) c+~i=1 ai8i' 
e is a vector of ability parameters, 
a is a vector of discrimination parameters, and 
c is the item difficulty parameter. 

[13] 
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Due to the similarity of the cumulative model and logistic functions, this 
model is very similar to one of the special cases of the general Rasch model 
given in Equation 9. Specifically, it corresponds to the case where the expon
ent of that model is equal to L cr.8.+ cr +l for a correct response and 0 for an 

i 1 1 n incorrect response. 

As with the general Rasch model, the difficulty function for the model is 
defined by the equation for a hyperplane 

La.8. + c = 0 . 
l l 

[14] 

The conditional slope of the IRS for points on the difficulty function is given 
by ai/~, demonstrating that the~ vector is related to the discriminating 

power of the item. Since the two-dimensional IRS for this model is indistin
guishable from the logistic surface presented in Figure 1, an example is not 
presented for this model. 

Bock and Aitkin (1981) have produced an estimation procedure for their mod
el based on the marginal maximum likelihood technique. They have applied this 
procedure to data assuming a two-dimensional solution. The results of the anal
ysis showed that different quadrature procedures used in conjunction with mar
ginal maximum likelihood techniques gave slightly different results but that a 
two-dimensional solution seemed to fit the data fairly well. No other applica
tions of this model are known. 

Samejima's Model 

Samejima (1974) presented a more general version of the model suggested by 
Bock and Aitkin (1981) as a special case of her continuous response model in a 
multidimensional latent space. Her model is given by the equation 

P* (8) z -
g 

where 

j 
a ~ (8 - b ) 
-g - -g 

-00 

1jJ (u)du 
g [15] 

zg is the point of dichotomy of the continuous trait measured by this item, 

P* (8) is the probability of a correct response, 
zg -

~g is a vector of discrimination parameters, 

~g is a vector of ability parameters, 

~g is a vector of difficulty parameters, and 

lj!g(u) is a twice differentiable function. 

When Wg is the normal density function, Equation 15 is identical to Equation 13 

with c = -Laibi. When Wg is defined as the logistic density function, the model 

is a special case of the general Rasch model given in Equation 9. Samejima also 
points out the similarity of the model to linear factor analysis. 
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Whitely's Models 

One other class of multidimensional latent trait models exists in the lit
erature, but this class of models was developed from a different perspective 
than the others. The models presented up to this point generally consider the 
dimensions required to determine the complete latent space as unknown hypotheti
cal constructs, the properties of Which need to be discovered. In contrast, the 
class of the models proposed by Whitely (1980) considers the dimensions to be 
components in a cognitive model of performance. These dimensions are defined in 
advance of being estimated as particular cognitive processes. 

The mathematical form of the model used by Whitely is similar to that used 
by Sympson (1981) in that it is composed of the product of separate logistic 
model terms. The particular model, called the multicomponent latent trait mod
el, is given by the equation 

(8 . - b.) 
n 1 1 
IT _e ____ ~----~~ 

i-1 Ce. -b.) 
- l+e 1 1 

P(x [16] 

where the variables are as defined above. This model is the same as the Sympson 
(1978) model with c = 0 and ai = 1/1.7 for all i. Since it is a special case of 
the Sympson model, it also has a difficulty function equal to the b vector, and 
the slope at the point defined by the b vector is 1/4n. Whitely (l980) has also 
produced more complex versions of this-model, but they are all composed of com
binations of the 1-parameter logistic model. 

Whitely (1980) has developed procedures for estimating the parameters of 
this model, but the estimation has been performed in a different manner than the 
other models that have been described. Whereas the estimation procedures for 
the other models have attempted to estimate the vector parameters from the di
chotomous responses to test items, Whitely has developed an experimental design 
for collecting responses on each cognitive component separately. The parameters 
of each of the product terms of the model are then estimated separately using 
procedures developed for the unidimensional Rasch model. No descriptions of a 
procedure for simultaneous estimation of all of the parameters of the model has 
been found in the literature. 

Comparison of the Multidimensional Models 

An analysis of the six models that have been described above indicated that 
these models fall into three basic classes. The first of these classes (Class 
I) is of the form 

1 
z(8) 

P(x = 1!~,~) = ~(u)du , 

-oo 

[17] 

where z(e) is a linear function of the elements of e. The general Rasch (1961) 
model, the Bock and Aitkin (1981) model, and the S~ejima (1974) model fall into 
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this class. All of these models allow high ability on one dimension to compen
sate for low ability on another dimension, resulting in what Sympson (1978) has 
labeled as compensatory models. All of these models have linear difficulty 
functions when used with dichotomously scored data and have conditional slopes 
at points on the difficulty function that are functions of the corresponding 
discrimination parameters. These models are fairly simple from a mathematical 
point of view (especially when 1/J(u) is the logistic density function), and esti
mation procedures have been developed for the parameters (Bock & Aitkin, 1981). 

Class II models contain a single example, the model proposed by Mulaik 
(1972). This model is of the form 

n 
L: y,TI, 

i=l 
1 1 

P(x ljy.;y) n 
1 + L: y,TI, 

i=l 
1 1 

[18] 

where the variables are as defined earlier. This model is also compensatory in 
Sympson's (1978) sense, but it is unlike the previous class in that the ability 
metric is defined from 0 to +oo instead of from -oo to +oo. This results in an IRS 
that does not have a point or line of inflection. If the difficulty of the item 
is defined by the intersection of the item with the .5 plane, the result is a 
linear function similar to that for the Class I models. The slope of the IRS at 
the difficulty function has the property of changing with its position relative 
to the ability dimensions. Mulaik (1972) has proposed an estimation procedure 
for this model, but there have been no studies to determine its practicality. 

Class III models contain the models proposed by Sympson (1978) and Whitely 
(1980). These models take the form 

P(x 
n 

1j~,~) = 0 1 + (1- 0 1) IT 
i=l 

p ... (8.) 
1 1 

[19] 

where 0
1 

is a lower asymptote parameter and P~(Si) is the probability of re

sponse with respect to a specific dimension. In Whitely's (1980) model the di
mensions are defined as specific cognitive processes required to solve the prob
lem proposed in the item, and the 0 1 parameter is assumed to be zero. In Symp-

son's (1978) model the dimensions are hypothetical traits based on commonalities 
among i terns. 

Unlike the previous models, the Class III noncompensatory models do not 
allow a high ability on one dimension to compensate for a lower ability on an
other. The lowest of the values of P{(ei) defines the upper bound of P(x = 

1j~,q). Although some work has been done on the estimation of parameters for 
the Class III models, no generally accepted algorithm for estimation of the pa
rameters of these models is known to exist. 
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Several issues need to be considered in selecting one of these models as a 
description of the interaction between a person and an item. The first is 
whether the model is realistic. This depends on Whether a compensatory or non
compensatory model is appropriate for actual persons and items. Unfortunately, 
this is a question that still needs to be answered, based on research in cogni
tive psychology. Although sufficient information is presently not available, 
the applicability of the models to actual testing situations may provide an an
swer. 

Beyond questions of the psychological meaningfulness of the models are 
questions of practicality. The most well developed estimation procedures are 
available for the Class I models; and these models tend to have the most flexi
ble options due to the characteristics of the exponential term. As a conse
quence, the Class I models tend to be more promising than the other models. Of 
the Class I models, the generalized Rasch model has the greatest flexibility in 
its options and is the most mathematically tractable. The remainder of this 
paper will therefore concentrate on the properties of this model and the proce
dures for the estimation of its parameters. 

Application of the General Rasch Model 

Although the general Rasch model is a generalization of the 1-parameter 
logistic model, a very simple model, in its most general form the model is very 
complex. A study (McKinley & Reckase, 1982) was thus undertaken to determine 
whether a less complex formulation of the model would be adequate for modeling 
multidimensional response data. 

Method 

Design. The general design of this study was to first evaluate the proper
ties of a simple formulation of the general model and then to evaluate increas
ingly more complex versions of the model produced by inserting additional terms. 
The initial form of the model investigated is given by Equation 20: 

[20] 

For each level of model complexity, the properties of the model were investigat
ed and the reasonableness and usefulness of the model were explored. This was 
done primarily by generating simulated test data to fit the particular form of 
the model being investigated and by analyzing that data in an attempt to assess 
how well the characteristics of the data matched the characteristics of real 
test data. If it were found that a particular form of the model could not be 
used to generate realistic data in terms of either dimensionality or item char
acteristics, then that -form of the model was rejected and a different form of 
the model was investigated. Distinct special cases of the model were obtained 
by eliminating different terms from the general model by setting the appropriate 
parameter weights equal to zero. 

Analyses. The analyses of the generated data that were performed included 
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factor analysis and traditional item analysis. The purposes of the analyses 
were three-fold. One purpose was to determine whether the obtained factor 
structure of the data resembled the factor structure typically obtained for real 
test data. The second purpose was to determine whether the obtained unidimen
sional item characteristics (difficulty and discrimination) were similar to 
those obtained for real data. The third purpose was to aid in the interpreta
tion of the parameters of the model. 

If it were found that a model could not be used to generate realistic data, 
an attempt was made to determine what changes in the model would yield a more 
acceptable model. In many cases it was necessary to generate additional data, 
using different values for the parameters of the model in order to answer spe
cific questions about a particular model statement. Once an understanding was 
gained as to the roles played by different parameters of the model, predictions 
could be made regarding the effects of adding or eliminating other terms. 

Results. As a result of the analyses performed on the different formula
tions of the model, a good understanding of the significance of the terms in the 
model was gained. It is now clear that parameters play quite varied roles de
pending on the term of the model in Which they appear. Because of this, the 
characteristics of the data for which the model can be used vary markedly, de
pending on the form of the model. 

To begin with, it is clear that the use of ~~~j and ~'qi terms alone is not 

sufficient for modeling multidimensional response data. The linear composite 
represented by the g'~i term in the model determines only item difficulty. 

Moreover, the order of the 0i vector is unimportant. It is the magnitude of the 

inner product of the item parameter vector and the weight vector that determines 
the difficulty of the item. Regardless of whether the vectors have one or five 
elements, as long as the inner product is the same, the difficulty of the item 
in terms of proportion of correct responses is the same. 

It is also clear from the results of the analyses that the product term 
~jY~i is necessary if item discrimination is to be modeled. When data are gen-

erated using only the inner product terms, the items modeled have constant dis
criminations and the resulting data are unidimensional. When the product term 
is included, the items modeled have varying discrimination. Moreover, the fac
tor analysis results indicate that the dimensionality of the generated data is 
determined by the number of elements from the 0i vector used in the ~iY~i term. 

However, it should be emphasized that if the V matrix contains more than one 
nonzero element in a row or column, a 0 or 8 term will appear in the exponent 
multiplied by more than one of the 8 or 0 parameters, respectively (e.g., 8101 + 
8102 or 8101 + 8 201). The presence of these terms in the exponent results in 

difficulty in determining the meaning of the 8 and 0 vectors. 

The elements in the 0i vector in the ~iY~i term determine the discrimina

tion of the modeled items. Because of this, use of the same elements of the 0i 
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vector in both the ~iY~i term and the Y'qi term produces an undesirable charac

teristic in the data. Since the elements used in the 2£Y~i term determine item 

discrimination, while the elements in the ~~~i term determine item difficulty, 

use of the same elements in both terms yields items having highly related ob
served item difficulty values and item discrimination values. This is not a 
very realistic situation. 

Conclusions. On the basis of the results of the analyses, it was concluded 
that if the model is to be used to represent multidimensional item response 
data, it must include the §iYqi term, but no element in either the cri or the ej 

vector should be multiplied by more than one term in the other vector. If items 
are to vary in difficulty, the ~~~i term must be included; but to avoid highly 

related values for unidimensional measures of item discrimination and difficul
ty, no element of the cri vector should appear in both the ~~~i term and the ~iYqi 

term. The model that appeared to be most useful for modeling multidimensional 
response data is given by 

where no elements of the cr. vector appear in both terms of the model. 
l. 

There was one additional significant finding. Although it was concluded 
that the use of the model without the ~jYqi term was unsuccessful in modeling 

[21] 

multidimensional response data, this result was obtained when the special case 
of the model was applied to dichotomously scored item response data. This model 
may also be applied to polychotomously scored item response data. In one spe
cific application of this model to polychotomous response data, some measure of 
success was attained in modeling multidimensional data using only the Y'qi and 

~'§j terms. Dichotomously scored items were transformed to polychotomous form 

by grouping items together to form clusters having several nominal response cat
egories. When these data were analyzed, several dimensions could be determined. 
However, this approach has not been extensively investigated, and any conclu
sions drawn as to the usefulness of this approach are at best tentative. 

Estimation of Parameters in the General Rasch Model 

Two basic approaches to estimating item parameters can be distinguished. 
One, approach is to specify a distribution of the latent ability of the popula
tion from which the sample was taken and then to integrate the response function 
with respect to that distribution to obtain item parameters unconditionally 
(Bock, 1972). This approach has been taken by Bock and Lieberman (1970) and 
Bock and Aitkin (1981). The other approach is to estimate item parameters by 
treating the examinees 1 abilities as fixed unknowns and by conditioning item 
parameter estimation on estimates of ability (Bock, 1972). This approach has 
been taken by Lord (1968) and Kolakowski and Bock (1970). The present research 
considers both approaches. However, at this time only the conditional item pa-
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rameter estimation procedure is designed for the most general form of the model; 
it is still limited to the use of dichotomously scored data and it does not es
timate the W, U, and V parameter weights. The unconditional item parameter es
timation pr~cedure is ~designed for use with the form of the model given by Equa
tion 21. As was the case with the conditional item parameter estimation proce
dure, this procedure does not estimate the parameter weights. 

In addition to the two procedures that have been developed for item parame
ter estimation, a maximum likelihood ability estimation procedure has been .de
veloped for estimating the ability parameters for the general Rasch model. This 
procedure estimates ability conditionally and is combined with the conditional 
maximum likelihood item parameter estimation procedure discussed above to form a 
conditional maximum likelihood estimation procedure for simultaneous estimation 
of the item and ability parameters of the general Rasch model. Used alone, the 
conditional maximum likelihood ability estimation procedure can be used to esti
mate ability using the item parameter estimates obtained from the unconditional 
item parameter estimation procedure. 

Unconditional Item Parameter Estimation 

General procedure. The unconditional item parameter estimation procedure 
is an adaptation of a procedure proposed by Bock and Aitkin (1981), which was 
designed for use with a multidimensional 2-parameter normal ogive model (see 
Equation 13). In the initial step of this procedure, a distribution of ability 
is assumed, and quadrature nodes and weights are selected for use in determining 
expected sample sizes for portions of the distribution using numerical integra
tion. For the multidimensional case, the prior distribution of ability is mul
tivariate, and the nodes and weights are vectors. At each node the expected 
number of examinees from the sample having the ability represented by the node 
is computed, as is the expected frequency of correct responses to each item by 
examinees with the ability represented by the node. These expected number-cor
rect scores and expected sample sizes are used in a logit analysis, which is 
performed using a least squares regression procedure. The results of the logit 
analysis are estimates of the parameters of the model. 

The initial stage of the estimation procedure requires provisional esti
mates of the item parameters. These provisional estimates are used in the first 
step of the initial stage, which involves obtaining expected sample sizes and 
number-correct scores. In the second step of the initial stage, a logit analy
sis is performed to obtain new estimates of the item parameters. These new es
timates are used in the first step of the second stage, which involves obtaining 
new estimates of sample sizes and number-correct scores. These new sample sizes 
and number-correct scores are used in another logit analysis, which yields a new 
set of item parameter estimates. These stages are repeated until a criterion of 
convergence is met or until a limit on the number of stages is reached. 

Expected sample sizes 
at each node is given by 

N L£, (~k)l!k 
~ ~ 

£-=1 

and number-correct scores. The expected sample size 

[22] 
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Nk is the expected sample size at node ~; 

~k is the ability represented by node k; 

Wk is the weight for node k; 

N is the number of examinees in the sample; and 
Lt(~k) is the likelihood of response vector ~ given node k. 

12(@k) is given by 

n 
IT P(u .. ) 

i=l l.J 

where P(~2 ) is given by 

P(uil) = exp[ui2 (ci + ~i~k)] I (1 + exp[ci + ~i~k]) , 

where 
ui 2 is the response to item i in response vector 2, 

ci is the difficulty parameter for item !• and 

~@kis given by 

M 
A. ek = L: a. ek 
-1.- m=l l.m m ' 

where 
M is the number of dimensions, 

a. is the mth element of the discrimination parameter vector for 
1.m item-i, and 

ekm is the mth element of node k. 

P 2 is given by 

p = 
2 

q 

L: 12(~k)'!k' 
k=l 

[23] 

[24] 

[25] 

[26] 

where~ is the number of quadrature nodes. The sum over all of the nodes of the 
ratio in Equation 22 is one, and the sum of the Nk over all of the nodes is N, 

where N is the number of examinees in the sample. 

The expected number-correct score for item i at node k, rik' is given by 

s UH 12 (~k)~) 
L: [27] 

where the other terms are as previously defined. The sum over all of the nodes 
of the rik for an item is equal to the observed number-correct score for the 
item. 
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Multiple logit analysis. For each item the expected proportion-correct 
score at each node is given by 

A 

where all of the terms are as previously defined. The Pik are converted to log-

its and used as the dependent variable in a regression analysis. The indepen
dent variables in the regression analysis are the elements in the node vectors. 
The model for the regression analysis is given by 

log [P.k I (l- P.k)] = c. + A.ek +error , [29] e 1 1 1 -1-

where all of the terms are as previously defined. The regression analysis re
sults in estimates of c. and A .• 

1 -1 

Conditional Item Parameter Estimation 

This procedure is based on the conditional maximum likelihood estimation 
technique. The procedure begins with the computation of an initial weighted 
item score on each of M dimensions using 

N N 

L uJ.k + L 8J.kv].k [30] 

where 

j=l j=l 

Xik is the initial score for item ion dimension~, 

ujk is the kth element of ¥, and 

vjk is the kth element of y. 
The index j indicates that the value of the elements of ¥ and y are dependent on 
the response of the jth examinee to item i. These scores are converted to z 
scores via the transformation 

where 
zik is the~ score for item! on dimension~, 

Xik is as defined in Equation 30, 

xk is the mean of the weighted scores on dimension k, and 

sk is the standard deviation of the weighted scores on dimension k. 

The z scores are used as initial estimates of the item parameters. That is, 
A 

cr oik = zik , 

[31] 

[32] 

where &oik is the item parameter estimate of item i on dimension k after 0 iter

ations. 
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New item parameter estimates are obtained using the initial item parameter 
estimates as the starting point in an iterative process. One iteration is com
plete when a new item parameter estimate is obtained for each item on each di
mension. Within a single iteration, new estimates on the first dimension are 
obtained while holding the estimates on all other dimensions constant at the 
values obtained on the previous iteration. Estimates on the second dimension 
are obtained using previous estimates on all other dimensions except the first 
dimension. For the first dimension the new estimates are used. An iteration is 
complete when new estimates have been obtained on all dimensions. Iterations 
continue until a criterion of convergence is met or until a limit on the number 
of iterations is reached. 

On the ~th iteration, the new estimate on the kth dimension for item i is 
given by 

[f-log L(cr .k~ I [·~log L(crik)] 
crik e 1 [ Clcr.k e 

]_ . 

[33] 

where cr(~-1 )ik is the estimate for item i on dimension k from the previous iter

ation and log L is the log to the base e of the likelihood function for the re
sponse vector for item !• The likelihood function is given by 

N 

L(cr
1
.k) = TI P(u .. ) , 

. 1 l.J J= 
[34] 

where P(uij) is the probability of response uij by personl to item i with pa

rameter crik" P(u1j) is given by 

- - exp (~l .. ~j + vl .. ~i + ~j .. yl~i + zl) 
P(uij-l)- exp [W .. 8 .+U .. cr .+8 ... V cr

1
+z ] + exp [W

1 
.. 8 .+u

1 
.. cr .+8 ... v

1
cr .+z

1
] ' 

~o ~J ~o ~1 ~J ~o o - ~J ~ -1 -J - -.1 

[35] 

where all of the terms are as previously defined. The 0 and 1 subscripts on the 
vectors of weights, U, V, and W, indicate the values taken by those vectors for 
an incorrect and a correct resPonse, respectively. 

The first derivative of the loge likelihood function is given by 

Cl N N N N 
-log L(cr.) = L: U.+ L: 8 ... V.- L: (U +8 ... V )Q .. - L: (U

1
+8.'Y

1
)P .. , [36] a cr . e - 1 • · -J . - J ~ J . ~ o - J ~ o l.J . 1 ~ - J l.J ]_ J=l J=l J=l J= 

where all of the items are as previously defined. The second derivative of the 
loge likelihood function is given by 

2 N 2 
_a_ log L(cr.) L: [U + u

1
· + 8 ... v + v + v

1
J P

1
.J.Q

1
.J. , [37] 

2 e -1 . -o - - J - o -o ~ 
Clcr. J=l · 

]_ 
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where Pij is the probability of a correct response to item! by person j, Qij 

1 - Pij' and the other terms are as previously defined. 

Conditional Ability Parameter Estimation Procedure 

The conditional ability estimation procedure is also a maximum likelihood 
estimation procedure. It is very similar to the conditional item parameter es
timation procedure. For each examinee an initial weighted score is computed on 
each of Mdimensions as 

n n 

~ wjk + ~ vjkcrik ' 
i=l i=l 

[38] 

where Xjk is the initial score for person j on dimension k. These scores are 

converted to z scores via the transformation 

where 
zjk 

xjk 

~ 

is 

is 

is 

the~ score for person l on dimension~, 

as defined in Equation 38, 

the mean of the weighted scores on dimension~, and 

sk is the standard deviation of the weighted scores on dimension k. 
The z scores are used as initial estimates of ability. That is, 

8ojk = zjk ' 
~ 

where 8 'k is the ability estimate of person 1 on dimension k after 0 i tera
tions. OJ 

[40] 

Estimates of ability are obtained using the same iterative process as was 
described for the conditional item parameter estimation procedure. On the ~th 
iteration, the new estimate on the kth dimension for person 1 is given by 

i<jk. 8 (<-l)jk + [a:jk log.L(ejk~ /[- ae::' logeL(ejkl] ' [41] 

where 8(~-1 )jk is the estimate 
iteration and log L is the log 
response vector for person i• 

n 
1(8 'k) = IT P(u .. ) , 

l i=l lJ 

for person i on dimension k from the previous 

to the base e of the likelihood function for the 
The likelihood function is given by 

[42] 
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where P(u .. ) is the probability of a response 
l.J 

uij to item! by personi with 

ability 8jk• P(uij) is given by Equation 35. In evaluating ~j the most recent 

item parameter estimates are used. 

The first derivative of the log likelihood function is given by 

a n n n n 
as. loge L ( ~ J' ) = E W. + E V • 0 • - E (W + V 0 • ) Q . • - E (W l + V 10 • ) P . . , [ 43] 

-J i=l- 1 i=l-1.-1. i=l -o -o-1. l.J i=l - - -1. l.J 

where all the terms are as previously defined. The second derivative is given 
by 

~ riio + ~1 
i=ll 

+ (v + v1)0 ·] 2 
P .. Q .. -o - -1 l.J l.J 

[ 44] 

where, again, all the terms are as previously defined. 

Evaluaton of the Estimation Procedures 

General Design 

The general approach taken to evaluate the estimation procedures was to 
apply the procedures to test data generated to fit a two-dimensional version of 
the model given by Equation 24 and then to compare the estimates of the parame
ters with the values used to generate the simulation data. For this purpose a 
data set comprising response data for 50 items and 1,000 examinees was generat
ed. Three parameters for each item and two parameters for each examinee were 
used to generate these data. The values used for the item parameters are shown 
in Table 1. The examinee ability parameters were selected from a bivariate nor
mal distribution with p = 0, ~ = 0, and E equal to the identity matrix. 

The weight vectors used in this study were as follows. For an incorrect 
response, all of the weight vectors were set equal to zero. For a correct re
sponse, the following matrix and vectors were used: 

w = -
u 

(0 ,0) 

(1,0,0) 

[45] 

[46] 

v -r 1 OJ 
0 0 1 

[47] 

As can be seen, only the first item parameter was selected by the weight vector, 
U, to act as the item difficulty parameter. The other two item parameters were 
selected by the weight matrix, y, to act as discrimination parameters. The re
sulting model is given by 



Table 1 
True and Estimated Parameters 

True Estimates 
Parameters Unconditional Conditional 

Item 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

1 -.65 1.50 .50 -.51 1.45 .44 -.48 1.27 .36 
2 -1.40 .50 1. 25 -1.34 .48 1. 29 -1.56 .45 1. 29 
3 -.20 1.35 .15 -.02 1.49 .40 -. 06 1.69 .25 
4 .40 1.60 .55 .64 1.67 .84 .59 1.58 .63 
5 .oo • 50 1.15 • 19 • 48 1.02 .10 .51 1.04 
6 -1.30 .35 1. 05 -1.31 .50 1.17 -1.68 .42 1.25 
7 • 05 1.45 .35 • 28 1.56 .43 • 34 1.63 .35 
8 .19 .25 1. 40 • 20 • 27 1.18 .25 • 20 1.23 
9 -.17 .85 .85 -.02 1.07 .87 -.07 .89 .67 

10 .14 1.75 .45 .40 1. 60 .60 .34 1.45 .57 
11 .37 .60 .80 .40 .66 1.02 .29 .61 .88 
12 .87 1.65 .65 .82 1.49 .63 .70 1.38 .46 
13 -.93 • 35 1.35 -.98 • 26 1.58 -1.00 • 24 1.65 
14 1.85 .65 1.65 1.80 .70 1.55 1.59 .54 1.29 
15 .06 .65 .65 .16 .73 .66 .oo .80 .52 
16 -.41 .45 1.45 -.31 .48 1.53 -.38 .23 1.60 
17 -1.54 .75 1. 25 -1.41 .72 1.32 -1.55 • 71 1.14 
18 .34 1.55 .25 .44 1.50 .32 .39 1.46 .29 
19 -.15 .65 1.35 .14 .90 1.38 .04 • 65 1. 28 
20 1.48 1.25 .45 1.54 1. 41 .41 1.42 1.32 .22 
21 -1.45 1.65 .45 -1.42 1. 69 • 46 -1.73 1.80 .48 
22 .75 .45 1.35 .75 .45 1. 42 .67 .40 1.35 
23 -. 75 • 35 1.55 -.62 • 33 1.75 -.63 .21 1. 72 
24 1.10 1.10 .30 .99 .92 .37 .93 1.11 .35 
25 -.55 1. 20 .15 -.42 1.35 .29 -.38 1.37 .24 
26 .50 .50 1.00 .44 .66 1.03 .28 .49 1.12 
27 -.15 1.45 .45 .10 1.36 .52 -.02 1.32 .42 
28 .65 .70 .70 .78 .63 .66 .56 .68 .86 
29 -1.00 1.00 .30 -1.02 1.16 .37 -.95 1.14 .38 
30 1.00 .30 1.00 1.18 .27 1.27 .98 • 27 1.14 
31 -.25 .95 .25 -.16 .99 .20 -.04 1.11 .24 
32 -. 70 .15 1.50 -.65 .17 1.46 -.68 .03 1. 51 
33 .85 1.15 .45 1.10 1. 31 .42 .98 1.29 .30 
34 .05 .10 .95 -.02 .13 .92 .03 .20 1.09 
35 -.95 1.35 .50 -.79 1.39 .64 -.80 1.28 .52 
36 -1.50 .20 1.20 -1.45 .36 1.07 -1.38 .47 1.03 
37 1.80 1.55 .55 2.16 1.84 .35 2.06 1.51 .44 
38 -2.00 .15 1.15 -1.98 .32 1.05 -2.06 .30 1.09 
39 -.90 1.40 .35 -.70 1.38 .22 -.70 1.18 .40 
40 1. 00 1.00 1.00 1.06 .92 .96 1.04 .87 .79 
41 .15 1.25 .70 .26 1.33 .80 • 28 1.17 .75 
42 -1.50 .25 .95 -1.45 .40 .85 -1.60 .49 1.14 
43 -1.25 .35 1.45 -1.02 .27 1.42 -1.13 .26 1.30 
44 1.25 1.30 .25 1.37 1.25 .19 .95 1.26 .26 
45 -2.00 1.15 .15 -1.89 .99 .09 -2.01 1.30 .13 
46 1.75 .50 .50 1.80 .52 .59 1.65 .68 .64 
47 .65 .65 1.30 .82 .48 1.39 .71 .49 1. 27 
48 -.25 1.00 .45 -.19 1.03 .59 -.17 1.03 .53 
49 .35 .55 1.15 .40 .59 1.14 .24 .48 1.04 
50 .00 .95 .15 -.05 .87 .25 -.07 1.11 .26 
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exp[cr. 1 + cr. 2e. 1 + cr. 3e. 2)x .. ] 
I l l J l J l] p (X 8 . , cr . ) = ---=-=----=.=..._,'--=----=-='--"'-.::;__--=...t_ 

- J -l 1 + exp [ cr i1 + cr il e j 1 + cr i 3 e j 2] 
[48] 

Results 

Table 1 shows the item parameter estimates obtained from both the condi
tional and unconditional item parameter estimation procedures. The estimates 
have been scaled to have the same means and standard deviations as the corre
sponding true item parameters. The correlations of the estimates with the true 
values are shown in Table 2. As can be seen, for these data there was very lit
tle difference in the quality of the estimates yielded by the two estimation 
procedures. Of course, this comparison is based on simulation data and on only 
one data set. Clearly, more research is needed before any definite conclusions 
about these procedures can be drawn. 

Table 2 
Intercorrelation Matrix for True and Estimated Item Parameters 

Estimation Procedure 
True Unconditional Conditional 

Parameter cr Tl crT2 crT3 &Ul crU2 6"u3 6" Cl 6"c2 etc3 

crT1 1.00 • 21 -.12 .99 .20 -.12 .99 .15 -.18 

crT2 .21 1.00 -.75 .20 • 97 -.72 .15 .96 -. 79 

crT3 -. 12 -. 75 1.00 -. 12 -.72 • 97 -.18 -. 79 .96 
A 

cru1 .99 .20 -.12 1.00 .24 -.13 .99 .19 -. 20 
A 

cruz .20 • 97 -.72 .24 1.00 -.73 .19 • 96 -.80 

cru3 -. 12 -.72 • 97 -. 13 -.73 1.00 -.20 -.80 • 97 
A 

.99 crc1 .15 -.18 .99 • 19 -.20 1.00 • 20 -.22 
A 

crcz .15 • 96 -.79 .19 • 96 -.80 .20 1.00 -.88 

crC3 -.18 -. 79 -.96 -. 20 -.80 .97 -. 22 -.88 1.00 

Discussion 

The purposes of this paper were threefold. First, the fundamental concepts 
required when considering multidimensional models for the interaction of a per
son and a test item were defined. These concepts included the multidimensional 
latent space, the item difficulty function, and the item discrimination func
tion. These definitions were conceived as multidimensional generalizations of 
similar concepts in unidimensional IRT models. Second, six existing multidimen
sional models were reviewed and, on the basis of their' similarities, were clas
sified into three general categories. The characteristics of these categories 
were described, and the general Rasch model was selected for further study on 
the basis of ease of parameter estimation. Third, estimation procedures for the 

. parameters of the general Rasch model were described and applied to a set of 
simulation data that had been generated according to a two-dimensional special 
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case of the model. The results indicated that a very close correspondence had 
been obtained between the estimated item parameters and those used to generate 
the simulation data. 

On the basis of this information, two conclusions can be drawn. First, the 
concepts of difficulty and discrimination can be generalized to the multidimen
sional case, but the results are slightly different for compensatory and noncom
pensatory models. For the compensatory models, the item difficulty is defined 
by a linear function of the ability dimensions, while for the noncompensatory 
models, difficulty is defined by a vector of difficulty parameters. In both 
cases the slope of the item response surface at the difficulty function is a 
function of the discrimination parameters of the model. 

A second conclusion that can be drawn is that the parameters of the general 
Rasch model can be estimated with acceptable accuracy for the simple two-dimen
sional case presented in the paper. This is, of course, very minimal evidence 
for the value of the estimation procedures; but combined with the work of Bock 
and Aitkin (1981), the results look fairly promising. 

The results presented in this paper summarize only the initial steps in a 
thorough study of the applicability and usefulness of multidimensional latent 
trait models. Much further work needs to be done. The sample size requirements 
and the characteristics of the estimates obtained from the estimation procedures 
need to be determined. Procedures for determining the number of dimensions re
quired for the multidimensional latent space must be developed as well as guide
lines for interpreting the dimensions. The usefulness of the models for real 
data applications such as test construction and adaptive testing should be in
vestigated. Also the advantages of these procedures over existing multidimen
sional procedures, such as factor analysis, should be studied. 
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DISCUSSION 

FRITZ DRASGOW 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

The research presented by Reckase and McKinley, as well as the work of Bock 
and Aitkin (1981), Christofferson (1975), and Muthen (1978), has led me to think 
about why multidimensional models for item responses are important. Perhaps the 
most obvious argument for their importance is based on the general principle 
that it is desirable to use a model that is "correct" or appropriate for the 
data when conducting a statistical analysis. Because tests are usually multidi
mensional, it would follow that multidimensional models are required. However, 
I think it would be a serious mistake if item response theorists accepted this 
argument. My reasoning is based on results from the factor analysis literature. 
Humphreys (1982), for example, noted that "tests of seemingly high homogeneity 
can frequently be 1 splintered 1 into several different tests" (p. 3) and there
fore it is possible to identify "literally thousands of factors" (p. 3). 

Is there any reason to measure this vast number of highly redundant latent 
traits? From the standpoints of substantive theory and applied prediction, it 
appears that splintering factors is useful only when the splintered factors show 
differential patterns of relations with other important variables. By this rule 
for parsimony, only a very small number of latent traits seems to be required 
(see Humphreys, 1982). These latent traits are broad attributes of individuals 
such as verbal reasoning and quantitative reasoning. One advantage of restrict
ing attention to a few broadly based latent traits is that usually it is not too 
difficult to determine what trait a particular item measures from a considera
tion of item content. 

I do think that multidimensional models are essential in situations where 
two or more distinctly different latent traits influence item responses. Con
sider, for example, a test of quantitative reasoning administered to a sample 
that includes individuals for whom English is a second language. It would be 
very interesting to obtain estimates of quantitative ability that were not af
fected by English fluency. Similarly, it would be interesting to separate mech
anical aptitude from proficiency with paper and pencil when examinees are admin
istered a paper-and-pencil test of mechanical aptitude. This application is 
particularly significant because the United States judiciary appears to be 
adopting the position that .paper-and-pencil tests primarily measure paper-and
pencil aptitude rather than vocational aptitude. 

To summarize, multidimensional item response theory models may be able to 
provide solutions to substantive and applied prediction problems that are very 
difficult to address with unidimensional item response theory. Item response 
theorists should be careful, however, to remain aware of the fact that attrib-
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utes of individuals can usually be splintered into more homogeneous attributes 
without concomitant gains in the understanding and accuracy of prediction of 
other behaviors. 
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EsTIMATION oF ITEM PARAMETERS 

AND THE GEM ALGORITHM 

RoBERT K. TsuTAKAWA 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

Under the assumption that ability parameters are randomly sampled from a 
prior distribution with unknown parameters, various empirical Bayes type estima
tors of ability and item parameters were presented by Rigdon and Tsutakawa 
(1981). Their numerical work using the !-parameter logistic model suggested 
that extensions to multiparameter models could be computationally too costly if 
there is interest in obtaining posterior distributions of both ability and item 
parameters. Here, concern will be with one of these estimators, namely an MLF 
procedure (a maximum likelihood procedure where the item parameters are treated 
as fixed parameters, as opposed to a procedure which assumes they have prior 
distributions), where extensions to multiparameter models appear straightforward 
and asymptotic methods are available for studying posterior distributions of 
item parameters. 

The models and procedures discussed in this paper are related to those pre
sented in Bock and Aitkin (1981), where further references may be found. Bock 
and Aitkin considered the 2-parameter probit model and approximated a normally 
distributed prior distribution of abilities by a finite and discrete distribu
tion. They successfully used the EM algorithm by treating as unobserved data 
the number of examinees at each ability level and the number of these examinees 
who responded correctly to each item. Although they mentioned the possible use 
of the general EM (GEM) algorithm, they cautioned that the principle is not yet 
well established due to an error in a proof by Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 
(1977). Wu (1983) has pointed out that it was an incorrect use of the triangle 
inequality which invalidates Dempster, Laird, and Rubin's (1977) proof of the 
convergence of the EM algorithm. 

One purpose of this paper is to clarify the nature of the GEM solution, 
assuming that convergence has already taken place. For this purpose the general 
situation will first be considered and conditions then given under which the GEM 
solution maximizes the likelihood function based on incomplete data. For the 
2-parameter logistic model, the equations occurring at each iteration of the GEM 
algorithm will be compared with the likelihood equations for the incomplete 
data. It will be shown why the GEM approach is computationally simpler than the 
solution via direct methods. One question which remains is, under what condi
tions is there convergence? In practice, for latent trait applications in par
ticular, once there is convergence, it is usually quite easy to test the solu
tion by examining the likelihood function in a neighborhood of the solution and 
to verify whether it is at least a local maximum. The paper concludes by show-
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ing that for the !-parameter logistic model, convergence is assured by the con
cavity of the log-likelihood function. 

Note on the General EM Application 

Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (DLR; 1977), have described the GEM algorithm 
for finding the maximum likelihood estimator based on the incomplete data y when 
the distribution of the complete data x does not belong to the exponential
family. Following their notation, let-f(~~~) be the pdf of~ depending on the 

~-dimensional parameter ~ belonging to a convex set ~ in Er and let 
the pdf of the incomplete data, i.e., 

g <Y 1 ¢) = I f <x 1 ¢) dx 
x(y) - - -

g<rlp> be 

where X( l) denotes the set of ~ mapping into the point y. Moreover, let 

Q(~'l¢) = E{log f(xj¢')ly,¢} , 

[1] 

[2] 

the conditional expectation of the log likelihood at¢' when¢ obtains andy is 
given. An instance of the GEM algorithm starts with some value ¢ and iterative
ly maximizes Q(~'l~) with respect top' while updating the value-of p by M(~), 
the maximizing value of 1' at the end of each iteration, until convergence is 
attained. ~ 

Suppose the algorithm converges to some value ~*, in the sense that the 
successive values of 1' so computed converge to p*• Does ~* maximize g(¥12)? 
Since the algorithm deals with Q and not directly with g, it is not clear how 
the solution relates to ~· This relation is clarified below. 

For each p E n , let 

L(¢) = log g(yl¢) , 

k(xly,¢) = f(xl¢)/g(yj¢) , 

for ~ E X( y), and for each ( ¢', ¢ ) E nxn , let 

H(¢'1¢) I [log k(xly,¢')]k(xly,¢)dx 
x(y) - - - -

Then, as shown by DLR, for any (p,p 0
) E nxn 

If the derivatives exist and k(xly,¢) is regular in the sense of Wilks (1962), 
it follows from Equation 6 that- - -

[3] 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] 
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since 

... 0 [8] 

if k(~l¥•2) is regular, j • 1, ••• , k. 

Thus, if L(t) has a mode ~. Which is also the unique solution to the like
lihood equations, 

= 0 ' j = 1, •.. ' [9] 

then by Equation 7 the solution ~o to the equation 

""0, j = 1, ••• , r [10] 

will also be the mode of L(~) , i.e., ~ = To• 

Moreover, if the al~orithm converges to t* , then M(2*) = 2*, and 

Q(M(~*)I~*) ~ Q(¢*1~*) [11) 

therefore, 

= 0 ' j 1, ... , r. [12] 

~=~* 

Thus, i = 2* under the above uniqueness condition. 

Statistical Model for Item Responses 

Consider then x k matrix Y of binary responses Yij' i = 1, ••• , n; j = 1, 

••• , k where Yij = 0 or 1 depending whether the ith examinee's response to item 

i is incorrect or correct. Let 

p .. = p(Y .. :o:lle., Sj) [13] 
1] 1] 1 -

be a probability model for responses depending on ei, a real valued ability (or 

latent trait) parameter of the ith examinee, and §4, a possibly vector-valued 
- J T 

item parameter of the ,ith item. Given ~ = ( e1, ••• , en ) and @ = ( ~ 1 , • • •, 

Sk)T, conditional independence is assumed among the responses in Yin the sense 

that the condt.ti<m~l ,jD11lt 4istrib\ltion of ! , given ( 8, S) is 
' ' l -~~J l .;,..J!- ~ ~ - -
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n k y ij 1-y ij 
TI TI piJ' (1-piJ.) 

i=l j=l 
[14] 

Further assume that ~ may be treated as a random sample from some prior distri
bution, p( e 1 ~>, having parameter ~· 

Let ~i = (Yil' ••• , Yik), the response to the k items by person!· Then, 

the unconditional probability of responses by person! is 

and the joint probability of Y is 

n 

P(y!§,~i = TI P(Iii@,~) • 
i=l 

[16] 

There are certain uniqueness problems associated with this parameterization. 
These problems are usually handled by placing constraints on the parameters or 
by reparameterization. In the interest of keeping the discussion simple, these 
problems will be ignored except when discussing specific models. 

Estimation of Item Parameters 

As formulated above, there is a sequence of n independent and identically 
distributed response vectors !I• ••• , !n with likelihood function 

n 

TI p(Iii~~~) , 
i=l 

[17] 

A 

of the parameter~= (S,A)• Now consider the maximum likelihood estimator~. 
which is the value of ~ that maximizes the likelihood function. In practice, 
this estimator is not trivially obtained. Even for moderate size n and k, di
rect maximization by Newton-Raphson type methods is likely to be too costly (cf. 
Bock & Lieberman, 1970). Since the joint distribution of (Y,e ) generally does 
not belong to an exponential family, a direct application of the EM algorithm is 
generally not feasible. Bock and Aitkin (1981) have successfully avoided this 
problem by approximating the prior by a known discrete distribution. The imple
mentation of the GEM algorithm, which extends the EM algorithm to nonexponential 
families, was demonstrated for latent trait models by Rigdon and Tsutakawa 
(1981). The fact that GEM solutions are indeed maximum likelihood estimators 
follows under certain conditions from the general properties given in the second 
section of this paper. These properties will now be discussed further in terms 
of the 2-parameter logistic model. 

Consider the 2-parameter logistic model defined by 



p (y .. !e. , a. , b.) = 
1] 1 J J 

y .. (a . +b . e . ) 
e 1J J J 1 

(a.+b.e.) 
1 + e J J 1 
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[18] 

where (e
1

, ••• ,en) is a random sample from N(O, 1), bj > 0 and the previous §j 

is now (a., b.). This model is equivalent to the more familiar model 
J J 

p(y .. Je~,a.,S.) 
1] 1 J J a.(e~-S.) 

l+eJ 1 J 

k 
with the constraints Lj=lSj = 0 and 

k 
ITj=laj = 1, where (ei, ••• , e~) is a random 

sample from N(~,cr 2 ) with both ~ and 
the relation 

cr 2 unknown. The equivalence may be seen by 

and 

e. 
1 

a. 
J 

(e! -~) /cr 
1 

-aj (S j -~) , 

The joint probability of y is then given by 

n k 
g(yJS) = IT J IT p(y .. Je.,a.,b.)p(e.)de. , 

- i=l j=l 1] 1 J J 1 1 

where p(e.) = [1/(2n)%]exp(-e~/2) and the posterior pdf of e. by 
1 1 1 

p(eiJy,@) = p(eiJyi,@) 

k 
a: p(e.) IT p(y .. Je.,a.,bj) . 

1 . 1 1] 1 J J= 

Moreover, the partial derivatives of the log likelihood are 

_a_ log g(yJ §) 
aaJ 

k a 
(p(e.) IT p(y .. Je.,a.,b.)-"-log p(y.JJaJ,bJ,e 1.)de 1. n J 1 '=l 1] 1 J J oaJ 1 

L 
i=l g(yi!§) 

[20] 

[21] 

[22] 



and 

n 
L y.J -L 

i=l l 

n n 
Ly,JE{8.iy.,S}- LE 

i=l l l -l - i=l 
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[23] 

p(8.ly.,S)d8. 
l -l - l 

8. 
________ l _______ ,yi,§ 
1 + exp(-aJ-bJ8i) 

[24] 

where g(y.IS) is the marginal of y,, J = 1, ••• , k. Thus, the likelihood equa-
tions are 1 

- -l 

and 

n 
L 

i=l 

J = 1, 

n 
L E 

i=l 

E{ y. J8 .1 y. , s} 
l l -l -

= 

... ' k, where 

1 
[25] 

n 8. 
L E 

l I y. ,S 
i=l 1 + exp(-aJ-bJ8i) 

-l -
[26] 

n 
qJ = Li=ly iJ" 

On the other hand, consider the maximization of Q(S' is) with respect to S' 
in a given iteration of the GEM algorithm applied to the 2~parameter logistic 
model. (Note that now p =§and p' =§',since A does not exist under the cur
rent parameterization.) Now 

Q(~'l~) = E J ~ log p(8.)i§.r} + E{LL log p(y .. l8., a!,b!)ly,~} . [27] l i=l l ij lJ l J ] 
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Setting the partial derivatives of Q(~' ~~)with respect to a] and b] equal to 
zero gives the equations 

n l E E 
i=l 

and 

J 1' ••• ' k. 

n 
E E 

i=l 

[28] 

[29] 

Note the similarities between the likelihood equations and the GEM equa
tions, i.e., Equations 25 and 26 vs. Equations 28 and 29. The important differ
ence between Equations 25 and 28 is that in Equation 28 the conditional expecta
tion is with respect to ¥i and a fixed value of @ obtained from the previous 

iteration; whereas in Equation 25 the conditional expectation is with respect to 
~i and the variable §, which also occurs in the expectation, since § = {(a1, 

b1), ••• , (ak, bk)}. A similar difference can be noted between Equations 26 and 

29. 

Note also that since ~is fixed in Equations 28 and 29, the value for (a], 

b]) can be derived separately for each J, whereas with Equations 25 and 26, (aJ' 

b1 ) must be found simultaneously for all J, since the equations for different J 

are related through a common S. It is thus seen that the simplicity of the GEM 
approach is due to the considerably simpler equations to be solved. 

If there is convergence of the GEM algorithm to some value ~*, then M(§*) = 
S*· In this case Equations 28 and 29 are satisfied by taking ~ • ~* and (a 1, 

hi), ••• , (ak, bk) = S*· Moreover, S* satisfies Equations 25 and 26. Thus, if 

there is a unique solution to the likelihood equations and this is the mode, 
then the GEM solution will be this mode. 

On the Concavity of the Log-Likelihood Function 

Cond;tion~ under which the GEM algorithm produces the maximum likelihood 
estimate 2 = (@,~) are still unknown. However, if the logarithm of the likeli
hood function of Equation 3 is concave and the algorithm converges to a finite 
value, then this value is the maximum likelihood estimate. An important example 
where such a property holds is the 1-parameter model 

-(e -S.) 
p ij = 1/ [1 + e i J ] , 

and when e 1' ••• , 6 are independently and identically distributed, N(O,'cr 2). 
n 

[30] 
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The joint distribution of the complete data (~,!) is then 

f(~,yl~,h) 
n hl/2 2 = II --==- exp(-h8/2) 

i=l v21T 

where h = cr-2 • Now, it is well known that 

hl/2 2 
-- exp(-h8 ./2) V21T 1 

[31] 

[32] 

is log concave with respect to ~· 
that 

Moreover, it is shown by Pratt (1981, p. 105) 

0 
(8 .-S.) 

y .. (8. -s.) [1 + e 1 
J ] 

e 1J 1 1 
[33] 

is log concave with respect to (~,8i) for yij • 0, 1. Since the product of log 

concave functions is log concave, it follows that f(e,yjS,h) is log concave with 
respect to (8,S,h). According to the theorem quoted-by Pratt (1981, p. 105, 
§3), an integral of a log concave function with respect to any of its arguments 
is log concave with respect to the remaining arguments. Thi1 theorem implies 
that 

g(yj§,!_l) = J f(~,yl§,h) d~ [34] 

is log concave with respect to (@,h). Thus, if the GEM algorithm converges to a 
finite value for the !-parameter logistic with the normal prior on ability, the 
resulting solution is indeed the maximum likelihood estimate. 
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Marginal maximum likelihood equations for estimating the item parameters in 
the 1- and 2-parameter normal ogive item response models were introduced by Bock 
and Aitkin (1981). The iterative solution of these equations bears strong re
semblence to the EM algorithm of Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (1977). Over the 
past year, similar procedures have been implemented in the BILOG computer pro
gram (Bock & Mislevy, 1982) for estimating item parameters in the 1-, 2-, and 
3-parameter logistic ogive models. Extensions of the original Bock and Aitkin 
solution include the simultaneous characterization of the latent population dis
tribution and the incorporation of Bayes priors on item parameters, so that 
Bayes modal rather than maximum likelihood estimates may be obtained. 

The purpose of this paper is to review the basic elements of the EM ap
proach to estimating item parameters and to illustrate its use with one simulat
ed and one real data set. The examples bring into focus a topic of occasional 
discussion in psychometric circles, namely, the degree to which item parameters 
in the 3-parameter model can be recovered. 

An EM Algorithm for Estimating Item Parameters 

The 3-parameter logistic ogive item response model for dichotomous test 
items, of which the 1- and 2-parameter models may be considered special cases, 
expresses the probability that person! will respond correctly to item 1 as 

p 
ij 

where 

Prob (x .. =1) 
1] 

G. + (1-G.) IJI[A.(8.-B.)] 
J J J 1 J 

= G. + (1-G.) IJI[A.e. +C.] 
J J J 1 J 

xij' the item response, is 1 if correct and 0 if incorrect; 

IJI(x) is the cumulative logistic function; 1/[1 + exp(-x)]; 

[1] 
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Gj is the lower asymptote, often called the guessing parameter 
of item i• identically zero in the 1- and 2-parameter 
models; 

Aj is the slope of item j, a constant over items in the 1-
parameter model; -

Bj is the threshold of item i; 
Cj, equal to -AjBj, is the item intercept, introduced 

because estimation equations for the intercepts are simpler 
than those for item thresholds; and 

ei is the ability of person ~· 

Given observed responses xij from N persons to~ items, item parameters may 

be estimated. The main problem arising in this endeavor is that except in the 
!-parameter model, the person parameters cannot be eliminated from the maximum 
likelihood estimation equations of the item parameters. In the presence of the 
so-called "nuisance" parameters, the standard results of maximum likelihood the
ory (e.g., consistency) do not apply. 

A Solution When Ability Is Known 

Estimation of item parameters would be straightforward if person ability 
values were known rather than implied by item responses. This is essentially 
the case that obtains in the bioassay setting, Where the researcher controls the 
level of treatment dosage to each experimental unit, observes the proportion of 
units exhibiting the targeted response at each dosage level, then estimates an 
hypothesized underlying logistic or normal response function. In anticipation 
of the EM solution for item parameters, likelihood equations are presented for a 
logit regression problem that parallels the psychometric problem. 

Suppose that, as in the bioassay setting, responses to each of n test items 
are observed from groups of persons at each of q specified points along the 
ability scale. Let Njk be the number of responses to item i from persons with 

ability Xk and let Rjk be the number of these responses that are correct. Un

der the usual assumption of local independence, the total likelihood of a col
lection of observations of this type is as follows: 

where 

P.k =G.+ (1-G.) ~(A.~ +C.) . 
J J J J-K J 

The likelihood equations for the item parameters are the' first derivatives of 
the log of Equation 2, equated to zero: 

[2] 

[3] 

[ 4] 



AJ.: 0 ; ~ (R.k - P .kN .k)lv.kX.k 
. k J J J J J 

G.: 0 
I J 

where 

with 

pjk (1-Pjk) 

P.k* =~(A.~ +C.) • 
J J k J 
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[5] 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 

If the vector of zeros that solves these equations is unique and if the matrix 
of second derivatives of the log of Equation 2 is positive definite when evalu
ated at these values, then these values are the maximum likelihood estimates of 
the item parameters. The second derivatives are 

c .• c .. : 
J J 

'C. ,A.: 
. J J 

2 
~ PJ~k(l-P~k)(G.R.k/P.k- N.k) k J J J J . J 

2 
A. ,G.:-~ P~k (1-P~k)R.kX.k/P 'k 
]J kJ J JJ J 

The solution of the likelihood equations may be accomplished by 
iterations, carried out item by item. The t + lth iteration is 

A t+l A t 
SDRV(C .C.) SDRV(A.C.) SDRV(C.G.) -1 FDRV(C.) c. cj J J J J J J J J 

A t+l A t 
- SDRV (C .A.) SDRV(A.A.) SDRV(A.G.) FDRV(A.) A. = A. 

J J J J J J J J J 
G.t+l . t 

SDRV(C.G.) SDRV(A.G.) SDRV(GjGj) FDRV(G.) G. 
J J J J J J J 

[9] 

[10] 

[11] 

[12] 

[ 13] 

[ 14] 

Newton-Raphson 

[ 15] 
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where all first and second derivatives are evaluated at the stage ~ estimates of 
the item parameters. 

An Earlier Approach to the Problem 

In the bioassay setting, where the criterion (dosage level) is known, the 
preceding solution is correct. One approach to the psychometric setting, where 
the criterion (ability) is not known, is to replace the unknown ability parame
ters with provisional estimates. This approach is employed by computer programs 
such as LOGOG (Kolakowski & Bock, 1973), LOGIST (Wood, Wingersky, & Lord, 1977), 
and BICAL (Wright & Mead, 1978). LOGOG, for example, employs for the 2-paramet
er model an algorithm similar to one outlined b~low: 

1. Use persons' logits of percent correct as provisional ability esti
mates. 

2. Standardize provisional ability estimates. 
3. On the basis of provisional ability estimates, form groups of persons 

with apparently similar abilities. 
4. Assuming all persons in a group have the same true ability--the mean of 

their provisional estimates--solve Equations 4 and 5 to estimate item 
parameters. 

5. Using provisional item parameter estimates, re-estimate person abili
ties. 

6. Return to Step 2. 
Cycles of this type were repeated until convergence was attained--which, it was 
learned, became less likely as the number of items and/or persons decreased. A 
major problem is the unreliability of the estimates of person ability when the 
number of items was small; in such cases, person ability estimates were a poor 
substitute for the true values. 

Key Elements of the Bock-Aitkin Approach 

An alternative does exist, however--an alternative that derives from long
standing procedures in the statistical literature in general and from an honora
ble tradition in psychometrics in particular (e.g., Kelley's paradox). The idea 
is this: Suppose that persons can be thought of as a random sample from a popu
lation in which ability is distributed in accordance with a distribution g(e). 
Although each person's response vector xi may not contain very much information 

about that person, it contains information about g. Taken together, the data of 
all persons may be sufficient to produce a fairly-good characterization of ~' 
which, in turn, may be used to condition and improve the inference about any 
individual person. 

Now if g is a smooth distribution with finite moments, it may be approxi
mated to any-desired degree of accuracy by a discrete distribution over a finite 
number of points, i.e., a histogram. Let Xk, fork= 1, ••• , q, be the points 

and let A(Xk) be the densities at those points. By Bayes theorem, the posterior 

density of e, given the response vector of person! is obtained as 

P(x.!e.=x_) A(x_) 
-1 1 -K -k 

~ P(x.!S.=X) A(X) 
-l l s s 

k= 1, .. ·. ,q . [16] 

s 
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Application to the estimation of item parameters is accomplished in the 
algorithm outlined below: 

1. Using provisional estimates of item parameters, compute via Equation 1 
the likelihood of each person's response pattern at each of the points, 
namely, P(x.\Xk). 

-~ 

2. Using given values (Bock & Aitkin, 1981) or provisional estimates (see 
below) of the densities A(Xk) at each of the points, compute via Equa-

tion 16 the posterior probability that the ability of person! is Xk. 

3. (E-Step) Pseudo-counts of numbers of items attempted and number of 
items correct are then obtained by effectively distributing the data 
from each person over the points in proportion to the likelihood of 
his/her being there as follows: 

Njk I: d .. P(~~~i) 
i ~J 

I: d .. 
P(~i~~) A(~) 

i ~J I: P (x .\X ) A(X ) 
-~ s s 

s 

and 

Rjk I: d .. X. • p(~l~i) 
i ~J ~J 

[17] 

I: d .. 
P(~i\~) A(~) 

x .. I: P(x.\X) A(X) ~J ~J 
[18] 

i -~ s s 
s 

where dij is 1 if person ! was presented item 1 and 0 if not. 

4. (M-step) The maximum likelihood equations for the item parameters, 
Equations 4 through 6, are then solved with respect to the pseudo
counts. 

5. Unless item parameters are unchanged from the previous cycle, return to 
Step 1. 

Bock and Aitkin (1981) showed that for given~· this procedure provides 
item parameter estimates that solve the marginal maximum likelihood equation 

P(data\item parameters) =IT P(x.) 
-~ 

i 

! IT P(~i\8) g(8) d8 
8 i 

[19] 

The problem with the "nuisance" ability parameters has been solved by inte
grating over their range, rather than by replacing them with estimates as in 
LOGOG or conditioning them away as is possible with the 1-parameter model only. 
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As a result, the unreliability in the ability estimate for a person has been 
ameliorated. Rather than basing the estimation of item parameters on a larger 
number of unreliable person ability estimates, they have been based on the much 
more stable estimates of population densities at various points along the abili
ty scale and expected proportions of correct response at those points. 

Extensions of the Bock-Aitkin Approach 

The basic approach to estimating item parameters outlined above was shown 
by Bock and Aitkin to be a maximum likelihood solution under the conditions of 
(1) the 1- and 2-parameter normal ogive model, (2) all persons being adminis
tered the same set of items, and (3) the weights A(Xk) remaining fixed through-

out the solution, i.e., persons were in effect assumed to be a random sample 
from a known distribution. (By comparing item parameter estimates obtained with 
different priors on ability, this latter assumption was shown to be relatively 
unimportant; the item parameters varied little in the examples shown.) Since the 
publication of the article, progress has continued in the investigation of this 
approach. A number of extensions have been incorporated into the BILOG program. 

Extension to the 3-parameter model. Along with the change to the logistic 
rather than to the normal ogive response curve, the.provision for obtaining item 
parameter estimates in the 3-parameter model has been included. It is known 
that item parameter estimation in this model has been problematic. Certain im
provement is achieved in the EM approach by the use of the estimation of provi
sional densities and probabilities at selected points rather than of person 
abilities, since proper estimates always exist for the former but not necessari
ly for the latter in the 3-parameter model. Difficulties remain, however, from 
another source: The matrix of second derivatives of the log likelihood function 
is often poorly conditioned in the 3-parameter model. The inversion of this 
matrix, required in the Newton-Raphson solution of Equations 4 through 6, can 
become unstable. This practical problem at least partly motivates the extension 
discussed immediately below. 

Prior distributions on item parameters. In order to provide for stable and 
"reasonable" item parameter estimates in the 3-parameter model and in all models 
for small samples of persons, provision has been made for the incorporation of 
prior distributions on item parameters. For lower asymptotes, beta priors are 
employed; for slopes, log-normal; for intercepts, normal. (Priors are rarely 
necessary for intercepts; provision is made to facilitate linking studies, since 
the prior distribution of a given parameter may be based on a previous estimate 
and its standard error). The program provides Bayes modal estimates rather than 
maximum likelihood estimates when priors are used. Uncorrelated priors are as
sumed, thereby effecting a modification of the first derivatives Equations 4 
through 6 by a so-called "penalty" function and the addition to the second 
double derivatives Equations 9, 12, and 14 of an augmenting term. The terms 
added to the diagonal of the matrix of second derivatives improve conditioning 
of this matrix. Solutions may be obtained from any data set with the imposition 
of sufficiently strong priors on the item parameters, though judicious and 
thoughtful choice of priors is recommended. 

Estimation of the latent distribution. The original Bock-Aitkin solution 
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assumes that persons are drawn from a specified distribution, normal or other
wise. The program now allows for the simultaneous estimation of the latent dis
tribution if the user prefers. This is accomplished by revising the weights 
A(Xk) at the beginning of each iteration as follows: 

1 
E 

N i 

p (t) (X I x.) 
k -I. 

P(~i~~) A(t)(Xk) 

E P(x.!X) A(t)(X) 
-I. s s 

s 

[20] 

The distribution is then restandardized to set the scale and location of the 
latent ability variable. Under this convention, a common slope parameter is 
estimated in the !-parameter model while the standard deviation of the latent 
distribution is fixed at one; this is equivalent to the more typical practice of 
fixing all slopes at one but not restricting the ability parameters. 

Different patterns of item attempts for different persons. As seen in 
Equations 17 and 18, there is no necessity of assuming that all persons are pre
sented the same items. This feature is of particular value in the assessment 
setting because item parameters may be estimated from data gathered in highly 
efficient multiple-matrix sampling designs where each person responds to only 
one to five items in a scale. Despite the sparsity of data for each person pro
scribing the estimation of his/her ability, it is no barrier to iteratively 
building up the estimates of population densities and item proportions correct 
at the points Xk. Persons with few responses are spread more broadly and per-

sons with more responses are spread less broadly, each in accordance with the 
information conveyed by his/her response pattern. 

Examples 

In order to illustrate the use of the BILOG program, runs for 1-, 2-, and 
3-parameter models are presented for two sets of data. First is a set of re
sponses from 1,000 persons to five items of the Law School Admissions Test 
(LSAT), a data set which has been analyzed in the past by Bock and Lieberman 
(1970), Bock and Aitkin (1981), Andersen (1973), Andersen and Madsen (1977), and 
Thissen (1982). These data have been found to be well fit by a !-parameter lo
gistic item response model and a normal distribution of ability. Second is a 
set of simulated data of 1,000 persons to 18 items. The known parameters of the 
items, which include lower asymptotes, may be compared with the estimated val
ues. 

Example 1 : LSAT 

The five items of the, LSAT analyzed by Bock and Lieberman in 1970 and oth
ers since were, on the whole, rather easy for the persons in the sample; about 
30% of the examinees answered all five items correctly. It has been found by 
Andersen (1973) that the data are well fit by a !-parameter logistic ogive model 
and an underlying normal distribution of ability. These data were subjected to 
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item analysis via the 1-, 2-, and 3-parameter logistic models with BILOG, all 
under the assumption of an underlying normal distribution. 

Table 1 presents the resulting item parameter estimates and, for the 1- and 
2-parameter solutions, a likelihood ratio test of fit against a general multi
nomial alternative (see Bock & Aitkin, 1981). A straight maximum likelihood 
solution could not be obtained for the 3-parameter model, so the solution shown 
incorporates weak prior distributions on both slopes and asymptotes. The slopes 
had log normal prior distributions with means of zero (i.e., slopes of one) and 
standard deviations of two (slope values corresponding to a range of two stan
dard deviations would be .018 and 54.598); asymptotes had a beta prior with pa
rameters 1.25 and 5.75 (roughly comparable to saying with the weight of five 
observations that the asymptotes were .OS). The formula for the likelihood ra
tio test was applied to the 3-parameter solution, but it must be noted that its 
distribution is not chi-square because the parameter estimates are modes of 
posteriors, not maximums of the likelihood function; its value, gauged in com
parison with the degrees of freedom appropriate to a true maximum likelihood 
solution for the 3-parameter model, may be considered a somewhat more conserva
tive index of fit. 

Table 1 
LSAT Item Parameter Estimates 

Model Chi-Square df Item Threshold Slope Asymptote 

1-P 9.90 19 1 -3.482 .788 .000 
2 -1.270 .788 .000 
3 -0.305 .788 .ooo 
4 -1.659 .788 .000 
5 -2.664 .788 .000 

2-P 7.74 12 1 -3.318 .836 .000 
2 -1.356 .731 .ooo 
3 -0.279 .891 .000 
4 -1.845 .697 .000 
5 -3.074 .669 .000 

3-P 9.27 7 1 -3.217 .831 .049 
2 -1.176 .752 .048 
3 -0.127 1.207 .029 
4 -1.704 .694 .048 
5 -3.114 .624 .050 

It is no surprise to see that the 1-parameter model fits the data well and 
that the 2-parameter model fits even better but not sufficiently better to 
justify the additional parameters estimated. As noted by Thissen (1982), the 
!-parameter solution agrees (after rescaling) with Andersen's conditional maxi
mum likelihood solution (Andersen, 1973). 

It is somewhat of a surprise to see that the 3-parameter solution appears 
to fit poorer than the 2-parameter solution, but this is because a maximum like
lihood solution was not attained; the resulting parameter estimates depend not 
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only on the data but on the priors. Bock and Lieberman (1970), estimating in
tercepts and slopes for different fixed values of asymptotes, found that asymp
totes of zero did indeed fit best. It may be seen from the estimates of asymp
totes that the only item which shows much difference from the prior is that of 
Item 3--the only item sufficiently difficult to provide much information about 
an asymptote. For this item, the information pushes the asymptote value down in 
the direction of zero. 

Example 2: Simulated Data 

Responses were generated from a random sample of 1,000 simulated examinees 
from a standard normal distribution to an 18-item test, in accordance with a 
3-parameter logistic ogive item response model. The generating item parameters 
are shown in Table 2. There are essentially two groups of nine items each. In 
the first group, all slopes are 2.0 and all lower asymptotes are .05; thresholds 
range from -2.0 to +2.0 in increments of .5. In the second group, all slopes 
are 2.0 and all asymptotes are .25; thresholds again range from -2.0 to +2.0 in 
increments of .5. The broad range of difficulty of the items is reflected in 
their resulting proportion-correct values, which ranged from .11 to .96 correct. 
Item-test biserials ranged from .4 to .8. 

Table 2 
Generating Values of Item Parameters 

_,..for Simulated Data Example 

Item Threshold Slope Asymptote 

1 -2.00 2.00 .05 
2 -1.50 2.00 .05 
3 -1.00 2.00 .05 
4 -0.50 2.00 .05 
5 0.00 2.00 .05 
6 0.50 2.00 .05 
7 1.00 2.00 .05 
8 1.50 2.00 .05 
9 2.00 2.00 .05 

10 -2.00 2.00 .25 
11 -1.50 2.00 .25 
12 -1.00 2.00 .25 
13 -0.50 2.00 .25 
14 0.00 2.00 .25 
15 0.50 2.00 .25 
16 1.00 2.00 .25 
17 1. 50 2.00 .25 
18 2.00 2.00 .25 

BILOG solutions for the 1-, 2-, and 3-parameter models are shown in Table 
3. The 1- and 2-parameter solutions are straight maximum likelihood solutions, 
with the normal distribution of persons assumed. The 3-parameter solution re
quired priors on all item parameters, the specification of which is described in 
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Table 3 
Item Parameter Estimates for Simulated Data 

for the 1-, 2-, and 3-Parameter Models 

Inter- Thresh- Dis per- Asymp- Chi-
Item cept SE Slope SE old SE sion SE tote SE Square df Prob 

!-Parameter Model 
]. -3.632 .141 1.197 .015 -3.035 .141 .836 .011 .o .o 7.7 9 .5640 
2 -3.324 .117 1.197 .015 -2.777 .117 .836 .011 .o .o 26.3 9 .0019 
3 -2.083 .089 1.197 .015 -1.741 .089 .836 .011 .o .o 29.3 9 .0006 
4 -1.415 .081 1.197 .015 -1.182 .082 .836 .011 .o .o 46.1 9 .0000 
5 -o. 384 .074 1.197 .015 0.320 .075 .836 .011 .o .o 20.3 9 .0161 
6 0.391 .078 1.1!17 .015 0.327 .079 .836 .011 .o .o 39.8 9 .0000 
7 1. 272 .084 1.197 .015 1.063 .085 .836 .011 .o .o 25.7 9 .0024 
8 1.885 .095 1.197 .015 1.575 .096 .836 .011 .o .o 8.5 9 .4840 
!I 2.196 .lOS 1.197 .015 1.835 .lOS .836 .011 .o .o 29.9 9 .0005 

10 -4.603 .170 1.197 .015 -3.847 .170 .836 .011 .o .o 30.0 9 .0005 
11 -2.867 .109 1.197 .015 -2.396 .110 .836 .011 .o .o 4.2 9 .8961 
12 -2.619 .100 1.197 .015 -2.188 .101 .836 .011 .o .o 23.9 9 .0046 
13 -1.616 .081 1.197 .015 -1.350 .082 .836 .011 .o .o 19.7 9 .0196 
14 -0.818 .072 1.197 .015 -0.684 .073 .836 .011 .o .o 20.7 9 .0142 
15 -o. 301 .070 1.197 .015 -o. 251 .070 .836 .011 .o .o 26.5 9 .0018 
16 0.275 .071 1.197 .015 0.230 .072 .836 .011 .o .o 28.6 9 .0008 
17 0.669 .071 1.197 .015 0.559 .072 .836 .011 .o .o 57.1 9 .oooo 
11! 0.837 .073 1.197 .015 0.700 .073 .836 .011 .o .o 56.8 9 .0000 
All Items 501.5 162 .oooo 
2-Parameter Model 

1 -3.587 .142 1.515 .116 -2.368 .149 .660 .050 .o .o 3.7 8 .8821 
2 -3.341 .121 2.008 .105 -1.664 .121 .498 .026 .o .o 8.5 8 .3370 
3 -1.982 .092 1. 922 .105 -1.032 .095 .520 .029 .o .o 13.5 8 .0958 
4 -1.332 .087 2.168 .122 -0.614 .089 .461 .026 .o .o 19.5 8 .0123 
5 -0.154 .075 1.490 .103 -0.104 .088 .672 .046 .o .o 5.6 8 .6933 
6 0.695 .01!1 1.747 .113 0.398 .088 .573 .037 .o .o 19.2 8 .0141 
7 1.522 .085 1.368 .092 1.113 .097 .732 .049 .o .o 22.7 8 .0038 
8 2.111 .096 1.190 .089 1. 774 .113 .840 .063 .o .o 14.6 8 .0673 
9 2.275 .103 0.735 .092 3.093 .199 .360 .170 .o .o 13.4 8 .0995 

10 -4.806 .175 2.235 .126 -2.149 .173 .447 .026 .o .o 12.3 8 .1356 
11 -2.657 .109 1. 318 .101 -2.016 .122 .758 .058 .o .o 4.5 8 .8095 
12 -2.487 .102 1.562 .098 -1.593 .108 .640 .040 .o ~0 15.2 8 .0543 
13 -1.418 .081 1. 333 .090 -1.150 .099 .811 .060 .o .o 12.0 8 .1510 
14 -0.625 .072 1.034 .085 -0.604 .106 .967 .080 .o .o 15.1 8 .0566 
15 -0.117 .068 .885 .079 -0.133 .122 1.130 .101 .o .o 10.9 8 .2067 
16 0.446 .070 .944 .081 0.473 .114 1.059 .091 .o .o 20.8 8 .0079 
17 0.761 .069 .SOl .071 1.521 .291 1.997 .283 .o .o 15.2 8 .0558 
18 0.918 .071 .466 .on 1.971 .338 2.148 .330 .o .o 12.6 8 .1250 
All Items 239.3 144 .0000 
3-Parameter Model 

1 -3.363 .367 1.328 .167 -2.532 .280 .753 .094 .053 .032 7.6 7 .3729 
2 -3.232 .407 1.956 .192 -1.652 .275 • 512 .050 .050 .030 6.8 7 .4545 
3 -1.804 .332 1.795 .138 -1.005 • 276 .557 .043 ,052 .030 6.7 7 .4642 
4 -1.131 .346 1. 936 .138 -0.584 .303 .517 .037 .035 .021 19.3 7 .0074 
5 -o.027 .348 1.463 .123 -o. 018 .338 .683 .057 .040 .023 5.1 7 .6537 
6 0.852 .454 1.803 .154 0.472 .450 .554 .047 .035 .016 9.3 7 .2278 
7 1.991 .551 1.832 .167 1. 087 .577 .546 .050 .038 .013 11.1 7 .1313 
8 2.588 .643 1.542 .183 1.679 .692 .649 .077 .030 .011 5.8 7 .5592 
9 3.089 .814 1.266 .215 2.439 .901 .790 .134 .039 .013 8.1 7 .3277 

10 -4.325 .481 1.858 .233 -2.327 .301 .538 .067 .052 .032 14.7 7 .0400 
11 -2.571 .308 1. 283 .135 -2.004 .249 .779 .082 .051 .031 2.2 7 .9443 
12 -2.217 .376 1.605 .157 -1.382 .316 .623 .061 .186 .051 7.0 7 .4317 
13 -1.101 .404 1.442 .145 -0.764 .390 .693 .070 .196 .052 18.3 7 .0110 
14 -0.125 .561 1.465 .183 -0.086 .573 .682 .086 .214 .048 14.1 7 .0484 
15 0.484 .545 1.432 .171 0.338 .565 .698 .083 .192 .037 6.7 7 .4570 
16 1.274 .613 1. 765 .188 0.722 .637 .567 .061 .156 .026 8.3 7 .3080 
17 1.670 .680 1.009 .180 1.654 .764 .990 .176 .164 .033 18.6 7 .0096 
11! 2.093 .792 1.193 .210 1.756 .877 .839 .148 .165 .027 11.2 7 .1277 
All Items 181.0 126 .0010 
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greater detail below. The indices of goodness of fit that accompany the esti
mates are not true likelihood chi-squares, but approximations based on combining 
persons into 10 homogeneous groups on the basis of their Bayes ability esti
mates. Counts of correct responses observed in each group were then compared 
with those expected under the assumption that all persons in a group have the 
same true ability. 

The !-parameter solution exhibits biases in both thresholds and slopes, as 
compared with the generating values. Although all items have the same generat
ing slope of 2.0, the common value estimated is only 1.2, due to the attenuation 
caused by the nonzero lower asymptotes. There is a tendency for difficult items 
to fit more poorly than easy items, and for items of the second group (with 
higher asymptotes) to fit more poorly than items of the first group (with lower 
asymptotes). 

The 2-parameter solution represents a marked improvement in fit. Many 
items, particularly easier items, are well explained by this solution. Serious 
biases are apparent, however, in the slope estimates. Again, because of the 
nonzero lower. asymptotes, slopes are consistently underestimated to a degree 
that increases with difficulty and with the values of the asymptote itself. 

The 3-parameter solution represents another, though less impressive, im
provement in fit; the solution required prior distributions on intercepts, 
slopes, and asymptotes. Normal priors with mean zero and standard deviation two 
were placed on all intercepts. It may be seen that the data effectively domi
nated the prior in this case, as considerable information about intercepts is 
present in the data. Log-normal priors with mean .588 and standard deviation 
.500 were placed on slopes; this corresponds roughly to a prior mean of 1.8 and 
a standard deviation of 1.0 for the slopes themselves, suggesting a prior belief 
that slopes would probably range between about .5 and 5.0. Beta priors with 
parameters (3.5, 47.5) were placed on asymptotes for the first 11 items and with 
parameters (11, 41) for the last 7 items; this corresponds to saying with the 
weight of 50 observations that the asymptotes were .05 for the first 11 items 
and .20 for the last 7. These values were obtained by inspecting plots of the 
residuals from the 2-parameter solution, as illustrated by Figure 1. 

Although the 3-parameter solution provides an adequate fit to the data, 
with a chi-square ratio less than one and a half, discrepancies remain between 
final parameter estimates and generating values. For the second group of items 
in particular, both thresholds and slopes tend to be too low. The apparent par
adox of adequate fit but imperfect recovery of item parameters is resolved at 
least partially by an examination of estimated and observed response curves. 
Figure 1 plots data for Item 16 under the 2-parameter solution; Figure 2 plots 
the data for the same item under the 3-parameter solution. Despite nontrivial 
differences in estimates of item parameters (.5 vs •• 7 for threshold, .9 vs. 1.8 
for slope, 0 vs •• 16 for asymptote), both curves are able to explain observed 
proportions of correct response in the region where the majority of persons are 
to be found. Despite the differences in their parameters, the 2- and 3-paramet
er curves are not very different with respect to the data at hand. 
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Figure 1 
Observed and Expected 2-Parameter Logistic Response Curve for Item 16 

(Smooth Line is Fitted Response Curve; "X" Represents Proportion Correct of a 
Group of Persons with Approximately Similar Abilities; Vertical Bars around 

Curve Represent Two Standard Errors around Expected Group Proportions Correct) 
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Figure 2 
Observed and Expected 3-Parameter Logistic Response Curve for Item 16 

(Smooth Line is Fitted Response Curve; "X" Represents Proportion Correct of a 
Group of Persons with Approximately Similar Abilities; Vertical Bars around 

Curve Represent Two Standard Errors around Expected Group Proportions Correct) 
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Discussion 

With the use of marginal maximum likelihood estimation procedures and prior 
distributions on item parameters, it is now possible to estimate item response 
curves under the 1-, 2-, and 3-parameter logistic models from even very sparse 
data sets. It will be noted that the emphasis here is on the estimation of re
sponse curves rather than on item parameters. Simulation studies suggest that 
the recovery of generating item parameters is problematic, even with large num
bers of items and persons, when the parameters of an item are not well identi
fied by the calibration sample. These circumstances seem to obtain quite fre
quently with the 3-parameter model and, occasionally, with the 2-parameter model 
when the calibration sample does not span a sufficiently broad range of ability. 
Item response curves are estimated that do, on the other hand, explain the data 
satisfactorily. 

The explanation of these findings is that for typical educational tests, 
data are well explained by a region of values in the parameter space. For an 
easy item, for example, data at hand may be well explained by either a 2- or a 
3-parameter ogive; curves of each type can be found that are virtually identical 
in the region of the ability scale where the calibration examinees are to be 
found. The use of weak prior distributions will function in this situation to 
keep the resulting parameter estimates "reasonable," or in line with the values 
that the substantive interpretations of the item parameters would suggest (e.g., 
item slopes ranging between, say, 0 and 4) and asymptotes ranging between, say, 
0 and .25). 

The practical implication of this result is that the substantive interpre
tation of item parameters in the 3-parameter model (and, to a lesser extent, the 
2-parameter model as well) may not always be justified. Maximum likelihood es
timates for a given item may differ substantially from another set of values 
that reproduce the calibration data nearly as well. Discussion of item charac
teristics could be couched in terms of the item information function instead, 
since all sets of item parameter estimates in the "solution space" will yield 
similar information functions in the region where the data lies. Characteris
tics such as the point of maximum information and the value of the information 
function at that point can be expected to be much more stable than the item pa
rameter estimates themselves. 

Fortunately, most applications of IRT depend on the shape and location of 
response curves rather than the parameter values, particularly when applications 
are foreseen for examinees who are typical of the calibration sample. The esti
mation of an individual's ability from a given response pattern would typically 
be similar if computed from any item parameter values that produce similar re
sponse cur.ves in the neighborhood of his/her ability. Discrepancies would be 
more likely for persons with abilities that are extreme. 

One application that demands special attention, however, is vertical equat
ing, or the linking of tests across broad ranges of ability--often across sever
al grades or age groups. One approach to the equating problem is to calibrate 
tests separately in the low and high ability groups, say, and then to attempt to 
find the linear transformation that produces the closest match of item parameter 
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estimates for those items that were administered to both groups. Now, a linking 
item will tend to be comparatively easy for the high ability group and compara
tively difficult for the low ability group. This means that the range of abili
ty for Which its response curve is well estimated in either group does not cover 
the region where the groups overlap, i.e., where the two estimated curves are 
supposed to be made to match. Poor linking may result as an artifact of the 
multicollinearity of item parameter estimates. The information needed for a 
proper link is found in not just the item parameter estimates and their standard 
errors, but in the matrix of correlations among the estimates as well. (This 
problem may be avoided by calibrating all items together with responses from all 
groups simultaneously, an option available in both BILOG and LOGIST.) 
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DISCUSSION 

CHARLES LEWIs 

UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN 

I have enjoyed very much hearing, reading, and thinking about the two pa
pers on estimation with the ffi1 algorithm by Tsutakawa and by Mislevy and Bock. 
This is not primarily because of the common EM theme--although the approach 
seems very promising in its application to IRT--but because a "random effects" 
model for latent ability is adopted in both papers. The idea that ability 
should be treated as a random variable is one of the foundation stones of clas
sical test theory but has been neglected in the development of modern IRT. (The 
writings of Bock and his colleagues form the most important exception to this 
generalization.) 

A probable cause for this state of affairs may be traced to the goal of 
some of the developers of IRT to obtain "person-free" .item measurement, that is, 
to be able to describe characteristics of items that are independent of the 
abilities of the persons answering the items. Adopting a particular family of 
distributions (such as the normal distribution) to describe populations of abil
ities may have been considered to be counterproductive to this goal. In fact, 
there is good evidence that recognition of abilities as random effects may, in 
many cases, substantially improve statistical inferences regarding both item 
characteristics and the abilities themselves, as well as characteristics of the 
population distribution of abilities. Moreover, the actual definitions of item 
parameters (and abilities) are made independently of an assumed ability popula
tion, so these parameters remain "person-free" (and, concomitantly,' the abili
ties remain "item-free"). 

Tsutakawa's paper--developing themes introduced by Rigdon and Tsutakawa 
(1981) and, of course, the basic EM theme of Dempster, Laird and Rubin (1977)-
considers primarily theoretical issues. Thus, he shows that if the general EM 
(GEM) algorithm converges, the resulting parameter estimates satisfy the origin
al likelihood equations. This is, of course, neither a guarantee of convergence 
of the algorithm nor a proof that the GEM estimates (given convergence) are max
imum likelihood estimates, and Tsutakawa explicitly acknowledges this. Nonethe
less, it is an important minimal condition for the procedure that is discussed. 

In the final section of his paper, Tsutakawa shows that for the Rasch model 
in its logistic form, with normally distributed ability, if the GEM converges to 
a finite solution, then the estimates so obtained will maximize the likelihood. 
What is not guaranteed in this case, contrary to the last sentence in the intro
ductory section, is the actual convergence of the GEM algorithm. Again, it is 
an important result as far as it goes, but the complete story has not yet been 
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told, even for this "simple" case. 

For the "fixed" abilities case of the Rasch model, Fischer (1981) has pro
vided necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of 
solutions to the likelihood equations for both the unconditional case (where 
abilities are explicitly estimated) and the conditional case (where abilities do 
not appear, due to conditioning on number-correct scores). Even in this paper, 
however, actual convergence of a particular algorithm for solving the likelihood 
equations is not proven. 

To illustrate the GEM procedure, Tsutakawa turns to the 2-parameter logis
tic model, with normally distributed abilities, and obtains equations parallel 
to, but much simpler than, the corresponding likelihood equations. For k items, 
the GEM algorithm leads to repeatedly solving k pairs of equations, each-with 
only two unknowns, whereas with the likelihood-equations, 2k equations in 2k 
unknowns must be solved at one time. 

One remaining difficulty with either approach is that, at each iteration, 
numerical integrations with respect to the posterior distribution of ability, 
given a person's responses, must apparently be carried out for each of the n 
persons whose responses are being analyzed. (See Tsutakawa's Equations 25,-26, 
28, and 29, where posterior expectations appear \rlthin summations with respect 
to the person index i.) I shall return to this point when comparing the algori
thms proposed in the-two papers. 

Turning now to the contribution of Mislevy and Bock, the themes they devel
op appear to arise primarily from Bock and Aitkin (1981). As suggested by its 
title, "Implementation of the E-M Algorithm in BILOG," Mislevy and Bock's work 
is more "practically" oriented than Tsutakawa's, which is to say that they have 
given no attention to conditions under which a maximum likelihood solution might 
be obtained by their algorithm. (In all fairness, it should be said that Bock 
and Aitkin had already considered this issue for a very similar model: the 
2-parameter normal ogive.) Instead, Mislevy and Bock are more explicit about how 
to solve their equations and how to carry out numerical integrations. They also 
deal with a more complex model than Tsutakawa's (the 3-parameter logistic), they 
explicitly include the possibility of analyzing incomplete response designs, and 
they allow more general classes of population ability distributions than the 
normal distribution, including general discrete distributions whose probability 
values are estimated simultaneously with the item parameters. 

In addition to these extensions, Mislevy and Bock discuss the possibility 
of using prior densities for item parameters and, after suitably modifying their 
algorithm, obtaining posterior modal Bayesian estimates of these parameters. 
Although they seem to view this option primarily as a means of alleviating pos
sible numerical problems in the estimation process, a potential user should 
realize that a fundamentally different philosophy of statistical inference has 
been adopted here than that on which maximum likelihood is based. It happens to 
be a philosophy which I find very appealing, and I hope this aspect of their 
work is further developed in the future. 

It is perhaps worthwhile noting here that there is nothing "Bayesian" (in 
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the sense of combining prior knowledge with data) about treating ability as a 
random variable. To the extent that the group of persons whose responses are 
analyzed may be regarded as a random sample from a fixed population, analyzing 
their abilities as random effects has a classical sampling theory justification. 
A complete Bayesian treatment of abilities would require the adoption of priors 
for the characteristics of the ability distribution. This approach has been 
developed for linear models by Lindley and Smith (1972), and for the Rasch item 
response model by Leonard (1972), by Jansen (1981), and by Swaminathan and 
Gifford (1982). 

As mentioned earlier in the discussion of Mislevy and Bock's paper, when 
working with a general discrete distribution for ability, estimates of the popu
lation probabilities associated with the possible discrete values are obtained, 
using Equation 20 iteratively. Although they do not say as much, it may be 
shown that the estimates obtained, together with the estimated item parameters 
(assuming that the combined algorithm converges), satisfy the likelihood equa
tions for both sets of parameters and thus, possibly are joint maximum likeli
hood estimators for the ability distribution and item parameters. 

A minor point regarding Mislevy and Bock's explanation of the use of Equa
tion 20 iteratively concerns restandardization. In the case of a discrete dis
tribution, standardizing implies changing, not the probabilities, but the set of 
possible ability values, to guarantee a mean of zero and standard deviation of 
unity. It should be emphasized that this is not necessary for identifying the 
item parameters, as would be the case, for example, in working with a normal 
distribution. Once the possible ability values have been specified, the origin 
and the unit of the ability scale are fixed as well, and there is no identifica
tion problem for the item parameters. Restandardization may, of course, be car
ried out, either at each iteration or after convergence has been obtained, but 
it should not be forgotten that the corresponding transformation must also be 
carried out on the item slopes and intercepts to guarantee that (in their nota
tion) the values of AjXk + Cj do not change. Otherwise, restandarization would 

destroy the (relative) optimality of the solution obtained before standardizing. 
Though Mislevy and Bock do not say as much, it must be assumed that they actual
ly carry out this compensating item parameter transformation at each iteration. 

Their paper concludes with the presentation of two sets of analyses--one of 
real data (five LSAT items) and the other of simulated data. Their discussion 
of these examples is thoughtful, though the results are, in two respects, less 
than what might have been hoped. First, the inability of either example to ob
tain maximum likelihood estimates for the 3-parameter model must be considered a 
disappointment. That Bayesian modal estimates can be found is scant comfort to 
those preferring the sampling theory approach to statistical inference. 

Second, the instability of parameter estimates across models in the first 
example (where all three models fit well), and the inaccuracy of the estimates 
for the 3-parameter model (on which the simulated data were based) in the second 
example, is a distressing phenomemon. Why, for instance, should the estimated 
slope for Item 3 in the first example (Table 1) be so much steeper in the 
3-parameter solution than in the 2-parameter solution? In the second example, 
why should all the estimated slopes for the 3-parameter solution (Table 3) be 
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below the theoretical values (Table 2)? Mislevy and Bock provide a partial an
swer by stressing (1) that the item response curves obtained from widely varying 
parameter values may be almost invariant and (2) that it is these curves that 
are of primary importance in most (though not all) applications of IRT. 

One minor frustration that I had with this section concerns the goodness
of-fit tests presented for the first example. Reference is made to Bock and 
Aitkin (1981) for an explanation of the test. Nothing, however, is said about 
the discrepancy (both in chi-square value and in degrees of freedom) between the 
test reported for the !-parameter model in Table 1 and what appears to be the 
same test of the same model for the same data given in Table 3 of Bock and 
Aitkin (1981, p. 455). No doubt there is a simple explanation (such as grouping 
of response patterns with small expected frequencies in one case but not in the 
other). It would just be nice to know what it is! 

Finally, I would like to make a comparison of the algorithms presented by 
Tsutakawa and by Mislevy and Bock. They appear to be two different generaliza
tions of the basic EM algorithm; and, indeed, Bock and Aitkin (1981, p. 448) 
claim that what they propose "is not the same as the general EM algorithm" 
(i.e., that discussed by Tsutakawa). In fact, the GEM can be used to generate 
the EM equations given by Bock and Aitkin (1981) and by Mislevy and Bock as spe
cial cases. I will sketch a proof of this result for the 3-parameter logistic 
model with a general discrete distribution of ability, no priors on the item 
parameters, and with a complete set of responses from all persons to all items. 
(This is the simplest situation discussed by Mislevy and Bock.) 

Based on the general item response model described by Tsutakawa in his 
third section (not the 2-parameter model discussed in the fourth section), the 
crucial function Q from his Equation 2 can be written (following his notation as 
closely as possible) as 

Q(§ 1 ,~ 1 ~~.~) = E{~~[Y1.J.log P:. + (1- y )log(l- P~.)) 
. l-J l] ij . l] 

Here, p!. is used to denote the probability of a positive response to an item 
l] 

fl) 

with parameters ~.~ for a person with ability ei. (This expression is analogous 

to Tsutakawa 1 s Equation 27 for the 2-parameter model.) 

Taking derivatives with respect to S
1 

and taking the expectation of the 
-J 

resulting sum term by term gives 

~ 
y _ 1 op

1 J ' iJ p iJ . iJ ~E ( ! (l- ! ) ) ( as 1 ) I r.. • ~; ~ 
l plJ plJ -J ]; 

This is essentially the form used by Tsutakawa to obtain Equations 28 and 29. 

Now suppose that the discrete values which ability may assume are 

[2] 
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e(k) , k = 1 (1) q [3] 

If the posterior probability that e. takes on the value 8 , given the response 
l (k) pattern y , is denoted by 

-i 

the value of p ~J when e i equals 8 ( k) by p C k )J and the notation 

W' - 1 
~ (k) J - ' (1 ' ) 

p(k)J -p(k)J 

3p' (k)J 

as' NJ 

is used, then the derivative in Equation 2 may be rewritten as 

Reversing the order of summation and letting (with notation analogous to that 
used by Mislevy and Bock in their Equations 17 and 18) 

and 

H(k)J 

gives 

From this expression, Mislevy and Bock's Equations 4, 5, and 6 are easily de
rived, assuming pCk)J is given by 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[ 7] 

[8] 

[9] 

[10] 

and 

[11] 

In a similar vein, Mislevy and Bock's Equation 20 may be obtained for the 
parameters of the ability distribution. Begin by defining 

\k) = Prob(ei = e(k) I 0) k = l(l)q [12] 
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Returning to the expression in (my) Equation 1 for the basic function Q, the 
second term may be rewritten as 

Using the Lagrange multiplier ~ to incorporate the side condition 

[13] 

[14] 

h ' I and setting the derivatives of the resulting expression wit respect to A(K)' 
equal to zero gives the equations 

1 

ACK) 
~ p ( 8 (K) I y . ' s , ~) 
)_ ~ 1 -

I 
Solving Equation 15 for .\ (K) gives 

L: p(e(K)I y. , §, ~) 
:>._' i -l 

(K) 
~ 

and summing over K reveals that 

~ = n 

~ = 0 [15] 

[16] 

[17] 

the total number of persons. Except for changes in notation, my Equation 16 is 
the same as Equation 20 of Mislevy and Bock. 

Thus, at least one special application of Bock and Aitkin's general ap
proach can be shown to be a special case of the GEM as well. For other cases, 
the proof would follow similar lines. Continuous ability distributions should 
be approximated by discrete ones, as Mislevy and Bock state just above their 
Equation 16. This enables avoiding the problem alluded to earlier in my discus
sion of Tsutakawa's results--that of having to carry out numerical integrations 
for each person. Instead, summations are carried out over persons first for 
each discrete ability value (see my Equations 7 and 8), followed by summation 
over the possible abilities (see my Equation 9). Without such a simplification, 
the practical applications of the GEH algorithm would be limited to relatively 
small samples of persons. · 

These two papers complement each other very well and together bring our 
understanding of how to work with abilities as random effects in IRT a consider
able step further. 
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A STATISTICAL PROCEDURE FOR 

AssESSING TEST DIMENSIONALITY 

WILLIAM STOUT 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

An important statistical problem in psychological test theory is the devel
opment of a sound method for determining whether a test which purports to mea
sure the level of a certain ability is, in reality, significantly contaminated 
by the varying levels of one or more other abilities displayed by persons taking 
the test. For example, is a test of mathematical ability contaminated by vary
ing levels of verbal ability displayed by persons taking the test or is a test 
of reading ability contaminated by varying levels of familiarity with middle
class American culture displayed by persons taking the test? Because of the 
large number of private and governmental organizations routinely using tests to 
screen people for the levels of various abilities, this problem of assessing the 
dimensionality of a test is of great importance. 

The solution will be useful in settings other than psychological testing, 
since the problem is one of general interest and should, hence, be an important 
addition to the statistical methodology literature. Thus, it seems appropriate 
now to give a careful abstract statement of the problem, independent of its psy
chometric context. 

Consider sampling units from a population and applying several treatments 
to each sampled unit. Suppose that the outcome of each unit-treatment combina
tion is either success or failure. Suppose that associated with each unit is a 
parameter, ~ (the ability parameter), which determines the likelihood of each 
treatment being successful for that unit. Assume that the dimensionality of ~ 
is unknown (the precise mathematical definition of the dimensionality of ~ will 
be given below). Thus, for each unit, dichotomous random variables {Ui} are 

observed, where i is the treatment index. Let "treatment characteristic 
curves" {P.(•)} be defined by 

~ 

P.(S) = P[U. =lie= 8] 1- P[U. =Ole= 8] [1] 
~- ~ - - ~ - -

the probability of treatment i being successful, given that the sampled unit has 
ability e. It is assumed that the process of random sampling units induces a 
probability distribution on the population of units with associated random vari
able e. 

Purpose 

Described in this paper is an approach to the problem of finding a theoret-
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ically sound and useful procedure for making inferences about the dimensionality 
of ~. that is, more precisely, the dimensionality of the distribution of ~· In 
order that this problem be well formulated mathematically, the dimensionality of 
~needs to be defined precisely. The definition (Levine, 1981) that is used 
depends on the asymptotic behavior of "formula sequences." To define a linear 
formula sequence, a linear formula score must first be defined. 

Definition of a Linear Formula Score 

Given the outcomes (U 1, u2, ... ' U ) of n treatments resulting from a sam-
n -

pled unit, a linear formula score is a score of the form 

a. 
n 

n 
L: 

i=l 

provided that 

(n) 
a. .::._ 0, 

1 

n 
L: 

i=l 

(n) 
a. 1 . 

1 

Then, a formula sequence is a sequence of linear formula scores (a.
1

,a.
2 

, ••• , 
a.n, ••• )such that, referring to Equation 2, 

(n) 
a. 

1 

(n+l) _ (n+l) (n) 
a., - a. a., 

1 1 1 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

for all i' < n, i < n, and n > 1. The content of Equation 4 is that the contri
bution of a-treatment, say, i~ relative to another treatment, say, i', is the 
same for all linear formu~a scores a.n for Which n ~ i, n ~ i'. The-prototype of 

a linear formula score and a formula sequence is the proportion-correct 

and 

n 
L: 

i=l 
U./n 

1 

n 
{U

1
,(u

1 
+ u

2
)/2, •.• , L: 

i=l 
U ./n, ... } 

1 

respectively. Levine's (1981) definition can now be stated (below, Var [X)YJ 
denotes the variance of X, given Y): 

A sequence of dichotomous random variables {U1 , u2 , ••• , 

un, ••• } is~ dimensional if there exist d formula se

quences {h{n)}, {hin)}, ••• , {hJn)} such ~hat for every 

formula sequence {h(n)}, 

[5] 

[6] 
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Var [h(n)lh(n) h(n)] 0 1 ' .•• , d -+ [7] 

as n ~ co; and, moreover, no smaller d works. 

Note that it is the set of observables {U1 , u2 , ••• , Un, ••• }that is~ 

dimensional. The ability ~ is not observable and is known only by inference. 
Nonetheless, let it be said that 0 is d dimensional, meaning that a d-dimen
sional random vector 8 and treatment characteristic curves {P.(·)} (the condi-

- 1 

tional distributions of the Ui's given§) can be constructed to specify the 

joint probability law of the d-dimensional Ui's. 

Assessment of Test Dimensionality 

As stated above, the dimensionality problem is of particular importance in 
the field of psychological testing. In this case, the units are persons.and the 
treatments are test items. The function Pi(•) is called the item characteristic 

curve for the ith item. The administration of a psychological test is modeled 
as a two-stage-experiment, the first stage yielding J randomly sampled persons 
and the second stage consisting of the administration of I fixed test items (the 
test) to each sampled person. In this manner, dichotomous random variables 
{Uij}; i = 1, 2, ••• , I; j = 1, 2, ••• , J are generated. The basic statistical 

assumptions made are as follows: 

1. Experimental independence of persons. The appr.opriate assumptions 
are made concerning the joint distribution of the {uij} that corre-

spond to the psychometric assumption that persons are randomly sam
pled from a very large population and that sampled persons respond 
to items independently of one another. 

2. Local independence of items. The appropriate probabilistic assump
tions are made concerning the joint distribution of the {Uij} and§ 

that correspond to the psychometric assumption that for each person, 
his or her responses to different items are independent. 

Consider again the example of the introductory paragraph, that of a "mathe
matics" test. It might be that while 8 is assumed to be a one-dimensional ran
dom variable measuring mathematical ability, in reality e is two dimensional 
with the first dimension being mathematical ability and the second dimension 
being verbal ability. In the case of psychological testing, the most important 
statistical problem concerning dimensionality is to test H : d = 1 vs. A : d > 
1. Recently, this author has constructed a statistic to test this hypothesis 
and to be further used as an index that estimates the amount of regularity in 
the data attributable to the multidimensionality of e. 

Illustration 

It is rather easy to imagine applications in other fields. As an illustra
tion, suppose that medical subjects (the units) undergo allergy sensitivity 
tests to various environmental substances (each such test is a treatment). Sup
pose that the result of each test is scored 1 or 0, depending on whether an al-
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lergic reaction is observed or not. Let different values of the parameter 8 be 
assigned to subjects according to each subject's sensitivity. Then, inferences 
about the dimensionality of 8 become meaningful in attempting to develop a clas
sification scheme for allergies. 

Description of the Statistic 

A description of the constructed statistic can now be given. In doing so, 
the psychological testing language of items, persons, and so forth, will be 
used. 

1. The test being administered is split into two subtests of lengths M 
and n, respectively. Here, n should be considered as large and M as 
possibly not large. Let fn denote the proportion correct on the 

second subtest of items M + 1, M + 2, ••• , M + n. 
2. [0,1) is partitioned into intervals 

U A (k) = [0 1) 
n ' k 

such that 

For example, let 

k % 1, 2, ... , [n ] 

where [x] denotes the integer~ such that m~ x. 

[8] 

[9] 

[ 10] 

3. Persons are now grouped into categories according to the following 
rule: Assign a person to category (k,n) if for that person 

f E A (k) 
n n 

k = 1,2, ... , K 
n 

[11] 

(Here, Kn denotes the number of categories.) Thus, persons are as

signed to the same category if they all get about the same propor
tion correct. This categorization of persons is the only use made 

of the second subtest. Let J(k) denote the number of persons in 
n category (k,n). 

4. To construct the test statistic, take the ratio of two variance es
timators, the denominator estimating a variance that is uninfluenced 
by the "amount" of multidimensionality present and the numerator 
estimating a variance that is inflated by the amount of multidimen
sionality present. The variance estimators are each based upon the 
first subtest, i.e., on Items 1, 2, ••• , M. 

5. Now, fix (k,n). That is, look at the persons in cell k of the 
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~th partition {A~l), A~2 ), (K ) 
••• ,Ann}, Kn denoting the number of 

partition cells. 
6. The denominator can now be constructed. Consider item m (of the 

first subtest, hence, 1 < m < M. Let 

7. 

8. 

J(k) 
n 
L: 

j=l 
u .;/k) 
m] n , [12] 

where Umj indicates that correctness of the response of the ith per

son of eell k to item a. Let 

M 
L: p(k)(l 

m 
p(k))/M2 

m [13] 

the denominator estimator of variance. Note that persons have been 

summed over first, forming p(k) and then items, forming crP2k. 
(k) m --

For the numerator, let gj be the proportion correct for person j 

on the first subtest, i.e., 

(k) M 

gj L: U ./M • 
m=l mJ 

Let 

J(k) 

-(k) n 
~k) /J(k) g = L: gJ n 

j=l 

and 

/k) 
2 

~2 
n 

( (k) - -g(k) ) ;/k) 0' = L: 
gk j=l 

gj n 

the numerator estimator of variance. 

med over first, forming g~k) and then 
J 

For the estimator let 

[14] 

[15] 

[16] 

Note that items have been sum
~z persons, forming crgk" 

[17] 
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Thus, for each cell k, a statistic Fk is obtained. The {Fk} are 
independent random v;riables. 

The Asymptotic Distribution of {Fk} 

In order to use the {Fk} to make inferences about dimensionality, their 

asymptotic distribution is needed. To this end, the author has shown that for 
any K cells indexed by 1, 2, ••• , K there exists ck > 0 such that 

E k K K F -1; 
k=l ~ {rZ [18] 

is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance one [notationally N(0,1)] 
when d = 1 and, moreover, estimators ck of ck exist such that 

[19] 

is asymptotically N(0,1) when d = 1. Further, it has been shown that there ex
ists a number C > 0 and numbers AM,k l CM such that Fk ~ AM,k in probability for 

k = 1, 2, ••• , K when d > 1. Hence, there exists a valid large sample level a 
procedure for testing H : d = 1 vs. A : d ) 1. 

It also follows that this procedure (even in the extreme case of K = 1) for an 
appropriate choice of M has asymptotic power one for any fixed alternative, 
i.e.; any distribution of~ for which d) 1. The procedure is to reject H if 

E .J;._ ..Jj{ > Z , 
K F -1; 

k=l ck a 

where Z is the 100 (1 -a) percentile of a standard normal distribution. 
a 

Discussion 

[20] 

There remain several important theoretical and practical questions that 
should be investigated. First, there are clearly several plausible ways of com
bining the Fk's into a single test statistic and of obtaining the asymptotic 

distribution of this test statistic. Three such possibilities are 

1. 

as was shown above; 
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where I[A] denotes the indicator of the event A; and 
3. A chi-square like statistic [Lk(Ok- Fk) 2/Ek] based upon the number 

of k's such that 

Fk-1 
-A-> z 

ck a 

The author plans to investigate the asymptotic distributions of the second and 
third of these statistics as well. 

Second, it is essential to carry out some carefully designed monte carlo 
studies to see for what range of test lengths and sample sizes of examinees the 
actual distribution of the Fk's is well approximated by the asymptotic distribu-

tion of the Fk's. This is essential because asymptotic distribution theory can

not by itself guarantee the accuracy of the approximation that it suggests. 

Third, the meaningful and practical question is not whether d = 1 but, 
rather, whether taking d = 1 accounts for most of the explainable regularity in 
the data. Thus, what is called for is a reformulation of the'hypothesis that 
d = 1 and possibly an estimation approach in order to estimate how much of the 
explainable regularity is accounted for by taking d = 1. This important practi
cal concern needs to be dealt with by some combination of a theoretical analysis 
and a monte carlo study. 

Fourth, some combination of a theoretical analysis and a monte carlo study 
is also needed so that some quantitative information is available about the 
power of the tests constructed from the Fk's. 

Fifth, the "regularity" conditions that were needed on the rate of growth 

of the {J(k)} (numbers of persons per cell) as n ~oo in order to establish the 
n 

asymptotic normality of the Fk's--and, hence, the asymptotic distribution of the 

statistics described above--can undoubtedly be improved upon. This would fur
ther strengthen the case for using the Fkis in actual testing situations. More-

over, it is quite possible that the methods of proof used or the results ob
tained when abstracted from the present situation involving the Fk's may add to 
the general body of knowledge in mathematical statistics. 

Sixth, the procedures that are obtained from carrying out the above should 
be pilot tested on actual tests and populations. 

Seventh, a thorough comparison between these procedures based on the Fk's 

and on any other approaches (such as factor analytic) in the literature must be 
made. 
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Finally, procedures should also be developed for testing H : d = k vs. A : 
d > k for fixed k > 2. Although the derivation of the distribution of the Fk's 

under the assumption d = 1 was surprisingly delicate, it seems clear that an 
analogous procedure for this hypothesis testing situation can be found and its 
properties studied. 

The author plans to investigate these questions with the goal of producing 
a theoretically sound and practically important statistical approach to the 
problem of making inferences about the underlying dimensionality. 
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Lord and Novick (1968) have stated, "it can be taken for granted that every 
[item response theory] model is false and that we can prove it so, if only we 
collect a sufficiently large sample of data" (p. 383). One way in which cur
rently available item response theories are surely incorrect is in their assump
tion of a unidimensional latent trait space. This assumption, which implies 
local independence of item scores, is an essential part of the theory underlying 
most currently available parameter estimation procedures. 

The implications of violations of the unidimensionality assumption for 
testing practitioners and substantive researchers require careful examination. 
The present research examines the effects of a multidimensional latent trait 
space on estimation of item and person parameters by the widely used computer 
program LOGIST (Wood & Lord, 1976; Wood, Wingersky, & Lord, 1976). LOGIST uses 
the method of maximum likelihood and a number of ad hoc techniques to estimate 
item and person parameters of the 1-, 2-, or 3-parameter logistic models. The 
assumption of unidimensionality is used in the derivation of the likelihood 
function maximized by LOGIST (see Lord, 1980, p. 19). Consequently, estimates 
computed by LOGIST have a theoretical justification only in the case of a unidi
mensional latent trait space. 

From a practicaLperspective it is important to know the extent to which 
LOGIST's parameter estimates are robust to violations of unidimensionality. In 
particular, when is an item pool "sufficiently unidimensional" for parameter 
estimates to be useful to testing practitioners and substantive researchers? 

The formalization of the notion of "sufficiently unidimensional" used in 
the present research was based on three examples: 

1. A test of verbal ability that has subsections composed of antonyms, 
analogies, and paragraph comprehension questions; 

2. A test of algebra achievement that asks questions based on each of sev
eral parts of a high school algebra course; and 

3. An instrument measuring overall job satisfaction thatasks questions 
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about workers' affective responses to a number of job characteristics 
including their supervision, pay, and coworkers. 

In each of these examples, interest is centered upon a single latent trait that 
underlies responses to all items in the item pool. However, it is clear that 
none of the three instruments is truly unidimensional. In particular, clusters 
of items are likely to be more highly related than expected on the basis of a 
single latent trait. An item pool is defined to be "sufficiently unidimension
al" to allow application of an item response theory (IRT) model and estimation 
procedure if the estimation procedure recovers the g~neral latent trait underly
ing responses to all items in the item pool. 

Previous research studying the accuracy of LOGIST has generally used simu
lated item responses that meet the assumptions (including unidimensionality) of 
the model fitted to the data. Under these conditions, Lord (1975), Swaminathan 
and Gifford (1979), Hulin, Lissak, and Drasgow (1982) and others have found that 
LOGIST provides effective parameter estimation when sample size (N) and test 
length (n) are sufficiently large. Provided that the assumptions are satisfied, 
N > 1000 and n > 50 appear to be adequate for the 3-patameter logistic model. 
Minimum requirements for the 2-parameter logistic model are less restrictive. 

Reckase (1979) conducted one of the few studies that examined the effec
tiveness of LOGIST (or any estimation technique) when the unidimensionality as
sumption is violated. He generated a data set with an underlying dominant la
tent trait that was related to all items, as well as weaker latent traits that 
affected clusters of items. LOGIST was found to be robust to these minor viola
tions of the unidimensionality assumption in the sense that the dominant latent 
trait was well recovered. Reckase also simulated a test composed of items that 
were factorially pure measures of two statistically independent latent traits. 
Here LOGIST was drawn to one of the two latent traits: LOGIST's ability esti
mates were highly correlated (r = .93) with estimated factor scores on one fac
tor and nearly uncorrelated (r = .29) with estimated factor scores on the other 
factor. In addition, LOGIST's estimates of the item discrimination parameter 
were generally greater than 1.70 for items related to the former tr~it and less 
than .15 for items related to the latter trait. 

It is useful to think of the prepotency of a general latent trait as vary
ing along a continuum. At one extreme the latent space is truly unidimensional. 
Reckase's case of a dominant general trait corresponds to:a small move along the 
prepotency continuum away from unidimensionality. Note·that this simulated item 
pool was sufficiently unidimensional for LOGIST to recover the general trait. 
Reckase's hypothetical item pool composed of factorially pure items measuring 
two independent traits lies at the other extreme of the continuum. Here there 
was no general factor, which is equivalent to a general factor with zero prepo
tency. It is obviously impossible for LOGIST (or any estimation technique) to 
recover a general trait at this end of. the prepotency continuum. 

In the present research, several item pools were simulated that ranged from 
truly unidimensional to an inconsequential general latent trait. Item pools 
with intermediate levels of prepotency of the general latent trait were also 
constructed. These item pools were used to determine the degree of prepotency 
that is required by LOGIST in order to recover the general latent trait and not 
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be drawn to a latent trait underlying a cluster of items. 

Method 

Simulation Model and Parameters 

The simulation model used in the present research consisted of the follow
ing components. First, correlated common factors were simulated using the hier
archical factor analysis model proposed by Schmid and Leiman (1957). A single 
second-order general factor controlled the correlations of the first-order com
mon factors. Latent item propensity scores were generated for n hypothetical 
items using the underlying factors. Finally, dichotomous item scores were 
created by determining whether item propensity scores were above or below their 
respective threshold values. 

The factor model. The common factor model can be written 

~ = ~¥ + Be [1] 

where 
~ is a vector containing the ~ observed variables xi 

(here, however, "observed" variables were not observed but, 
instead, were considered as item propensity variables that 
underlie observed item responses); 

A is the n x k matrix of loadings on the k common factors; 
y is a vector containing the ~ common factors yi; 

B is an n x n diagonal matrix with loadings on unique factors along 
its diagonal; and 

e is a vector containing then unique variables e .• 
- 1 

The unique variables are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated and uncorrelated 
with the common factors. Let aij denote the loadings of the ~th item propensity 

variable on the lth factor and let si denote the single loading of the ~th item 

propensity variable on the ith unique variable. The item propensity variables, 
common factors, and unique factors were all scaled to have mean zero and unit 
variance. 

The factor loading matrix A used in the present research is shown in Table 
1. Note that each of the 50 item propensity variables loads on a single common 
factor and that there are five common factors. The first common factor is re
lated to 15 item propensity variables, the second is related to 5 item propensi
ty variables, and the rest are related to 10 item propensity variables. Since 
the magnitudes of the factor loadings are comparable across all five common fac
tors, it is apparent that the first common factor is the most influential in 
this particular item pool. 

The simple pattern of factor loadings in Table 1 was selected for several 
interrelated reasons. First, simple structure (Thurstone, 1947, chap. 14) is a 
convenient means for specifying a frame of reference in the factor space that 
eliminates the rotational indeterminacy of factors. Moreover, rotations to ap
proximate simple structure seem possible for each of the three examples de-
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Table 1 
Factor Loading Matrix A and Item Threshold Values (Y) 

Item 
Propensity Common Factor 
Variable ~1--~2--~3~~4---=s 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

.4 

.s 

.6 

.7 

.8 

.4 

.s 

.6 

.7 

.8 

.4 

.s 

.6 

.7 

.8 
.4 
.s 
.6 
.7 
.8 

.4 

.s 

.6 

.7 

.8 

y 

.85 
-.53 
-.85 
-.26 

.26 
-1.30 

.53 
-.85 
.oo 

1. 30 
1. 30 

-1.30 
.53 

-.53 
.oo 

-.85 
-1.30 

.85 

.oo 
-.26 

-1.30 
-1.30 

.53 

.85 

.oo 

Item 
Propensity -=-...:C...:o..:,mm~o_n-=-F..:.a...:c--:t_o_r--=
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 y 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 

.4 -.53 
• 5 1. 30 
.6 -.85 
• 7 -. 26 
• 8 • 26 

.4 -1.30 
• 5 .oo 
.6 .85 
.7 .53 
.8 -1.30 
.4 -.85 
• 5 • 26 
.6 -.26 
.7 -.53 
.8 1.30 

.4 .53 

.s 1.30 

.6 -1.30 

.7 -1.30 

.8 -.26 

.4 -.53 
• 5 • 85 
.6 .26 
.7 -.85 
.8 .oo 

Note. Only nonzero factor loadings are shown; zero loadings have been 
left as blanks. 

scribed previously. With actual data from ability tests, achievement tests, and 
attitude assessments, it is usually necessary for the common factors to be cor
related in order to rotate to simple structure. Let ~ denote the matrix of cor
relations of first-order common factors after rotation to oblique simple struc
ture. 

A fundamental assumption of the simulation model is that a single second
order general factor accounts for the first-order common factor correlations in 
~. The substantive motivation for this assumption can be seen by again consid
ering the examples previously mentioned. For each of the three instruments, all 
items should be affected by a general latent trait: general verbal ability, 
general algebra achievement, and overall job satisfaction, respectively. The 
way in which the IRT unidimensionality assumption is violated is by clusters of 
items with larger within-cluster correlations than would be expected on the ba
sis of a single first-order common factor. To account for these within-cluster 
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correlations, it is usually necessary to extract several first-order common fac
tors. Rotation to approximate simple structure might yield a factor loading 
matrix analogous to the idealized ~ matrix in Table 1 and a factor correlation 
matrix ~ with large factor intercorrelations. If ~ were then factor analyzed, a 
single general factor (i.e., a second-order common-factor) would emerge. This 
would result because all items are affected by a single general latent trait. 

Schmid and Leiman (1957) proposed a convenient model for the factor analy
sis of correlated common factors. A special case of this general model was used 
in the present research. Here, common factors ¥ are represented by 

fz + Dv [2] 

where 
f is the k element vector containing loadings of the first-order com

mon factors on the single general factor ~· 
D is a k x k diagonal matrix containing loadings of the first-order 

common factors on the k second-order group factors 
(i.e.; second-order specific factors; and 

vis a vector containing the k group factors. 
The group factors are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated and uncorrelated with 
z. Again, all factors are scaled to have unit variance. 

The second-order general factor ~ can be interpreted as the general latent 
trait underlying responses to all items in the item pool. The elements vi of ~ 

correspond to additional latent variables, uncorrelated with z, that cause clus
ters of items to be more highly related than would be expected on the basis of a 
unidimensional latent trait. For example, if z were general verbal ability, 
then vj might represent an individual's ability to solve, say, analogies, after 

controlling for general verbal ability. 

The elements fJ. of f and diagonal elements 6. of D control the relative 
J -

importance of the general and group factors. The combinations of f and p used 
in the present research are shown in Table 2. The first combination shown in 
Table 2, labeled Latent Structure 1, has five common factors that are perfectly 
correlated; the latent trait space is therefore truly unidimensional. Results 
for this latent structure were used as baseline values; it is unlikely that ac
tual data sets would ever be truly unidimensional. The prepotency of the gener
al factor gradually decreases across the remaining four combinations. Latent 
Structure 2 was designed to simulate the test of verbal ability described previ
ously. The oblique common factors, which might correspond to factors associated 
with the various item types, have intercorrelations that range from .68 to .90. 
Analytic rotation methods designed to rotate to oblique simple structure would 
be likely to encounter difficulties in recovering such highly correlated fac
tors. Moderately heterogeneous achievement tests and attitude assessment in
struments are simulated by the third latent structure. Here intercorrelations 
of the oblique common factors range from .46 to .60. Latent Structure 4 was 
designed to simulate broad range achievement tests and attitude assessment in
struments. The oblique common factors from this latent structure have intercor
relations that range from .25 to .39. Finally, the general factor from Latent 
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5 is very weak, perhaps corresponding to "method variance, .. rather 
psychologically meaningful trait. 

Table 2 
Loadings of Common Factors on General and Group Factors 

Latent Structure 
Common 1 2 3 4 5 
Factor fj oj fj 0. 

J fj oj fj oj fj oj 

1 1. 00 .00 .95 .31 .70 .71 .65 .76 • 40 .92 
2 1.00 .oo .90 .44 .65 .76 .55 .84 .35 .94 
3 1.00 .00 • 85 .53 .70 .71 • 60 .80 • 10 .99 
4 1.00 .oo • 80 .60 .80 .60 .45 .89 .20 .98 
5 1.00 .00 • 95 .61 .75 .66 .55 • 84 • 25 • 97 

Note. Correlations between common factors ranged from .68 to 
.90 for Latent Structure 2, from .46 to .60 for Latent 
Structure 3, from .25 to .39 for Latent Structure 4, 
and from .02 to .14 for Latent Structure 5. 

Response generation. The item propensity variables xi in Equation 1 can be 

obtained directly from the second-order general and group factors and first
order unique factors by 

X = A [f , ~] m + Be 

[~ ~] m + Be [3] 

where g = Af is the n element vector containing loadings of item propensity 
variables on the general factor and s = AD is the n X k matrix containing load
ings of item propensity variables on~the-group factors. When~ has a simple 
pattern of loadings as in Table 1, the ith diagonal element of ~ can be computed 
by 

~1 - z:. 
J 

2 
a .. 

1J 
[4) 

In the present research Equation 3 was used to generate the item propensity 
variables and A, f, and D, from Tables 1 and 2 were used to compute g and s. 
Note that the fir;t group factor v1 is related to 15 item propensity~variables, 
v 2 is related to 5 item propensity variables, and v 3 , v 4 , and v 5 are each relat
ed to 10 item propensity variables. The group factor~· the vi, and the ei were 

all generated as independent normal (0,1) variables by the IMSL (1975) subrou
tine GGNPM. 
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Item responses u. were simulated by dichotomizing the item propensity vari-
ables: ~ 

u = { 1 if xi > Y i 
i 

Oifx.<y. [5] 
l l 

The threshold values yi are presented in Table 1. These values were sampled 

from a uniform distribution on approximately the nine decile points of the nor
mal distribution. 

Data Sets 

Samples of N = 1,000 simulated examinees were created using Equations 3 and 
5 for each of the five latent structures in Table 2. These samples are labeled 
Data Sets 1 through 5, respectively. Note that item responses were generated by 
a process that is exactly equivalent to the 2-parameter normal ogive model (Lord 
& Novick, 1968, chap. 16) when the truly unidimensional Latent Structure 1 is 
used in Equation 3, i.e., in Data Set 1. 

Guessing can be simulated by first generating item responses by Equations 3 
and 5 and then, if ui = 0, by res~oring ui to be correct witt probability ci. 

Item responses with guessing for samples of N = 1,500 were generated using each 
of the five latent structures in Table 2, with ci = .15 for even-numbered items 

and ci = .20 for odd-numbered items. These samples are labeled Data Sets 6 

through 10. 

Criteria for Evaluation of Parameter Estimates 

Item parameters. Lord and Novick (1968, p. 375) derived two important re
lations between the 2-parameter normal ogive model and the factor analysis mod
el. For Data Set 1 the methods used in the present simulation corresponded ex
actly to the assumptions made by Lord and Novick. Using these assumptions Lord 
and Novick showed that 

a. 
l ~1 

[6] 

where ai is the item discrimination parameter for item !• and gi is the loading 

of the ith item propensity variable xi on the general factor. They also proved 

that the item difficulty parameter b. is 
l 

yi 
b.=- [7] 

l gi 

Note that Equation 7 implies that bi is undefined when g. is zero. 
l 
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For the multidimensional Data Sets 2 through 5, Equation 6 can be applied 
to the loading gi on the general factor. An equation analogous to Equation 6 

can also be defined as 

s .. 
a .. 

l] [8] 
l] 

~1 2 
- s .. 

l] 

where sij is the loading of the ith item propensity variable xi on the jth group 

factor v. in Equation 3. 
J 

It appears reasonable to conclude that LOGIST is robust to violations of 
unidimensionality to the extent that the elements of ~· after transformation by 
Equations 6 and 7, are related to estimates of a and band that the elements of 
S, after transformation by Equation 8, are not related to estimates of a. The 
measures of association used in the present research were root mean squared dif
ferences (RMSDs) 

~~~ 
n 2 

RMSD for a l: (~. - a.) 
i=l 

l l 
[9] 

1 
n - 2 

RMSD for a. l: <a. - a .. ) 
-J n i=l 

l l] 
[10] 

and 

~~ 
n 

b. )2 RMSD for b l: (b. -
i=l 

l l 
[11] 

where ai and bi are estimates of ai and bi, respectively, obtained from LOGIST. 

Equations 6 and 7 can also be used when there is guessing. Thus, the RMSDs in 
Equations 9 through 11 can be computed, and the RMSDs for Data Sets 1 and 6 can 
be used as baseline values for interpreting RMSDs for Data Sets 2 through 5 and 
7 through 10. 

Person Parameters 

Lord and Novick (1968) showed that the person parameter 8 of the 2-paramet
er normal ogive model is the general factor z under conditions equivalent to 
those implied by the first latent structure of Table 2 when there is no guess
ing. Their results can also be used to derive the same relation when guessing 
occurs. Again, it is reasonable to conclude that LOGIST is robust to violations 
of unidimensionality to the extent that its estimates e of person parameters are 
strongly related to~ and are not related to the group factors vi. Convenient 

measures of association are the product-moment correlations r(e, z) between e 
and z and r(e,v.) between e and each of the v .• 

l l 
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Results 

Item Parameters 

Estimates of a and b parameters were obtained for Data Sets 1 through 5 
(i.e., the data sets without guessing) by LOGIST using default convergence cri
teria. Values of ci were fixed .at 0 so that LOGIST was fitting the 2-parameter 

logistic model to item responses. (Although LOGIST used the logistic model, 
Birnbaum [1968, p. 399] showed that appropriately scaled logistic models are 
virtually undistinguishable from the normal ogive model used to generate item 
responses.) 

Based on earlier studies (e.g., Hulin et al., 1982), it was expected that 
the numbers of items (n = 50) and examinees (N = 1,000) would be large enough 
for accurate estimation of item parameters when the unidimensionality assumption 
was satisfied. Table 3, which presents item parameter RMSDs for Data Sets 1 
through 5, shows that N and n were indeed sufficiently large. For Data Set 1 
the RMSD for a is .136 and the RMSD forb is .220, both of which are small 
enough for most practical purposes. 

Factor 

z 
vl 
v2 
v3 
v4 
vs 

*RMSD 

Table 3 
Root Mean Squared Differences Obtained by 

Equations 9, 10, and 11 for Responses with No Guessing 

Data Set 
1 2 3 4 

A A A A 

a b a b a b a b a 

.136 .220 .149 .292 .172 .474 .223 .755 .455 
.775 .519 .377 .225 
• 811 .638 .569 .628 
.778 .603 .544 • 696 
• 782 .598 .561 .678 
.796 • 594 .538 .668 

for b computed only for Items 1 to 15. Values of s il were 
in Equation 7 in place of g .• 

]. 

5 
A 

b 

4.093 
• 324* 

used 

The effects of the decreasing importance of the general factor in determin
ing item responses across Latent Structures 2 through 5 are clear in Table 3. 
The RMSD of a increases only a small amount from the baseline value of .136 for 
Data Set 1 to .172 for Data Set 3. Then there is a moderate increase to .223 in 
Data Set 4 and a large increase to .455 in Data Set 5. The first group factor 
v 1 which underlies responses to the largest number (15) of items, has a RMSD for 
?1 that is markedly lower than any of the other group factors in Data Set 4. In 
Data Set 5, RMSD for ?1 is much lower than the RMSD for the general factor. 
Thus, in Data Set 4 it appears that LOGIST has been drawn to a latent trait that 
is a composite of the general factor and the most influential group factor. It 
is clear that LOGIST has been drawn to the first group factor in the fifth data 
set. 
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These conclusions are further supported by exam1n1ng the estimates of b. 
In Data Set 5, values of b seem to be approaching the values that would result 
from applying Equation 7 to the loadings of items on the first group factor. 
Values of b for the 15 items with nonzero loadings on the first group factor are 
quite close to the factor loadings on the first group factor transformed by 
Equation 7: The RMSD of b for these 15 items was .324. In contrast, values of 
b (not shown) were excessively large for the 35 items, with zero loadings on the 
first group factor. Application of Equation 7 to an item with a zero loading 
produced an infinite value of b. Thus, the large values of o obtained for items 
with zero loadings on the group factor support the conclusion that LOGIST has 
been drawn to the first group factor in Data Set 5. 

The results for the five data sets with guessing are shown in Table 4. 
Default convergence criteria were again used for LOGIST, but ~i was free to vary 

as would be appropriate if LOGIST were used to estimate parameters of multiple
choice test items. Although the RMSDs for a increase more quickly in Table 4 
than in Table 3, the pattern of results is generally similar. In Data Set 8 the 
RMSD for a (.316) is much smaller than the RMSD for %1(.648). These two RMSDs 
are much more similar in magnitude in Data Set 9: .402 and .491. In Data Set 10 
the RMSD for ~ 1 is substantially smaller than the RMSD for ~· 

Factor 

z 
v1 
v2 
v3 
v4 
vs 

Table 4 
Root Mean Squared Differences Obtained by 

Equations 9, 10, and 11 for Responses with Guessing 

Data Set 
6 7 8 9 

A A A 

a b a b a b a b a 

.209 .194 .247 .368 .316 .735 .402 .817 .535 
.847 .648 .491 .319 
.890 .758 .702 ~704 

.864 .721 .688 .761 

.867 .697 .720 .743 

.873 .699 .698 .721 

10 
A 

b 

9.374 

The RMSD forb in Data Set 8 is .735, a value that is considerably larger 
than the corresponding RMSDs for Data Sets 6 and 7. This large value results in 
part from two sources. First, it is evident that as loadings on the general 
factor decrease, values of bi in Equation 7 increase. For example, Item 11 has 

b 11 values of 3.25, 3.42, and 4.64 in Data Sets 6, 7, and 8. Second, Hulin et 
al. (1982) found that it is very difficult to estimate parameters of 3-parameter 
logistic items with values of b that are large in magnitude. This finding is 
not particularly surprising. An unexpected result obtained by Hulin et al., 
however, is that the problems encountered with 2-parameter logistic item respon
ses are much less severe. For example, with a simulated test of 1,000 examinees 
and 30 items, Hulin et al. (using exactly the same population values of a and b 
when simulating 2- and 3-parameter logistic item responses) found that the cor= 
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relation between estimated and actual bi values was .995 for 2-parameter logis

tic item responses but only .623 for 3-parameter logistic item responses. In
terestingly, the correlation between estimated and actual bi values was .949 for 

3-parameter logistic items with JbiJ < 2.0. Thus, it is extreme values of bi 

that are particularly difficult to estimate for the 3-parameter logistic model. 
In analysis of variance terminology, there is an interaction between item re
sponse model and magnitude of bi in determining the accuracy of estimation of 
bi. 

In sum, the large Data Set 8 RMSD for b could be due to the interaction of 
item response model and bi magnitude (which-is relevant because multidimension-

ality has caused many bi values to become large in magnitude) or due to LOGIST 

being drawn to the first group factor. From the results concerning the RMSD for 
~· it appears that the former interpretation should be adopted. 

Person Parameters 

The correlations between estimates e of ability computed by LOGIST and fac
tor scores appear in Table 5. These correlations were computed from the actual 
factor scores used in Equation 3--not factor score estimates. 

Table 5 
Correlations Between Ability Estimates 

and Factor Scores 

Factor 
Data Set z vl v2 v3 v4 vs 

1 .965 
2 .939 .044 .071 .173 .076 • 053 
3 .843 .322 .078 .154 .129 .153 
4 .736 .461 .061 .139 .212 .225 
5 .376 .774 .064 .039 .062 .083 
6 .939 
7 .909 .119 .029 .078 • 097 .096 
8 .828 .278 .044 .118 .136 .206 
9 .722 .444 .126 .145 .085 • 127 

10 .348 .709 -.030 .015 .056 .153 

Note. Correlations between group factors and 
ability estimates were zero for Data 
Sets 1 and 6. 

The results seen in Table 5 are orderly and compelling: As the prepotency 
of the general factor decreases, r(§,z) values decrease and r(e,v1 ) valuesAin
crease. For both data sets with guessing and data sets without guessing, 8 is 
virtually unrelated to v 1 when item responses are generated from t~e second la
tent structure shown in Table 2. The correlations between v1 and 8 are only 
about .3 when item responses are generated from the third latent structure. 
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Here r(S,z) is about .83, which is large enough for many practical applications. 
In Data Sets 4 and 9, 8 values are more highly related to the general factor 
than the first group factor, but it is clear that LOGIST's ability estimates are 
strongly influenced by both~ and v1• It is apparent that LOGIST has been drawn 
to v1 in Data Sets 5 and 10. 

Discussion 

The types of multidimensionality studied here have several effects on the 
estimation techniques programmed in LOGIST. Perhaps most important is that as 
the prepotency of the general factor decreases, LOGIST is gradually drawn to the 
strongest group factor. RMSDs for a and RMSDs for b increase, slowly at first 
and then more rapidly, as the latent structure varies across Levels 1 through 5 
in Table 2. As the prepotency of the general factor decreases, the effects on 
the RMSDs are paralleled by decreasing correlations between ~ and z and increas
ing correlations between@ and v1• 

Estimates of item difficulty occasionally become excessively large in mag
nitude when actual data sets are analyzed by LOGIST although the most recent 
version of LOGIST [Wingersky, in press] has options that may reduce this prob
lem). The results obtained here indicate that this phenomenon may partially be 
due to multidimensional item pools. Of course, these items may be poorly writ
ten, too easy, or too difficult. Nonetheless, Equation 7 and Tables 3 and 4 
indicate that decreasing the prepotency of the general factor (for example, by 
increasing the number of content areas of an achievement test) may cause some 
items to have values of b that are very large in magnitude. 

Latent Structure 2 of Table 2 was originally designed to simulate a very 
homogeneous test such as a test of verbal ability that uses several types of 
items. From Tables 3, 4, and 5 it is clear that LOGIST is robust to the minor 
violations of multidimensionality seen in Data Sets 2 and 6. 

The third latent structure in Table 3 was designed to simulate more hetero
geneous measurement, such as an instrument measuring overall job satisfaction or 
algebra achievement. Here about 70% of the variance in 8 is due to the general 
factor and only about 10% is due to the strongest group factor. Moreover, com
paring RMSDs of a for data sets based on the third latent structure to baseline 
RMSDs of a shows-that LOGIST still recovers the item discrimination parameter 
implied by the general factor. Consequently, it appears reasonable to conclude 
that use of LOGIST is justified in item pools with multidimensionality of the 
type seen in Data Sets 3 and 8. The common factors in Equation 1 that underlie 
Data Sets 3 and 8 item responses have correlations from .46 to .60. This means 
that these simulated item pools are quite heterogeneous. Note that factor ana
lyzing the dichotomous item responses of Data Sets 3 and 8 may yield factors 
with intercorrelations smaller than .46 to .60 and that guessing may further 
decrease factor correlations. 

Use of LOGIST in Data Sets 4 and 9 leads to parameter estimates with inter
pretations that are ambiguous at best. In Data Sets 5 and 10, LOGIST is clearly 
drawn to a group factor. In sum, it appears that LOGIST should not be used in 
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data sets with the degree of multidimensionality seen in the fourth and fifth 
latent structures of Table 2. 

The results obtained here indicate that retaining the null hypothesis that 
an item pool is unidimensional when conducting a significance test, such as the 
ones developed by Christoffersson (1975) and Muthen (1978), is not a prerequi
site for applications of IRT. A powerful significance test would always reject 
the null hypothesis of unidimensionality for large samples of actual examinees. 
Nonetheless, results for Data Sets 2, 3, 7, and 8 indicate that LOGIST parameter 
estimates will have many practically useful applications in multidimensional 
item pools. 

One criticism of the research described in this paper is that unidimension
al IRT models are improperly applied to multidimensional item pools; instead, it 
would be argued that multidimensional IRT models (see Reckase & McKinley, 1983; 
Sympson, 1978) should be used for multidimensional item pools. If a single dom
inant latent trait is not sufficiently prepotent, the results presented here 
clearly show that a unidimensional model is inadequate. However, it is impor
tant to note that unidimensional models do provide a good description of multi
dimensional data sets when the dominant latent trait is sufficiently prepotent. 
Moreover, it appears that robustness studies of the type described here will be 
necessary when workable estimation methods for multidimensional IRT models be
come available: A small number of interpretable latent traits will not span the 
entire latent trait space underlying item responses. This point is illustrated 
by the results of Christoffersson's (1975) significance tests (with a = .01) for 
the number of common factors underlying a pool of 12 items. His significance 
tests showed that there were more than four common factors, of which only two 
factors were interpretable. Of course, more items could be written in an at
tempt to study these uninterpretable common factors; but it seems likely that 
further significance tests would then show that even more common factors were 
required and that some of these additional factors would be uninterpretable. 
Furthermore, the additional factors seem unlikely to provide valuable contribu
tions to substantive theory. Thus, in the present context it seems clear that 
researchers should be more concerned with the robustness of estimation tech
niques to minor violations of dimensionality assumptions than with the possibly 
never-ending task of measuring all latent variables that underlie responses in a 
particular content domain. 

It is important for researchers to investigate the dimensionality of an 
item pool before applying IRT. One obvious indication ~hat multidimensionality 
is too severe for LOGIST is relatively many items with b values that are exces
sively large. A second, more sophisticated, approach for examining the latent 
structure of dichotomous item responses with or without guessing and with possi
bly nonnormal ability distributions is currently under investigation (Drasgow & 
Lissak, 1982). 

It is important to note a number of limitations on the results obtained 
here. First, item responses were simulated using exactly one second-order gen
eral factor. The effects of two or more second-order general factors on parame
ter estimates computed by LOGIST are unknown. A multidimensional IRT model may 
be essential to adequately model data sets with two or more second-order general 
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factors. Second, the magnitudes of the factor loadings presented in Table 1 are 
comparable across the five first-order common factors. Presumably, relatively 
smaller loadings on one common factor would reduce the influence of its underly
ing second-order group factor on parameter estimates; however, the details of 
the relations between LOGIST's parameter estimates and magnitudes of loadings on 
common factors are not clear. Third, only one pattern of factor loadings with 
15, 5, 10, 10, and 10 items per factor was examined. The effects of a wider 
range than the 5 to 15 items per factor and of different distributions than 5, 
10, 10, 10, and 15 require further investigation. A fourth limitation lies in 
the use of the idealized factor loading matrix shown in Table 1. Actual items 
are likely to have small but nonzero loadings on several factors and it is com
mon to find that some items have large loadings on more than a single factor. 
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TooLs oF RoBUSTNESS FOR 

ITEM RESPONSE THEORY 

DouGLAS H. JoNES 

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE 

The extension of robustness theory (Huber, 1981) to item response theory 
(IRT) holds great potential for testing. One primary benefit will be increased 
understanding of the behavior of the usual estimators of item and ability param
eters when the assumed model does not hold. Another benefit will be new estima
tors resistant to departures from a chosen model. 

The purpose of this paper is to briefly demonstrate just a few of the pos
sibilities of a systematic application of robustness theory, concentrating on 
the estimation of ability when the true item response model does and does not 
fit the dat~. First, the definition of the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) 
of ability will be briefly reviewed. Secondly, after introducing the notion of 
outlier-pair observation, the effect of the model's lack of fit to the data will 
be demonstrated. This will provide motivation for the introduction of a new 
estimator not as influenced as the MLE by outlier pairs. Based on the motiva
tion for the new estimator, an entire class of new estimators, labeled h estima
tors, will then be introduced. 

The h estimators will provide a vehicle for understanding two important 
notions of robustness theory: (1) the influence function, which compactly 
yields the majority of the behavioral results about an estimator and (2) asymp
totic relative efficiency (ARE), a well-known concept in classical statistics 
and one which is of use in IRT. 

Although the notion of ARE has had limited application in IRT, it is a use
ful alternative to expensive monte carlo simulations of the efficiencies of es
timators. A goal of this paper is thus to further its utility. One of the 
drawbacks to determining the ARE of an estimator is the analytic derivation of 
the asymptotic variance; however, an expansion using the influence function eas
ily yields the needed asymptotic variances. 

Notation and Form of the Equation Defining the MLE 

As usual, denote the response vector in ann-item test as x = (x1, ••• , 

xn); the value of the ability parameter will be denoted by 8. For a given 8, 

the probabilities of correct and incorrect response to the ith item are Pi(8) 

and Qi(e), where Pi(8) + Qi(8) = 1. 

Under the assumptions of local independence, the likelihood function is 
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x. 1-x 
1(8) =II [P.(8)] 1 [Q.(8)] i 

l l 

After taking logarithms and the first derivatives with respect toe, assuming 
derivatives exist, the normal equation defining the MLE is 

P' 
i 

L p--q (8)[x.- P.(e)] = o. 
i i 1. l 

For the 2-parameter logistic model, 

[P.(8)/Q.(8)] 
l l 

and 

P ~ I (P . Q • ) = a
1
. , 

1. l l 

a.(e- b.) 
l l 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[ 4] 

where ai is the discrimination parameter and bi is the difficulty parameter of 

the ith item. The normal equation takes the form 

L a.[x.- P.(e)] = 0. 
l l 1. 

Example of the Effect of an Outlier 

[5] 

In order to modify the MLE to cope with outliers, there must be a well-de
fined notion of outliers and an understanding of their effects. For example, 
let n = 10, bi = -0.8 to 1.0 by steps of 0.2, and ai = 1. Table 1 shows two 

10-item response vectors (one without and one with an outlier at the lOth re
sponse) and their MLEs, where the items have been ordered in increasing diffi
culty. Apparently, 'the correct response to the most difficult item unwarrant
edly pulls the value of the MLE by almost one-quarter of the range of the diffi
culty parameters; thus, the single outlier has a substantial effect on the MLE. 

Table 1 
MLEs for Two 

10-Item Response 
Vectors 

X MLE 

1111100000 .10 
1111100001 .58 

Further inspection of the shape of the likelihood function for the second 
response vector in Table 1 would reveal that it is very flat in the region of 
the extrema; this is one way the likelihood has of warning that the value of the 
MLE should be treated very cautiously. However, there cannot be misgivings 
about the value of an estimator when immediate action is called for based on 
that value, especially for the computerized adaptive testing environment, which 
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requires selection of future items based on current estimates of an examinee's 
ability. Therefore, estimators that can cope with outliers must be developed by 
reducing their effect to give estimates that are not too perturbed from esti
mates yielded by outlier free response vectors. 

Definition of an Outlier Pair 

The nature of an outlier, as demonstrated in the above example, is revealed 
only in reference to the value of the ability and the item characteristic func
tion. Thus, the definition of an outlier requires the inclusion of the item 
characteristic function. Define [xi, Pi(8)] to be an outlier pair whenever xi 

1 but Pi(8) ~ 0 or whenever xi = 0 but Pi(8) ~ 1. Note that whenever [xi, 

Pi(8)] is an outlier, Pi(8)Qi(8) ~ 0. The next definition of a new estimator 

will take advantage of this fact. 

A New Estimator 

A 

Define an estimator 8 by the equation 

Ea.[x.- P.(e)] [P.(e) Q.(S)] = 0 
1 1 1 1 1 

[6] 

To understand this modification of the normal equation for the MLE, the 
example will be continued. Table 2 shows the two 8 estimates for the same item 
response vectors. Thus, the PQ factor weights down the outlier by taking ac
count of the reference value of Pi(8) for the lOth item. This idea is continued 
in the following section. 

Table 2 
MLE and Modified 
Estimate for Two 

10-Item Response Vectors 

X 

1111100000 
1111100001 

MLE 

.10 

.58 

The h Estimators 

A 

8 

.10 

.22 

An entire class of estimators is available for each value of h in the fol
lowing equation: 

Ea.[x.- P.(8)] [P.(e) Q.(e)]h-l = o 
1 1 1 1 1 

where ai are real and arbitrary, but given, constants and h > 1. 

equation yields the MLE. Once again, the example is continued in 
observe the effect of this modification. 

[7] 

For h 1, the 

Table 3 to 
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Table 3 
h Estimates for 

Two 10-Item Response Vectors 

h 
X 1(MLE) 1.5 2 3 4 -

1111100000 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
1111100001 .58 .41 .22 .20 .19 

The~ estimators have the following properties: 
1. These estimators do not modify the MLE when the outlier is 

absent, since whenever xi- Pi(8) is small, the factor Pi(8)x 

Qi(8) has little effect on the estimator. 

2. This class of estimators is also available for any item re
sponse model, not just the 2-parameter logistic model. The 
normal equations have the form 

h-1 
P. (8)] [P .Q. (8)] 

1. 1. 1. 
0 . [8] 

3. The asymptotic variance of the estimator is found by differ
entiating the normal equation, a step similar to tak~ng the 
second derivative of the log-likelihood function, but this 
step is not justified by the analogy. The known asymptotic 
behavior of the MLE depends on the individual observations 
being independently and identically distributed, a condition 
that does not generally hold in IRT. The success of extend
ing robustness to IRT is based on extending this condition to 
IRT in a natural way. This has been accomplished in Jones 
(1982), where the stochastic structure of IRT has been imbed
ded in a framework that yields independently and identically 
distributed observations. Although a simple concept, the 
precise details of the imbedding will not be explained here; 
however, some of the tools, such as the limit theorems for 
the empirical distribution function are briefly discussed as 
they are used in the following sections. 

The Influence Function 

Before defining what is meant by the term influence function, an explana
tion of why they are needed is in order. First, view the ability~ estimator as 
a function of~ observations, where each observation is a triplet denoted by zi, 

consisting of (1) the response xi; (2) the item characteristic function Pi(t), 

-oo < t < oo; and (3) the constant ai. The normal equation, Equation 7, for the h 

estimator is a sum whose summands are specific combinations of the components of 
the triplet observations. If Fn denotes the empirical distribution function of 

the n triplet observations (zi)--that is, Fn gives point mass 1/n to each zi and 
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zero mass elsewhere--then the normal equation, Equation 7, may be written as the 
following Lebesque-Stieltjes integral: 

!g(z,8) dF = 0 
n 

where 

g(z,t) = a[x- P(t)][PQ(t)]h-l. 

[9] 

[10] 

By introducing the above integral, it has been demonstrated that the abili
ty estimator 8 is a function of Fn, 8(Fn), defined implicitly in Equation 9. 

Furthermore, the integral equation will accept any distribution function, not 
just Fn. Therefore, the domain of the estimator 8 has also been extended to any 

F; thus 8 = 8(F). The reason this has been done is to facilitate the introduc
tion of the influence function and eventually to derive its form. 

The goal of these developments is to derive a useful approximation to the 
change of the value of an estimator attributable to the introduction of one more 
observation. If the observation also happens to be an outlier, then it can be 
determined how resistant an estimator is to the outlier. The change in the val
ue of an estimator can be easily defined. Let Fn and Fn+1 be the empirical dis-

tributions for n observations and the same n observations plus one more observa
tion. The change in the value of the estimator due to the additional observa
tion is simply 

[11] 

The two distribution functions are close enough to allow an approximation to 
Equation 11 by the mean value theorem. Let o(z,zn+l) be the point mass at zn+l' 
then 

F 
1

(z) = (1-s)F (z) + s o(z,z +l) , n+ n n 
[12] 

where s = 1/(n+1). Since s ~ 0 for increasing sample size, the derivative use
ful here has been shown in Jones (1982) to be the derivative of 8[(1-s)Fn + 

~on+l] with respect to~ and evaluated at s = 0. Denoting this derivative by 

8(F ; z 
1

) gives the needed approximation to Equation 11: 
n n+ 

{13] 

When viewed as a function of zn+1 , the derivative in Equation 13 is called the 

influence function of the estimator. Jones (1982) has shown the influence func
tion of the estimators, defined by normal equations of the form Equation 9, to 
be 

S(F ;z) = g(z,8) /~t f g(z,t)dFnl 
n /~ t=8 

and for the h estimator, this has the form for each observation z. 
1 

B(F ;z.) 
n 1 

[x.-P.(8)] w(8;z.,h) 
1 1 1 

d 
dt f [x-P(t)] w(t;Z,h)dFjt=8 

[14] 

[15] 
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where 
h-1 

w(t;z.,h) = a.[P.(t) Q.(t)] . 
l l l l 

[16] 

Graphs of Influence Functions: Influence Curves 

Since the influence function is a function in z, a triplet variable, it 
cannot simply be represented by a single graph of the mapping of the real line. 
However, if viewed as a function of e when xi is either 0 or 1, then it can be 

conveniently represented by two graphs of the mapping of the ability interval. 
Figures 1a and 1b contain the graphs of the influence functions (which will be 
called the influence curves) of two h estimators for h = 4 and for h = 1. When 
h = 1, the h estimator is just the MLE. The top curves in Figure 1 (x = 1) cor
respond to the influence of a correct response to the most difficult item of 10 
items; the bottom curves (x = 0) are for an incorrect response to the easiest of 
the items. 

.75 

Figure 1 
Influence Curves for h Estimators with (a) h = 4, 

(b) 2-Parameter MLE, and (c) Biweight Estimator with c = 2 
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From the figures it can be seen that for both h = 4 and h = 1, when x = 1 
(a correct response) and e is the true ability, the observations would have lit
tle effect on the estimator when the value .of e is close to 2. However, when e 
is close to -2, the observation would have a very large effect for h = 1 (that 
is, the MLE) but little effect for an h estimator when h = 4. These analytic 
circumspections correspond precisely to the conclusons indicated by the examples 
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of the previous section. How much of an effect a correct response has to the 
most difficult item for a person of low ability can be obtained directly from 
Figures la and lb. The values of the influence curves are approximately 0 for 
the h estimator and .80 for the MLE; this latter value is about 40% of the total 
ability scale. Figure lc will be discussed below. 

Figure 2 
Influence Curves for h Estimator with (a) h 10 

and (b) Trimmed 2-Parameter MLE 
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Figure 2a shows the general shape of the influence curves where~ is large, 
e.g., h = 10. The estimator for even larger h tends to treat both correct and 
incorrect responses equivalently while allowing only responses to items for 
which the probability of a correct response is close to .5 to affect the estima
tor. Figure 2b is based on a new estimator discussed below. 

The Properties Yielded by Influence Functions 

Besides yielding an analysis of the effect of a single observation on the 
value of an estimator, influence functions also yield the following: (1) new 
robust estimators, (2) the asymptotic distributions of the estimators, and (3) 
comparison between competing estimators. 

Derivations of New Estimators That Are Robust 

For new robust estimators, new estimators can be derived simply by specify
ing the graph of the influence function. Figure 2b is an example providing a 
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MLE for correct responses when 8 > 0 and for incorrect responses when 8 < 0; 
however, it differs from the MLE for correct responses where 8 < 0 by giving 
less influence to the observation for each value of 8 < 0. The estimator be
haves similarly for incorrect responses. 

Asymptotic Distributions of Estimators 

For the asymptotic distributions of estimators, Jones (1982) exploited the 
influence function approximation to the h estimator in order to derive its lim
iting distribution. If the items are randomly sampled according to a fixed dis
tribution, then Fn will converge to a limiting distribution F (Jones, 1982). 

The parameters of the limiting distribution of the sequence of the estimators 
depend on the F, as the limiting distribution is normal with mean 8(F) and vari
ance 

f[x-P(8)] 2 w
2

(8;z,h)dF 
[17] V(F,8;h) 

[~t f[x-P(t)] w(t;Z,h)dFjt=8]
2 

Comparisons Between Competing Estimators 

Finally, comparison between competing estimators includes (1) computing the 
asymptotic relative efficiency and (2) visual comparison of the influence 
graphs. 

Asymptotic relative efficiency. The usefulness of the asymptotic relative 
efficiency will be demonstrated for the h estimators relative to the MLE. The 
efficiency is defined for unbiased estimators as the ratio of the asymptotic 
variances 

Eff = V(F,8;h)/V(F,8;1) , [18] 

and for biased estimators as the ratio of the mean squared errors (the formulas 
are given in Jones, 1982). 

The model under which the estimators are compared correspond to the model 
in the example of the previous sections. The value of the efficiencies are 
shown in Table 4. The greatest loss of efficiency by the h estimators is only 
one item in 10 at h = 5. 

Whereas the ~ estimator is always less efficient than the MLE under the 
assumed model, the opposite situation can occur under an alternative model. Let 
the alternative model be generated by perturbing the item response curves by 
slightly altering the item difficulty parameters; that is, for each item let the 
item response curve be equal to 

"I< [ ] P.(t) = P.(t-.1) 19 
l l 

The resulting efficiencies are also shown in Table 4. Thus, as Table 4 
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shows, the efficiency of the h estimator can be far superior to the MLE under a 
model different from the assumed one. 

Table 4 
Values of Efficiency for Five 

Levels of h under Assumed 
and Alternative Models 

Model 1.5 

Assumed .99 
Alternative 2.24 

2.0 

.98 
4.83 

h 
3.0 

.95 
19.15 

4.0 

.92 
51.46 

5.0 

.90 
84.62 

Comparison among the biweight, Bayes, 3-parameter MLE, and the h estima
tors. Visual comparison of influence graphs of estimators is highly enlighten
ing. The influence graphs of three estimators--the Bock-Mislevy biweight esti
mator (Mislevy & Bock, 1981), the Bayes posterior mode, and the MLE for the 3-
parameter logistic model--will be illustrated. 

The influence function of the biweight and MLE for the 3-parameter logistic 
model is the same as Equation 15 except that the form of the w function for the 
biweight is 

-w(t;z.) 
l 

(l-t 2)2 f I I or t < c 

0 otherwise 

and for the 3-parameter logistic is 

w(t;z.) 
l c

1
. + (1-c.) R.(t) 

l l 

[20] 

[21] 

where Ri(t) is a 2-parameter logistic curve and Pi(t) = ci +(l-ei) ~(t). The 

influence function of the Bayes posterior mode with prior n(t) is 

e (F: z.) 
- l 

where 

u(8,z.)[x. 
l l 

- p. (8)] 
l 

d 
dt !u(t,z)[x-

1jJ (t) n~(t)/n(t) 

and 

u(t,z) p~ (t) /PQ(t) . 

[22] 

[23] 

[241 
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Figure 3 
Influence Curves for Posterior Mode Estimator of (a) 2-Parameter Logistic 

Likelihood and Normal Prior with Mean 0 and Standard Deviation 5, 
and (b) 3-Parameter MLE with Guessing Parameter .2 
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Figures lc, 3a, and 3b illustrate the influence curves of all three estima
tors. It can be seen that the biweight estimator with c = 2 behaves similarly 
to the h estimator except that the biweight allows influence for a smaller in
terval of ability and, for the interval, the influence it allows is slightly 
larger than the h estimator. The Bayes posterior modal estimator is very simi
lar to the 2-parameter MLE except that it uniformly downweights observations;.it 
is surprising that there is any downweighting at all, since the standard devia
tion of the prior is 5 for this example. The 3-parameter MLE estimator has the 
most surprising influence curve of all. For correct responses, it is similar to 
the 2-parameter MLE, but it upweights observations with ability near the upper 
extreme; similarly, for incorrect responses it inflates the influence over the 
2-parameter MLE, especially for large abilities. This observation is suprising 
because the 3-parameter MLE has been maligned as being unreliable, since the 
item characteristic parameters are difficult to estimate accurately. The influ
ence curve shows, however, that the 3-parameter MLE possesses intrinsic and 
probably accidental robustness against outliers for correct responses, although 
at the expense of some undesirable sensitivity to incorrect responses. The as
terisk in Figure 3b indicates that the.influence curve continues off the graph, 
ending at -1.75 for 8 = 2. 
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DISCUSSION 

DAVID THISSEN 

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

I am to discuss three papers which have in common only some aspects of "ro
bustness." Presenting an integrated discussion will be difficult, but I shall 
make an attempt. I would first note that it is not clear that robustness is 
unambiguously attractive or virtuous. Is robustness monotonically attractive? 
I'm not sure that it is. Is all robustness in statistics virtuous? I doubt it. 
I will say more on that later. 

I will discuss the papers in the reverse order of their presentation. 
First, there is "Robustness I: Robustness in Scoring Tests"--which is, however, 
not the title of Jones' paper on robust estimation of e. There have been sever
al attempts historically to solve this problem; Jones has presented the most 
recent and probably the best solution. Before commenting further, I would like 
to briefly restate the problem. 

If there is a collection of calibrated test items, the virtue of item re
sponse theory (IRT) is that the difficulty of the items is supposed to be known. 
That may be the big difference between IRT and classical test theory. Then, if 
there are two people, and the first person gets the easy half of the items cor
rect and the difficult half wrong (which is a sensible thing for a person to 
do), and the second person gets one less than half of the easy ones correct and 
most of the difficult ones wrong and then gets the most difficult one correct, 
there may be a problem. Using the one-parameter logistic model (which gives 
simpleminded statements about test scores), no matter how it is done, one claims 
that these two people have the same ability, which is probably silly. It is not 
nearly as silly, though, as the fact that both of those estimates have the same 
standard errors as well. 

Yet, in looking at the information, it seems to me that in giving the two 
people the same score one is not using everything one knows. The problem is not 
removed by most of the rest of IRT. A Bayesian prior rescales but does not oth
erwise help anything, adding slopes and asymptotes scrambles things around a 
little bit, but there is no essential change. So the problem is that when the 
model does not fit, it can be harmful; and the model never fits. When people 
give item responses that they should not give, that is bad. There is a tradi
tion in statistics of solving problems like this, starting with the Princeton 
"Robustness Study" (Andrews, Bickel, Hampel, Huber, Rogers, & Tukey, 1972) and 
given theoretical explication by Huber's book (1981) called Robust Statistics 
and in dozens of articles in the statistical literature. 

Jones' estimator is a solution to the IRT problem arising from the statis-
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tical theory. It is far superior in this respect to previous ad hoc solutions 
to the problem such as that proposed by Wainer and Wright (1980) called AMJACK. 
The h estimators are derived from statistical theory, and can be proved to be 
both-robust and well behaved. It is very important for us to use statistical 
theory periodically. This may be the best estimator we will have for a long 
time for scoring tests in this context. 

People who score short tests with unpredictable sets of items, otherwise 
known as people who test with computers, probably would be well advised to try 
this if for no other reason than to keep computerized systems out of those traps 
they get into when someone either makes a lucky guess early in the adaptive test 
or gets something wrong that they should not. Adaptive systems can have trouble 
backing away from the "error." This kind of procedure used in scoring could 
make the system back away faster from the model's silly response. 

In any event, Wainer and I are currently referees for a contest among sev
eral robust estimators to see which will turn out to be best under abusive con
ditions. We will tell you all about that at some future date. 

I now switch topics to something nearly unrelated; but it has the word "ro
bust" in its introduction, so it will be "Robustness II: Robustness in Parame
ter Estimation." There are a number of interesting results in Drasgow and 
Parsons' paper about multidimensionality and LOGIST, and I was more pleased 
about some of them than about others. I was most pleased about the fact that 
they could not sensibly recover the parameters for highly multidimensional 
tests. The slopes seemed to vary a great deal; I hope that meant one could tell 
one had something which was not particularly unidimensional, and that something 
else should be done. When the model is very wrong, the best thing the parameter 
estimation scheme can do is blow up. The user then won't go ahead and do any
thing with the parameters. 

They found other results for moderately multidimensional tests. With such 
tests, as Drasgow and Parsons have constructed them, they have recovered the 
"first factor" of the domain dimension: the one line through the multidimen
sional space which was pretty close to the dimension of the generating space 
that had most items on it. There is a sense in which it could be said that this 
is "good," that it means this program works well, and that is is "robust" in 
some sense: It gives answers although the model is wrong. This is not the er
ror model being wrong, as in Jones' problem, however; this is the structural 
model being wrong. It may not be desirable to have robustness against that. 

Embretson has been complaining for years that a considerable loss could be 
suffered in getting only the first dimension when IRT is applied to a moderately 
multidimensional test. There are many tests in which the multidimensionality in 
the set of items is in some sense useful, even if not explicit or deliberate. 
That is, the set of items and its multidimensionality is really there to provide 
an implicit composite of several traits which are being measured, effectively 
weighted by the number of items on that dimension in the test; and the composite 
is a better predictor of something than any of the single traits. In taking 
something like that, getting an item response model to fit (or at least parame
ter estimates which look good) and then scoring it withe on one dimension, one 
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may be losing an important part of whatever was in the test. It would be an 
embarrassing situation for the raw score on the unanalyzed test to predict some
thing better (or to be more "valid") than the result of IRT scoring; but that is 
possible in such a situation because of the information lost in the rejected 
dimensions. I am actually less pleased with the fact that numbers that look 
good are obtained from LOGIST for something with moderate dimensionality than I 
was pleased with the fact that it didn't do very well at all in high dimension
ality. This kind of "robustness" may be bad. 

Things could even be worse. If, unknowingly, one had a multidimensional 
item set, the situation could be such that dimensional identity of an item was 
correlated with its difficulty. For instance, in a "verbal" test there could be 
vocabulary items which are a good deal more difficult than reading comprehension 
items, so that the test is somewhat multidimensional and the multidimensionality 
correlated with the locations of the items. We know from Drasgow and Parsons' 
results that we can't tell with the most widely used IRT program whether the 
test is multidimensional. An adaptive test constructed from such an item pool 
could "adapt" to the high ability people by measuring them on the dimension with 
the more difficult items; and to the lower ability people, by measuring them on 
the other dimension with the easier items. This would miraculously (and invisi
bly) turn a test that was supposed to measure one thing into a test measuring 
different things for different people. I'm not sure how well or badly that 
might work; but I doubt that it is a virtue. 

So one thing we would really like to know is how to tell what the dimen
sionality of a test is. It is clear that estimating the parameters of an item 
response model, at least in the ways we do it now, will probably not tell us 
that. We should therefore look with interest on the first paper of this trio by 
Stout. He describes a statistic which is intended to do just that: Point the 
statistic at the test, and it is supposed to tell you the dimensionality. As 
I've tried to indicate above, that could be very important. 

In some sense, in principle, all that is obtained from a set of test data 

is a contingency table in which each examinee is in a cell of a 2k table (k = 
number of items). Again, in principle, when we say these models fit, we mean 
there is supposed to be independence in that table, conditional on some underly
ing unidimensional latent variable. This can be investigated by chi-square 
analysis of the table. The trouble with that set of principles is that for 20 
items it is going to be a 2 table, which has somewhat more than one million 
cells. For 40 items there are a million million cells. Contemporary statisti
cal theory does not include distributional theory for a million million cells. 

Stout's statistic may solve this problem. If so, it will fill an important 
gap. Of course, at this point, there is more question than answer: since he 
has given us a formula for the statistic, the first question is, "will it 
work?" There is more question here than is obvious because it is explicitly an 
asymptotically valid statistic, but nobody gives tests of asymptotic length. 
People give 2Q-item tests. So, a second question is "will it work for short 
tests?" Stout reports that they are working on answers to those questions; and 
we will look forward to those answers. 
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RoBUSTNEss oF ADAPTIVE TESTING 

TO MULTIDIMENSIONALITY 

DAVID J. WEISS AND DEBRA SUHADOLNIK 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Before computerized adaptive testing (CAT) can be applied in various opera
tional settings, its characteristics must be evaluated under a variety of condi
tions. Studies of the reliability and validity of CAT (e. g., Johnson & Weiss, 
1980; Kiely, Zara, & Weiss, 1983; McBride & Martin, 1983; Moreno, Wetzel, 
McBride & Weiss, 1984; Sympson, Weiss, & Ree, 1982) provide important informa
tion comparing CAT to conventional tests in applied situations. Live-testing 
studies such as these, however, are expensive and time-consuming, provide re
sults that are dependent on the characteristics of the sample of subjects and 
the specific criterion variables used, and do not permit an answer to the impor
tant questions about how well CAT measures true ability levels and whether abil
ity is better estimated at different ability levels. Live-testing studies also 
incorporate a number of uncontrolled sources of error (e. g., item parameter 
estimation error, various errors of measurement due to idiosyncratic character
istics of examinee responses to test items) which further complicate the process 
of reaching generalizable conclusions. 

Monte carlo simulation provides a means of systematically exam1n1ng the 
performance of CAT under a variety of conditions and of identifying the effects 
of various kinds of errors on the performance of CAT strategies. Early studies 
were concerned with the comparison of CAT item selection strategies with conven
tional tests (e.g., Betz & Weiss, 1973, 1974, 1975; Larkin & Weiss, 1974; Vale & 
Weiss, 1975a, 1975b) and with each other (e.g., Larkin & Weiss, 1975). These 
studies provided global evaluations of CAT strategies that were useful in elimi
nating some strategies from further consideration. Later studies then concen
trated on the more promising strategies, generally those that are based on item 
response theory (IRT), examining the performance of these testing strategies 
conditional on true ability levels (e.g., McBride, 1977; Vale, 1975; Weiss & 
McBride, 1984). 

One factor that can affect the performance of CAT is the nature of the item 
pool from which it draws items. McBride (1977; Weiss & McBride, 1984) studied 
the performance of a Bayesian CAT in perfect and ideal item pools and in realis
tic item pools in which the IRT diffficulty and discrimination parameters were 
correlated. Others (e.g.; Urry, 1974) also examined CAT performance in a 
variety of item pool configurations. 

In addition to the distributions of item difficulties and discriminations 
in a given item pool, the degree of error in the IRT item parameter estimates in 
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a real item pool can affect the performance of CAT, particularly since items are 
selected on the basis of their IRT parameter estimates. Crichton (1981) inves
tigated the effects of errors in item parameter estimates on the performance of 
maximum information and Bayesian CAT strategies in the context of the 3-parame
ter logistic model. Mattson (1983) extended Crichton's study to the 1- and 
2-parameter logistic models, both Bayesian and maximum likelihood scoring, and 
to the more realistic situation in which the IRT difficulty and discrimination 
parameters had varying degrees of correlation. These later studies provide val
uable information about the performance of CAT under the realistic situation in 
which adaptive testing is to be done using item pools with parameters estimated 
with varying degrees of error. 

A second factor that is likely to have an effect on the performance of IRT
based CAT is multidimensionality. Operational IRT models used for CAT assume 
that unidimensionality exists at two stages: (1) in the process of estimating 
item parameters, and (2) in the process by which an individual generates a re
sponse to a test item with given item parameters. Presumably, any deviations 
from unidimensionality that exist at either of those stages in CAT could result 
in non-optimal performance of IRT-based CAT strategies. 

While many tests of ability and achievement approximate unidimensionality, 
none have shown the strict unidimensionality required by operational IRT models. 
This motivated Drasgow and Parsons (1983) to examine the effects of deviations 
from unidimensionality during the item parameter estimation process on IRT item 
parameter estimates. 

Purpose 

The present monte carlo simulation study was designed to examine the 
effects of multidimensionality during CAT test administration. It was assumed 
that multidimensionality existed in the individuals to whom test items were be
ing administered--i.e., that the correct or incorrect responses given by an in
dividual were generated from a specified multidimensional structure, rather than 
the unidimensional IRT model normally assumed to have generated the observable 
dichotomous test item responses. The dichotomous response was then treated for 
CAT item selection and ability estimation purposes as if it had been generated 
by the unidimensional model. To the extent that the observed item response was 
affected by dimensions other than the first (which corresponded to the single 
dimension assumed to underlie the item selection and ability estimation process) 
errors should be introduced into the adaptive testing process. These errors 
should affect the ability estimates and the efficiency of CAT. The study fo
cused on the nature and degree of these errors under a variety of multidimen
sional structures, to determine how robust CAT is to the effects of multidimen
sionality in examinees' responses to test items. 

METHOD 

Initial Factor Analyses 

Item response vectors for forms 8A and 8B of the Armed Services Vocational 
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Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) were obtained for a sample of military recruits. For 
those subtests of the ASVAB (Mathematics Knowledge, General Science and Mechani
cal Comprehension) in which forms 8A and 8b were identical except for the order 
of the items, the response vectors for form 8B were rearranged to match the or
der of the items in form 8A. This resulted in datasets with sample sizes of 
5,127 for these three subtests, sample sizes of 2,621 for form 8A of the other 
seven subtests, and sample sizes of 2,506 for form 8B of the other seven sub
tests. 

Tetrachoric inter-item correlations were computed for eight of the ten sub
tests; the Numerical Operations and Coding Speed subtests were not included in 
further analyses due to the speeded nature of these subtests. The tetrachoric 
correlations for the other eight subtests were then factor-analyzed using a 
principal axes factor extraction method and a Varimax rotation. Of the result
ing factor structures, the factor structure of the General Science subtest ex
hibited the greatest degree of multidimensionality. Table 1 lists the factor 
loadings on the first four factors for the items in this subtest. This factor 
structure was used as the model for generating subsequent factor structures with 
varying degrees of multidimensionality. 

Generation of Factor Structures 

The first step in creating factor structures with varying degrees of multi
dimensionality was to round the 25 factor loadings on the first factor of the 
ASVAB General Science (GS) subtest to the nearest multiple of .05. This set of 
25 rounded factor loadings was then repeated six times to create a set of factor 
loadings for 150 items on one factor with the same configuration of loadings as 
the first factor for the ASVAB GS subtest. This factor, the original strength 
ASVAB factor (OSAF), was used as.the basis for one of three sets of factor 
structures. 

Sixteen factor structures of varying dimensionality were constructed using 
OSAF as the first factor. Factors other than the first factor were constructed 
to be proportional in strength to the first factor. These sixteen factor struc
tures are described in Table 2. Factor structures varied from a 2-factor struc
ture with the second factor 1/8 as strong as the first factor (Dataset 2) to a 
3-factor structure with Factors 2 and 3 equal in strength to Factor 1 (Dataset 
16). An additional dataset (17) consisted of the actual 4-factor ASVAB GS fac
tor solution. 

The 150 factor loadings on OSAF were then increased to yield a first factor 
that was approximately 1.5 times as strong as OSAF. This new first factor (1.5 
OSAF) was used as the first factor in a set of sixteen different factor struc
tures which are also described in Table 2 (Datasets 18-33). Factors other than 
the first factor in Datasets 18-32 were again constructed to be proportional to 
this strengthened first factor in all of the factor structures except the 4-fac
tor structure (Dataset 33), where the second, third and fourth factors were the 
actual second, third, and fourth factors from the original factor analysis of 
the ASVAB GS subtest (see Table 1). 

The 150 factor loadings on OSAF were then increased a second time to result 
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Table 1 
Factor Loadings for the First Four Factors of the ASVAB 

General Science Subtest 

Item 
Number Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

1 .540 -.215 -.250 .027 
2 • 624 -.205 -.018 -.303 
3 .642 -.201 -.095 .026 
4 .486 -.098 -.118 -.115 
5 .668 -.233 .162 .069 
6 • 703 -.160 .066 .073 
7 .572 .052 .103 -.019 
8 • 493 -.070 .072 -.067 
9 .546 -.174 -.239 .119 

10 .547 -.212 -.015 .016 
11 • 595 .060 .009 -.025 
12 .398 .099 .058 -. 006 
13 .580 .096 -.120 -.233 
14 .580 -.172 -.069 .124 
15 .438 -.029 .043 .337 
16 • 543 .012 .100 • 172 
17 .462 .120 -.030 -.009 
18 • 639 .227 .054 -.072 
19 .371 .208 .045 -.011 
20 .473 .048 .132 -.096 
21 .460 .273 .085 .006 
22 .283 • 224 .115 -.032 
23 .480 .035 .147 -.062 
24 • 387 .650 -.310 .067 
25 .396 .310 .101 .089 

Factor 
Contribution 7.541 1.671 1.030 1.023 

in a first factor that was approximately twice as strong as OSAF. This 
strengthened first factor (2.0 OSAF) was used as the first factor in a third set 
of twelve factor structures (Datasets 34-45), which are also described in Table 
2. In Datasets 34-44, factors other than the first factor were constructed to 
be proportional in strength to this increased strength first factor; these addi
tional factors were also constructed to avoid communalities greater than 1.0 for 
any item. For the 4-factor structure of Dataset 45, the factors other than the 
first factor were taken directly from the original factor analysis of the ASVAB 
GS subtest (see Table 1). 

Generation of Response Vectors 

To evaluate the effect of violation of the assumption of unidimensionality 
in adaptive testing, sets of dichotomous (0,1) item responses were generated 
using the factor structures with varying degrees of multidimensionality. 
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Table 2 
Dataset Numbers for Datasets Based on 

First Factors of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 OSAF, 
and Factor Strengths of Factors 2 through 4, 

for Each of the Datasets 

Factor Strength as a 
Dataset Number ProEortion of Factor 1 

1. 0 1.5 2.0 Factor Factor Factor 
OSAF OSAF OSAF 2 3 4 

1 18 34 
2 19 35 1/8 
3 20 36 1/4 
4 21 37 1/3 
5 22 38 1/2 
6 23 39 2/3 
7 24 40 3/4 
8 25 1.0 
9 26 41 1/8 1/8 

10 27 42 1/4 1/4 
11 28 43 1/3 1/3 
12 29 44 1/2 1/4 
13 30 1/2 1/2 
14 31 2/3 1/3 
15 32 2/3 2/3 
16 1. 0 1.0 
17 33 45 GS-2* GS-3* GS-4* 

*Factor derived from factor analysis of 
ASVAB GS test. 

The first step was to assign 8 levels for each factor to a number of hypo
thetical examinees (simulees). This was done for each factor except the first 
factor by using a random number generator to create uniform distributions of 
1,700 8 values between -3.2 and +3.2 for each factor independently of all other 
factors. 8 levels for the first factor were assigned so that 100 simulees were 
assigned to each of 17 8 levels ranging from -3.2 to +3.2 in increments of .4. 
8 levels for the first factor were assigned in this manner in order to have a 
sufficient number of replications at each 8 level so that indices conditional on 
8 could be computed. 

Next, matrices of item response theory (IRT) item parameters were calculat
ed and generated. Item discrimination parameters (~s) were computed using the 
following formula: 

where a gj 
Fgj 

item discrimination parameter for item a and factor i· and 

factor loading for item a on factor i· 

[1] 
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These matrices of ~parameters were calculated for each of the 45 factor struc
tures. 

Matrices of item difficulty parameters (ls) were generated for each of the 
45 factor structures using a random number generator which generated a uniform 
distribution of 150 values between -3.2 and +3.2 independently for each factor 
in a given factor structure. Item pseudo-guessing parameters (~s) were also 
generated for each factor in the 45 factor structures; they were generated to 
yield a normal distribution of 150 values with a mean of .20 and a standard de
viation of .02 for each factor. 

After the item parameter matrices for each factor structure were deter
mined, the probability of a correct response to each item for each factor was 
computed for each of the 1,700 simulees using the three-parameter logistic mod
el, 

p. . (8.) 
1g] J 

c . + 
g] 

(1 - c .) 
g]_ 

1 + exp[-1.7a .(e.- b .)] 
g] J g] 

[2] 

where p . . ( e . ) 
18J J 

probability of a correct response to item K on factor i for a 
simulee with trait level ej. 
IRT pseudo-~uessing parameter for item K on factor i• 
IRT discrimination parameter for item K on factor i• and 

IRT difficulty parameter for item K on factor i· 

The probabilities for each item on each factor were then combined using 
Equation 3 to calculate the overall probability of a correct response for each 
individual on each item: 

r. 
1g 

K 2 
L: F .P .. 

j=1 g] 1g] 

K 
L: F2. 

j=l g] 

[3] 

overall probability of a correct response for simulee l on item K• 
factor loading for item a on factor i· and 

probability of a correct response for simulee i on factor i for item 

K· 

Dichotomous item scores (uig) were then generated using rig and a random 

number generator. For each simulee and item, a random number between 0 and 1 
was generated. If rig was greater than this random number, an item score uig 

1 was assigned for the response of simulee l to item£· If rig was less than 

the random number, an item score uig = 0 was assigned to the item for the simu-
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lee. In this manner, each of the 1,700 simulees received an item score of 0 or 
1 on each of the 150 items for each factor structure. 

Adaptive Testing Strategy 

The sets of dichotomous item responses uig generated from the factor struc

tures with varying degrees of multidimensionality were used with a maximum in
formation adaptive testing strategy to obtain 6 estimates. Since the adaptive 
testing strategy used assumes a unidimensional set of item responses, the ob
tained 6 estimates can be used to determine the effect of violation of the as
sumption of unidimensionality. For each factor structure: 

1. § was set to 0.0 for each simulee. 

2. Information at 6 was computed for each of the 150 items using first factor 
~· ~. and ~ parameters in the following equation: 

I (e) = [P' (e)] 
2 

/P (S)Qg(e) g g g [4] 

where Ig< e) information at 6 for item _g_, 

Pg<e) probability of a correct response to item ,a at " 8 ' 
Pg<e> first derivative of p g< e)' and 

Qg< e) 1 - Pg<e). 

3. The item with the highest level of information at 8 was selected as the next 
item to be administered. 

4. The item responses to the item chosen to be administered were read from the 
generated item response matrix for each simulee. 

5. A new 8 was calculated for each simulee using maximum likelihood scoring: 

K " Uig (" )1-uig 
1(6.

1
\u.) =II P. (9.) Qig 8i 

1 1 1 1g 1 g= 
[5] 

likelihood of the simulee's observed response pattern (ui) 
at 8i1' 

p. <e.) 
1g 1 

probability of a correct response to item ,a for simulee i 
with trait level estimate ei, 

1 for a correct response to item _g_, 
0 for an-.incorrect response to item ,a, 

Qig<ei) 1 - pig(8i), and 
K the number of items administered. 

The value of 8 which had the greatest likelihood for the observed item re
sponses was selected as the new 8 estimate for a simulee (e was restricted 
to the range +4 to -4). 
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~ 

6. Steps 2 through 5 were repeated using the new Ss for each simulee until 30 
items were administered; 

~ 

7. The Ss were saved at 5, 10, 15, 20, 15 and 30 items. 

Evaluative Indices 

Conditional indices. Since no one optimal evaluative index was available, 
four different evaluative indices were used to determine the effect of viola
tions of the assumption of unidimensionality in adaptive testing. Each of the 
following four indices were computed at each of the 17 8 levels on the first 
factor and for all six test lengths. 

1. Bias: 
N(S 

1
) 

L p (S i - 8 il) 
i=1 

estimated 8 level for simulee i, 
true 8 level for simulee i on factor 1, and 

[ 6 J 

number of simulees at level ~ (usually 100, but occasionally smal
ler due to maximum likelihood convergence failures). 

This index 
tween true 

takes into account both the size and direction of the difference be
and estimated e. 

2. Inaccuracy: 

Inaccuracy (Sp 1 ) 

N(S ) 
L p1 I§. -8. I 

i=l 1 11 
[7] 

Inaccuracy considers only the size, and not the direction, of the difference 
between estimated and actual 8 levels for each simulee at a given 8 level 
and test length. 

3. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). RMSE was calculated as 

This index gives more weight to larger differences between estimated and 
true 8 levels. 

4. Efficiency. Efficiency was defined by 

[8] 
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[9] 

where g* indexes items actually administered and K indexes the items with 
the maximum levels of information at 81• 

Thus, efficiency is the ratio of the information in the ~ items actually 
administered to the~ most informative items at 81• It will equal 1.0 when 
the adaptive testing strategy administers the k items with maximum informa
tion at 81• Deviations from 1.0 result from the fact that, at any stage of 
the adaptive test, 8 is not usually exactly equal to 81• 

Comparison of conditional multidimensional and unidimensional results. To 
summarize the effects of multidimensionality on each of the evaluative indices, 
distance measures were computed across the 17 81 levels between the values of 

each of the conditional evaluative indices for the unidimensional (UD) datasets 
and the multidimensional (MD) datasets for all six test lengths. Cronbach and 
Gleser's (1953) formulas were used for computing a distance measure, D2 , between 
two profiles and for decomposing D2 into components due to mean differences, 
scatter differences, and shape differences. Profiles were plots of the values 
of an evaluative index for a given dataset and test length across all 17 81 lev
els. The formulas used were: 

n2 
UD,MD 

where 

2' 
DUD,MD 

where D
21 

UD,MD 

~::,ZELUD,MD 

2" 
DUD MD 

' 
2" where D 
UD,HD 

-17 2 
l: (X UD - XpMD) 

p=1 p 
[10] 

overall squared distance between profile UD and profile MD, 

value of the evaluative index for dataset UD and 8 level ~' and 

value of the evaluative index for dataset MD and 8 level ~· 

[11] 

squared distance between profiles UD and MD after differences in 
mean level between the two profiles are eliminated. 
squared difference in mean level between profiles UD and MD, and 

2 I 2 
DUD,MD - 1::, 

8UD,MD 
8uD8MD 

[12] 

squared distance between profiles UD and MD after differences due 
to mean level and scatter between the two profiles are eliminated 
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( 17 ,~ 
5uu = ~:! (XpUD - "nul 

where SUD scatter for profile UD, 

Xun mean of the 17 values of the evaluative index for profile UD, 

XMD and SMD are defined similarly, and 
2 

6 SUD MD = squared difference between scatters for profiles MD and UD. 
' 

[13] 

The presence of scatters less than 1.00 for many of the datasets resulted 
2" 2' 1 in values of D that were larger than the values of D for the same profi es. 

This made interpretation of the distance measures difficult, so the values of 
each of the four evaluative indices at each of the 17 6 levels were multiplied 
by 10. This fact should be taken into account in interpreting the magnitude of 
the differences between profiles and the distance measures. 

To aid in interpreting the differences in profiles due to level, scatter 
and shape, the proportion of the squared distance (D2 ) due to each of these com
ponents was computed using the following formulas: 

Level EffectUD,MD 

the proportion of D2 due to differences in level between profiles UD and MD, 

Scatter EffectUD MD 
' 

2 I 2 II 

DUD,MD - DUD,MD_ 
2 

DUD,MD 

[14] 

[15] 

the proportion of D2 due to differences in scatter between the two profiles, and 

Shape EffectUD,MD [16] 

the proportion of D2 due to differences in shape between profiles MD and UD. 

Unconditional indices. In addition to examining the bias, inaccuracy, and 
RMSE conditional on 6 level, mean values of these indices were computed across 
the 17 6 levels for each dataset and test length. Also computed for each condi
tion was the fidelity correlation between e and e1 • These correlations were 

computed for a normally distributed sample of 630 simulees selected from the 
1,700 rectangularly distributed simulees in each dataset. 
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RESULTS 

Unconditional Indices 

Fidelity 

Table 3 shows fidelity correlations for each of the datasets based on OSAF, 
1.5 OSAF, and 2.0 OSAF, as a function of test length. For the single-factor 
Dataset 1, fidelity increased with increasing test length from .646, when 5 
items were administered, to .928 at 30 items. For the 2-factor datasets (2-8) 
fidelity generally decreased with increasing strength of the second factor with 
two exceptions: (1) Dataset 5, which had a second factor 1/2 as strong as the 
first factor, had consistently higher fidelity than Dataset 4, in which the sec
ond factor was only 1/3 as strong as the first; and (2) Dataset 6, in which the 
second factor was 2/3 the strength of the first, had consistently lower fidelity 
than Dataset 7, in which the second factor was slightly stronger (3/4 of the 
first). In both these cases, differences between the fidelities decreased with 
increases in test length. For all datasets, fidelity increased with increasing 
test length. 

For these 2-factor datasets, multidimensionality had fairly substantial 
effects on fidelity. For example, at the 15-item test length fidelity was .872 
for the single-factor Dataset 1, but dropped to .548 when there were two equal 
factors (Dataset 8). When the second factor was only 1/4 the strength of the 
first factor (Dataset 3), fidelity for a 15-item test decreased from .872 to 
.784. To overcome the effect of this degree of multidimensionality, the 15-item 
test of Dataset 3 would need to be doubled in length, resulting in a fidelity of 
.880. For degrees of multidimensionality beyond those represented by Dataset 3, 
tests would need to be well beyond 30 items in length to equal the fidelity of 
the 15-item test in UD Dataset 1. 

A similar pattern of results was observed for the 3-factor structures 
(Datasets 9-16), but the effects of multidimensionality on fidelity were even 
stronger. In these datasets there was, again, a general decrease in fidelity 
with increasing strength of the second and third factors. Fidelity also in
creased with test length for all datasets. In general, however, fidelities were 
lower for the 3-factor datasets than for those with two factors, even when the 
total variance accounted for by factors beyond the first was equal. For exam
ple, at the 15-item length, fidelity for Dataset 13 (with factors 2 and 3 each 
1/2 of the first factor in strength) was .443; when the same amount of variance 
was concentrated in only the second factor (Dataset 8), fidelity was .548. Only 
Dataset 9, with second and third factors each 1/8 of the first factor, attained 
a sufficiently high fidelity at 30 items (.869) to approximate that of UD Data
set 1 at 15 items (.872). 

Results for the 1.5 and 2.0 OSAF datasets were similar to those for 1.0 
OSAF, with a general increase in fidelity with increasing strength of the first 
factor. For example, for a 15-item test based on a 2-factor structure with the 
second factor 3/4 the strength of the first factor, fidelity was .628 for 1.0 
OSAF (Dataset 7), .685 for 1.5 OSAF (Dataset 24), and .789 for 2.0 OSAF (Dataset 
40). For the 3-factor datasets with the second and third factors each 1/3 of 
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Table 3 
Fidelity as a Function of Test Length for 

Unidimensional (UD) and Multidimensional Datasets 
Based on First Factors 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 Times as 

Strong as the ASVAB General Science Factor 

No. ,of: Test Length (Number of Items) 
Dataset Factors 5 10 15 20 25 30 

1.0 OSAF 
1 (UD) 1 .646 .799 .872 .903 .914 .928 
2 2 .592 • 762 .823 .866 .896 .909 
3 2 .519 .692 • 7 84 .833 .863 .880 
4 2 .461 • 592 .672 .718 .765 .790 
5 2 .534 .648 • 711 .780 .813 .826 
6 2 .404 .543 .616 .658 .677 .705 
7 2 .431 .572 .628 .662 .694 .715 
8 2 .429 .510 .548 • 580 .616 .631 
9 3 .522 .665 .760 .821 .847 .869 

10 3 .423 .567 .655 .706 • 737 .763 
11 3 .375 .477 .567 .633 .678 .710 
12 3 .340 .467 .559 .614 .652 .679 
13 3 .320 .386 .443 .499 .548 .584 
14 3 .350 .467 .529 • 574 • 618 .645 
15 3 .313 .383 .418 .434 .473 .490 
16 3 .267 .339 • 371 .400 .415 .438 
17 4 .577 .723 .802 .847 .871 .893 

1.5 OSAF 
18 (UD) 1 .691 .842 .916 .937 .949 .955 
19 2 .660 .822 • 881 • 912 • 931 • 945 
20 2 .587 .753 .848 .892 .914 .924 
21 2 .560 .740 .828 .877 • 904 .912 
22 2 .569 .737 .808 .842 .867 .878 
23 2 .462 .616 .724 • 772 .802 .812 
24 2 .478 .623 .685 .713 .748 .763 
25 2 .387 .510 .607 • 651 • 6 75 .697 
26 3 .590 .740 .816 .863 .892 .911 
27 3 .446 .596 .702 • 752 • 782 .801 
28 3 .439 .569 .654 .710 • 7 55 .776 
29 3 .442 .578 • 650 • 702 .742 .759 
30 3 .447 .554 .637 .695 .731 .745 
31 3 .455 .589 • 690 • 732 .756 .771 
32 3 .415 .525 .610 .653 .681 .700 
33 4 • 581 .765 .858 .892 • 918 .932 

2.0 OSAF 
34 (UD) 1 .733 .867 .930 .953 .961 .965 
35 2 .585 .775 .888 • 932 .955 .964 
36 2 .599 .749 .850 .911 .927 .937 
37 2 .524 • 694 .817 .860 • 902 .924 
38 2 .604 .710 .807 .853 .866 .888 
39 2 .547 .655 .756 .816 .843 • 849 
40 2 .542 .689 .789 .813 .836 .844 
41 3 .519 .690 .804 .875 .923 • 929 
42 3 .542 .647 .744 .813 .841 .868 
43 3 .499 • 631 .758 .831 .855 .874 
44 3 .534 .6 74 • 777 .819 .840 .857 
45 4 .379 .482 .546 .618 .664 .700 
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the first factor, fidelity for a 15-item test in the 1.0 OSAF data was .567 
(Dataset 11), rising to .654 when factor 1 was 1.5 OSAF (Dataset 28) and to .758 
with 2.0 OSAF (Dataset 43). As in the 1.0 OSAF data, a single factor beyond the 
first had less effect on fidelity than did two factors equaling the strength of 
the single factor, though the effect diminished substantially with the stronger 
first factor. For example, in the 1.5 OSAF structures for a 15-item test with a 
second factor 2/3 of the first factor (Dataset 23), fidelity was .724 versus 
.654 when there were two factors beyond the first, each comprising 1/3 of the 
first factor (Dataset 28); comparable factor structures with 2.0 OSAF resulted 
in fidelities of .756 (Dataset 39) and .758 (Dataset 43). 

Datasets 17, 33, and 45 provide results based on factors derived from the 
ASVAB 4-factor structure, in which factors 2, 3, and 4 accounted for 22.2%, 
13.6%, and 13.5%, respectively, of OSAF. Table 3 shows that there were rela
tively small effects on fidelity for the 1.0 and 1.5 OSAF datasets, particularly 
for tests of 20 or more items. For example, in Dataset 17 fidelity for a 25-
item test was .871 versus .914 for UD Dataset 1. Comparable results for the 1.5 
OSAF data were .918 (Dataset 33) and .949 (Dataset 18). In the 2.0 OSAF data, 
however, the 4-factor ASVAB structure (Dataset 45) resulted in the lowest ob
served fidelities for those datasets; fidelity dropped from .953 (UD Dataset 34) 
to .618 for ASVAB at 20 items, and from .965 to .700 at 30 items. 

Bias, Inaccuracy, RMSE 

Table 4 provides data on mean bias, inaccuracy, and RMSE for the datasets 
based on 1.0 OSAF. For UD Dataset 1, bias decreased from .282 at 5 items to 
.010 at 30 items. Each of the 2-factor datasets (2-8) showed lower levels of 
positive bias and higher levels of negative bias than did Dataset 1, with bias 
becoming increasingly negative as the strength of the second factor increased. 
Thus, in 2-factor data structures § underestimated 8, on the average, as both 
test length and strength of multidimensionality increased. A similar trend was 
observed for most of the 3-factor datasets (9-16), with a few exceptions. In 
these datasets bias tended to become less positive and increasingly negative for 
all test lengths for Datasets 9-12, in which the sum of the variance accounted 
for by the second and third factors was less than that of the first factor. In 
Dataset 13, which had second and third factors each 1/2 of the first factor, 
bias was again positive for tests of 15 items or less, but this effect was 
reversed for Dataset 14 (factor 2 = 2/3 of factor 1, and factor 3 = 1/3 of fac
tor 1). However, for tests of 5 or 10 items, bias then again became positive 
for Datasets 15 and 16, which had very strong second and third factors. There 
was also a slight trend toward positive mean bias in Dataset 16. As Table 4 
also shows, there was a slight effect on bias when data were generated from the 
4-factor ASVAB structure (Dataset 17). For these data the ASVAB structure re
sulted in a slight mean underestimation of 8 at test lengths of 20 to 30 items 
with a mean bias of .006 at 15 items compared with .038 for Dataset 1. 

Both inaccuracy and RMSE tended to increase with increasing strength of 
factors beyond the first, and to decrease with increasing test length; this held 
true for both the 2- and 3-factor datasets. An exception occurred for Dataset 
14 (factor 2 = 2/3 of factor 1, and factor 3 = 1/3 of factor 1) for both inaccu
racy and RMSE. For this dataset inaccuracy and RMSE values were lower than 
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Table 4 
Mean Bias, Inaccuracy, and RMSE as a Function of Test 

Length for Unidimensional (UD) and Multidimensional 
Datasets, Based on ASVAB General Science Factor 

No. of Test LenB:th (Number of Items) 
Dataset Factors 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Bias 
1 (UD) 1 .282 .107 .038 .024 .015 .010 
2 2 .247 .100 .031 -.015 -.028 -.026 
3 2 .163 .056 -.004 -.026 -.042 -.051 
4 2 .189 .060 -.022 -.052 -.072 -.084 
5 2 .164 .065 -.017 -.053 -.075 -.085 
6 2 .170 .038 -.023 -.070 -.099 -.107 
7 2 .023 -.071 -.125 -.136 -.147 -.153 
8 2 .057 -.026 -.103 -.135 -.171 -.190 
9 3 .306 .133 .033 .012 -.020 -.028 

10 3 .113 -.007 -.080 -.090 -.101 -.115 
11 3 .173 .007 -.039 -.086 -.104 -.115 
12 3 .128 .022 -.046 -.068 -.096 -.111 
13 3 .397 .231 .061 -.040 -.089 -.131 
14 3 -.051 -.097 -.127 -.174 -.193 -.201 
15 3 .139 .059 -.060 -.122 -.171 -.210 
16 3 .379 .240 .101 .006 -.068 -.142 
17 4 .214 .075 .006 -.028 -.034 -.032 

Inaccuracy 
1 (UD) _,.1 .906 .587 .451 .388 .357 .332 
2 2 .982 :657 .517 • 446 .402 .370 
3 2 1.055 .713 .570 .493 .447 .413 
4 2 1. 251 • 941 .770 .676 • 617 • 573 
5 2 1.183 .870 .715 .604 .549 .521 
6 2 1.247 .948 • 791 • 713 .664 • 638 
7 2 1.308 1.012 .861 • 789 • 733 .698 
8 2 1.387 1. 112 .997 .915 .863 • 841 
9 3 1.146 .781 .603 .512 .455 .418 

10 3 1.373 1.027 .848 .731 • 661 • 612 
11 3 1.424 1.100 .915 .801 • 725 .675 
12 3 1.455 1.135 • 948 .837 • 765 .720 
13 3 1.622 1.292 1. 113 1. 016 • 941 .888 
14 3 1.549 1.244 1.062 .954 .875 • 829 
15 3 1.643 1.419 1. 298 1. 200 1.131 1.092 
16 3 1.733 1.492 1. 371 1.280 1. 222 1.179 
17 4 1.055 • 734 .581 .489 .435 .399 

RMSE 
1 (UD) 1 1.211 .785 .603 .514 .461 .425 
2 2 1.328 .904 .694 • 591 .521 .474 
3 2 1.417 .980 .773 .658 .587 .539 
4 2 1.659 1.296 1.090 • 958 .868 .805 
5 2 1.574 1.193 .984 .824 .757 .704 
6 2 1.659 1.309 1.116 1.014 .934 .884 
7 2 1.734 1. 407 1.214 1.120 1.050 .999 
8 2 1.809 1.498 1.356 1.258 1.201 1.162 
9 3 1.539 1. 069 .844 .702 .613 .547 

10 3 1.8oe 1.401 1.198 1.043 • 948 .882 
11 3 1.855 1.500 1.276 1.122 1.021 .950 
12 3 1.897 1.550 1.333 1.188 1.094 1.026 
13 3 2.055 1. 723 1.516 1.393 1.290 1.220 
14 3 1.971 1.649 1.447 1. 312 1. 214 1.157 
15 3 2.095 1.865 1. 726 1.616 1.538 1.488 
16 3 2.179 1.940 1.809 1. 712 1. 639 1.588 
17 4 1.430 1.005 .797 .648 .572 .519 
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those for Dataset 13, in which the amount of variance accounted for by factors 2 
and 3 was the same as in Dataset 14, but the factors were of equal strength; 
there was a trend for the difference between inaccuracies for the two datasets 
to increase as test length increased, with Dataset 14 resulting in lower mean 
inaccuracy. 

As in the bias data, small effects on inaccuracy and RMSE were observed for 
the 4-factor ASVAB structure (Dataset 17). Both inaccuracy and RMSE decreased 
with increasing test length. For a 15-item test, inaccuracy was .581 for Data
set 17 versus .451 for Dataset 1; corresponding RMSE values were .797 and .603. 

Although not shown here, similar trends for bias, inaccuracy, and RMSE were 
observed in the 1.5 and 2.0 OSAF datasets. That is, mean bias became increas
ingly negative with increasing multidimensionality and test length, whereas mean 
inaccuracy and RMSE tended to decrease with those variables. In general, howev
er, the magnitudes of the evaluative indices were lower, indicating less effect 
of multidimensionality with a stronger first factor. 

Conditional Indices 

Effect of Test Length 

Bias. Figures 1a through 1c show values of mean bias at each of 17 8 lev
els. Each figure compares the mean bias level across four different test 
lengths (10, 15, 20, and 25 items) for datasets derived from a 2-factor struc
ture with the second factor 1/3 as strong as the first factor. The first factor 
for the datasets in Figure 1a was OSAF; in Figure 1b the first factor was 1.5 
OSAF; and in Figure 1c it was 2.0 OSAF. 

In each of these three figures the mean bias level generally decreases with 
increasing test length. This pattern is disrupted somewhat between 8 levels of 
-.80 to +.80, where the bias fluctuates around 0.0 and no test length consist
ently shows a smaller mean bias level. Bias is most variable for the 10-item 
test length and least variable for the 25-item test. Regardless of the strength 
of the first factor, the mean bias values at 8 levels greater than .80 converge 
for all four test lengths. Similar patterns of bias across test lengths were 
observed for the other datasets. In general, bias was negative for 8s below the 
mean and positive for 8s above the mean, although this effect was much less pro
nounced for the 1.5 OSAF datasets (Figure 1b) than for the 1.0 or 2.0 OSAF data
sets (Figures 1a and 1c). 

Inaccuracy. Figure 2 compares the mean inaccuracy levels at each of four 
different test lengths (10, 15, 20, and 25 items) across all 17 8 levels for 
Dataset 29, in which the first factor is 1.5 OSAF, the second factor is 1/2 as 
strong as the first factor, and the third iactor is 1/4 as strong as the first 
factor. Inaccuracy tended to decrease with increasing test length. Inaccuracy 
levels for the 10-item test length varied across 8 levels and were most constant 
for the 25-item test. This same pattern held for the comparisons across test 
length of the mean inaccuracy values for each of the 45 datasets. 

RMSE. Comparison of the conditional RMSE values for the same dataset 
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Figure 1 
Conditional Bias of 8 Estimates for Tests of 10, 15, 20, and 25 Items 

for Datasets with Factor 1 of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.5 OSAF 
and Factor 2 One-Third the Strength of Factor 1 
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Figure 2 
Conditional Inaccuracy of 8 Estimates for Tests of 10, 15, 20, 

and 25 Items for Dataset 29 
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across different test lengths yielded the same results as for inaccuracy. An 
example is shown in Figure 3 for Dataset 4. RMSE decreases with increasing test 
length, and the RMSE values for the shorter test lengths (10 and 15 items) vary 
more across 6 levels than those for the longer tests. 

Efficiency. Comparison of the mean efficiency levels for a given dataset 
across 6 levels for a number of test lengths indicated that the efficiency lev
els increased and followed the same pattern, as test length increased. Figure 4 
provides an example of these comparisons for Dataset 29 at 10-, 15-, 20-, and 
25-item test lengths. 

Since the results for all four conditional indices showed relatively sys
tematic trends as a function of test length, the remainder of the results re
ported are only for the 15-item test length. 

Effect of Multidimensionality 

Tables 5 through 8 contain values of the distance measures across 17 6 lev
els for conditional values of each of the evaluative indices between each UD 
dataset and each of the MD datasets with the same strength first factor, for 
tests of 15 items in length. These tables also contain the proportions of the 
distance measure due to level, scatter, and shape effects. 

Bias. Table 5 shows results of the D2 profile analysis for bias. For the 
datasets based on OSAF (Datasets 1-17), the UD dataset (Dataset 1) generally had 
a higher mean bias (.38) and a lower variability (scatter) of bias (2.60) than 
did the MD datasets (2-17). When a second factor was added to the data (Data
sets 2-8), D2 values tended to increase with increasing strength of the second 
factor; the exception to this is Dataset 5, in which D2 values were uniformly 
lower than in Dataset 4 even though the second factor in Dataset 5 was stronger. 
The effect proportions show that in all these datasets the vast majority of the 
differences in bias values as a result of multidimensionality was due to in
creased scatter; in Datasets 2-8 at least 87% of the differences in bias values 
from the UD dataset was due to scatter. Level effects accounted for most of the 
rema1n1ng effect for most of these datasets, with the exception of Dataset 2, in 
which the shape effect was slightly stronger than the level effect. 

Similar results were observed for the 2-factor structure in which the first 
factor was strengthened. For Datasets 19-25, based on 1.5 OSAF, overall D2 val
ues increased regularly with increasing multidimensionality, but the absolute 
values of D2 were smaller than for the 1.0 OSAF data. For Datasets 35-40 a sim
ilar but more irregular trend is evident, with smaller values of D2 than for 1.0 
OSAF or 1.5 OSAF, particularly for the higher strength second factors (Datasets 
37-40). The effect proportions for these datasets are similar to those for the 
1.0 OSAF data, though there is a tendency for multidimensionality to result in 
slightly greater differences in level, with consequent reductions in the scatter 
effect. 

Figure 5 shows a typical result for bias with increasing multidimensional
ity for the 1.5 OSAF data. (The values plotted in this figure and in the other 
figures following are the untransformed values, so that the means and scatters 
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Figure 4 
Conditional Efficiency of 8 Estimates for Tests of 10, 15, 20, 

and 25 Items for Dataset 29 
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Table 5 
Elevation (Mean) and Scatter of Bias (>< 10) for Unidimensional (UD) and 
Multidimensional Datasets, Differences Between Elevation and Scatter, 

Total D2 Index, D2 with Elevation Removed (D21 ), D2 with Elevation and 
Scatter Removed (D2 11 ), and Proportion of D2 Due to Level, Scatter, and Shape, 

for Tests of 15 Items 

Difference 
Between 

D2 II 
Effect Proportion 

Dataset Mean Scatter Means Scatter D2 D21 Level Scatter Shape 

1 (UD) • 38 2.60 
2 .31 3.76 .07 -1.17 25.524 25.439 2.468 .003 .900 .097 
3 -.03 5.ll .41 -2.51 39.584 36.733 2.295 .072 .870 .058 
4 -.20 13.57 .58 -10.98 212.407 206.674 2.445 .027 .962 .012 
5 -.14 9.56 .52 -6.96 110.142 105.592 2.304 .041 .938 • 021 
6 -.22 14.13 .60 -11.53 225.007 218.948 2.345 .027 • 963 .010 
7 -1.19 18.04 1.57 -15.44 388.634 346.573 2.309 .108 .886 .006 
8 -.98 17.97 1.36 -15.37 378.507 346.969 2.371 .083 .910 .006 
9 .34 5.01 • 04 -2.42 29.444 29.419 1. 8ll .001 .938 .062 

10 -.79 12.59 1.17 -10.00 206.466 183.387 2.552 .ll2 .876 .012 
11 -.37 18.31 .75 -15.72 354.696 345.152 2.063 .027 .967 .006 
12 -.43 20.52 .81 -17.93 438.638 427.464 1.990 .025 .970 .005 
13 .62 22.51 -.24 -19.92 535.791 534.840 2.365 .002 .994 .004 
14 -1.23 22.27 1.60 -19.67 565.182 521.402 2.328 .077 .918 .004 
15 -.56 28.55 .94 -25.96 852.904 838.016 2.216 .017 .980 .003 
16 1.03 31.53 -. 65 -28.94 1044.31 1037.20 2.441 .007 .991 .002 
17 .06 3.84 .32 -1.25 22.926 21.212 1.971 .075 .839 • 086 

18 (UD) .so 2.09 
19 .41 2.66 .09 -.57 4.0ll 3.876 .640 .034 .807 .159 
20 .20 5.60 • 30 -3.52 29.204 27.642 1.306 .054 .902 .045 
21 .09 6.23 .41 -4.15 40.071 37.153 1.536 .073 .889 .038 
22 -.09 9.04 • 60 -6.95 79.711 73.661 1.343 .076 .907 .017 
23 -.39 12.62 .89 -10.54 154.682 141.234 1.146 .087 .906 .007 
24 -1.03 16.58 1.53 -14.49 296.347 256.390 1.343 .135 .861 .005 
25 -.65 17.28 1.16 -15.19 293.890 271.188 1.121 .077 .919 .004 
26 .39 5.07 .12 -2.98 22.341 22.108 1. 252 .010 .934 .056 
27 .38 14.73 .12 -12.64 192.998 192.752 1.073 .001 .993 .006 
28 .03 15.61 .47 -13.53 229.319 225.539 1.307 .016 .978 .006 
29 -.14 14.84 .64 -12.76 206. 5ll 199.462 1.18 7 .034 .960 .006 
30 .03 17.84 .48 -15.75 301.909 298.055 1.341 .013 .983 .004 
31 .50 10.25 .oo -8.17 88.514 88.514 1.019 .ooo .988 .012 
32 -.28 18.49 .78 -16.40 332.691 322.277 1.379 .031 .965 .004 
33 .41 3.89 .09 -1.80 12.352 12.208 1.105 .012 .899 .089 

34 (UD) .76 2.08 
35 .64 5.34 .12 -3.26 23.025 22.777 1.095 .Oll .942 .048 
36 -.02 8.ll .78 -6.03 55.720 45.257 .528 .188 .803 .009 
37 -.28 10.74 1.05 -8.66 108.624 89.974 .6 71 .172 .822 .006 
38 .07 9.65 .70 -7.57 77.603 69.378 .604 .106 .886 .008 
39 .29 13.08 .48 -11.00 139.271 134.398 .494 .028 .968 .004 
40 .21 ll. 62 .55 -9.54 109.813 104.641 .562 .047 .948 .005 
41 .68 8.38 .08 -6.30 48.956 48.835 .527 .002 .987 .Oll 
42 .46 9.94 .30 -7.86 71.616 70.057 .400 .022 .973 .006 
43 .69 13.02 .08 -10.94 138.069 137.966 .677 .001 .994 .005 
44 .75 13.94 . .01 -ll.86 155.258 155.254 .503 .ooo .997 .003 
45 -1.58 25.93 2. 35 -23.85 687.320 593.785 .463 .136 .863 .001 
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are 1/10 of the comparable values in Tables 5 through 8.) This figure shows the 
effect of the strength of the second factor increasing from 1/3 of the first 
factor (Dataset 21) to 2/3 (Dataset 23) to 1.0 (Dataset 25). Bias for the UD 
dataset (Dataset 18) is close to zero throughout the 8 range. For the MD data
sets bias is close to zero for 8 values close to 0.0, but it increases as the 
levels progress toward either extreme, resulting in the increased scatter due to 
increasing multidimensionality. Bias values are generally positive for 8 values 
less than 0.0 and negative for 8 values greater than 0.0. For Dataset 21 with 
the smallest second factor (1/3) bias is not substantially different from the UD 
dataset, except at extreme 8 values; the major effect on bias for these datasets 
seems to occur for Dataset 23 (factor 2 = 2/3), with the additional 1/3 added to 
factor 2 in Dataset 25 resulting in generally little additional bias. 

Results for the 3-factor datasets (9-16, 26-32, and 41-44) are also in 
Table 5. For the 1.0 OSAF data, overall D2 increased regularly with increasing 
strength of the second and third factors; for the 1.5 OSAF data, values of D2 

were considerably lower, indicating less effect of increased strength of the 
second and third factors with the stronger first factor; this trend is further 
supported by Datasets 41-44 (2.0 OSAF), in which overall D2 values were the low
est for all the 3-factor datasets. For all but one of the 3-factor datasets 
over 90% of the difference in bias values between the UD and MD datasets was due 
to scatter (the exception being Dataset 10 with .876), with secondary effects 
generally attributable to level effects. 

Increasing dimensionality from two to three factors while holding constant 
total proportion of variance accounted for by the factors resulted in increased 
scatter of bias in most cases. For example, Dataset 6 was a 2-factor structure 
with the second factor 2/3 of the first, whereas in Dataset 11 both the second 
and third factors were 1/3 of the first factor. For Dataset 6 overall D2 was 
225, whereas Dataset 11 obtained a D2 value of 355; in both cases the proportion 
of D2 due to scatter was about .96. A similar effect was observed with the 1.5 
OSAF data--overall D2 for Dataset 23 was 155, whereas that for Dataset 28 was 
229. The 2.0 OSAF data did not, however, exhibit this effect since overall D2 

for Datasets 39 and 43 were 138 and 139, respectively. 

When results from the ASVAB 4-factor structure were compared to those of 
the relevant UD datasets, very minor effects on bias were observed when OSAF was 
used (Dataset 17) or when the first factor was increased to 1.5 its original 
strength (Dataset 33). In both cases mean bias was lower for the ASVAB struc
ture than for the UD structure, though the scatter of the bias was slightly 
higher. The minor differences in bias for these datasets were, like the other 
MD structures, primarily due to scatter (.839 for Dataset 17 and .899 for Data
set 33). In contrast to the other MD structures, however, secondary effects 
were more important for shape than for level, indicating that the ASVAB struc
ture changed the ordering of bias values across the 17 8 levels in comparison to 
the datasets. However, since there were very small effects on bias due to the 

( 
2 ' ASVAB structure overall D values of 23 and 12), the shape effects are likely 

not important. 

Using the ASVAB structure with the 2.0 OSAF data (Dataset 45) resulted in 
the largest overall D2 for Datasets 35-45, a result considerably different than 
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that observed for Datasets 17 and 33. These data indicate that bias increased 
substantially both in overall level and variability from the comparable UD data
set, with 86% of the differences in bias due to scatter and 14% due to level. 
Since factors 2-4 were the same in all three ASVAB datasets, this difference can 
be attributed only to the increased absolute strength of the first factor in 
Dataset 45. 

Inaccuracy. Table 6 contains the distance measures computed between the 
inaccuracy profiles of the UD datasets and each of the MD datasets with the same 
strength first factor. For the 2-factor structures overall, D2 generally in
creases with increasing strength of the second factor in both the datasets based 
on 1.0 OSAF (2-8) and those based on 1.5 OSAF (19-25), with a similar but more 
irregular trend in the datasets bas.ed on 2.0 OSAF. As for the bias criterion, 
the value of D2 tends to decrease as the strength of the first factor increa
ses--even though the relative strength of the second factor is the same--indi
cating less effect on inaccuracy as the strength of the first factor increases. 
The effect proportions for these data show that differences in inaccuracy values 
were primarily the result of level effects that tended to increase with in
creased strength of the second factor. This increasing level effect occurred at 
the expense primarily of the scatter effect which, with a few exceptions, tended 
to decrease with increasing strength of the second factor. The only exception 
to the predominance of the level effect occurred when the second factor was 1/8 
as strong as the first factor in Dataset 2, in which case the scatter effect was 
.547 and the level effect was .382; in the comparable datasets (19 and 35) with 
similar strength second factors but stronger first factors, the scatter effect 
was also relatively large. However, in all three of these datasets, D2 was rel
atively small, indicating little effect on inaccuracy with a weak second factor. 

A similar pattern was observed for the 3-factor structures (Datasets 9-16, 
26-32, and 41-44). D2 tended to increase with increasing strength of the second 
and third factors, although the trend was more irregular for the 1.5 and 2.0 
OSAF data. In all cases level accounted for a minimum of 86% of the squared 
difference between inaccuracy values for the UD and MD datasets. There was also 
a marked tendency for the effect of the second and third factors to diminish 
substantially as the first factor increased in strength. For example, in Data
set 11 based on 1.0 OSAF and second and third factors each 1/3 as strong as the 
first factor, D2 was 382 with 96% due to level; in Dataset 28 based on 1.5 OSAF 
D2 was 326 with 98% due to level, and in Dataset 43 based on 2.0 OSAF D2 was 141 
with 88% due to level. 

When the number of factors was increased from 2 to 3 while holding constant 
the proportion of variance accounted for by factors beyond the first, D2 tended 
to increase, indicating a greater effect on inaccuracy for a larger number of 
factors. For example, in the 1.0 OSAF data, D2 for Dataset 5 (2 factors, second 
factor 1/2 of first factor) was 130, whereas in Dataset 10 (3 factors, second 
and third factors each 1/4 of first factor) D2 was 288; similar effects were 
observed in the 1.5 OSAF data for Datasets 22 versus 27 (D2 = 91 vs. 275) and in 
the 2.0 OSAF data for Datasets 38 and 42 (D 2 

= 71 vs. 98). Figure 6 illustrates 
the typical level effect found for inaccuracy within the 1.0 OSAF data. Dataset 
3 with a weak (1/4) second factor results in inaccuracy values close to UD Data
set 1, whereas inaccuracy increases for Dataset 10 with two factors each 1/4 of 
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Table 6 
Elevation (Mean) and Scatter of Inaccuracy (~ 10) for Unidimensional (UD) and 

Multidimensional Datasets, Differences Between Elevation and Scatter, 
Total D2 Index, D2 with Elevation Removed (D2 '), D2 with Elevation and 

Scatter Removed (D2 ''), and Proportion of D2 Due to Level, Scatter, and Shape, 
for Tests of 15 Items 

Difference 
Between Effect Proportion 

Dataset Mean Scatter Means Scatter D2 D2' D2' I Level Scatter Shape 

1 (UD) 4.52 2.97 
2 5.17 2.95 -.65 .02 18.998 11.735 1. 336 .382 .547 .070 
3 5.71 3.12 -1.19 -.15 26.202 2.245 .240 .914 .on .009 
4 7.70 3.55 -3.19 -.57 190.049 17.495 1.628 .908 .083 .009 
5 7.17 3.84 -2.65 -.86 129.530 10.312 .839 .920 .073 .006 
6 7.91 3.19 -3.39 -.21 213.406 17.736 1.868 .917 .074 .009 
7 8.61 6.10 -4.09 -3.13 329.511 44.879 1.932 .864 .130 .006 
8 9.98 5.11 -5.46 -2.13 539.101 31.407 1.768 .942 .055 .003 
9 6.03 2.92 -1.51 .06 45.036 6.235 • 719 .862 .122 .016 

10 8.48 4.95 -3.96 -1.97 287.725 20.615 1.138 .928 .068 .004 
11 9.16 4.67 -4.64 -1.70 381.703 15.607 .916 .959 .038 .002 
12 9.48 5.67 -4.96 -2.70 456.103 38.004 1. 822 .917 .079 .004 
13 11.13 5.87 -6.61 -2.89 766.013 22.639 .818 .970 .028 .001 
14 10.62 6. 32 -6.10 -3.35 698.322 65.996 2.914 .905 .090 .004 
15 12.99 5.29 -8.47 -2.31 1256.73 37.017 2.014 • 971 .028 .002 
16 13.71 6.01 -9.19 -3.03 1459.01 22.300 .733 .985 .015 .001 
17 5.81 2.47 -1.29 .51 36.439 8.198 1. 083 .775 .195 .030 

18 (UD) 3.47 2.24 
19 3.92 2.25 -.46 -.oo 5.919 2.375 .471 .599 .322 .080 
20 4.65 2.34 -1.18 -.10 26.112 2.344 .445 .910 .073 • 017 
21 4.69 2.48 -1.22 -.24 29.550 4.181 .741 .859 .116 .025 
22 5.67 3. 61 -2.20 -1.36 91.193 8.891 .868 .903 .088 .010 
23 6.52 4.84 -3.05· -2.60 176.205 18.184 1.054 .897 .097 .006 
24 7.37 6.08 -3.90 -3.84 286.368 27.907 .964 .903 .094 .003 
25 8.30 5.40 -4.84 -3.16 424.959 27.536 1.450 .935 .061 .003 
26 4.92 3.41 -1.45 -1.17 39.773 3.970 .339 .900 .091 .009 
27 7.36 5.70 -3.89 -3.46 275.196 17.818 .458 .935 .063 .002 
28 7.79 3.38 -4.32 -1.13 325.967 8.300 .925 .975 .023 .003 
29 7.49 4. 26 -4.02 -2.02 284.848 9.615 .579 .966 .032 .002 
30 8.28 4.64 -4.81 -2.40 413.759 20.685 1.436 .950 .047 .003 
31 6.87 3.08 -3.40 -.83 203.233 6. 271 .808 .969 .027 .004 
32 8.64 3.89 -5. 1"8 -1.65 474.291 18.741 1.836 .960 .036 .004 
33 4.35 3.06 -.88 -.82 17.426 4.166 .509 .761 .210 .029 

34 (UD) 2.78 3.46 
35 3.59 3.62 -.80 -.16 19.489 8.578 .683 .560 .405 .035 
36 4.20 3.76 -1.42 -.30 41.527 7.347 .558 .823 .163 .013 
37 4.80 4.32 -2.02 -.86 89.533 20.142 1. 298 .775 .210 .014 
38 4.67 3.50 -1.88 -.04 70.768 10.465 .864 .852 .136 .012 
39 5.70 4.25 -2.92 -. 79 158.053 13.192 .855 .917 .078 .005 
40 5.42 4.70 -2.64 -1.24 127.626 9.232 .474 • 928 .069 .004 
41 4.73 5.21 -1.95 -1.7 5 74.287 9.840 .377 .868 .127 .005 
42 5.11 3.10 -2.33 .36 97.648 5.296 .482 .946 .049 .005 
43 5.48 6.02 -2.70 -2.56 140.984 17.415 .522 .876 .120 .004 
44 5.91 5.85 -3.13 -2.39 180.958 14.843 .450 .918 .080 .002 
45 8.94 9.07 -6.15 -5.61 736.603 92.771 1.953 .874 .123 .003 
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the first factor, and increases again in Dataset 13 as factors 2 and 3 are again 
increased to 1/2 of the first factor. 

Figure 6 
Conditional Inaccuracy of 8 Estimates for Datasets 1, 3, 10, and 13 
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The ASVAB factor structure (Datasets 17, 33, and 45) had slightly greater 
effects on overall D2 for inaccuracy (Table 6) than it did for bias (Table 5). 
Similar to the bias data, however, the ASVAB structure resulted in lowest D2 for 
the 1.5 OSAF data (Dataset 33) and a very high value of D2 in the 2.0 OSAF data 
(Dataset 45). For all three datasets D2 was primarily attributable to differ
ences in level of conditional inaccuracy, with a secondary effect due to scatter 
of the inaccuracy values. 

RMSE. The results for RMSE, shown in Table 7, have some similarity to 
those for inaccuracy. That is, for both the 2- and 3-factor structures D2 gen
erally increased as the strength of factors beyond the first increased. In 
addition, the magnitude of D2 decreased with increasing strength of the first 
factor, indicating that the effect of factors beyond the first factor on RMSE 
was less with a stronger first factor, even though succeeding factors were pro
portionally as strong. In contrast to the inaccuracy results, however, for the 
2-factor structures (Datasets 2-8, 19-25, 35-40), MD datasets resulted in RMSE 
values that were more variable than the UD datasets, as indicated by D2 scatter 
proportions in the range of .10 to .20 for most of the 1.0 and 1.5 OSAF struc
tures, and above .20 for many of the 2.0 OSAF datasets (35 to 38). With only 
one exception (Dataset 2), however, the predominant effect of multidimensional
ity was to increase the level of RMSE in all datasets, with the greatest level 
effects observed in the 1.5 OSAF data. 
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Table 7 
Elevation (Mean) and Scatter of RMSE (>< 10) for Unidimensional (UD) and 
Multidimensional Datasets, Differences Between Elevation and Scatter, 

Total D2 Index, D2 with Elevation Removed (D21 ), D2 with Elevation and 
Scatter Removed (D2 11 ), and Proportion of D2 Due to Level, Scatter, and Shape, 

for Tests of 15 Items 

Difference 
Between Effect Proportion 

Dataset Mean Scatter Means Scatter D2 D21 D2 I I Level Scatter Shape 

1 (UD) 5. 92 5.04 
2 6.85 4. 74 -.93 .29 52.258 37.554 1. 568 .281 .689 .030 
3 7.63 5.06 -1.71 -.02 57.435 7.568 .297 .868 .127 .005 
4 10.79 6.43 -4.87 -1.39 460.096 56.266 1.677 .878 .119 .004 
5 9.74 6.68 -3.82 -1.64 284.922 36.997 1.020 .870 .126 • 004 
6 11.05 6.57 -5.13 -1.53 508.037 60.475 1.755 .881 .116 .003 
7 11. 92 9.60 -6.00 -4.56 728.676 116.171 1. 972 .841 • 157 .003 
8 13.43 8.02 -7.51 -2.98 1038.69 78.628 1. 727 .924 .074 .002 
9 8.36 5.07 -2.44 -.03 117.990 16.686 .653 .859 .136 .006 

10 11.82 8.00 -5.91 -2.96 642.629 49.761 1.018 .923 .076 .002 
11 12.64 7.41 -6.72 -2.38 811.771 43.702 1. 019 • 946 .053 .001 
12 13.12 9.74 -7.21 -4.71 994.308 111.601 1.822 .888 .110 .002 
13 15.02 8.76 -9.10 -3.72 1467.72 59.222 1.029 .960 .040 .001 
14 14.29 9.25 -8.37 -4.21 1326.61 135.073 2.518 .898 .100 .002 
15 17.16 8.18 -11.24 -3.14 2229.70 80.075 1.704 .964 .035 .001 
16 17.95 9. 31 -12.03 -4.27 2525.26 63.754 .971 .975 .025 .ooo 
17 7.90 4.31 -1.98 .72 86.201 19.562 .876 .773 .217 .010 

18 (UD) 4.70 3.92 
19 5.39 4.53 -.69 -.61 13.904 5.817 .306 .582 .396 .022 
20 6.79 5.29 -2.08 -1.37 84.610 10.949 .438 .871 .124 .005 
21 6.84 5.32 -2.14 -1.41 97.021 19.364 .834 .800 .191 .009 
22 8.32 7.85 -3.62 -3.93 271.126 48.945 1.089 .819 .177 .004 
23 9.68 8.32 -4.98 -4.41 479.630 58. 372 1.195 .878 .119 .002 
24 10.80 9.70 -6.10 -5.78 702.920 71.289 .995 .899 .100 .001 
25 11.94 8.62 -7.23 -4.70 962.968 73.388 1.521 .924 .075 .002 
26 7.15 6.21 -2.44 -2.29 112.695 11.181 .244 .901 .097 .002 
27 10.80 9.14 -6.09 -5.22 678.314 46.987 .551 .931 .068 .001 
28 11.28 6.41 -6.58 -2.50 770.580 34.305 1.118 .955 .043 .001 
29 10.99 6.89 -6.28 -2.97 694.135 22.728 .515 .967 .032 .001 
30 12.21 8.97 -7.50 -5.05 1025.00 68.198 1.215 .933 .065 .001 
31 9.97 5.31 -5.27 -1.39 487.982 15.980 .676 .967 .031 .001 
32 12.65 7.08 -7.95 -3.16 1122.39 49.268 1.417 .956 .043 • 001 
33 6.29 6.25 -1.59 -2.33 55.572 12.693 .297 .772 .223 .005 

34 (UD) 4.09 6.65 
35 5.65 7.47 -1.56 -.81 78.437 37.022 .732 .528 .463 .009 
36 6.70 7.21 -2.62 -.56 163.897 47.642 .987 .709 .285 .006 
37 7.79 8.43 -3.70 -1.78 322.126 89.233 1.534 .723 .272 .005 
38 7.61 8.06 -3.52 -1.41 276.660 65.480 1.184 .763 .232 .004 
39 9.07 8. 79 -4.98 -2.14 485.606 64.437 1.024 .867 .131 .002 
40 8.68 8. 70 -4.59 -2.04 405.497 47.229 • 744 .884 .115 .002 
41 7.75 9.10 -3.66 -2.44 264.622 37.109 .515 .860 .138 .002 
42 8.32 6.12 -4.23 • 53 323.970 20.145 .488 • 938 .061 .002 
43 8.97 10.26 -4.89 -3.61 462.204 56.519 .638 .878 .121 .001 
44 9.48 10.08 -5.39 -3.43 546.413 53.325 .620 .902 .096 .001 
45 13.12 12.92 -9.03 -6.27 1585.95 200.102 1. 871 .874 .125 .001 
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Figure 7 shows a typical example of the RMSE results. This figure displays 
RMSE values for the 1.5 OSAF UD dataset (18) and MD Datasets 22, 24, and 25, in 
which the strength of the second factor increased respectively from 1/2 to 3/4 
to 1.0 of the first factor. As can be seen, values of RMSE increased with 
increasing strength of the second factor, with only minor changes in their vari
ability. 

Figure 7 
Conditional RMSE of 8 Estimates for Datasets 18, 22, 23, and 25 
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The patterns of RMSE results for the ASVAB data structures were similar to 
those for inaccuracy. Lowest D2 was observed for the 1.5 OSAF data (Dataset 
33), whereas highest occurred for 2.0 OSAF. Even though the ASVAB structure 
included four factors, D2 values for the 1.0 and 1.5 OSAF structures were in the 
range of those observed for 2-factor structures with second factors 1/8 to 1/4 
those of the first factor (e.g., Datasets 2, 3, 19, 20). The ASVAB structure 
tended to result in D2 values with a higher scatter effect for the 1.0 and 1.5 
OSAF datasets, in comparison to most of the other MD datasets, indicating more 
variability in RMSE values as a function of 8 levels than was evident in the 
corresponding UD datasets. 

Efficiency. D2 values for efficiency are in Table 8. With the exception 
of Dataset 2, the predominant difference in efficiency between the MD and UD 
datasets in the 2-factor data for 1.0 OSAF (Datasets 2-8) and 1.5 OSAF (Datasets 
2-8 and Datasets 19-25) was due to level; MD structures resulted in fairly con
stant levels of lower efficiency in comparison to UD structures. In the 1.0 
OSAF datasets the scatter/variability of observed efficiency values tended to 
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Table 8 
Elevation (Mean) and Scatter of Efficiency (x 10) for Unidimensional (UD) and 

Multidimensional Datasets, Differences Between Elevation and Scatter, 
Total D2 Index, D2 with Elevation Removed (D2 '), D2 with Elevation and 

Scatter Removed (D2' '), and Proportion of D2 Due to Level, Scatter, and Shape, 
for Tests of 15 Items 

Difference 
Between Effect Proportion 

Dataset Mean Scatter Means Scatter D2 D2' D2,, Level Scatter Shape 

1 (UD) 8.18 1.96 
2 7.92 1.98 .26 -.02 2.620 1. 481 .383 .435 .419 .146 
3 7.75 1.63 .42 .33 4.080 1.031 .289 • 747 .182 .071 
4 7.08 1.33 1.09 .63 22.520 2.169 .682 .904 .066 .030 
5 7.31 1.37 .86 .59 13.890 1.179 .311 .915 .062 .022 
6 7.05 1.16 1.12 .so 23.450 1. 991 .597 .915 .059 .025 
7 6.79 1.56 1.39 .40 37.060 4.298 1.355 .884 .079 .037 
8 6.65 1.32 1.53 .64 42.840 3.075 1.033 .928 .048 .024 
9 7.53 2.03 .65 -.08 8.060 • 942 .235 .883 .088 .029 

10 6.74 2.22 1.44 -.27 37.140 2.119 .4 71 .943 .044 .013 
11 6.51 2.07 1.67 -.11 48.680 1.235 .302 .975 .019 .006 
12 6.46 2.42 1. 71 -.47 53.550 3.738 .742 .930 .056 .014 
13 6.15 2.24 2.03 -.28 72.690 2.675 • 593 .963 .029 .008 
14 6.27 1.84 1.91 .11 68.460 6.709 1.857 .902 .071 .027 
15 5.91 1.08 2.27 .88 89.980 2.335 .741 • 974 .018 .008 
16 5.64 2.12 2.54 -.16 113.460 3. 681 .880 .968 .025 .008 
17 7.71 1.55 .47 .40 4.680 .915 .247 .804 .143 .053 

18 (UD) 8.11 1.44 
19 7.92 1.28 .19 .16 1.250 .609 .316 .512 .235 .253 
20 7.46 1.42 .65 .02 8.110 .862 .421 .894 .054 .052 
21 7.52 1. 56 .59 -.12 7.010 1. 009 .441 .856 .081 .063 
22 7.15 1.58 .96 -.14 17.860 2.039 .886 .886 .065 .050 
23 6.81 2.12 1.30 -.67 31.390 2.660 • 723 .915 .062 .023 
24 6.45 3.01 1.66 -1.57 55.270 8.159 1.317 .852 .124 .024 
25 6.28 1.32 1.84 .12 60.100 2.839 1.481 .953 .023 .025 
26 7.35 1. 79 .76 -.35 11.390 1.601 .571 .859 .090 .050 
27 6.31 3. 86 1.81 -2.42 65.930 10.489 .835 .841 .146 .013 
28 6.14 3.06 1.98 -1.62 72.320 5. 911 .747 .918 .071 • 010 
29 6.26 3.61 1. 85 -2.16 66.580 8.582 • 7 50 .871 .118 .011 
30 6.06 3.25 2.05 -1.81 78.710 7.062 .813 .910 .079 • 010 
31 6.66 2.29 1. 45 -.85 37.580 1. 982 .383 .947 .043 .010 
32 6.18 1. 92 1. 94 -.48 65.990 2.319 .754 .965 .024 • 011 
33 7.62 1.81 .49 -.37 5.690 1. 638 .573 .712 .187 .101 

34 (UD) 7.80 2.06 
35 7.29 6.49 .51 -4.42 39.220 34.869 1.143 .111 .860 .029 
36 7.04 6.15 .76 -4.08 43.320 33.379 1.318 .229 .740 .030 
37 6.82 5.74 .98 -3.68 47.000 30.791 1.458 .345 .624 .031 
38 6.90 6.49 • 90 -4.42 50.650 36.880 1. 294 .272 .703 .026 
39 6.46 5.56 1.34 -3.50 57.280 26.701 1.258 .534 .444 .022 
40 6.59 6.17 1.21 -4.11 58.540 33.578 1. 311 .426 .551 .022 
41 6.76 6.57 1.04 -4.50 53.820 35.599 1.130 .339 .640 .021 
42 6.66 6.49 1.14 -4.43 56.380 34.241 1.091 .393 .588 .019 
43 6.61 6.79 1.19 -4.72 63.490 39.249 1.210 .382 .599 .019 
44 6.42 6.65 1.38 -4.58 69.750 37.265 1.184 .466 .517 .017 
45 5.46 4. 89 2.34 -2.83 122.740 29.561 2.135 • 7 59 .223 .017 
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decrease with increasing strength of the second factor, with a somewhat more 
irregular trend observed for the comparable 1. 5 OSAF datasets. For the 3-factor 
structures in the 1.0 and 1.5 OSAF datasets (Datasets 9-16 and 26-32), the pre
dominant result was an overall reduction of efficiency values as the strength of 
the second and third factors increased. The level effect for these datasets 
tended to be in the high .80s and low .90s with a minor secondary effect due to 
scatter. In both the 1.0 and 1.5 OSAF structures, an increase from 2 to 3 fac
tors while maintaining the same proportion of variance in the factors beyond the 
first led to decreases in efficiency, as shown by D2 values of 23 for Dataset 6 
(second factor 2/3 of the first) and 44 for Dataset 11 (second and third factors 
each 1/3 of the first). 

Figure 8 shows the typical pattern of results for the 1.0 and 1.5 OSAF 
data. The UD data structure (Dataset 18) shows a fairly flat and high pattern 
of efficiency with a mean of .811. When a second factor 1/4 the strength of the 
first factor is added in Dataset 20, mean efficiency drops to .75 with little 
change in variability or shape. Datasets 27 and 30 show strong effects on effi
ciency through most of the 8 range when two factors are added to the first. 
However, the strength of the second and third factors seems to have little 
effect on efficiency since factors 2 and 3 in Dataset 27 were each 1/4 of the 
first factor, whereas these factors each accounted for 1/2 the variance of the 
first factor in Dataset 30. The trend observed in Figure 8 for Datasets 27 and 
30 appeared for most of the efficiency data--there was a tendency for strong 
second and third factor structures to have a greater effect for lower e levels 
than for higher e levels. This asymmetry was not evident in the bias, inaccura
cy, or RMSE results. 

Figure 8 
Conditional Efficiency of 8 Estimates for Datasets 18, 20, 27, and 30 
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A different pattern of results emerged for the 2.0 OSAF data. For the UD 
Dataset 34, mean efficiency (.78) was slightly lower and its scatter higher than 
for UD Datasets 1 and 18. As the strength of the second and third factors in
creased, overall D2 values increased to about the same levels as those observed 
in comparable 1.0 and 1.5 OSAF data, indicating similar overall reductions in 
efficiency; for example, D2 in Dataset 40 (with a second factor 3/4 of the first 
factor) was 59, whereas the same structure in the 1.5 OSAF data (Dataset 24) 
resulted in a D2 of 55. The difference in the 2.0 OSAF data versus the 1.5 and 
1.0 OSAF was in the pattern of the efficiency results. Whereas in the latter 
data structures the predominant D2 effect was for level, in the 2.0 OSAF data 
the majority of the change in efficiency due to multidimensionality was due to 
scatter, with proportions ranging from .86 for Dataset 35 to .44 for Dataset 39. 

Figure 9 displays the typical pattern of results for the 2.0 OSAF data 
structures. UD Dataset 34 has the flattest and generally highest efficiency 
levels of the datasets plotted. The remainder of the datasets resulted in simi
lar patterns of highly variable efficiency values, all following a similar pat
tern and differing little, even though Dataset 36 had only two factors with the 
second factor only 1/4 the strength of the first, whereas Datasets 42 and 44 
were 3-factor structures with the second and third factors combined accounting 
for 1/2 and 3/4 the variance of the first factor, respectively. For all three 
of these datasets, efficiency values for the MD structures exceeded those of the 
UD structure for e values in the range of -1.6 to -2.0 and above about 2.8. 

Figure 9 
Conditional Efficiency of 8 Estimates for Datasets 34, 36, 42, and 44 
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Results for the ASVAB structures show small reductions in mean efficiency 
from .82 to .77 in the 1.0 OSAF data (Datasets 1 vs. 17), with a reduction in 
scatter; a similar small mean effect in the 1.5 OSAF data (.81 vs •• 76); and a 
slight increase in scatter for Datasets 18 versus 33. When the first factor was 
increased to twice its original strength, addition of the three ASVAB factors 
resulted in a substantial decrease in mean efficiency and in a substantial 
increase in the variability of efficiency values; in Dataset 45 (the ASVAB 
structure) mean efficiency was .55 with scatter of .49, in comparison to values 
of .78 and .21 for the UD 2.0 OSAF structure (Dataset 34). However, for all 
three comparisons, level effects accounted for more than 70% of the differences 
between conditional efficiency levels for the ASVAB data and the comparable UD 
datasets. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As the overall degree of multidimensionality (as measured by the sum of the 
eigenvalues for each factor) in the generated item responses increased, the es
timated 8 values at each of the seventeen e levels evaluated deviated further 
from the true (first factor) 8 values. This effect was evident in the compari
sons of overall bias, inaccuracy, and root mean square (RMSE) values for data
sets with differing degree~ of multidimensionality, and in all the conditional 
indices. These comparisons showed increasing levels of each of these evaluative 
indices as the multidimensionality of the underlying factor structure increased. 
The effect was also evident in the decreased efficiencies of datasets when com
pared to datasets with underlying factor structures that were more unidimension
al. Individual 8 estimates also ordered individuals differently from the true 
values, as reflected in the fidelity correlations. The pattern of results, 
therefore, suggests that maximum information adaptive testing is sensitive to 
changes in the dimensionality of the responses. 

While all degrees of multidimensionality had effects on all the evaluative 
indices, effects were generally a function of the number of items administered. 
Thus, for the overall indices in all multidimensional datasets, fidelities in
creased with increasing test length, and inaccuracy and RMSE decreased, while 
overall bias tended to change from fairly high positive values for short test 
lengths to low negative values for the majority of multidimensional structures. 
For the conditional indices, very similar patterns of results were observed for 
different test lengths, with level effects (as opposed to scatter or shape 
effects) predominant for all but the bias index. Even for conditional bias, 
however, test length effects were roughly proportional for a given e level. 
Consequently, while maximum information adaptive testing is affected by devia
tions from unidimensionality, the data suggest that in many cases, at least for 
relatively small degrees of multidimensionality, the effects of multidimension
ality can be overcome simply by increasing test length. For example, the ASVAB 
factor structure resulted in a fidelity of .802 for a 15-item test compared to 
.872 for the UD case. When the multidimensional ASVAB structure was increased 
to 25 items in length, the fidelity of .871 was essentially the same as that of 
the 15-item unidimensional test. The same pattern was observed when the first 
factor of the ASVAB structure was strengthened by 50%. 
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The overall indices showed, in general, that increasing test length to 
twice the length of the multidimensional tests will overcome the effects of mul
tidimensionality for multidimensional structures with one or two factors beyond 
the first that account for up to one-fourth the variance of the first factor. 
This finding held regardless of the strength of the first factor. Since a simi
lar result was observed for the ASVAB structure (in which factors 2, 3, and 4 
accounted for 22%, 13%, and 13% of the first factor, respectively) in the 1.0 
and 1.5 OSAF data, the results suggest that the effects on maximum information 
adaptive testing of multidimensional factor structures in which up to one-third 
of the variance of the first factor appears in second and third factors, can be 
overcome by doubling adaptive test length. For degrees of multidimensionality 
beyond these levels, however, adaptive test lengths would need to be increased 
well beyond double to overcome the effects of multidimensionality. This conclu
sion must be qualified, however, when bias of the 8 estimates is of concern, 
since the degree of bias differed at different 8 levels. 

There was some evidence to suggest that the number of factors (2 vs. 3), 
and not simply the overall strength of the underlying factor structure, affected 
8 estimates. For example, a single factor beyond the first had less effect on 
fidelity than did two factors that accounted for the same amount of variance. 
In addition, there was more scatter of conditional bias with three factors than 
with two, even though the proportion of variance in the second and third factors 
was equal in the two structures. Thus, the more complex factor structures 
seemed to affect the 8 estimates more than the simpler structures. This find
ing, however, did not appear to extend to the 4-factor ASVAB structures. 

Several factors affect the generality of the conclusions drawn from this 
research. First, the results are limited to the particular multidimensional 
model used to generate the multidimensional response vectors. Use of other mod
els, such as those reviewed by Reckase and McKinley (1985), may yield different 
results. The results are also limited to maximum information adaptive testing 
with maximum likelihood scoring. Third, different factor structures might re
sult in different findings, since only one basic first factor was used in this 
study. Thus, the study should be replicated varying these factors to further 
evaluate the robustness of adaptive testing to deviations from the unidimension
al item response theory model used to select and to score test items. 
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UsE oF SEQUENTIAL TESTING TO PRESCREEN 

PROSPECTIVE ENTRANTS INTO MILITARY SERVICE 

R. A. WEITZMAN 

NAVAL PosTGRADUATE ScHooL 

The objective of this research was to study the possible recruiting station 
use of a form of sequential testing called selective testing to prescreen appli
cants for military enlistment. 

In selective testing (described by Weitzman, 1982), an applicant responds 
at a computer terminal to one item at a time until the totality of his/her re
sponses indicates either an acceptance or a rejection decision with preset error 
probabilities: a, the probability of accepting an applicant who will fail, and 
s, the probability of rejecting an applicant who would succeed if accepted. 
Although different applicants generally respond to different numbers of items, 
the average of these numbers tends to be small (less than 20), primarily depend
ing on the magnitudes of the preset error probabilities. The validity of the 
selection decision requires that successive items be uncorrelated for applicants 
who have equal values of the performance variable (the criterion) that the test 
is used to predict. This local independence requirement was evidently met in a 
previous application of the method involving 960 Navy enlisted men who had taken 
both an entrance and a final examination for a technical training course. Ap
plication of the method to the entrance examination to predict passing or 
failing on the final examination resulted in observed error proportions that 
closely matched preset error probabilities (Weitzman, 1982). 

The first use of sequential testing to classify individuals was an applica
tion to dichtomous classification by Linn, Rock, and Cleary (1972) of a sequen
tial procedure developed by Armitage (1950) for polychotomous classification. 
This procedure used the value of an objective function to determine when testing 
should be terminated. Though related monotonically to this value, the observed 
rates of classification errors were not subject to control by the procedure. 

Selective testing, a form of sequential testing, can both concentrate its 
accuracy at the cutting score and control the probabilities of selection errors. 
Selective testing is an adaptation of the sequential probability ratio test 
(SPRT) developed by Wald (1945). Other testing adaptations of the SPRT apply 
specifically to the determination of subject matter mastery (Epstein & Knerr, 
1978; Ferguson, 1970; Kalisch, 1980; Kingsbury & Weiss, 1980; Reckase, 1980). 
The mastery decision in each of these adaptations tends to have error rates that 
are no higher than preset values only for students whose subject matter mastery 
corresponds to proportions that fall outside an indifference region that the 
test user must specify. 
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Selective testing, by contrast, works to control the error rates for every
one. This control requires monitoring a probability-ratio test statistic, com
puted after each item response, to determine whether the statistic has reached a 
value farther from one than an upper or lower critical value. Testing continues 
until the test statistic has reached one or the other of these two critical 
values. 

Before testing, a standardization group of applicants is divided into K 
quantile groups on the criterion. The test statistic is a function of the pro
portion (pik) of standardization group applicants within criterion quantile 

group~ who answer item i (i = 1, 2, ••• , n) correctly: 

K n 1-x. 
1)-il: II x. 

(K - K* + P.k 1(1-p.k) 
l. 

L k=K* i=1 l. l. 
[1] 

n K*-1 n 1-x. 
1)-12: II 

x. 
l. l. 

(K* - p ik (1-pik) 
k=1 i=1 

where K* designates the quantile group immediately above the criterion measure
ment separating success from failure and xi equals 1 for a correct and 0 for an 

incorrect response to item i. According to Wald (1945), the critical values for 
Ln are (1 - S)/a for an acceptance and S/(1 - a) for a rejection decision. 

Method 

The data consisted of the responses (correct/incorrect) of 1,020 Navy re
cruits to 200 items of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) 
together with the scores of these recruits on the Armed Forces Qualification 
Test (AFQT), which functioned as the criterion. The AFQT is actually a compos
ite of four of the ASVAB components: Arithmetic Reasoning (AR), Paragraph Com
prehension (PC), Word Knowledge (WK), and Numerical Operations (NO). The 200 
ASVAB items used as predictors represented all these components except NO. 
Table 1 shows the correlations among the AFQT and the eight components of the 
ASVAB represented by the items used here. In addition to AR, PC, and WK, these 
components were General Science (GS), Automotive-Shop Information (AS), Mathe
matics Knowledge (MK), Mechanical Comprehension (MC), and Electronics Informa
tion (EI). 

The goal of this research was to predict from a recruit's responses to the 
ASVAB items whether the recruit would pass the AFQT. The entire group of 1,020 
recruits functioned as both the standardization and the applicant group. The 
histogram in Figure 1 describes the frequency distribution of the AFQT scores 
for these recruits. The shaded and blank areas represent the different failure 
rates used--25% and 75%--with the frequency distribution of AFQT scores divided 
into quartiles for the determination of the Pik values required to compute the 

test statistic. Use of the overlap treatments described by Weitzman (1982) re
solved the problems arising from the overlap apparent in the two boundary score 
groups. 
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Table 1 
Correlations among AFQT and ASVAB Tests (N=l ,032) 

Test 
Test AFQT GS AR WK PC AS MK MC EI 

AFQT .67 .69 .66 .52 .51 .63 .59 .58 
GS .54 .71 .54 .59 .54 .58 .67 
AR .54 .ss .44 .72 .55 .52 
WK • 64 .49 .48 .49 • 64 
PC .44 .49 .so .53 
AS .37 .65 .65 
MK .52 .49 
MC .61 
El 

Each failure rate was used in each of three studies exemplifying three 
methods of item selection. Although every recruit took the entire 200-item test 
battery, computer runs simulated the sequential procedure by selecting one item 
at a time. In two of the three studies the order of item selection corresponded 
directly to the ranking of the correlations between item responses and AFQT 
scores. In the first study the correlation was a point-biserial coefficient 
(Method 1); in the second, it was a phi coefficient, with AFQT scores dichoto
mized at the failure-rate centiles to maximize item discriminability (Method 2). 
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Figure 1 
Frequency Distribution of AFQT Scores 

for 1,020 Navy Enlisted Men Showing Failure Rates of 
25% (Left Solid) and 75% (Complement of Right Solid) 
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Selective testing assumes local independence on the AFQT. To select items that 
most nearly met this assumption, the third study used as an objective function 
for each candidate item the ratio of the largest partial correlation between the 
candidate item and each item already selected, controlling for the AFQT, to the 
point-biserial coefficient used in Method 1. The candidate item selected was 
the one for which this ratio was smallest (Method 3). 

The original intention in all three studies was to truncate the test at 
item 75. A problem arose that tended to reduce this number, however. This 
problem was the occurrence of pik values equal to zero or one that prevented the 

calculation of the test statistic for two of the 75 items selected for use in 
each study. Elimination of these two items thus resulted in the truncation item 
number actually used: 73 in all three studies. 

Results 

Figure 2 shows the error-rate results. The two graphs in each row compare 
the expected (solid circles) and observed (open circles) error rates. The three 
rows represent the three methods of item selection. In each comparison the 
failure rates differed for the computation of the observed a and S values so 
that the groups used to compute the a and S coordinates of the open circles con
sisted of 255 recruits in the left graphs and 765 recruits in the right graphs. 
The accuracy and stability of the observed a and S values depend on the sizes of 
the groups used to compute them. The difference in accuracy and stability 
between the left and right graphs reflects this dependence. The closeness of 
the observed to the expected values in the right graphs are due largely, if not 
entirely, to sampling error. Of the three methods, the accuracy appears best 
for Method 2. 

Table 2 presents the mean test lengths (left cell entries) and 73-item fre
quencies (right cell entries) obtained in all three studies. For Method 2 the 
means ranged from 3 for a= S = .25 with the 75% failure rate to 10 for a= S = 
.10 with the 25% failure rate. The mean test lengths tended to be well below 73 
(the maximum test length), and in no case did more than 19 of the 1,020 recruits 
require as many as 73 items for a selection decision. For Method 1 and Method 3 
both the means and the 73-item frequencies tended to be larger than for Method 
2. 

Sequential tests are supposed to be more efficient than their conventional 
counterparts. The results just reported support this supposition. A direct 
conventional-sequential comparison strengthened this support. The 30-item 
Arithmetic Reasoning (AR) component of the ASVAB provided the conventional data, 
and one of the corresponding Method 2 selective tests provided the sequential 
data for the comparison. Involving a 25% failure rate with a= S = .10, the 
particular selective test compared had a mean length of 10 items and a 73-item 
frequency of 19 (see Table 2). Table 3 shows the corresponding decision-outcome 
percentages. The 2.5 in the lower-right cell, for example, is the overall per
centage for the accepted 10% of the 25% failures (.025 = .10 x .25). The 
selection ratio, represented by the marginal entry in the Accept column, is .70. 

The base rate, complementary to the .25 failures, is .75; without testing, 
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Figure 2 
Comparison of Observed (Open Circles) and Preset (Solid Circles) 
Acceptance (a) and Rejection (S) Error Rates for Three Methods 

of Item Selection with 25% and 75% Failure Rates, as Shown 
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this is the probability of selecting a potentially successful recruit. The 
probabilities of successful selection with testing differ markedly, not only 
from this value, but also from each other for the selective and conventional 
tests. Table 3 indicates that for the selective test the probability of suc
cessful selection is 67.5/70, or .96; the Taylor-Russell tables (Taylor & 
Russell, 1939) indicate by interpolation in the case of a .75 base rate and .70 
selection ratio that for the AR test, with its predictive validity of .69, the 
corresponding probability is .88. Although the 30-item conventional test im
proved the probability of selecting a potentially successful recruit from .75 to 
.88, therefore, the improvement was notably greater for the selective test with 
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Table 2 
Mean Test Length (Rounded) and Truncation-Item Frequency 

for 1,020 NavyRecruits 

Error Probability 
a 13 

Method 1 
.10 .10 
.15 .10 
.20 .10 
.25 .10 
.15 .15 
• 20 • 15 
.25 .15 
.20 .20 
.25 .20 
.25 .25 

Method 2 
• 10 .10 
.15 • 10 
.20 .10 
.25 .10 
.15 .15 
• 20 • 15 
.25 .15 
.20 .20 
.25 .20 
.25 .25 

Method 3 
• 10 .10 
.15 .10 
.20 .10 
• 25 • 10 
.15 .15 
.20 .15 
.25 .15 
.20 .20 
.25 .20 
.25 .25 

Mean 

12 
11 
10 
7 
8 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 

10 
8 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 

20 
16 
13 
10 
14 
10 

8 
9 
7 
5 

Failure Rate 
25% 
Frequency 

34 
26 
18 
9 
8 
5 
2 
1 
0 
0 

19 
9 
8 
5 
4 
3 
2 
3 
1 
0 

50 
30 
16 
10 
17 

7 
4 
1 
0 
0 

Mean 

10 
8 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
2 
2 

8 
6 
5 
4 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 

15 
13 
11 
10 
11 
10 

9 
8 
5 
4 

75% 
Frequency 

15 
7 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

8 
6 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

25 
11 

8 
4 
6 
4 
2 
1 
0 
0 

its expected length of only 10 items: from .75 to .96. The contrast among the 
different selection procedures is even sharper in terms of failure, as opposed 
to success, probabilities. In these terms the 30-item conventional test reduced 
the probability of selecting a recruit who would fail from .25 to .12, while the 
reduction for the selective test, with its expected length of only 10 items, was 
from .25 to .04. Sequential testing for selection thus compares favorably on 
real data with conventional testing for the same purpose. 
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Table 3 
Decision-Outcome Percentages for 

Selective Test with 25% Failure 
Rate and a= S = .10 

Decision 
Outcome Reject Accept Total 

Success 7.5 67.5 75 
Failure 22.5 2.5 25 
Total 30 70 100 

Discussion 

Methods 1 and 2 appear to produce good matches of observed with expected 
error rates for values of a and S between .10 and .20 (see Figure 2). Discrep
ancies tend to appear for values larger than .20. The observed values produced 
for a= .25 or S = .25 tend to approximate the observed values for a= .20 or S 
= .20. One reason for this tendency may be that the mean test lengths both for 
a = .20 and S = .20 and for a = .25 and S = .25 are approximately equal, both 
being nearly as small as possible, so that for both pairs of expected error 
rates testing tends to end at about the same item number with about equal ob
served error rates. Another reason is that for a= S = .20 and for a= S = .25, 
for example, the corresponding critical values tend not to differ very much: .25 
and 4 for a S = .20 and .33 and 3 for a= S = .25. Discrepancies also tend to 
occur for a = .05 or S = .05. 

Though not shown in Figure 2, because the long intersecting lines would 
confuse the figure, the discrepancies can be quite large. For a = S = .05, in 
the case of a 25% failure rate, for example, the corresponding Method 2 observed 
values were .18 and .14. Discrepancies as large as these may be due to the 
large truncation item frequencies typical of low expected error rates. In the 
case of the preceding example, with a mean test length of 16, the. frequency for 
truncation item 73 was 68, much larger than the largest value (19) shown for 
Method 2 in Table 2. 

The high mean test lengths and truncation item frequencies may indicate 
generally poor discriminability among the ASVAB items for predicting AFQT 
scores. In the study reported by Weitzman (1982), involving different predictor 
items and a different criterion, the matches for a = .05 and S = .05 were con
siderably better than here. 

Table 2 shows notably lower mean test lengths and truncation item frequen
cies for the 75% than for the 25% failure rate. This difference may be due to 
the breaks in the frequency distribution, shown in Figure 1, near the 75th 
centile (zero frequencies for AFQT scores of 72 and 74). In contrast, the fre
quencies all tend to be quite large around the 25th centile. Test length and 
error rate accuracy may thus depend on the criterion as well as on the test 
items used to predict it. 
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The local independence assumption accommodated by Method 3 appears to hold 
in Methods 1 and 2 without special accommodation. The Method 3 attempt to ac
commodate the local independence assumption, in fact, failed noticeably to 
reduce the discrepancies between the observed and the expected error rates. 
Sample size also appears to have had no noticeable effect on Method 3 matches 
between these error rates. The matches are no better on the right (N = 765) 
than on the left (N = 255) for Method 3 in Figure 2. The mean test lengths in
dicate further that Method 3 may not be as good as Methods 1 and 2. For a = 6 = 
.10 with a 25% failure rate, for example, the Method 3 mean test length was 20. 
This mean test length compares unfavorably with the corresponding mean test 
lengths for Method 2 (10) and for Method 1 (12). 

Altogether, the results for Methods 1, 2, and 3 indicate that no special 
attempt to meet the assumption of local independence is necessary. Simply a 
correlation coefficient appears to be adequate as an objective function; and in 
the choice between correlation coefficients, the phi coefficient (Method 2) 
seems preferable. Of the three objective functions studied, this coefficient, 
which maximizes item discriminability, generally yielded not only the best 
matches between observed and expected error rates but also the lowest mean test 
lengths and truncation item frequencies. 

At least two recommendations would appear to follow from the results of 
this research. Prescreening applicants for military service optimally requires, 
for test security, that each applicant take a unique set of test items. The 
first recommendation is thus that item development aim at the creation of an 
item bank consisting of items that are more or less equally discriminating in 
the region of the anticipated AFQT cutting scores. Item selection from a bank 
like this can be random without affecting the accuracy or the length of the 
test. Because the AFQT is a linear combination of ASVAB tests, the AFQT fre
quency distribution has a number of breaks in it. The second recommendation is 
that the cutting score be at one of these breaks. Since the selection decision 
is most difficult for applicants closest to the cutting score, making the cut at 
a score that is not obtained by any examinee ought to facilitate selection. 
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DISCUSSION 

MARK D • RECK AS E 
AMERICAN CoLLEGE TESTING PROGRAM 

It is usually the role of a discussant to take a set of papers and show how 
they contribute to a larger coherent body of work. Unfortunately, in this case 
the contents of the two papers I am to discuss are so different that it is dif
ficult to deal with them together. While they both deal with very important 
topics in psychometrics--the effects of multidimensionality on test results, and 
how to make decisions using test results--ea.ch paper is best considered sepa
rately from the other. 

Weiss and Suhadolnik 

The Weiss and Suhadolnik paper addresses the issue of the robustness of 
adaptive testing to the violation of the unidimensionality assumption required 
by most item response theory (IRT) models. The approach that they take is to 
generate simulated test data according to a multidimensional model, use that 
data in a unidimensional simulation of adaptive testing, and then compare the 
obtained e estimates to the known e values from the first dimension. 

For studies of this type to be meaningful, the procedure used to generate 
the simulated item response data must be as similar to real item response data 
as possible. If it is not, the results of the study cannot be generalized to 
real testing situations. Of course, simulated test data never totally capture 
the richness of real test data, but we are usually. willing to give up the rich
ness in sources of variation in exchange for knowledge of the true ability of 
the examinees (simulees in Weiss and Suhadolnik's terminology). Whether the 
procedure used in this paper generates data that are "close enough" to real item 
response data is critical to interpreting the results of this paper. Therefore, 
I will concentrate most of my remarks on the data generation procedure. 

Before addressing the data generation procedure directly, a definition of 
dimensionality is needed. To me, the dimensionality of a set of item response 
data is the result of a complex interaction between the characteristics of the 
examinees and the characteristics of the items. Examinees have many different 
abilities, the sum total of which define the complete latent space (Lord & 
Novick, 1968). These abilities may be related to each other in complex ways. 
The items also have many characteristics. They have different reading levels, 
different numbers of symbols, different lengths, and address different concepts. 
The response to an item is a function of the person's and item's characteris
tics: 

X •• 
l.J 

f(cr., 8.) 
-1. -] 

[1] 
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where xij is the response to item i by person j, 

Qi is the vector of item characteristics, and 

~j is the vector of person characteristics. 

When simulating item response data, both Qi and ~j must be specified as well as 

the function that relates them to the response. 

In this study, ~ was generated so that the 8s on each dimension were uni
formly distributed between -3.2 and +3.2 and the dimensions were unrelated. In 
addition, for the first dimension, only 17 uniformly spaced values of 8 were 
used, with 100 simulees at each value. This was done to allow for the computa
tion of several indices of the quality of the adaptive testing procedure. 

The initial question that comes to mind when considering this 8 structure 
is, "Is it reasonable?" Certainly the 8 distribution for actual groups of exami
nees is probably not uniform on any dimension, and most likely the dimensions 
should be somewhat related. However, for the sake of a uniform evaluation of 
the adaptive testing procedure, this part of the simulation is probably justi
fied. However, the heavy "tails" of the distributions should be kept in mind 
when interpreting the results. The high number of high and low 8s will probably 
result in more perfect and zero raw scores than usual. 

The specification of the item characteristics for this study is much more 
complicated. The initial characteristics of the test items were borrowed from 
the factor structure of the General Science subtest of the ASVAB, presumably to 
ensure that they matched real items. In reviewing the structure (see their 
Table 1), I noticed that the loadings of the first factor tended to be inversely 
related to the item number. I have seen this type of pattern before when anal
yzing multiple-choice test items that were arranged in order of increasing dif
ficulty. The reduction in factor loadings is due to the relative increase in 
guessing for the more difficult items (see Reckase, 1981, for examples using 
simulated test data). This is an important factor, because in order to develop 
the full item pool the factor loadings were reproduced six times and, I assume, 
they were not reordered. This means that the relationship between the factor 
loadings and the item difficulty was probably not maintained in the full 150-
item adaptive testing item pool. 

Using the 150 x 4 factor loading matrix derived by reproducing the matrix 
from the 25 ASVAB items six times, 45 different item pool structures were devel
oped and item responses were generated. I will not discuss this process for all 
of the item pool structures, but a detailed analysis of several may prove in
formative. 

Structure 1 is defined by the factor loadings from the first factor for the 
150 simulated items. In order to generate dichotomous data to correspond to 
this structure, parameters were generated for each item for the 3-parameter lo
gistic model. The a parameters were obtained from the following formula which 
was derived from th; normal ogive model (Lord & Novick, 1968, P• 378): 

1 

a . = F ./(1- F2 .)~ 
g] g] g] [2] 
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where a . is the a parameter estimate for item K and factor i' and Fg. is the 
g] - J 

factor loading for item K on factor i· The ~ parameters were randomly sampled 
from a uniform distribution from -3.2 to 3.2, and the c parameters were randomly 
sampled from a normal distribution with mean equal to ~20 and standard deviation 
equal to .02. 

The three parameters for each item were used to compute the probability of 
a correct response for the first dimension. This probability was compared to a 
uniform random number in the 0-1 range to determine the dichotomous response. 
If the random number was greater than the probability, an incorrect response was 
generated; if it was less than the probability, a correct response was generat
ed. 

There are two possible problems with generating the data in this way. 
First, the difficulty and guessing parameters do not correspond to the~ parame
ters, and second the a parameters were based on a normal ogive model, but were 
used in a logistic model. Since the normal ogive as are on a different scale 
than the logistic ~s, this will produce aberrant r;sults. 

When a two-dimensional dataset was produced, the loadings on the second 
factor were a multiple of the factor loadings on the first factor (except in one 
case when the actual ASVAB factor was used). For Dataset 2, the multiplier was 
selected so that the second factor accounted for 1/8 the variance of the first 
factor. The IRT item parameters were computed in exactly the same way for the 
second factor as for the first factor. 

To generate the multidimensional data, probabilities of a correct response 
were computed separately for each dimension. These were then combined using a 
weighted average procedure, weighting the probabilities by the squared factor 
loadings. This process results in a compensatory model, but the compensation is 
on the probability metric, not on the 8 metric as it is in some other models 
(McKinley & Reckase, 1983). 

The characteristics of the data generated by this procedure are very diffi
cult to predict. The smaller a values for the second dimension will tend to 
keep the probabilities computed for that dimension close to .5, but weighting 
the probabilities by the squared factor loading will tend to reduce the influ
ence of the second factor. In effect, the impact of the second factor is being 
reduced twice, first from the reduced a value, and second from the weighting by 
the factor loading. -

An important point to be made about this procedure is that the magnitude of 
effects of the factors can no longer be described in terms of proportion of var
iance accounted for. Such a description is only appropriate when dimensions are 
combined linearly on the factor score metric. In this case, the combination of 
dimensions is being done on the probability metric, a nonlinear transformation 
of the factor score metric. 

The point of describing the data generation process in detail was to demon
strate how difficult it is to determine the characteristics of the data that 
were produced. The process has so many complexities that it is even difficult 
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to determine whether the resulting data are really multidimensional. It would 
have been informative if the authors had factor analyzed the simulated data so 
that the characteristics of the data could be determined. Until confidence can 
be gained in the data generation procedure, it is difficult to have confidence 
in the results of the study. 

Weitzman 

The Weitzman paper addresses a second important problem in the area of psy
chometrics: how to make decisions using test scores. In addressing this prob
lem, he proposes a very intriguing variation of Wald's (1947) sequential proba
bility ratio test (SPRT). Before discussing Weitzman's variation, I will first 
briefly describe Wald's procedure. 

When it is desired to decide whether a person is above or below a particu
lar cutting score, the SPRT requires that an indifference region be defined. 
This is an area on the score scale where it is a matter of indifference whether 
a person is classified as above or below the cutting score. The region is typi
cally defined by its upper and lower boundaries, 81 and eo respectively. The 

SPRT has error rates of a and S at the limits of the indifference region. The 
error rates are higher within the region and lower outside the region. The 
actual test statistic is the ratio of the likelihood of the observed responses 
x1 , x 2 , ••• , xn at the uppe~ limit of the indifference region to the likelihood 

of the observed responses at the lower limit of the indifference region, 

L(x1 ,x2 , ... ,xn 

L(x
1

,x2 , ... ,xn 
(3] 

Weitzman proposes to do away with th~ indifference region by changing the 
form of the likelihood functions used. His test statistic can be formulated as 

e > e ) 
c 

e < e ) 
c 

[4] 

where ec is the cutting score. His Equation 1 is a form of this statistic using 

quantiles to approximate the continuous functions involved. 

At first glance, Expression 4 would seem to reach Weitzman's goal of elimi
nating the indifference region. However, the expression can be reformulated to 
show that it is equivalent to a classical SPRT with an indifference region. 

The value of L(x1 , x 2 , ••• , xnle > ec) is essentially a weighted average of 

the L(x1 , x 2 , ••• , xnle) for 8 > ec where the weights are the density of the 

distribution of 8 at each 8 value. Therefore, the value of the likelihood will 
be between L(x 1, x 2, ••• , xnlec) and L(x 1 , x 2, ••• , xn le max). Thus, for some 

value of 8, 81
, such that Be< 6' < 6 max, 

... ' xn I 8 1
) = L(x1 , x2 , ... , X 

n 
I e > e ). 

c 
[5] 
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Likewise a value of e, e", can be found such that 

L(xl, x2, •.• ' xn I e") = L(xl, x2, ... 'xn I e < ec). [ 6] 

Expression 2 can then be rewritten as 

e') 
[7] 

e ") 

where 81 and 8" are the limits of the implied indifference region. It is at 
these two points that the specified error rates will hold. Thus, Weitzman's 
procedure is not really any different than Wald's SPRT. The only difference is 
that he does not know the extent of his indifference region, while Wald shows 
how to specify the region. Also, according to the procedure specified, the re
gion will shift after each item is administered rather than remaining constant 
throughout the decision-making process. It would probably be better to have 
control over the limits of the indifference region rather than allow them to 
float as a function of the items selected. 

Despite the problems with the procedure, Weitzman's study does show the 
value of SPRT types of procedures in increasing the efficiency of decision mak
ing using test data. He has also demonstrated an item selection procedure based 
on classical test theory that is equivalent to the IRT approach I proposed ear
lier (Reckase, 1983). Both of these results are a valuable contribution to the 
research in this area. 
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Research on aptitude tests has changed considerably in the last decade. 
The infusion of cognitive psychology into aptitude research has revitalized the 
field. Research on the cognitive components of aptitude (Carroll, 1976; Pel
legrino & Glaser, 1979; R. Sternberg, 1977), as well as the cognitive correlates 
of aptitude (Hunt, Lunneborg, & Lewis, 1975), not only has changed the content 
of aptitude theory but also has influenced the type of data that is deemed rele
vant. 

Cognitive psychology differs markedly from psychometrics on the role of the 
stimulus in task performance. Cognitive psychology experiments often employ 
within-subjects factorial designs in which stimuli are systematically manipu
lated to represent different levels of theoretical variables. Other theoretical 
variables that could influence performance are either held constant over the set 
or counterbalanced to eliminate bias. These experiments are like psychological 
tests in that many problems of a single task type are presented. However, the 
goal is to decompose the stimulus factors in the task that influence perfor
mance. 

Cognitive component analysis of aptitude seeks to decompose the factors 
that influence performance on aptitude test items. A wide variety of the item 
types that appear on popular tests have been studied experimentally. For exam
ple, linear syllogisms (Sternberg & Wei!, 1981), series completions (Butter
field, in press), and spatial problems (Pellegrino, Mumaw, & Cantony, in press), 
as well as many other item types, have been studied in recent research on cogni
tive components. The factors that have been identified on these tasks include 
the processes, strategies, and knowledge stores that underlie performance. 

Cognitive component decomposition of aptitude offers a new approach to psy
chological measurement. This approach is test design, in which the qualities 
that are measured by a test are operationalized by the design of the test stimu
li. That is, just like an experimenter who designs tasks to test hypotheses, an 
item writer manipulates the stimulus features of an item to represent specified 
theoretical constructs. Test design may be applied to many substantive areas 
and linked directly to psychometrics (see Embretson, in press-b). 

The test design approach involves qualitatively different assumptions about 
the nature of construct validation research. Traditionally, the construct va
lidity of a measure is assessed through the relationship of individual differ-
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ences on the test to other measures. Recently, Embretson (in press-a) has elab
orated on two separate goals in construct validation research-construct repre
sentation and nomothetic span. Embretson (in press-a) hypothesized that the 
shift of psychological research to structuralism permits construct representa
tion to be studied separately from nomothetic span. In Embretson's (in press-a) 
conceptualization of construct validity, construct representation is assessed 
from task decomposition data, while nomothetic span is assessed from individual 
differences data. That is, the theoretical constructs that are represented in 
performance may be studied independently from the utility of the test as a mea
sure of individual differences. Thus, the construct validity of the test de
pends, in part, on the representation of the underlying constructs in the item 
task. 

The goal of the current paper is to present three latent trait models that 
can be used for test design. Estimating the parameters for these models depends 
on applying a method for task decomposition. Thus, prior to presenting the la
tent trait models, two methods for task decomposition will be presented, along 
with examples that illustrate their relevance for test design. Then, the three 
latent trait models will be presented. These are (1) the linear logistic latent 
trait model (Fischer, 1973); (2) the multicomponent latent trait model (Whitely, 
1980d); and (3) the general component latent trait model (Whitely, 1980a). The 
latter is a generalization that includes the other two models. Last, the need 
for more complex latent trait models to fully assess the important cognitive 
components of aptitude will be examined. That is, the potential contribution of 
metacomponent latent trait models to test validity will be explored. 

Methods for Task Decomposition 

Methods for task decomposition are a major tool in contemporary research on 
cognitive components. The methods that are applied to decompose tasks may also 
be applied to the design for test stimuli. Two popular methods for task decom
position are (1) the method of complexity factors and (2) the method of sub
tasks. An example of how task decomposition methods can be used for test design 
will be presented for each method. 

In the method of complexity factors, each item is manipulated and/or scored 
on one or more factors that represent the item's position on underlying theoret
ical variables. This method has been applied to attitude and personality items 
(Cliff, 1977; Cliff, Bradley, & Girard, 1973), as well as to a wide variety of 
cognitive tasks, such as linear syllogisms, geometric analogies, series comple
tion problems, and spatial rotation items. 

Figure 1 presents an example of a geometric analogy (Whitely & Schneider, 
1981) that represents the method of complexity factors. Two processing events 
have been indicated as having major influence on task difficulty (Mulholland, 
Pellegrino, & Glaser, 1980; Whitely & Schneider, 1981). These are (1) encoding 
complexity, which depends on the number of elements in the A term in the analogy 
and (2) transformational complexity, which depends on the number of transforma
tions that are required to convert A to B. In Figure 1 the A term contains two 
elements (the triangle and the line) and the A to B conversion requires three 
transformations (a shape change of the external element, an increase in the num-
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ber of internal elements and a 90° rotation of the internal elements). Whitely 
and Schneider (1981) found that two different types of transformation had op
posing influence on item difficulty. Distortions (change in shape or number) 
were positively related to accuracy, while displacements (rotations) were nega
tively related to accuracy. 

Figure 1 
A Geometric Analogy, Similar to an Item 

on the Cognitive Abilities Test 

Stem 

& ----7 [I): L1h ----7 __ 
A ----7 8 c ----7 

Alternatives 

These findings indicate that the test developer can control item difficulty 
by systematically varying the number of elements and the number and type of 
transformations in the item stimuli. An easy item would have one or two ele
ments and a distortion transformation. A difficult item would have several ele
ments and one or more displacement transformations. Thus, the test developer 
can fashion items to achieve desired levels of difficulty. 

In contrast to the method of complexity factors, the method of subtask re
sponses requires the theoretical variables to be identified from a series of 
subtasks that have been constructed from the items. Table 1 presents a verbal 
analogy item that is similar to items on the verbal section of the Cognitive 
Abilities Test. The total item, as presented on the test, is given at the top. 
Two components that have been supported by previous experimental research on 
verbal analogies are Rule Construction and Response Evaluation (Pellegrino & 
Glaser, 1979; Whitely, 1980c; Whitely & Barnes, 1979). These are represented by 
the two subtasks in Table 1. Notice that although Response Evaluation is se
quentially dependent on Rule Construction, supplying the rule in the subtask 
makes possible independent assessment of these components. Thus, for each item, 
examinees respond to the total item as well as to the subtasks that represent 
processing components. 

By using the psychometric models to be described below, item difficulty on 
the components underlying the subtasks can be calibrated on a common scale. 
Figure 2 presents a scatterplot of the item parameters on the two components. 
It can be seen that item difficulty on the two components is not highly related. 
Thus, it is possible to design tests that reflect predominantly the influence of 
one component or the other. For example, items that are easy on Response Evalu
ation but difficult on Image Construction would measure abilities on the latter. 
The test developer could select the items in the lower right corner to meet this 
specification. 
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Table 1 
Subtask Set for Verbal Analogy Components 

Total Item 
Cat : Tiger :: Dog 
(a) Lion (b) Wolf (c) Bark (d) Puppy (e) Horse 

Rule Construction 
Cat : Tiger :: Dog 
Rule ? 

~~-Response Evaluation 
Cat : Tiger :: Dog 
(a) Lion (b) Wolf (c) Bark (d) Puppy (e) Horse 
Rule: A large or wild canine 

Figure 2 
Scattergram of Image Construction Difficulty by Response 
Evaluation Difficulty for 45 Verbal Classification Items 
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Desiderata for Psychometrics for Test Design 

The indices that are derived from classical test theory or latent trait 
theory do not reflect the stimulus properties of a test item with respect to 
specified factors. There are several desiderata for test theory models that can 
be applied to test design. First, the method must be capable of testing hypoth
eses about the specification factors. Obviously, a viable specification system 
is one that is highly related to item difficulty. However, hypothesis testing 
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about the factors in items is also crucial to establishing a theory of the item 
task. An item specification system is implicitly a theory of the task so that 
it should be evaluated by the hypothesis-testing methods that are applied to 
other theories. Second, the model must have parameters to describe the diffi
culty of the items on the underlying factors. The unidimensional latent trait 
models that are popular in test development do not have this property, since the 
items are calibrated for only one dimension--the largest common factor in the 
items. A model that allows designation of the difficulty factors according to 
an a priori specification is required. Third, measurements of persons must be 
included in the model. The need for person measurements is self-evident, since 
the goal of aptitude testing is to measure individual differences. Fourrh, the 
model should specify the relationship between the item parameters and the person 
abilities. Optimally, the test design approach involves sele,cting from a cali
brated item bank for a certain measurement goal. It is essential that the in
fluence of item parameters on person abilities is well specified in the model. 

Component Latent Trait Models 

This section presents three component latent trait models that can be used 
to test hypotheses about construct representation and to assess factors for test 
design. These are (1) the linear logistic latent trait model, (2) the multicom
ponent latent trait model, and (3) the general component latent trait model. 
The latter, a generalization of the other two, can handle more complex data 
about cognitive processes. 

The Linear Logistic Latent Trait Model 

The model. The linear logistic latent trait model (LLTM) is a unidimen
sional model in which components are identified from item scores on complexity 
factors that are postulated to determine item difficulty. To understand how 
components are identified, consider the geometric analogy presented in Figure 1, 
which is similar to items on the nonverbal section of the Cognitive Abilities 
Test. A recent study (Whitely & Schneider, 1981) compared three cognitive mod
els of geometric analogies, using the LLTM. All three models specify complexity 
factors in processing the item that influence response difficulty. 

The scores of the items on the complexity factors identify the components 
in an LLTM. The model can be examined by considering three equations. The 
first equation is the mathematical model for task processes. Here, a linear 
model of the complexity factors, c. , multiplied by their difficulty, n , pre-
dicts item difficulty, b~. 1 m m 

1 

b~ = Ec. n + d , 
1 m 1m m 

where 
cim = the complexity of factor ~ in item !; 

nm = the difficulty of complexity factor ~; and 

d = a normalization constant. 

[1] 

The second equation presents the latent trait model for individual differences, 
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which is the Rasch latent trait model, 

P(x .. =11 e. ,b.) 
1] J 1 

e 

1 + 

(e.-b.) 
J 1 

(e.-b.) 
e J 1 

where e.= ability for person1 and b.= difficulty for item i. 
J 1 -

Equation 3 combines these two models to give the LLTM as follows: 

P(x .. =lje.,n ,d) 
1] J m 

(e.-(Ec.n +d)) 
e J m1mm 

(e.-(Ec. n +d)) 
1 + e J m 1m m 

If the number of complexity factors equals the number of items, and each 
item contains only one complexity factor, then the LLTM is equivalent to the 
Rasch latent trait model. When the number of nm is less than the number of 

items, the LLTM is a linearly constrained model of item difficulty. 

[2] 

[3] 

A major advantage of the LLTM is the possibility of comparing alternative 
models of item difficulty by x2 difference tests based on the log likelihood of 
the data, given the model. For example, the fit of any restricted model of the 
task components can be compared to the fit of the Rasch model, which can be re
garded as a saturated model of item difficulty. Further, if alternative models 
of task components are hierarchically nested, then direct comparisons between 
the models are also possible. Thus, hypothesis testing to establish a valid 
model of the task complexity factors is an important capability of the LLTM. 

Another important aspect of the model is that of parameters describing each 
item by component complexity rather than just item difficulty. These parameters 
can be useful in item banking, so that the contribution of a processing complex
ity factor to each item is systemically specified. Notice, however, that the 
model is unidimensional, since only one ability parameter is specified for each 
person. 

Estimation. Fischer (1973) derived conditional maximum likelihood estima
tors for the item parameters of the LLTM, ~· Although conditional maximum 

likelihood estimators are statistically superior to unconditional estimators for 
several reasons (Fischer, 1981), they are impractical for large sets (I > 60). 
Thus, unconditional maximum likelihood estimators are useful for LLTM item pa
rameters. 

The first derivative of the log likelihood function for unconditional maxi
mum likelihood estimation is 

-(e. 
+ e J [4] 
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Thissen (1981) has shown that the first derivative of the log likelihood func
tion L for the LLTM with respect to n may be obtained from 

m 

~=~c [n] 
anm i im~bi • 

[5] 

Combining Equation 4 with Equation 5 gives the first derivative of the uncondi
tional log likelihood function with respect to n 

m 

[ ( 
-(e. 

~ x .. - 1 + e J 
. 1] 
J 

[6] 

where b ~ is defined as in Equation 1. 

Multicomponent Latent Trait Model 

The model. The multicomponent latent trait model (MLTM) is a multidimen
sional model in which components are identified from subtasks that represent the 
processing components in item solving. Like many information processing models 
for complex tasks (e.g., Hunt, 1976), it is assumed that information from sever
al component events is required to solve the item. The relationship between the 
component events may be either (1) independent, where the processing or outcome 
of one event does not influence any other event, or (2) sequentially dependent, 
where information from a component event provides prerequisite information for 
processing on later events. 

A MLTM uses subtask data to identify the components. The mathematical mod
el of processes in the MLTM links the component responses to the total item. 
Equation 7 presents a mathematical model for independent components in which the 
response probability for the total item is the product of the component likeli
hood: 

P(x .. T=l) 
1] 

where 

a TIP(x .. k=l) + g [1-TIP(x. 'k=l)J • 
k 1] k 1] 

[7] 

P(xijT=1) 

P(xijk=1) 

= the probability that the composite task is correct for person 
ion item i, 

= the probability that the subtask for component k is correct 
for personi on item i, 

a = the probability that an item is solved when the component 
information is available, and 

g = the probability of solving an item when the component infor
mation is not available. 

Unlike the original MLTM, the model includes parameters for application of 
the component information, a, which represents metacomponent or executive func
tioning, and for an alternative method for solving the item,~' such as guessing 
or rote association to the stem. Other mathematical models are possible (e.g., 
Whitely, 1980d), but all models relate the component likelihoods to the full 
it em likelihood. 
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As for the LLTM, the latent trait model for individual differences is the 
!-parameter logistic latent trait model, as presented in Equation 2. However, 
in the MLTM the latent trait models are given for component subtask responses 
rather than for the total item. The MLTM specifies that responses to the sub
tasks depend on the ability of person i on component k and the difficulty of 
item i on component~, as follows: 

P(x .. k=lle.k,b.k) 
1] J 1 

where ejk = the ability of person j on component k and bik = the difficulty of 

i tern i on component k. The LLTM, in contrast, is a latent trait model for. re
sponses to the total-item and does not model component responses. 

The full model, presented in Equation 9, combines the latent trait model 
with the mathematical model. It can be seen that the total item response is 
conditional on K component abilities as well as on K component item difficul
ties. 

P(x .. T=lle.,b.) 
1J -J 1 

II 
(a-g)k 

[ 8] 

[9] 

where ~j =the vector of k component abilities for personl and bi =the vector 

of k and component difficulties for item i. 

Although typical test data (with the notable exception of linked items with 
a common stem) only occasionally assess subtask responses, there are several 
reasons why it may be useful to obtain such data as part of test development. 
First, the various processing components from which information is required for 
item solution are theoretically distinct. Experimental cognitive research has 
supported the independence of components within a task by additive factor (S. 
Sternberg, 1969) or subtractive factor (Pachella, 1974) modeling methods. Sec
ond, if the components are sufficiently elementary, they should generalize 
across tasks and possibly account for differential patterns of correlations in 
performance on separate types of items (Carroll, 1974). Third, individual dif
ferences on different components correlate only moderately and show differential 
validity in predicting performance on other tasks (R. Sternberg, 1977; Whitely, 
1981). Fourth, component difficulties are sometimes not highly correlated in 
item sets, so that it is possible to select items of the same type that measure 
different component abilities. Consider for example, a two-component item, such 
as presented in Table 1. If items are so easy on one component that nearly 
everyone has a high probability of executing it correctly, then it can be shown 
that the likelihood of correctly answering the items is well described by the 
regression of the response likelihoods on the other component ability (Whitely, 
1981). 
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The relationship of the MLTM parameters to the joint response to the compo
nents, C., and the total item T, is explicated more completely by considering 

l. 

the probability sample space. There are 2K+1 possible response patterns. Table 
2 shows the eight response patterns for a two-component item, along with an ex
pression for the probability of the pattern from the MLTM. It can be seen that 
the~ and~ parameters link the component response to the total item, while the 
other symbols represent the probability of the component response patterns, 
which vary systematically over persons and items, according to the 1-parameter 
logistic latent trait model. 

Estimation. Nb estimators were developed in Whitely (1980d) for the MLTM. 
However, given a probability space such as specified in Table 2, the likelihood 
of any response pattern is given by 

r X 1-x ]1-Il~[ X 1-~lil~~ ~ 1-~J P(~,~)=Lg T(l-g) T k a T(l-a) Jk L~p~ Q~ 

where 
xk vector of responses of person1 to components for item i, 

xT response of person j to total item !, and 

P P (x .. k=1le.k' b.k). 
~ l.J J l. 

[10] 

Notice that the entry of the parameters ~ and ~ into the likelihood depends on 
the value of ~kKk and that ~kxk equals 1.0 only if all component outcomes are 

correct. Note also that a contributes to the log likelihood only if all the 
components are executed correctly, while~ contributes when at least one compo
nent is incorrect. This pattern is specified in Table 2. 

The likelihood of the data set can be obtained by multiplying the response 
likelihoods over persons and items. Since neither ~ nor ~ vary over persons or 
items, it can be concluded immediately from well-known theorems on the binomial 
distribution that their maximum likelihood estimators are the relative frequen
cies 

L: L: (Ilx ) x.... 
ji k k T 

a=------
L:L: Ilx 

and 

ji k k 

L:L: (1 - Ilx ) x.... 
ji k k T 

L:L: (1 - Ilx ) 
ji k k 

[11] 

[12] 

Thus, a is given by the relative frequency of correctly answering the item when 
all components are executed correctly, while~ is given by the relative frequen
cy of correctly answering the total item when at least one component is executed 
incorrectly. 
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Table 2 
Frequencies and Conditional Probabilities for 
Joint Response Patterns on Verbal Analogies 

cl c2 T f P(xT = 1J xk) Notation 

1 1 1 1864 .84 a P p 
Xl X2 

1 1 0 351 .16 (1-a) p p 
Xl X2 

0 1 1 518 .50 g Q p 
Xl X2 

0 1 0 518 .50 (1-g) Q p 
Xl X2 

1 0 1 84 .45 g p Q 
Xl X2 

1 0 0 101 .45 (1-g) p Q 
Xl X2 

0 0 1 87 .28 g Qx Qx 
1 2 

0 0 0 221 .72 (1-g) Qx Qx 
1 2 

P~ = P(xijk=llejk'bik) 

(e jk -bik) 
p e 

~ ce.k-b.k) 
1 + e J 1 

P(~=l)=aiTP + g[l-ITP ] 
k~ k~ 

r ~ 1-~11-ITx r ~ 1-x J ITx [ ~ 1-~ P(~,~)= Lg (1-g). J k k tt (1-a) T k k ~P~ Qxk j 
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The required derivative of the log likelihood for unconditional maximum 
likelihood estimation of the item parameters b is 

n [ ( -(ejk - bik))-l] 
-- = ~ x.. - 1 + e . 
3b.k . 1Jk 

1 J 
[13] 

Setting the derivative to zero leads to the well-known equations for uncon
ditional maximum likelihood estimation of the 1-parameter logistic latent trait 
model (cf. Lord & Novick, 1968). As for other exponential families of distribu
tions, estimation equations for the latent trait model can be obtained by equat
ing the observed sufficient statistics with their expectancies, given the param
eters (Andersen, 1980). In the current development, however, estimation re
quires I equations for each of K components of the MLTM. Notice that the item 
parameters for each component bik involve only the responses to the relevant 

subtask data, xijk' It can be seen that unconditional maximum likelihood esti

mators may be obtained independently from each subtask to maximize the log like
lihood of the joint response pattern xk' xT. 

A General Multifactor Latent Trait Model 

The model. The preceding developments have shown that the LLTM and the 
MLTM differ substantially in component identification. LLTMs estimate difficul
ty of complexity factors that are related to item difficulty, while MLTMs esti
mate item and person parameters for component outcomes. The different methods 
of component identification make possible a meaningful unification of these two 
models. 

Consider the verbal analogy that is presented in Table 1. This analogy was 
presented previously with the MLTM. Although the Response Evaluation component 
is identical to the previous example, the Rule Construction component is postu
lated to be influenced by the several processing complexity factors, cikm' that 

are listed in Table 3. These factors concern the difficulty of inferring the 
target relationship (i.e., Fist: Clench). The factors ci11 and ci12 are the 

ease of inferring the target relationship in the initial encoding of the rela
tional pair and in the context of the unmatched term "Teeth," respectively. 
Previous research on analogies (R. Sternberg, 1977) as well as research in memo
ry organization (Reitman, 1965) suggest that relational span is also positively 
related to item solving, since extraneous relationships can interfere with solv
ing the analogy. In the current example, the factors ci 11 and ci12 are measured 

by the mean number of relationships that are educed between the word pair when 
presented alone and in the context of the unmatched term, respectively. The 
factors ci14 to ci 17 represent the relative frequency of various types of con-

text effects in inferring the target relationship (i.e., selecting or combining 
initial relationships, inferring new relationships, and so forth). 

Scores for each item on the complexity factors were obtained from other 
research studies on analogies (Embretson & Curtright, 1981). However, it is 
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Table 3 
Complexity Factors in Analogical Reasoning Components 

Rule Construction Component 
Fist: Clench:: Teeth: 
Rule? 

cikm =the complexity of factor~ for component k on item! 

cill = inference elicitation, the probability that the target 
relationship is educed from initial word pair 

ci12 = relational network span, the number of relationships educed 

ci
13 

= inference contextualization, the probability that the target 
relationship is educed in context of all three stem stimuli 

cilT- ci17 = type of contextualization effect 

Response Evaluation Component 
Fist:Clench::Teeth: 
(1) Pull (2) Brush--r:(3~)~G-r~~-t-""T(-:-4~) -::Gn::---aw--::(r-:::5~)-J':"'a_w _______ _ 

Rule: Angry reaction done with "teeth." 

important to note that in this example the complexity factors have effects on 
the component information outcomes rather than on the total item response. 

Equation 14 presents a model that specifies both processing complexity fac
tors and processing component outcomes. 

[14] 

As for the MLTM the probability of the correct response to the intact item 
is conditional on a vector of component abilities, §i' and component item diffi-

culties. However, item difficulty for each component Dm is determined by a lin

ear model of the complexity factors for the component cikm" 

Equation 14 is a general multifactor latent trait model (GLTM) for response 
processes. If only one information outcome is measured for the item (i.e., the 
response to the intact test item), then the model is identical to the LLTM. In 
this case, complexity factors would be scored for the total item. The parame
ters ~ and~ drop out of the model, since the response to the total item would 
be given by response to the single component outcome that is observed. If no 
complexity factors postulated for each component outcome, but several component 
outcomes are observed, then the model is MLTM. In this case, the Rasch model is 
specified for each component. However, for tasks with multiple information out
comes and processing complexity factors that influence these outcomes, the full 
model can be utilized. 
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Estimation. The likelihood of the joint response pattern, xk, xT, given 

the parameters of the model, is given by Equation 10, except that the component 
likelihoods are given by the LLTM for the component as follows: 

[15] 

The estimators of ~ and ~ for the GLTM are the same as for MLTM, as given 
in Equation 11 and Equation 12. Since item difficulty is linearly constrained 
within a component for the LLTM, the first derivative of the log likelihood 
function with respect to nmk is required for unconditonal maximum likelihood 

estimation of the items. Using the development given above for LLTM, it can be 
seen that the first symbolic partial derivative with respect to nmk in GLTM is 

aL [ ( -(ej - bi))-1] 
-... - = ~ c. k ~ x .. k - 1 + e . 
onmk 1 1m J 1] 

[16] 

A Fortran program, MULTICOMP (Whitely & Nieh, 1981) is available to estimate the 
parameters of the GLTM. 

Future Directions: Metacomponent Latent Trait Models? 

The component models that were presented above do.not fully reflect the 
complexity of the information processes that are involved in task performance. 
Metacomponent variables that determine when to execute component processes and 
which processes to execute have great impact on problem solving. For example, 
problem-solving strategies are an important concept in problem-solving theory 
(Davis, 1973; Newell & Simon, 1978). Similarly, problem-solving strategies have 
long been thought to be major aspects of individual differences in intelligence, 
particularly for those theories of intelligence that emphasize adaptability 
(Pintner, 1921; R. Sternberg, 197 9; Woodrow, 1921). Thus, on theoretical 
grounds, a complete model of information processing on intelligence test items 
should include strategy variables. 

The MLTM that is presented in Table 2 postulates that individuals have 
equal likelihoods of applying the various strategies. That is, the strategy 
application parameter a, and the parameter for successful application of other 
strategies, ~, do not vary over persons or items. As suggested above, this as
sumption is unwarranted on both theoretical and empirical grounds, since meta
components are known to influence task performance. Thus, to fully represent 
processing, the strategy application parameters need to vary over persons or 
items. 

A metacomponent latent trait model would include strategy application pa
rameters for persons or items. However, estimation of these parameters will be 
complex. Returning to Table 2, it should be obvious that the symbolic partial 
derivative with respect to a, for example, will not be simple if variability for 
either persons or items is included in the model. That is, the estimation of 
such parameters will depend on the outcome of the other parameters, e. and b .• 

] 1 
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The parameter a can only be estimated from response patterns in which both com
ponents are correct, as in the first two response patterns in Table 2. Not only 
will the estimation algorithm necessarily be complex, but also estimation error 
will vary as a function of the other component responses. For example, for per
sons with few accurate component outcomes, the a parameter will not be estimated 
reliably, since little information about the parameter will be available. 

An obvious question at this point is the potential utility of developing 
the estimators for the more complex metacomponent models. Two questions about 
metacomponent parameters need to be addressed: (1) Do items and persons vary in 
propensity for applying the various components? and (2) Do individual differ
ences in metacomponents contribute to the criterion-related validity of an apti
tude test? To answer these questions, data from two studies on verbal aptitude 
(Whitely, 1980, 1982) were reanalyzed to include the metacomponent parameters. 

A reanalysis of data originally collected by Whitely (1980) shows the vari
ability among items and persons in two metacomponents that could be estimated 
with the latent trait model in Table 2. These are application of the rule
oriented strategy, a, and application of other strategies, such as guessing, g. 
Figure 3 shows frequency distributions of the a parameters for two item types: 
verbal analogies, and verbal classifications. -In this analysis, a was computed 
as the conditional probability that examinees would solve the total item when 
the component information was available. Admittedly, this estimator of a is 
crude, but it does provide at least some indication of its nature. It can be 
seen in Figure 3a that the parameter values tend to be high on both item types 
but that examinees vary widely on the parameter. It is not clear to what extent 
this distribution reflects differing degrees of accuracy of estimating~ for 
individuals. 

Figure 3b shows the distribution of the~ parameter for examinees, computed 
as the conditional probability of solving the total item, given that the compo
nent information is not available. It can be seen that this value centers 
around .50 for both item types and that individuals vary widely in these values. 
Thus, for both strategy application and guessing, some individual differences 
are indicated. Figure 4 and Figure 5 present stem and leaf distributions of a 
and g parameters, respectively, for items. As for individuals, considerable 
variability is indicated. 

A second study (Whitely, 1982) contains data on the contribution of meta
component variables to test validity. The Whitely study examines the relation
ship of individual differences in strategy application to a major criterion for 
aptitude test validity, educational achievement. In this study, data on the 
achievement of 99 parochial high school students were collected, in addition to 
their performance on an analogical reasoning test and on several subtasks that 
represented components and metacomponents in solving analogies. 

The contribution of strategy application parameters (i.e., a) and other 
strategies (£) were examined in separate analyses. In the Whitely (1982) analy
ses, individual differences in strategy application were examined for two strat

·egies that led to analogy solving. There were (1) a rule-oriented strategy and 
(2) a response elimination strategy. The contribution of the strategy applica-
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Figure 3 
Frequency Distribution of Application (~) and Guessing (£) 
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Figure 4 
Stem and Leaf Distribution of Application (a) 

Probabilities for Two Item Types 
Verbal Analogies Verbal Classifications 
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tion parameter to test validity was examined by structural equation models 
(Joreskdg, 1974). 

In these models, individual differences in both applying and performing the 
components of the strategies were measured as independent variables. The depen
dent variables included performance on the analogical reasoning test as well as 
scores on eight area achievement tests. For both the rule-oriented strategy and 
the response elimination strategy, it was found that adding strategy application 
to the strategy performance variables significantly increased prediction of both 
analogical reasoning and achievement. The differences that were obtained by 
adding the strategy application variables

2
to the covariance models were highly 

significant for both the rule-oriented (X = 65.57, ~ < .01) and the response 
elimination strategy (x2 = 65.57, ~ < .01). For both strategies the application 
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Figure 5 
Stem and Leaf Distribution of Guessing (K) 

Probabilities for Two Item Types 
Verbal Analogies 
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variable was significantly related to analogical reasoning (t = 7.58 and 2.07, 
respectively, for the rule-oriented and response elimination strategies), show
ing that strategy application is an important metacomponent for individual dif
ferences in analogical reasoning. 

Table 4 presents data on the contribution of the application parameters to 
the prediction of achievement in several areas. Indices that are comparable to 
multiple regression analyses were obtained from the structural equation analy
ses. For each of the strategies and for the two strategies combined with a 
guessing strategy, Table 4 shows the F value for the application metacomponent 
and its incremental contribution to explaining variance of .each achievement 
test, as well as the proportion of variance explained. The application meta
component for the rule-oriented strategy significantly contributed to the valid-
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ity for predicting Mathematics and Sources. The application metacomponent for 
the response elimination strategy significantly increased prediction for several 
achievement areas, including Reading Comprehension, Vocabulary, Language Use, 
Spelling, Social Science, Science, and Sources. 

Table 4 
Contribution of Metacomponent and Strategy 

Parameters to Predicting Achievement 

Strategy Contribution of 
and Specification MetacomEonent 

Achievement Accuracy Reduction of 
Area Multiple R Fs Error (l:IR2) 

Rule-Oriented Strategy 
Reading Comprehension .67 .28 • 01 
Vocabulary • so .02 .01 
Language Use .67 2.01 .02 
Spelling .38 .05 • 00 
Mathematics .52 4.84* .06 
Social Science • 51 1.48 • 02 
Science .74 .01 • 00 
Source .66 9.18** .09 

Response Elimination Strategy 
Reading Comprehension .71 S.42* .05 
Vocabulary .66 14.21** .14 
Language Use .73 6.81* .06 
Spelling • 52 8.35** .11 
Mathematics .50 .55 .01 
Social Science .57 8.58** .1 0 
Science .77 5.71* .04 
Source • 71 17. 64** .15 

Guessing Strategy 
Reading Comprehension .60 9.93** .12 
Vocabulary • 63 8.44** .09 
Language Use .58 5.50* .07 
Spelling .48 .OS .oo 
Mathematics .69 2.61 .03 
Social Science • 60 6.80* .08 
Science .71 15.20** .14 
Source .68 10.02** .10 

*p <.05. 
**::£: <. 01. 

Table 4 also shows that adding the ~ parameter to the rule-oriented strate
gy and the response elimination strategy significantly increased the prediction 
of achievement in several areas. Thus, these data support the potential of in
dividual differences in metacomponent variables as an important aspect of test 
validity. The metacomponent variables increased the prediction of achievement 
over the simple component performance variables. 
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The main conclusion to be drawn from these studies is that metacomponent 
latent trait models are needed to estimate more fully the processing abilities 
that underlie aptitude. Although the estimation of the metacomponent parameters 
will be compleK, even the crude estimators that were used in the studies de
scribed above show clear contributions to aptitude test validity. 

Conclusions 

This paper has presented latent trait models that can be used for test de
sign in the context of a theory about the variables that underlie task perfor
mance. Examples of methods for decomposing and testing hypotheses about the 
theoretical variables in task performance were given. The methods can be used 
to determine the processing components that are involved in item performance. 

Three component latent trait models for underlying theoretical variables 
were described along with their maximum likelihood estimators. The item parame
ters can be used for item banking, according to the influence of the underlying 
processing variables on item difficulty. Such estimators permit the test devel
oper to choose items that represent specified information processing demands for 
the eKaminee. That is, the test developer can select items that are difficult 
on some processes, but easy on others. In this manner, what is measured by an 
aptitude test can be explicitly designed by specifying difficulty levels in the 
underlying processing components. 

The need for metacomponent latent trait models was also considered. It was 
shown that both items and persons vary on metacomponent parameters and that 
these parameters are important for the predictive validity of an aptitude test. 
Thus, metacomponent latent trait models should provide a better estimate of the 
abilities that are involved in test performance. 

Andersen, E. B. 
Amsterdam: 
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DISCUSSION: MULTIDIMENSIONAL LATENT TRAITS 

AND PLAUSIBLE AssuMPTIONS oF CoGNITIVE PsYcHOLOGY 

DouGLAS H. JoNES 

ADVANCED STATISTICAL TECHNOLOGIES CoRPORATION 

Embretson has described an application of item response theory to the cur
rent state of cognitive psychology. She explores two main cognitive processes 
for item response called complexity factors and component tasks. The data ob
served for the cognitive analysis are the item response, the level of each com
plexity factor for each item, and the component response for each component task 
on each item. 

Embretson proposes a model for each set of response data depending on which 
cognitive process--complexity factors or component tasks--is under investiga
tion. A third model is proposed, nesting a complexity factors model within each 
component task. The primitive model in all three models is the Rasch item re
sponse curve, which (as Embretson shows) facilitates the estimation of the la
tent parameters. 

I will explore three mathematical assumptions that Embretson uses. The 
first concerns the complexity factors cognitive process, and the other two con
cern the component tasks cognitive process. 

Assumption 1: The trait is unidimensional for the complexity factors 
model. 

Suppose we consider a geometric analogy item having two complexity fac
tors--number of elements and orientation of the object. In addition, suppose 
that the level of each factor is denoted c1 and c2 • It would seem that cogni-

tive psychologists would be interested in estimating the individual differences 
in respondents' abilities to mentally manipulate several objects while altering 
their orientation. Suppose we denote these two abilities by 81 and 82 , respec-

tively. Embretson does not account for these abilities, although it would be 
easy to extend her model to the following form, which we will call a quadratic
compensatory model: 

p. (8) 
log --=1-

l-P.(8) 
1 

+ n (8 -c ) 2 + n (8 -c ) 2 
4 1 il 5 2 i2 [1] 
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Note that this model accounts for the interaction between the levels of the 
two traits as well as the interaction between difficulty levels of the complex
ity factors. These interactions can describe the compensatory action of abili
ties. That is, a respondent with low ability for manipulating large numbers of 
objects but with high ability for rotating them could score as well as another 
respondent with mediocre abilities for both cognitive components. 

Estimation of traits and item parameters would be a simple extension of the 
methods in the unidimensional case. Log-likelihood ratio statistics would be 
used for testing hierarchies of models. 

Assumption 2: The component tasks model assumes that the conditional 
distribution of the total item response, given the val
ues of the component outcomes, is independent of abili
ty and difficulty parameters. 

Factorization of the Likelihood 

The primary reason for this assumption is to separately estimate the param
eters (a,g) and (~,~k). (We are using the same notation as Embretson.) The~ 

parameter is the probability of a correct response based on the information in 
the component rules, and the g parameter is the probability of guessing a cor
rect response. The components of the 6 vector are the abilities for the compo
nents tasks, and the components of the~Qk vector are the difficulties of the 

component tasks. Letting xT and ~k denote the responses to the total item and 

component tasks, respectively, the likelihood concerning one item can be fac
tored as follows: 

[2] 

The last line follows from Assumption 2, and the minor assumption that the con
ditional distribution of xT depends only on nxk, the product of the component 
outcomes. 

Equation 2 means that the parameters (a,g) and (§.~k) are estimated sepa

rately. Equation 2 also means that the total item response, xT' does not pro

vide any useful information for estimating component task abilities as long as 
Tixk is given. This is a little uncomfortable, since we feel that Xr does, on 

the contrary, provide information about some kind of ability no matter what the 
respondent does on the component tasks. Thus, the desire to separate the esti
mation chores leads to the need to invent more traits to explain the total item 
responses other than the component task traits. This is to say that the parame
ters (Tixk,a,g) are sufficient to explain the dependencies between total item 

responses, which means that the total item responses would not satisfy local 
independence. 
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Embretson notes this difficulty as well, offering the notation of strategy 
application parameters. The estimation of these parameters, contrary to Embret
son's observation, will not depend on the outcome of the other parameters, ~ and 
Qk, as long as Equation 2 holds. Consequently, the estimation problems would 

not be as complex as thought, provided strategy application parameters are in
troduced into P(xTlrrxk,a,g) simply enough. 

Item Characteristic Function 

A secondary reason for Assumption 2 is for a simple derivation of the mar
ginal distribution of xT given ~' ~' ~' and gk, the item characteristic function 

(ICC). In general, the marginal distribution of xT can be written as 

[3] 

where parameter notation on the right-hand side has been suppressed in order to 
display the importance of the role played by Tixk. Under Assumption 2, P(Tixk 

1) depends solely on ~ and gk, and the other items depend solely on ~ and ~· 

Thus, the ICC of xT depends quite simply on the ICC of Tixk. 

The ICC of Tixk will be denoted by P(~,~k) and Equation 3 rewritten as 

P(xT=lla,g,~,~k) = (a-g) P(~,~) + g [4] 

This formula is interesting, since it is related to previously formulated ICCs 
for item responses. However, the formula is almost independently arrived at by 
considering the cognitive processes underlying item responses. How it is relat
ed to previous ICC formulations is as follows. For instance, for a = 1, 8 = e 
(a unidimensional trait), and P(8,b) (a 2-parameter logistic response fun~tion), 
Equation 4 becomes the popular 3-parameter logistic model. Moreover, recently 
interest has been expressed in a 4-parameter logistic model, such as Equation 4, 
to account for incorrect responses to easy items from high ability respondents 
(Barton & Lord, 1981). 

Assumption 3: Local independence over component task outcomes. 

The major problem with this assumption is that it demands that the total 
item ICC in Equation 4 be a multiplicative function of the components of e. The 
model is therefore multiplicative, since the explicit equation given in Embret
son can be written as 

[5] 

where 

[6] 
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There are two reasons that Assumption 3 can cause a problem. The first 
reason is that the multiplicative term in Equation 5 runs counter to current 
research about models employing multidimensional traits. The second reason is 
that the assumption of local independence over task outcomes is not unreason
able. This is to say that invoking the axiom of local independence to describe 
the way a latent trait explains the manifest relation between task outcomes 
rests on the foundation of current theory (Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968). 

Thus, Embretson's paper brings forth an idea that is applicable to main
stream item response theory where no outcome task data is actually observed. 
When researchers try to formulate ICC models for multidimensional latent traits, 
they could (and should) try to imagine that each component of the latent trait 
relates to a task that may be performed by the respondent when he or she at
tempts to respond to the total item. Then the researcher would be led to adopt 
the local independence assumption for the outcomes of these imagined (or latent) 
tasks. 

Conclusion 

This discussion explicitly states the three main assumptions made in the 
Embretson paper and attempts to explore the primary results that these assump
tions imply. The three assumptions are (1) the trait is unidimensional in the 
complexity factors model; (2) the conditional distribution of the total item 
response, given the values of the component outcomes, is independent of ability 
and difficulty parameters; and (3) the component task outcomes are locally inde
pendent. 

It is shown how a multidimensional trait can be introduced into the com
plexity factors model, thus weakening Assumption 1. The factorization of the 
likelihood made possible by Assumption 2 shows the real need for strategy appli
cation traits that are not as complicated to estimate, as indicated by the 
Embretson paper. In addition, the factorization of the likelihood implies plau
sible models for the ICC of the total item response, incorporating parameters 
for guessing and sloppy responses. The ICC of the total item response takes on 
a very limited, multiplicative formula incorporating a multidimensional trait 
under Assumption 3. However, this limited ICC is not unreasonable for traits 
described in the cognitive processes formulation. 
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A LATENT TRAIT MODEL FOR INTERPRETING 

MISCONCEPTIONS IN PROCEDURAL DoMAINS 

KIKUMI K. TATSUOKA 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

The widespread availability of computers has brought a new dimension to the 
theory and practice of educational and psychological testing in the past several 
years. A new testing procedure that is not linear in form, adaptive testing, 
has been introduced and has demonstrated its superiority to conventional linear 
testing. Item response theory has proved to be a useful technique to measure 
the performance on such an individualized test, with scores obtained from the 
computerized adaptive testing procedure. 

Another development remarkably different from the traditional psychometric 
method is that of error diagnostic testing, which can determine the sources of 
misconceptions as they occur along the steps necessary to reach the correct an
swer to a given problem. These approaches--fully utilizing the capability of 
computers--have successfully diagnosed hundreds of erroneous rules resulting 
from a variety of misconceptions, or incomplete knowledge, of one or two proce
dural steps in domains such as the arithmetic of whole numbers, signed numbers, 
and algebra (Brown & Burton, 1978; Matz, 1980; Shaw, Standiford, Klein, & 
Tatsuoka, 1982; Tatsuoka, Birenbaum, Tatsuoka, & Baillie, 1980; van Lehn, 1982). 

It is a well-known fact among cognitive psychologists that correct answers 
can often be obtained for wrong reasons. Tatsuoka and her associates (Birenbaum 
& Tatsuoka, 1983; Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, in press) have demonstrated that measur
ing students' performances by considering the total number of correct answers to 
be the score can be a serious mistake for achievement tests that are especially 
designed to measure the outcome of learning. According to Davis and McKnight 
(1980), Tatsuoka and Tatsuoka (1982), and van Lehn (1982), erroneous rules can 
produce the correct answer for a given item. For example, the correct answer to 
the problem -16 - (-4) can be obtained by the following three erroneous rules: 
(1) subtracting the two numbers and taking the sign of the number with 
the larger absolute value; (2) changing the minus operation sign to addition, 
misunderstanding the parenthesis as the bars for absolute value and then apply
ing the correct rule for addition; or (3) converting the subtraction to an addi
tion problem by changing the sign of the second number, then subtracting the 
smaller absolute value from the larger absolute value and taking the sign of the 
first number for the answer. These three erroneous rules, which are committed 
by a substantial number of seventh graders, produce the correct answer (-12). 
Indeed, the third rule just described can produce the correct answers for all 
subtraction problems in which the first number has a larger absolute value than 
the second number. 
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Obtaining the correct answers for the wrong reasons reduces the reliability 
of the test scores and leads to multidimensionality of data sets for achievement 
tests of the problem-solving type (Birenbaum & Tatsuoka, 1982; Tatsuoka & Biren
baum, 1981). The relationship between such psychometric properties and miscon
ceptions has been investigated by Tatsuoka and her colleagues (Birenbaum & 
Tatsuoka, 1983; Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1981, 1982a). This series of studies shows 
that when achievement tests are used as an integral part of instruction, perfor
mance on the tests indicate how well students master the use of the correct rule 
(taught by instruction) for responding to the items. If the data contain many 
responses resulting from consistent application of erroneous rules, then the 
dimensionality (in the factor analytic sense) of the data becomes larger. These 
studies imply that it is impossible to separate cognitive aspects of learning 
from psychometrics in order to interpret properly the students' performances on 
achievement tests when the tests are used to measure outcomes of instructional 
treatment. 

Purpose 

This study will introduce a measurement model using item response theory 
for dealing with the misconceptions committed by many students. It is useful to 
know the transitional behavior of error types which may be due to a change of 
instructional methods, to advancement of learning stages, or to the stability 
and persistance of particular misconceptions. Such knowlege helps to evaluate 
instruction, to measure the outcome of learning, and to obtain diagnostic infor
mation for designing remedial instruction depending on .the types of miscon
ceptions. The purpose of the model is to express such functional aspects of 
misconceptions quantitatively so that they can be related to other measures such 
as motivation or creativity. 

Finally, a technique will be discussed for assessing erroneous rules when 
they are used inconsistently by a student due either to "slips" or to the insta
bility of the students' misconceptions. The pattern classification technique to 
determine the student's latent state of knowledge or the underlying miscon
ception seems very useful in handling the variability of errors. 

Rule Space 

Tatsuoka and Baillie (1982b) showed that all erroneous rules of operation 
in signed-number arithmetic were expressible as points in a geometric space 
called "rule space." In other words, rule space is a geometric representation of 
the rules used. Brown and Burton (1978), van Lehn (1982), Tatsuoka and Tatsuoka 
(1981), Birenbaum and Tatsuoka (1980), and Matz (1980) have found numbers of 
erroneous rules resulting from a variety of misconceptions in whole number sub
traction problems, signed-number addition and subtraction problems, and algebra. 
Those rules are identified by closely examining responses obtained from a set of 
items that are carefully chosen so as to enable distinguishing each rule from 
others (Tatsuoka et al., 1980; van Lehn, 1982). For example, all erroneous 
rules of operation in signed-number addition and subtraction problems which have 
been discovered so far are represented by a unique set of responses to the set 
of items. Tatsuoka and Linn (1981) mapped a set of binary-score vectors of 
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these responses into the space spanned by the total scores and the values of the 
extended caution index, ECI4 (see below), along with the response vectors gener
ated by 15 erroneous rules. In this space (referred to hereafter as the rule 
space), the erroneous rules resulting from the same kind of misconceptions clus
tered closely. This finding was confirmed in the domain of fraction addition 
problems (Tatsuoka & Chevalaz, 1983). Because of th~ nature of the extended 
caution index, unusual responses to the items are located in the lower or upper 
parts of the space and very usual responses scatter closely along the x-axis 
(the total scores or true scores). 

Extended Caution Indices 

A group of extended caution indices was introduced by Tatsuoka and Linn 
(1983), and their statistical properties were investigated in Tatsuoka and 
Tatsuoka (1982b). The values of the ECis are calculated by first constructing 
two matrices; one is a binary score matrix 

(y .. ) , i = 1, ... , N, j = 1, ... , n 
l.J 

[1] 

where N is the number of students and n is the number of items in a test. The 
other is a probability matrix with elements P .. , where P .. is a logistic func-

l.J l.J tion of one, two, or three parameters. 

In practice, the estimated Pij obtained by substituting estimated item and 

person parameters in the logistic function can be used. One of the ECis, ECI4, 
is defined as an index reflecting anomaly of an actual response pattern at a 
given level of ability Si. It is given by the complement of the ratio of two 

covariances: the numerator is the covariance of the !th row vector, yi, in 

(yij) and the ~throw, Pi, of the probability matrix (Pij); the denominator is 

the covariance of the column-mean vector of g = (G. 1, G.Z' ••• , G ) and the ith 
row vector P., both of (P .. ) • Here · n 

l. l.J 

1 N 
G.=-N L:P .. • 

"J i=l l.J 

That is, 

cov(y. , P .) 
ECI4 = 1 - - 1 

-1. 
cov(G , P.) 

- -l. 

The conditional expectation and variance of ECI4 are given by 
Var(P .) 

I -l. 
E (ECI4 8 . ) = 1 - (G p ) , 

l. cov - , - i 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 
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n 
l: cr •• 2 (P . . - T . ) 2 

j=l lJ l] l 
Var(ECI4j8.) = ""---------

1 n2 cov2 (G , P.) 
- -l 

Thus, the standardized ECI4 is given by 

ECI4 
z 

where 

n [ cov (P . - y. , P . ) ] 
-l -l -l 

n 
l: cr •• 2 (P .. - T . ) 2 

. 1 lJ l] l 
J= 

n 
1 l: P .. T. 

l n . 1 J= 
l] 

the raw-mean vector of (P .. ) and 
l] 

the variance of item j at level i. 

Figure 1 
Expectation of ECI4 Against True Score 

0.4 

True Score 

[5] 

[ 6] 

[7] 

[ 8] 

The figures of the expectations obtained from two different data sets, one 
being from a multiple-choice test and the other from a free-response item test, 
show an interesting difference. The expectation of the NAEP data set (a 68-item 
mathematics test used in the National Assessment of Educational Progress) shows 
aU-shaped curve (Figure 1), while that of the free-response test has a monoton
ically increasing curve (Figure 2). Figure 3 is the curve of the conditional 
standard error of ECI4 obtained from the same NAEP data set of 2,400 subjects. 
Tatsuoka and Tatsuoka (1982b) showed empirically that the standardized ECI4 has 
a normal distribution. It is not surprising because ECI4 is a weighted arithme
tic mean of Pij• j = 1, 2, ••• , n. 
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Figure 2 
Expectation of ECI4 Plotted Against the True Score 
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Figure 3 
Standard Error of ECI4 for NAEP Data 
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A Map of Regions Classified by Misconceptions 

One of the desirable properties of a rule space is that the responses re
sulting from the same kind of misconceptions are mapped into the neighborhood of 
the same kinds (Tatsuoka & Chevalaz, 1983; Tatsuoka & Linn, 1983). Tatsuoka and 
Chevalaz (1983) generated simulation data by controlling various sources of 
misconceptions in fraction addition problems and mapping them into the rule 
space. At the same time the responses generated by 52 erroneous rules described 
in Shaw, et al. (1982) were mapped into the same space along with the simulated 
responses. Figure 4 shows a map of those misconceptions. 

Figure 4 
Plot of True Score for Fraction Addition Test Against 

Standardized Extended Index ECI4z 
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Table 1 describes the regions of A, B, ••• , Lin detail. For example, the 
response patterns (scored by the traditional scoring procedure) of Rules 39 and 
10 fall in Region K, which is in the neighborhood of the responses consisting of 
correct answers for all mixed fraction problems and incorrect answers for others 
(or fraction-plus-fraction type). Rules 39 and 10 follows: 

Rule 39: If the item was F+F type, then the numerator and denominator of 
the first fraction were added to obtain the numerator and the 
same was done for the second fraction to obtain the denominator. 
If the item was a mixed type, then the correct procedure was 
carried out. 
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Rule 10: A "1" was appended to all fractions (not mixed type), and then 
the resulting fraction was converted to an improper fraction. 
The correct procedure was then applied. 

Rules 39 and 10 produce the correct answers for mixed types but always yield 
incorrect answers for F+F types. These responses result from some unusual er
roneous rules; thus, the corresponding points are located at the upper middle 
section of the space in Figure 5. 

Figure 5 
Regions Determined by Various Misconceptions in the Fraction Addition Test 

and Erroneous Rules Described in Shaw et al. (1982) 
ECI4z 

8-

On the other hand, the responses yielded by Rule 1 are correct answers for 
F+F types but incorrect for all mixed type items. Rule 1 is as follows: 

Rule 1: The whole number was multiplied by the denominator and then the 
numerator was added. The denominator was not written, and the 
result was a whole number. 

Figure 5 shows that the point in the rule space corresponding to Rule 1 belongs 
to Region E, whose points were generated as neighboring points of the responses 
of x 1 if item j is an F+F type and x. = 0 if otherwise. 

j - J 

It is interesting to note that the space in Figure 5 can be divided into 
several regions, each representing a unique source of misconception. In order 
to compare the regions in Figure 5 with actual students' responses from the 
fraction test, 186 students' response patterns are mapped into the space spanned 
by true scores and ECI4. Figure 4 shows their plots. By superimposing Figure 4 
onto Figure 5, a student's underlying misconception, if there is one, can be 
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Table 1 
Description of the 12 Regions Appearing in Figure 5 

No. of 
Items 

8 

12 

12 

22 

22 

20 

32 

34 

10 

18 

10 

10 

Description of Region 

If item j is of F+F type with equal denominators 
or if one denominator is divisible by the other, 
and the numerator of the answer is smaller than 
the denominator, then xij = 1; otherwise, 
xij = 0. 
If j is of F+F type and the denominators are 
equal, then xij = 1; otherwise, xij = 0. 

If j is of F+F type and the numerator of the 
answer is smaller than the denominator, then 
xij = 1; otherwise, xij = 0. 

If the denominators are equal, then xij = 1; 
otherwise, x .. = 0. 

l.J 
If j is of F+F type then x .. = 1; otherwise, 

- l.J 
xij = 0. 
If the answer needs to be converted, then x .. 1· , 

l.J 
otherwise, xij = 0. 

If i is of F+F type or has equal denominators, 
then xij = 1; otherwise, xij = 0. 

If j is of F+F type or has different 
denominators, then xij = 1; otherwise, xij = 0. 

If 1 is of mixed type and has equal denominators, 
then xij = 1; otherwise, xij = 0. 

If j has different denominators, then x .. = 1; 
- . l.J 

otherw1.se, xij = 0. 

If j is of mixed type, then xij = 1; otherwise, 
xij -= 0. 

If j is of F+F type and has different 
denominators, then xi. = 1; otherwise, xij = 0. 

diagnosed. If the student's response falls in Region B, then the description 
given in Table 1 provides the information about how the student responded to the 
items. However, not all responses fall in one of the regions without any ambi
guity. Some responses may belong to a gray area between two regions, and it is 
difficult to describe specifically which region of the misconceptions is really 
the student's source of errors. It is necessary to apply the pattern classifi
cation technique and to establish the boundary lines between two neighboring 
regions. 

The numbered points in Figures 4 and 5 corresponding to erroneous rules of 
operation in fraction addition problems (see Shaw, et al., 1982) ,are often 
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marked by two or more different numbers together. For example, Rules 1, 2, 5, 
7, and 8 are represented by a single point. Rules 17 and 26 also share a single 
point. Since the true scores (x-axis) and the values of ECI4z (y-axis) are cal-

culated from the binary response patterns obtained by the traditional "correct 
or incorrect" scoring procedure, these rules happened to produce the identical 
binary response patterns. In order to separate two different erroneous rules 
into different points in a geometric space, Tatsuoka and Baillie (1982) have 
proposed a new scoring procedure. 

Component Response Patterns: Decomposing the 
Regular Scoring Procedure ,into Finer Components 

Tatsuoka and Baillie (1982) demonstrated that several erroneous rules whose 
response patterns are identical with the traditional scoring procedure can be 
distinguished by decomposing the unit of the answer into finer components. 
Tatsuoka and Tatsuoka (1981) listed the response patterns of 45 erroneous rules 
in signed-number arithmetic also obtained from the regular scoring procedure. 
Some of the 45 binary patterns of 16 items were identical, although the descrip
tions of the erroneous rules which produced these identical patterns were not. 
There is no way to distinguish two such different rules just by examination of 
their binary response patterns. 

However, if the regular scoring procedure is decomposed into finer compo
nents (e.g., the sign part of the answer for a given item and the absolute value 
part of the answer in signed-number problems or the whole number, numerator, and 
denominator parts of the answer for a fraction problem), then all the erroneous 
rules that have been discovered so far of the problem types in both signed-num
ber and fraction arithmetic can be expressed uniquely as sets of the binary re
sponse patterns obtained from the component scoring procedure. For example, the 
response patterns of Rules 16, 32, 12, and 46 are given by: 

Rule 16: The student subtracts the smaller absolute values from the larg
er absolute value and takes the sign of the number with the 
larger absolute value in his/her answer. 

Rule 32: The two numbers are always subtracted as seen in Rule 16 but the 
"+" sign is always taken in the answers. 

Rule 12: The student converts -2 - 8 and -13 - 5 into -2 + 8 and -13 + 5, 
respectively, but the other eight items are converted to addi
tion problems correctly. Then the right addition rule is used 
to answer them. 

Rule 46: The student has a strange idea about the parentheses and con
verts operation sign "-" to "+" first. Then he/she follows the 
rule: if the sign of the two numbers are minus, then change the 
sign of the second number to a "+"; if the signs of the two num
bers are not alike, then the sign of the second number becomes a 
minus. 

Table 2 shows that the regular response patterns for these four rules are ele
mentwise products of the two component response patterns. 

This new scoring method, the component scoring procedure, has been used in 
this study. Although the rationale of components scoring is based on a signed
number study, it can be generalized to other testing domains. For example, 
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Table 2 
The Binary Response Patterns Generated by Four Rules and Three 

Different Scorings (R = Regular Scores, S = Sign-Component 
Scores, and A = Absolute-Value Component Scores) 

Rule 16 Rule 32 Rule 12 Rule 
Re- Re- Re- Re-

Items sponse R S A sponse R SA sponse R S A sponse 

-3 - (-7) +4 -4 0 0 1 +4 1 1 1 +4 1 1 1 +4 
-2 -8 = -10 +6 0 0 0 +6 0 0 0 +6 0 0 0 -10 
5 - (-12) +17 -7 0 0 0 +7 0 1 0 +17 1 1 1 -7 
-11 - +8 -19 -3 0 1 0 +3 0 0 0 -19 1 1 1 -19 
9 - 4 = +5 +5 1 1 1 +5 1 1 1 +5 1 1 1 +5 
-15 - (-9) = -6 -6 1 1 1 +6 0 0 1 -6 1 1 1 -6 
-13 - 5 = -18 -8 0 1 0 +8 0 0 0 -8 0 1 0 -18 
8 - (-6) +14, +2 0 1 0 +2 0 1 0 +14 1 1 1 +2 
-5 - +11 -16 +6 0 0 0 +6 0 0 0 -16 1 1 1 -16 
1 - 10 = -9 +9 0 0 1 +9 0 0 1 -9 1 1 1 -9 

Figure 6 
Plot of True Score for Absolute Value Component Against Sign Component 
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fraction problems can be decomposed into a whole number, numerator, and denomi
nator parts. 

Various Rule Spaces 

A 40-item free-response test comprised of four parallel subtests of 
signed-number subtraction problems was administered to 172 eighth graders at a 
local junior high school. The traditional scoring of correct or incorrect an
swers was decomposed into a two-component scoring procedure of the absolute val
ue and sign parts of the responses. The signs of the responses to the 40 items 
were scored correct or incorrect and so were the absolute values. The two-com
ponent response patterns were separately subjected to the estimation of item and 
person parameters of the 2-parameter logistic model. As was mentioned earlier, 
a rule space is defined as a geometric representation of the rules (including 
the correct rule and inconsistent application of two or more rules) used by the 
students. 

The 20 small circles in Figure 6 represent 20 different erroneous rules, 
while the plus signs stand for a set of real responses to the 40 items for a 

Figure 7 
Plot of the Sign True Score Against Absolute Value for the Four Clusters 

Around Rules 12, 16, 32, and 46 in Figure 5 
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student. If the student responded to the 40 items by applying his/her erroneous 
rule consistently, then the student's point should coincide with the circle rep
resenting the rule. Figure 6 shows two such points. Most points do not show 
overlap; however, some real responses are located in the vicinity of a rule. 

Tatsuoka and Baillie (1982) generated simulation data of responses result
ing from inconsistent application of a rule. One or two items out of the 40 
items do not follow a given erroneous rule and thus the component response 
patterns do not match completely with the patterns produced by the erroneous 
rule. Based on the 20 different rules, 20 sets of simulation data were generat
ed and plotted on the space spanned by both the component true scores. As can 
be seen in Figure 7, Rules 16, 32, 12, and 46 and their simulated responses are 
not separated well because Rules 16 and 32, and 12 and 46, respectively, are 
already represented by very close circles in Figure 6. When plotted in terms of 
the sign true score against the standardized ECI4 obtained from the sign-compo
nent scores, four distinctly different clusters are formed in the new rule 

Figure 8 
Plot of the Clusters Around Rules 12, 16, 32, and 46 in Figure 5, 
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space, as shown in Figure 8. It is apparent that the values of ECis are capable 
of separating response patterns that have either very close true scores or the 
same total scores. 

Pattern Classification 

In the previous section, Figure 8 showed the four erroneous rules; the non
consistent responses neighboring each of them form four distinctly different 
clusters. By calculating a set of linear classification functions of the four 
clusters and by setting the boundaries to divide the four regions, it is possi-
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ble to identify the underlying misconception of a new response with some proba
bility of error by examining in which region the new response falls. This is a 
procedure for pattern classification and recognition problems (Fukunaga, 1972). 
Thus, the problem of diagnosing an individual student's misconceptions has fi
nally been transmuted into a classification problem. There are, however, many 
more erroneous rules than just four to which the classification problem can be 
applied, even in a simple arithmetic domain. Brown and Burton (1978) have dis
covered approximately 200 misconceptions, Tatusoka, et al. (1980), have found at 
least 30 erroneous rules in signed-number addition problems, and there are more 
erroneous rules in signed-number subtraction problems. A computer program 
called SIGNBUG has been developed for diagnosing these hundreds of erroneous 
rules in signed-number arithmetic tests (Tatsuoka & Baillie, 1982a). The logic 
of the mechanism is deterministic, however, and if a student responds to an item 
without using his/her rule, then SIGNBUG cannot determine the rule. A revised 
version of SIGNBUG can now diagnose a partial application of the student's rule 
to the test items, as when the student uses the correct rule for a subset of the 
test items and uses some erroneous rule for the rest of the items; but it is 
difficult to cope with responses yielded by random "slips." With the probabilis
tic approach of rule space and pattern classification, it is possible to remedy 
the weakness of the deterministic approach without losing the strength provided 
by SIGNBUG. 

Figure 9 
Twenty Erroneous Rules of Signed-Number Subtraction Problems 
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In general, pattern classification techniques must be applied to distin
guish the 20 or more erroneous rules from one another. As has been mentioned 
earlier regarding fraction addition problems, the responses resulting from the 
same (or similar) kinds of conceptual mistakes tend to cluster closely. More
over, the signed-number subtraction test demonstrated (Tatsuoka & Linn, 1983; 
Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1981) a result very similar to the phenomenon seen in Fig
ure 5. As a result, the pattern classification technique may be suitable for 
determining the source of misconceptions instead of considering a finer 
object--an erroneous rule of operation and its neighboring nonconsistent respon
ses. 

Figure 10 
Twenty Clusters of the Responses Neighboring 

the 20 Rules Shown in Figure 9 
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In this study, the focus was on determining the classification boundaries 
of 20 clusters neighboring each of the 20 erroneous rules of signed-number sub
traction problems. The list of the 20 rules and their code numbers are given 
elsewhere (Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1981) and are represented by the plots in Figure 
9. Figure 10 shows the 20 clusters around each of the 20 rules. A stepwise 
discriminant analysis (BMDP7M) was used to determine the classification func
tions, and four independent variables--absolute value and sign true scores 



Table 3 
Classification Matrix: Number of Cases Classified into Group and Percent Correct 

Percent Rule 
Rule Correct 3 6 7 11 12 13 15 16 17 18 21 22 25 30 32 34 37 38 45 46 

3 100 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 100 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 100 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11 100 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 100 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 100 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w 
17 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

w 
0\ 

18 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 100 0 0 O· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 
34 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 
37 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 
38 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 
45 96.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 
46 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 

Total 99.8 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 
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and ECI4z for absolute value and signs--were used in the analysis. The result 

is summarized in Table 3. Nineteen of the rules were perfectly classified with
out any error of classification, and only Rule 45 has one out of the 31 samples 
misclassified. 

Summary and Discussion 

This study introduced a probabilistic model utilizing item response theory 
for dealing with a variety of misconceptions. The model can be used for evalu
ating the transition behavior of error types, advancement of learning stages, or 
the stability and persistence of particular misconceptions. Moreover, it can be 
used for relating the functional behaviors of errors to other criterion measures 
such as creativity, anxiety, and motivation. 

One of several personal indices based on item response theory was used to 
formulate the "rule space," which is a geometric representation of erroneous 
rules of operation. ECI4, one of the indices, which is used primarily for de
tecting aberrant response patterns, proved to be effective for separating clus
ters of response patterns from one another. 

A cluster of response patterns consists of the response pattern yielded by 
some rule and its "slips," due to partially consistent application of the rule. 
Using pattern classification to separate the clusters in the rule space accounts 
for variability of errors in the model. It thus seems to be a promising ap
proach toward assessing an individual's state of knowledge. 
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DISCUSSION 

SusAN EMBRETSON (WHITELY) 

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

The actual content of Tatsuoka's paper is broader than the title implies. 
Tatsuoka presents a general method for diagnosing qualitative differences in the 
strategies that are applied to solving test items. The approach is error diag
nostic testing, in which the pattern of errors between items is used to diagnose 
the strategy (and conceptualizations) that the person applies to the problem. 

In choosing arithmetic items to demonstrate the method, Tatsuoka has made a 
wise choice; children's misconceptions of number have been studied intensively 
in several studies (e.g., Resnick & Ford, 1981; Riley, Greeno, & Heller, in 
press) in addition to those mentioned by Tatsuoka. In general, misconceptions 
of number can lead to a correct answer in some problems. However, in certain 
problems misconceptions will consistently lead to errors. Tatsuoka labels the 
misconceptions that can be applied to arithmetic problems "erroneous rules." 

The main aspect of the method is using two-dimensional space to locate re
gions that correspond to the various erroneous rules. The variables that define 
the space are ability (monotonically related to raw score on the items) and the 
extended caution index. The extended caution index assesses the fit of an indi
vidual item response vector to the pattern that would be expected for a person's 
ability level. For example, a low ability person would be expected to solve 
easy items and to answer incorrectly difficult items. Sometimes, however, a 
person's response pattern deviates from the expected pattern. Tatsuoka assumes 
that misfit is diagnostic of strategy differences. 

The extended caution index that is reported in the Tatsuoka paper uses a · 
latent trait model to generate the item probabilities expected from the person's 
ability level. Note that it is not necessary to have a latent trait model to 
generate these expectations (although it is the most theoretically adequate 
method). Expectations could be generated from item probability marginals, for 
example. 

The goal of Tatsuoka's method is to classify persons according to the con
ception of number that best explains their performance. Regions for the various 
erroneous rules are determined by generating item response vectors to correspond 
to the pattern of correct and incorrect responses that would result from appli
cation of that rule. The extended caution index and "ability" are then computed 
from the response vector for the rule and located in the two-dimensional space. 
Several erroneous rules are thus located. Then, real data are projected into 
the space. The assumption is that the closer a person is to a point defined by 
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an erroneous rule, the more likely the rule explains his or her responses. 

In general, I find this work fascinating. It integrates recent findings in 
cognitive theory with psychological measurement. If the project is successful, 
it should provide useful measurements for cognitive interventions. For example, 
a teacher could benefit greatly by diagnosing the concepts of number for stu
dents, so as to be prepared to correct erroneous conceptualizations. 

Several aspects of Tatsuoka's method need further research. First, there 
are no data to support the assumption that the more similar a person's ability 
and misfit are to an erroneous rule, the more likely the rule has been applied. 
It could be that the person uses another (unmeasured) rule that generates the 
very same response pattern on the item set. Perhaps the rule generates a dif
ferent response pattern, but the same ability and misfit. Another possibility 
is that the person applies different rules to different tasks. Thus, the diag
nosis yielded from error patterns needs to be confirmed with external data on 
strategies to assess the diagnostic potential of the method. 

Second, the diagnostic potential of a particular item set for specified 
rules needs to be assessed. Two erroneous rules may be indistinguishable in one 
item set, yet quite distinct in another item set. Some type of discriminability 
index for the item set with respect to the specified strategies needs to be de
veloped. 

Third, the current paper really does not present a latent trait model for 
misconceptions and strategies. Instead, it uses a latent trait model in the 
context of another diagnostic method. I believe, however, that it may be useful 
to develop latent trait models indicating the probability that an individual is 
applying a specified strategy. I have examined this problem in my own research 
(Embretson, in press); and I believe that it would be feasible to develop simi
lar models for misconception data, especially when within-item information is 
available. Tatsuoka presents some within-item data and gets fairly impressive 
categorization results. 
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THE COMPUTERIZED ADAPTIVE TESTING 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

JAMES R. McBRIDE AND J. B. SYMPSON 

NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER 

All four Armed Services use ASVAB (the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude 
Battery) to assess potential enlisted personnel, and to make decisions regarding 
personnel selection and classification. The Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) 
project is a joint-service coordinated effort to develop and evaluate a system 
for automated, adaptive administration of the ASVAB. If approved, the CAT sys
tem will be used by the Military Entrance Processing Command (MEPCOM) to conduct 
operational testing of applicants for military enlistment. Navy Personnel Re
search and Development Center (NPRDC) is the lead service laboratory for this 
research and development effort. 

Project Background 

A Description of CAT 

CAT is a system for administering personnel tests. It differs from conven
tional test administration in two major respects: 

1. Automated test administration using a computer terminal, rather than print
ed booklets and answer sheets; 

2. Adaptive (tailored) sequencing of test questions, rather than the lock-step 
sequencing inherent in printed tests. 

Automated test administration. In a CAT system, test questions are dis
played on the video screen of a computer terminal. The examinee answers each 
question using an input device such as a keypad or a light pen. The test is 
automatically scored by a computer program. 

Although a conventional computer terminal could be used for CAT, specially 
designed test administration terminals are preferable for several reasons, in
cluding: (1) the need for graphics display capabilities, since many questions 
include pictures and drawings; and (2) the fact that most examinees are unfamil
iar with the use of computer terminals and typewriter-style keyboards. 

Adaptive question sequencing. Examinees taking a conventional, printed 
test all answer the same questions, printed in the same sequence. Usually, easy 
questions are printed first and the more difficult ones are printed last. This 
lock-step sequencing wastes considerable amounts of time, because little useful 
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information is gained by asking highly able examinees easy questions, or by 
challenging the less able examinees with questions far too difficult for them. 
From an aptitude measurement point of view, it is far more efficient to tailor 
the choice of test questions to the ability level of each individual examinee. 

CAT does this. CAT makes successive approximations to the examinee's abil
ity, updating the approximation after each question is answered. Each question 
in the test sequence is selected from a large bank of pre-calibrated questions 
to match the difficulty of the next question to the estimated ability of the 
examinee. This process of sequentially tailoring test difficulty to examinee 
ability is the essence of adaptive testing. 

The current state-of-the-art in psychometrics will support the application 
of adaptive testing only to what are called "power" tests of cognitive aptitude; 
i.e., tests in which speed of the response is not a significant factor. Forms 
8, 9, and 10 of ASVAB each contain eight power tests. Two other subtests (Nu
merical Operations and Coding Speed) are highly speeded; these speeded tests can 
be automated, but cannot presently be made adaptive. 

Advantages of a CAT System 

CAT has a number of potential advantages over conventional printed testing. 
Some of its advantages are due to automation; others are attributable to the 
adaptive nature of CAT. 

1. Efficiency: CAT can reduce the length of many.ASVAB tests by as much as 
50%, without loss of measurement precision. This is a direct result of the 
adaptive sequencing of test questions. 

2. Precision: ASVAB scores are precise only at mid-range ability levels. At 
the low and high extremes of ability, ASVAB is inherently imprecise. Be
cause CAT matches test difficulty to the examinee's ability level, CAT 
scores will be substantially more precise than ASVAB in the extremes, and 
just as precise in the mid-range. 

3. Accuracy: In the past, ASVAB tests were often manually scored. The raw 
test scores were transformed to standard scores, and then combined into 
aptitude-area composite scores, also manually. Finally, raw scores and 
composite scores were typed onto enlistment processing forms by clerks. 
All of these manual operations are susceptible to clerical errors, result
ing in inaccurate data in the personnel record. 

4. Security: Any printed or conventional test is susceptible to compromise. 
The probability of compromise increases directly with the frequency of ad
ministration and the duration of the operational life of a specific version 
of the test. In the past, ASVAB security violations have occurred; future 
compromise attempts seem inevitable as long as there is a significant in
centive for applicants to perform well on military selection tests. CAT 
will eliminate the two major features that make printed ASVAB susceptible 
to compromise: pilferable test booklets, and predictable sequences of test 
questions. When implemented, the CAT system will also incorporate several 
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other features that will decrease the probability of test compromise. 

5. Economy: The initial cost of creating the CAT system will be offset by 
substantial cost savings in several categories as the printed ASVAB is 
phased out. The cost of test administrators' labor should be significantly 
reduced, since CAT will take half as long as ASVAB to administer. Public 
burden costs (civilian test-takers' time) will be similarly reduced. 
Printing, distribution, and storage costs associated with the paper-and
pencil tests will be eliminated. And the cost of developing new forms of 
the tests will be substantially reduced. 

6. Ease of Revision: Developing replacement forms of ASVAB has taken three to 
five years in the past, and has been very expensive and logistically cum
bersome, due to the need for large-scale administration of experimental 
tests. In contrast, every administration of a CAT test can incorporate a 
small number of experimental test questions embedded in the operational 
test. These experimental questions will be unobtrusive, and will not in
terfere with the operational testing routine. This process will result in 
frequent periodic updating of the CAT item banks; i.e., revision of the 
tests will occur constantly, unobtrusively, and rapidly. 

Psychometric Development of CAT 

Psychometric methods and procedures to be employed in the CAT 
hardware/software system are being developed through a combination of contract 
and in-house research. Development is underway in the following areas: 

1. Constructing calibrated item banks for the CAT system; 

2. On-line calibration research; 

3. Equating CAT with ASVAB subtests and service composites; 

4. Validation of CAT as a measurement technique; 

5. Evaluation of GAT's utility for predicting performance; 

6. Meeting established professional standards for tests. 

Constructing Calibrated Item Banks 

Successful implementation of any CAT system requires the development of 
carefully calibrated item banks. Here, the term "calibration" refers to data 
analysis procedures that provide estimates of item response theory (IRT) parame
ters for each test question. IRT item parameters serve to describe the operat
ing characteristics of test questions that are used to measure ability. The 
choice of which item to administer to an examinee at any point in an adaptive 
test is determined by a complex mathematical function of these parameters. 

In connection with the joint-services CAT project, two major efforts have 
been undertaken in the area of item calibration. These may be identified as (1) 
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experimental CAT system item bank development and (2) operational CAT system 
item bank development. 

Experimental item bank development. In order to evaluate the reliability, 
construct validity, and criterion-related validity of CAT prior to its opera
tional implementation, NPRDC has created an experimental CAT system. This small 
experimental system uses seven Apple III microcomputers, all connected to a 
Corvus hard-disk unit. The disk unit serves as a storage medium for the item 
banks, item parameters, and instruction files that are used by the experimental 
system. It also stores the data that are generated in connection with each ex
aminee's testing session. At this time, development of the item banks needed 
for this experimental system is partially complete. Information about the cali
brations that have been completed so far is presented in the paper following 
this one. 

Operational item bank development. In order to have an adequate number of 
high-quality test questions available at the time that CAT is likely to become 
operational, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) has contracted with 
Assessment Systems Corporation of St. Paul, HN, to develop and calibrate addi
tional questions in the content areas associated with AfNAB "power" subtests. 
These questions, and possibly some of the better questions from the experimental 
item banks, will be used in the initial item banks for the operational CAT sys
tem. A target of 200 questions per adaptive-test item bank has been estab
lished. 

On-Line Calibration Research 

The two item-calibration efforts just described involve the calibration of 
test questions t.hat have been administered in printed test booklets. There may 
be some risk in using item parameters obtained under this type of testing condi
tion in the operational CAT system, since the medium for item presentation and 
examinee response will be quite different. An obvious solution for this poten
tial problem would be to collect item calibration data on computer terminals. 
Unfortunately, item banks and subject samples as large as those required for the 
operational CAT system make this currently impossible. However, once the opera
tional CAT system is in place, it will be a simple matter to insert two or three 
newly developed items into each CAT subtest that an examinee completes. Data 
collected in this manner (i.e., "on-line") could be used to calibrate new items 
very rapidly. Moreover, if research does indicate that the medium for test de
livery has an influence on obtained parameter estimates, items appearing in the 
initial operational item banks could themselves be re-calibrated on-line. 

At this time, well-developed statistical procedures for on-line item cali
bration do not exist. Some straightforward generalizations of current proce
dures could be implemented, but they probably would not be optimal. In order to 
foster the development of efficient on-line item calibration methods, and to 
make it likely that these methods will be available by the time that CAT becomes 
operational, the Office of Naval Research (ONR), NPRDC, AFHRL, and MEPCOM are 
planning to co-fund an ONR research contract in which several IRT researchers 
address the issues involved in on-line calibration. This research effort should 
result in one or more procedures that can be implemented in the operational CAT 
system. 
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Equating CAT with ASVAB 

For military personnel selection and classification purposes, ASVAB subtest 
scores are combined into aptitude-area composites, such as the Mechanical, Ad
ministrative, General, and Electronics (M, A, G, and E) composites used by the 
Air Force. Each of the ~rvices has its own composites and establishes compos
ite qualifying scores for entry into specific occupational specialities. When 
CAT becomes operational, it will be essential to the continuity of the four ~r
vices' selection and assignment practices that CAT test scores be interchange
able with those of ASVAB. This will require that procedures be developed to 
"equate" CAT with ASVAB, i.e., to transform CAT scores onto the familiar ASVAB 
score scale so that a given score on a CAT test will have the same interpretive 
meaning and be useful for the same purposes as actual ASVAB scores. A committee 
of psychometric experts has been commissioned, with joint ONR/NPRDC funding, to 
develop methods for equating CAT to ASVAB. 

Validating CAT as a Measurement Technique. 

CAT is intended to measure the same aptitudes and abilities that ASVAB now 
measures. However, CAT is very different from ASVAB in its mode of administra
tion and in other obvious respects. These obvious differences raise the possi
bility that CAT may measure something rather different from one or more of its 
ASVAB subtest counterparts. Consequently, it is necessary to conduct psychomet
ric research to establish the construct validity of the CAT subtests. This re
search will involve administration of CAT and ASVAB tests to experimental groups 
of examinees, followed by statistical analyses to investigate the extent to 
which CAT and ASVAB measure the same aptitudes. The experimental CAT battery 
described above is currently being administered to military recruits in order to 
collect the data required for an assessment of CAT's construct validity. 

Evaluating the Predictive Utility of CAT 

ASVAB is useful as a tool for selection and classification of enlisted per
sonnel by virtue of the known correlation of ASVAB subtest and composite scores 
with performance in occupational specialty training. Although there is every 
reason to think that CAT will be as useful as ASVAB for predicting training per
formance, it is still necessary to demonstrate CAT's predictive utility. To 
accomplish this, it is necessary to test recruits using CAT, and to conduct fol
lowup studies to determine the correlation between CAT test scores and training 
performance. Although it is not practical to do this for every occupational 
specialty in the four ~rvices, it is essential to demonstrate that CAT has pre
dictive utility across a broad spectrum of job types in each of the ~rvices. 
Each of the four ~rvices has been requested to identify six technical training 
courses to be involved in the demonstration of CAT's predictive utility. Re
cruits designated for subsequent assignment to those courses will be tested us
ing the experimental CAT battery, and will be tracked through training in order 
to collect the criterion data required to evaluate CAT's predictive relation
ships with training performance data. 
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Meeting Established Professional Standards 

Aptitude tests that are well designed and well developed can be enormously 
valuable to the institution that uses them, while at the same time being fair 
and equitable to examinees. Over the years, professional standards for the de
velopment and use of tests have been established. The best known of these are 
the "Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests," jointly published by 
the American Psychological Association, the American Educational Research Asso
ciation, and the National Council for Measurement in Education. These standards 
are currently undergoing revision, with the revised standards due to be pub
lished in 1984. 

It is essential that the CAT system comply with the highest professional 
standards for test use, in order to insure CAT's credibility as a valid, useful, 
and fair instrument for personnel assessment and selection. Meeting such stan
dards will require that a variety of psychometric research studies be conducted 
and documented. The preferred method of documentation is the publication of a 
professional "test manual," which will contain all of the results of there
search into CAT's psychometric characteristics and benefits. 

Under an ONR contract, Bert Green of Johns Hopkins University has studied 
the current ASVAB test battery and the proposed CAT system, and has developed 
recommendations for evaluation of the CAT system; he was assisted in his efforts 
by psychometricians Darrell Bock, Lloyd Humphreys, Robert Linn, and Mark Reck
ase. The evaluation plan developed by this panel supplements the current 
APA/AERA/NCHE Standards, for the special case of the.CAT system. NPRDC is cur
rently designing and conducting research to address the major points presented 
in the evaluation plan proposed by Green et al., and intends to report there
sults of this research in a test manual for the CAT system. 

Criteria for CAT Delivery System Evaluation 

The CAT system will become operational only after a milestone decision is 
made to implement it. That decision cannot be affirmative unless the CAT 
hardware/software system meets a number of criteria. Since the CAT system is 
being developed in several stages, intermediate evaluations can be conducted 
during the system development process, well in advance of the final evaluation 
that precedes the decision whether to implement the system. The following eight 
major criteria will be used in evaluating the CAT delivery system. 

1. Performance. The CAT system will be evaluated as a computer system with a 
number of critical performance parameters. Included among these are: 

a. Speed of response: 
less than 2 seconds. 
the examinee, and to 
will be reflected in 
ASVAB. 

The system should respond to examinee input in 
This is necessary in order to avoid distracting 

ensure that the efficiency of adaptive testing 
reduced test administration time compared with 

b. Speed of display: Once the system has responded to examinee input, 
the next test question or dialogue frame should be completely dis-
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played in less than 3 seconds, for the same reasons. 

c. Display resolution: The display must provide clear, unambiguous pre
sentation of both test and pictorial material. Alphanumerics should 
have a dot resolution of at least 7 x 9 for ease of reading. Pictori
al material should have a resolution of at least 400 horizontal by 300 
vertical picture elements for clarity. 

d. Mass storage capacity: The system must provide adequate mass storage 
to contain system and applications programs, the large item banks used 
for adaptive testing, and archival records of each test administration 
and the test results. It should also have excess capacity, in order 
to be capable of growth in the number of subtests and in the size of 
the item banks. 

e. Communications capability: The CAT system will be required to trans
mit large volumes of test results to a central computer site on a dai
ly basis, and to receive software revisions and item bank updates per
iodically, using electronic data communications. In order to accom
plish these functions economically and without interrupting the opera
tional schedule of test administration, the system must be capable of 
high-speed data communications. 

2. Suitability. The CAT system is intended for use in both Military Entrance 
Processing ~ations (MEPS) and Mobile EXamining Team sites (METs) without 
significant changes in the staffing or facilities currently available. 
This implies that CAT must be capable of operation by personnel of normal 
skill levels, without need for extensive specialized training. It must 
also be capable of operation in the normal office environment that charac
terizes MEPS and METs, without requiring special environmental controls on 
temperature and humidity. It should require a minimum of facility modifi
cations. It should be portable if portability is required to serve MET 
sites. 

3. Reliability and availability. The system must be available for testing 
whenever testing is scheduled; once testing has begun, all examinees must 
complete their testing. Little deviation from these requirements can be 
tolerated, due to the importance of timely completion of enlistment pro
cessing. Quantitative thresholds of 99.9% for both availability and reli
ability have been established as design goals. 99.9% availability means 
that a CAT installation would be unavailable for testing ~ess than one day 
per 1,000 scheduled testing days, or about once every four years. 99.9% 
reliability means that less than 1 test per 1,000 would be interrupted by a 
system failure; redundancy features of the system will provide the capabil
ity to complete the few tests which are interrupted in this way. 

4. Maintainability. The system must be designed so that there is no require
ment for skilled technicians in the MEPS or METs. It should include built
in diagnostic tests to alert the test administrator of present or impending 
hardware or software failure. The system design should include integrated 
logistics support. 
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5. Ease of use. Because it will be used by examinees and test administrators 
with no computer experience, the system must be designed explicitly for 
ease of use. For the examinee, this means the system must use a very sim
ple procedure for answering test questions, and must first teach the exam
inee how to use it. For the test administrator, the system must involve 
only a small number of simple operations, and must direct the test admini
strator as to what to do at each step in its use. 

6. Security. The system must incorporate protection against unauthorized ac
cess to the CAT item banks, and to examinee records. It must make it im
possible to make printed copies of test questions, and must contain no 
small pilferable articles whose loss could result in test compromise. It 
must make coaching ineffective as a means of test compromise, by eliminat
ing predictable sequences of test questions. It must include a password 
access system, which not only prevents unauthorized access, but also cre
ates an audit trail of every test administered on the system. 

7. Affordability. A 10-year operating life is specified for the CAT equip
ment. The life-cycle cost of the CAT system over its 10-year life must be 
competitive with that of the printed ASVAB. 

8. Flexibility. Much of the long-run potential of CAT resides in its capacity 
to support types of assessment that are either difficult or impossible to 
implement under paper-and-pencil modes of test administration. Some of 
these possibilities include answer-until-correct responding, open-ended 
responding, the use of dynamic task stimuli, and the assessment of percep
tual and psychomotor skills. The new CAT system should have software/hard
ware capabilities that are sufficiently flexible to allow exploration and 
evaluation of such assessment capabilities. 

Conclusion 

Assuming the CAT system now under development is found to satisfy the many 
engineering and psychometric criteria that have been established as conditions 
for its acceptance, the phased implementation of CAT on a nationwide basis could 
begin as early as 1986. By 1990, over one million applicants for military ser
vice would be tested on the CAT system each year. This fact would undoubtedly 
provide a strong impetus for the application of computerized adaptive testing 
procedures in other areas of personnel selection and classification as well. 



ITEM CALIBRATIONS FOR 

CoMPUTERIZED ADAPTIVE TEsTING <CAT) 

ExPERIMENTAL ITEM PooLs 

J. B. SYMPSON AND LoRALEE HARTMANN 

NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER 

In connection with the development of item pools for the Navy's experimen
tal CAT system, items in five different content areas (General Science, Para
graph Comprehension, Word Knowledge, Math Knowledge, and Arithmetic Reasoning) 
have been calibrated using item response theory (IRT) methodology. Calibration 
of these items was originally undertaken by a government contractor (Research 
Applications, Inc.), but a review of the procedures followed by the contractor 
indicated that the calibrations should be repeated. 

In the calibrations conducted at Navy Personnel Research and Development 
Center (NPRDC), operational Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) 
subtests 8, 9, and 10 were calibrated along with the new computerized adaptive 
testing (CAT) items in order to insure that all estimated parameters in a con
tent area were expressed relative to a common metric. 

An example of the "linking design" for one content area (Arithmetic Reason
ing) is shown in Table 1. Each row of this table (i.e., each "Group") repre
sents approximately 312 male applicants for military service who completed one 
particular experimental Arithmetic Reasoning (AR) booklet and one particular 
operational ASVAB form. The experimental booklet and the ASVAB form completed 
by individuals in a given row of the table are indicated by Xs. Each experimen
tal AR booklet contained 35 items and each ASVAB form contained 30 AR items. 
Thus, a total of 390 AR items are represented in the table. Each individual in 
the calibration sample was exposed to 65 of these items. An average of approxi
mately 1,870 responses were available for each of the 390 AR items. 

The number of experimental booklets, the number of CAT items, the number of 
ASVAB items, the total number of items, and the number of individuals in the 
final calibration sample for each content area are given in Table 2. As indi
cated by the column totals, the responses of 34,774 individuals were used to 
obtain IRT parameters for a total of 1,750 test items. 

The computer program LOGIST, developed by Lord at Educational Testing Ser
vice, was used to fit the 3-parameter logistic model to the available item re
sponse data. Version 2.B of this program (released in 1976) was used, but sev
eral modifications to the program were made prior to completing the calibra
tions. These modifications were tested at NPRDC and found to improve the param-
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Table 1 
Linking Design for Arithmetic Reasoning Items 

CAT Booklet ASVAB Form 
Group Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 8A 8B 9A 9B lOA lOB 

1 X X 
2 X X 
3 X X 
4 X X 
5 X X 
6 X X 

7 X X 
8 X X 
9 X X 

10 X X 
11 X X 
12 X X 

13 X X 
14 X X 
15 X X 
16 X X 
17 X X 
18 X X 

19 X X 
20 X X 
21 X X 
22 X X 
23 X X 
24 X X 

25 X X 
26 X X 
27 X X 
28 X X 
29 X X 
30 X X 

31 X X 
32 X X 
33 X X 
34 X X 
35 X X 
36 X X 
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eter estimates generated by LOGIST. In each content area, all CAT items and 
ASVAB items were calibrated simultaneously in a single LOGIST run. 

Table 2 
Characteristics of Calibration Database 

Content No. of CAT CAT ASVAB Total Sample 
Area Booklets Items Items Items Size 

GS 2 200 150 350 4106 
PC 4 180 90 270 7734 
WK 2 200 210 410 4225 
MK 4 180 150 330 7491 
AR 6 210 180 390 11218 

Total 18 970 780 1750 34774 

Table 3 shows median values of the estimated IRT parameters a, b, and c 
that were obtained in each content area, separately for CAT items and operation
al ASVAB items. The median a values in column 1 of this table are high enough, 
and the median c values in column 3 are low enough, to suggest that CAT proce
dures will function quite effectively in each of these five content areas. 

Table 3 
Median Values of Estimated IRT Parameters 

Content CAT Items ASVAB Items 
Area a b c a b c 

GS 1.29 .02 .22 1.05 -.05 .22 
PC 1. 22 -.06 .23 .87 -.56 .23 
WK 1.41 -. 74 .25 1.45 -.15 .25 
MK 1.38 .66 .18 1.66 .69 .19 
AR 1.39 -.01 .22 1.52 .28 .22 

During the next few months, items in four more content areas (Automotive 
Information, Electronics Information, Mechanical Comprehension, and Shop Infor
mation) will be calibrated using the procedures described above. Additional 
items will also be calibrated in order to augment three of the previously devel
oped item banks. 



CoMPUTERIZED TEsTING IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL 

ARMED FORCES (fAF): EMPIRICAL APPROACHES 

WoLFGANG WILDGRUBE 

PsYcHoLOGICAL SERVICE oF THE FAF 

In April 1982, the Federal Armed Forces initiated the first empirical pilot 
project in the area of computerized adaptive testing (CAT) to collect data for 
psychological testing. Four microprocessor-based stand-alone computers called 
TEST 2000 (manufactured by the German firm Zak, which specializes in psychologi
cal and physiological measurement) were installed at the recruiting center for 
volunteers in Munich. This was the first installation for computerized testing 
in Germany and, according to present information, in Europe. TEST 2000 had pre
viously been installed at some locations in Western Europe only for physiologi
cal measurement and in connection with an optical mark reader for preprocessing 
of data and simple analyses. 

The first empirical phase started with a conventional testing strategy and 
the standard entrance test battery to collect data (1) for the examination of 
technical aspects (e.g., at the moment there are some problems with the keyboard 
for the examinees, and some trouble with the memory, which has become overheated 
during a period of hot weather); (2) for organizational aspects (computerized 
testlng carried out during the entire selection process) and attitudinal change 
(e.g., reducing the psychologists' "computer anxiety"); and (3) for "human fac
tor" aspects (e.g., motivation of volunteers, problems in handling the test com
puter). Collection of these first empirical data also presented an opportunity 
to compare paper-and-pencil testing versus computerized testing. 

Configuration 

Hardware 

The testing station in Munich consists of four TEST 2000 computers. Each 
microprocessor-based stand-alone computer has a screen, processor, two floppy 
disks (a system disk and a data disk for approximately 80 persons), a special 
keyboard for the examinee (digits 1 to 9 and 0; four buttons: "correct," "in
correct," "I don't know," and "next item"), and a typewriter keyboard for the 
psychologist/proctor. It is possible to present the items in black on a green 
background or in green on a black background. One testing computer is connected 
with a line printer for the output of the testing results (The data disks from 
the three other computers are transferred to this computer, which is connected 
with the printer subsequent to the testing session). 

TEST 2000 is based on a highly integrated unit of the ZILOG Z80A-family. 
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The stand-alone version offers the following: 
1. 64 KByte RAM, 8KByte used by the operating system, 
2. 8 KByte PROM containing integer- and floating-point arithmetic and sys

tem utility routines, 
3. 16 KByte video refresh RAM, which stores high resolution graphic display 

(130,000 dots) or 8 pages of alphanumeric information, 
4. 2 RS-232 serial interfaces, with reprogrammable drivers included in the 

operating system, 
5. 2 8-bit parallel general purpose interfaces, 
6. 4 programmable timer/counter channels, 
7. 2 integrated minidisk drives with 220Kbyte (formatted) each, with double 

density/double sided versions optional, 
8. 9" industry quality standard monitor (monochromatic), 
9. Separate operator keyboard (7-bit ASCII code), 

10. Separate examinee keyboard, and 
11. System expansion bus and slots for 2 S100-bus or 8 europe-single-format 

cards. 

Psychological Section 

Whole batteries of tests or inventories are presented automatically, in
cluding test instructions and training sessions. There is a selectable mode of 
presentation for each test. The proctor/psychologist may choose between power, 
speed, or power-with-time-limit tests. Selection of items to be presented fol
lows a sequential strategy or another type of adaptive strategy. There is a 
selectable alphanumeric and/or high resolution graphic display of test items on 
the screen. 

Examinee's answers are input by a simple, easy-to-handle keyboard and are 
automatically checked for correct, incorrect, or illegal response. Response 
times for 'each item are recorded and integrated into the set of test data. 
There is selectable feedback of correct/incorrect responses and elapsed item or 
test time. 

Any latency between the presentation of successive items is eliminated by 
the "advanced processing concept." All jobs of computation, item selection, and 
picture processing for the next item are performed during the presentation of 
the actual item. (There is a delay of 15 seconds maximally for the preproces
sing of graphical items, when the button "next item" is pressed continually 
without reading the item and solving the problem). 

Apparatus tests--like reaction time measurement, vigilance tests, or track
ing tests--may be integrated into the test battery and controlled by the comput
er system (real-time execution). The test data are stored on disk after each 
subtest during the test session, thus avoiding loss of data due to power outage. 
Test data are integrated into a structured test data bank after each session for 
further test or item analysis procedures. 

Physiological Section 

In connection with the Zak-A/D interface, the TEST 2000 system allows on-
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line recording and analysis of up to six different physiological input channels. 
Long time off-line recording and analysis of psychophysiological data are accom
plished by the pocket-sized, accu-driven microprocessor system BIOPORT, which 
interfaces directly to the TEST 2000 system. The BIOPORT system is especially 
suited for concurrent measurement of psychophysiological variables during test 
or training situations, thus.revealing the examinee's reactions and resistance 
to stress-inducing factors. At present, this section is not implemented in the 
FAF; however, acquisition is planned for pilot selection and evaluation proce
dures. 

Problems 

There are currently problems in two areas. The first problem concerns the 
data transfer from the microcomputer to a large sized computer for further cal
culations. At present the data (scores and latencies/time for each subtest) are 
printed and then manually input to a larger computer. This problem will be 
solved in the fall of 1983 by using a tape drive and magnetic tape for the data 
transfer from the microcomputer at Munich to the large computer in Bonn. The 
second problem is that graphic items require a great deal of effort for program
mers, since they are written in Assembler language in connection with a graphic 
preprocessor. In the future, video disks will be used to store the graphic 
items; these items will then be monitored by a microcomputer. 

Test Material and Software 

Aptitude Classification Battery 

The first empirical phase started with the Aptitude Classification Battery 
(EVT), which is the standard test battery for entrance into the Federal Armed 
Forces and is quite similar to the ASVAB. At present six subtests of the EVT 
(the subtests without graphic items) are on the computer in two parallel forms 
(see Table 1). Further, four subtests that are not on the computer (e.g., radio 
test, test for reaction rate) measure special aspects and are speeded tests. 

All six tests on the computer have time limits; within these limits, all 
items without an answer are presented again. Testing time varies between 45 and 
75 minutes, since some examinees need more time for the sample items, whereas 
others do not use the entire time allocated for a subtest. It is practical to 
have, on an average, eight persons each day at the test station. 

In the first empirical phase, volunteers who have had experience with the 
EVT battery have been tested. These persons took the EVT as draftees at the 
recruiting center. When they become volunteer-carriers, they take the EVT once 
more using a computer-administered parallel form. The next samples of testees 
will consist of draftees and persons without experience with the EVT and will be 
grouped according to education level. Furthermore, a small sample will be test
ed with the two ways of item presentation on the screen (green vs. black). 

Software 

The software is stored on the system disk. The disk contains, for example, 
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Table 1 
The Six EVT Subtests Used for the FAF Pilot Project 

Test 

Word Analogy Test 
(WAT) 

Figure Reasoning 
Test (FDT) 

Arithmetic Reasoning 
Test (RT) 

Spelling (Orthogra
phical Test; RST) 

Mechanical Ability 
Test (MT) 

Electro technical 
Comprehension Test 
( EK.T) 

No. of Items/Alternatives 

20 items/5 alternatives 

20 items/8 alternatives 

20 items/input of the 
results 

50 items/correct
incorrect 

20 items/5 alternatives 

20 items/4 alternatives 

Time 

4 1/2 minutes 

10 minutes 

14 minutes (paper-and
pencil for notes) 

3 minutes 

13 minutes 

10 minutes 

the following 
ZAKDOS: 

programs (with content requested by a system command): 
Operating system of TEST 2000. 

EDIT: Editor for input and data management. 
BASIC: 
GRAPHIC: 

Interpreter for BASIC (FORTRAN will soon be available). 
Preprocessor for the graphic items (in Assembler). 
Management of the items with item text and alternatives SEQUEN: 

EVTA1, 
EVTB1, 
EVT: 

TESBAS: 

(e.g., storage on disk and deletion of the blanks). 
EVTA2, etc.: Item text and alternatives for the EVT. 
EVTB3, etc.: The nongraphic subtests in two parallel forms. 

Management of the EVT test session (creation of the data file, 
common instructions for EVT, item presentation--conventional/ 
sequential). The item material is stored separately from the 
presentation procedure, so the system is very flexible. 
Users' program in BASIC for handling the data/results, e.g., output 
on screen or printer, with results for each item (answer, scoring, 
latency/response time) or for the six subtests (scores, time used). 

Results 

Empirical Results 

Table 2 shows the results calculated from the data of the first 208 examin
ees. These persons had first taken the EVT by paper and pencil (some weeks or 
months earlier) and then had taken the EVT by computer at the recruiting center 
for volunteers in Munich. 

The comparison using the t test for dependent samples shows significant 
mean differences except for Arithmetic. The verbal subtests Word Analogy and 
Spelling had higher scores using paper and pencil and the subtests with figural 
items (Figure Reasoning, Mechanical, Electrotechnical) had higher scores using 
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Table 2 
Scores from the Six Subtests of the EVT 

for the Computerized Adaptive Test 
and Paper-and-Pencil Test 

Paper 
and 

Subtest CAT Pencil t p r 

Word Analogy 14.56 15.13 -2.86 .005 .606 
Figure Reasoning 16.50 15.65 4.81 .ooo .703 
Arithmetic 12.01 11.70 1.59 .114 .785 
Mechanical 13.37 12.58 4.45 • 000 .734 
Spelling 31.39 34.00 -5.47 .000 .772 
Electrotechnical 7.19 6.14 4.11 • 000 .682 

computerized testing. The correlation coefficients varied between .60 and .79. 
Further analysis of these data and collection of data are in progress. 

Other Results 

There have been no problems handling the testing station by the psycholo
gist, subsequent to a one-day training session by Zak. For example, the psy
chologist, after a one-day training session by Zak, starts the test session pre
pares the EVT allocating a data file (for data security, code numbers for the 
examinees are stored on the disk only), and prints the results. An additional 
aspect of the training was to reduce anxiety/reservation towards the computer 
and to familiarize the psychologists with the fact that the computer gives some 
assistance and support. 

The examinees have not had any problems handling the test computer using 
the special keyboard. Before starting the session there is a motivation phase 
during which the psychologist gives an introduction to the computerized testing 
session. Then, the examinee is seated in front of the CRT, reads all further 
instructions on the screen, and uses the keyboard (paper and pencil for the 
Arithmetic test only for calculations). Questions are rare, except concerning 
the brightness of the screen. 

The volunteers respond positively to this individualized way of testing. 
The difference between the fastest and slowest examinee is about 30 minutes. 
There is enough time allocated so that examinee can reread the instructions un
til they have understood how to solve the items. On the other hand, some exam
inees do not need the entire time allocated for a subtest and go on to the next 
subtest when they have answered all items. It is therefore possible to save 
some testing time with this individualized testing procedure. 

There is positive response to feedback from the computer. After each item, 
the examinee presses the button "next item," and the computer reacts and pre
sents the next item. There is also positive response to the special testing 
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situation. During the paper-and-pencil session, about 50 persons are seated in 
one room, and the tests are carried out in groups. During the computerized 
testing session there are only four examinees at the test computer, with the 
psychologist seated nearby for motivational purposes at the beginning of the 
testing session and for answering questions during the course of the test. 

Future Developments 

Hardware 

At the end of October 1982 a major change in the hardware will occur. 
There will be an integrated testing station, which will consist of a microcompu
ter TEST 2000 for monitoring the testing station, with floppy disks, tape drive, 
and line printer, and about five testing terminals with a special screen for 
graphic items and moving pictures (especially developed for tracking items), 64 
KByte RAM, and the special keyboard for the examinee. Two testing places will 
have amber screens, so that it will be possible to compare different forms of 
item presentation. The system is planned to connect eight testing stations via 
an interface with TEST 2000. The host computer loads a subtest to the RAM of 
the testing location, and the examinee then takes this subtest on his/her ter
minal. Following a subtest the results are stored on the disk, and the next 
subtest is loaded. 

Second Empirical Phase 

After the first empirical phase is terminated, the second empirical phase 
is scheduled for November 1982. Following the conventional testing phase, adap
tive testing with fixed branching strategies (pyramidal testing) will commence. 
Three tests have thus been prepared: Word Analogy, Number Series, and Spelling, 
each consisting of 66 items and 11 stages. The items were prepared and selected 
in a pilot study, with the branching procedures developed using classical test
ing theory and, additionally, Mokken's (1971) probabilistic approach for the 
check of unidimensionality/homogeneity (Nauels & Wildgrube, 1981). There will 
thus be an opportunity to compare conventional results (collected either by pa
per and pencil or by computer) with data collected either by computerized adap
tive strategies for the Word Analogy and Spelling tests. 

Third Empirical Phase 

In the third empirical phase, evaluation of variable branching strategies 
in adaptive testing are planned. It is still in an uncertain stage, however, 
because the FAF is searching for testing procedures that can be used in the dai
ly selection process and that, furthermore, can be understood by the test users. 

Parallel with starting the second phase of pyramidal testing, the first 
empirical approach (collection of data) to use the response time of each item 
(latency) as an additional ability parameter will be carried out (Birke, 1981). 

Other Research 

In June 1982 research was begun with Lutz Hornke, University of 
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Duesseldorf. Small projects are being undertaken (1) to investigate the "human 
factor" aspects of computerized testing (e.g., man-machine interaction, ergon
omic aspects such as different screen colors, influence of different instruc
tions for the test procedure) and (2) to compare these results with conventional 
paper-and-pencil testing. The item pool will be prepared for figural items 
(similar to the Figure Reasoning test) using logical rules for item construction 
to vary item difficulty based on Embretson's (1983) work. Collection of data 
for these items is planned in conventional paper-and-pencil format at the begin
ning of 1983. 
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DESIGN OF A MICROCOMPUTER-BASED 

ADAPTIVE TESTING SYSTEM 

c. DAVID VALE 

AssESSMENT SYSTEMS CoRPORATION 

Research leading toward the implementation of adaptive testing has been 
actively underway for over 10 years. Iniaially, this research focused on devel
oping and evaluating psychometric models and item selection strategies applica
ble to the adaptive testing process. Now that much of the basic research has 
been done, work on adaptive testing is moving in two directions. One direction 
emphasizes the development of increasingly sophisticated latent trait models; 
the other is directed toward the engineering problems of making the implementa
tion of adaptive testing feasible. 

Although the need for a computer system to support adaptive testing has 
been recognized from the beginning, relatively little emphasis has been placed 
on the development of a turnkey testing system. The computer programming re
quired to develop, administer, and analyze an adaptive test represents a consid
erable investment in time and effort. Although a few computerized testing sys
tems have been developed, they have been either small special purpose systems 
designed to administer and score a single test or large general purpose research 
systems. A general purpose self-contained adaptive testing system has not yet 
been developed. 

Until recently, a major obstacle to development of such a system was a lack 
of sufficient demand for such a system to warrant anyone committing the resour
ces necessary for its development and support. A capable computerized adaptive 
testing (CAT) system is usually somewhat dependent on the computer hardware, a~d 
to develop systems for all of the computers in use by adaptive testers would 
have been very impractical. 

The availability of microcomputer systems and components have changed this, 
however. Capable microcomputers are sufficiently inexpensive that they can be 
dedicated exclusively to testing. It is now possible to design a testing system 
around a single computer and still have a system that is cost effective for 
testing. 

The project described in this paper was sponsored by the Office of Naval 
Research. Its goal was to explore the feasibility of developing a single-user 
microcomputer-based testing system by (1) considering the needs of the potential 
consumers, (2) evaluating the available hardware, and (3) designing software 
'that would run on available hardware and meet the needs of the consumers. 
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Evaluating the Needs of the Consumers 

The evaluation of user needs proceeded along two lines. In the first ap
proach, characteristics of current psychological tests were considered. Since 
the basic element of a test is the test item, a survey of the testing literature 
was done to discover what types of items might be used in the system. Further
more, since a testing strategy is important to an adaptive test, the literature 
was also reviewed to compile a list of all of the strategies that might be used 
in such a system. In the second approach, potential users were surveyed. Sev
eral were interviewed, and a questionnaire was developed and distributed to de
termine what features they would like to see in the testing system. 

Item Types 

Five types of items were identified in the literature. The most basic was 
the knowledge item. A knowledge item is a question that seeks to determine 
whether the examinee possesses a knowledge of something. The most common of 
this type of item is the dichotomously scored multiple-choice item. Although 
some of these items require graphic displays, processing the responses requires 
only that the response given be matched to a small number of possibilities 
(e.g., five). Variations of the basic knowledge item include probabilistic re
sponse items (deFinneti, 1965), answer-until-correct items (Hanna, 1975), confi
dence-weighted items (Shuford, Albert, & Massengill, 1966), and free-response 
items (Vale, 1978). Items of these latter types require somewhat more complex 
processing of the responses. 

The second type, the cognitive process item, assesses whether an examinee 
possesses a skill without, in theory, requiring the examinee to possess any 
knowledge. Examples of this type of item were contained in Cory's (1977, 1978) 
Memory for Objects Test. Items in this test tachistoscopically presented frames 
containing four to nine objects. The examinee's task was either to recall and 
to type the names of the objects or to recognize the objects from a word list. 
Administratively, the cognitive process items add a requirement to precisely 
time the stimulus; the remaining requirements are similar to those of the knowl
edge items. 

Perceptual motor items comprised the third item type. An example of a per
ceptual motor item is the computerized version of the Two-Hand Coordination Test 
described by Hunter (1978). This test requires the examinee to move a cursor to 
follow a target as it moved around the screen. Items of this type add two addi
tional requirements. First, sufficient processing power is required to manipu
late a moving stimulus. Second, an analog input device, such a joystick, may be 
required. 

A fourth type of item was the simulation. Simulations can be as complex as 
a high fidelity aircraft simulator. Such simulations must be considered beyond 
the current scope of a microcomputer-based testing machine. Less complex simu
lations, such as the medical simulation described by Prestwood (1980), are with
in the capabilities of current microcomputer systems, however. In the simula
tion described by Prestwood, medical residents were allowed to find symptoms, to 
administer treatments, and to cure (or kill) patients. This process was imple-
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mented as a branched sequence of scenarios with multiple-choice responses. Ad
ministratively, items such as this require no more system resources than knowl
edge items. To be easily implementable, they will require an authoring system 
that allows the branching among items to be easily specified. 

The final item type consisted of noncognitive items. This type includes 
everything that does not assess a cognitive ability and includes personality 
items, interest items, and value items. Administratively, these items require 
no capabilities other than those required by the previous item types. 

Testing Models 

Most of the tests administered in paper-and-pencil form are conventional 
linear tests that administer a fixed sequence of items to all examinees. Most 
strategies of interest for a microcomputer-based testing system are adaptive. 
Vale (1981) grouped most of the adaptive strategies of interest into three cate
gories: interitem branching strategies, intersubtest branching strategies, and 
model-based branching strategies. 

The interitem branching strategies are implemented by structuring an item 
pool so that testing begins with one item, and each response to each item leads 
to the administration of a specific item. In the typical interitem branching 
strategy, a correct response to one item leads to a more difficult item and an 
incorrect response leads to a less difficult item. Examples of interitem 
branching strategies are the pyramidal and Robbins-Monro strategies (Weiss, 
1974). 

The intersubtest branching strategies are similar in concept to the inter
item branching strategies except that the branching is from subtest to subtest 
rather than from item to item, a subtest being simply a group of items. Vale 
(1981) further divided this class of strategies into reentrant and nonreentrant 
forms. A reentrant form is one in which administration can branch to a subtest, 
out of that subtest to another subtest, and back into the original subtest. A 
nonreentrant form does not allow a subtest to be exited and then reentered. The 
two-stage test (Angoff & Huddleston, 1958) is one example of a nonreentrant 
strategy. Examples of reentrant strategies are Lord's (1971) flexilevel strate
gy and Weiss's (Vale & Weiss, 1978) stradaptive strategy. 

The model-based strategies usually build on item response theory (IRT) and 
select items and score responses to those items in order to optimize the testing 
process according to the model. Procedurally, they start with an estimate of 
ability, select the item that is expected to most refine that estimate of abili
ty, refine the estimate using the response to the item, and repeat the process 
until the estimate is adequately refined. One popular form of this type of 
strategy is Owen's (1975) Bayesian strategy. This strategy starts with a Bayes
ian prior distribution representing an initial estimate of ability. An item is 
selected that is expected to minimize the variance of the posterior distribu
tion. This item is administered and used to produce the posterior distribution. 
A popular variant of this strategy selects items based on statistical informa
tion. This accomplishes nearly the same result but requires less computation. 
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For the interitem and intersubtest branching models, the difficult task in 
system design is to provide a convenient method of specifying the branching al
gorithms. For the model-based strategies, the greatest challenge is in se
lecting and designing a set of statistical programs that will allow the testing 
strategies to be implemented efficiently. 

A Survey of Consumers 

Twenty-seven individuals from seven different organizations were inter
viewed to gain further insight into the needs of the tester. In these inter
views each individual was given a brief description of what was being developed 
and was then asked to suggest what features would be particularly useful to 
his/her application and to suggest what other features·not included in the de
scription would be useful. From these interviews, as well as from the litera-

.ture reviewed, a questionnaire was developed to determine what features poten
tial users would like to see in a microcomputer testing system and what features 
their tests would require. The questionnaire was divided into four sections. 
The first asked about characteristics of current tests and tests that might not 
be implemented on the proposed system. The second section addressed character
istics of the test administration process. The third asked what features would 
be desirable on a system, considered in light of the cost. The final section 
asked how much computer experience the respondent had. 

Questionnaires were sent to 108 individuals. These individuals were se
lected for having attended conferences on computerized testing or having written 
articles in the area. Fifty-five questionnaires were. returned, fifty with use
ful data (the other five individuals declined to respond.) 

The test characteristics section of the questionnaire addressed four is
sues: the size of the item pools, the types of items, the testing strategies, 
and the types of scoring. Analyses of the questionnaire suggested that to ac
commodate item pools sufficiently large to satisfy the needs of 75% of the re
spondents, the system would have to store approximately one million characters 
just for the items. To accommodate this percentage of respondents, the system 
would also have to provide a way of timing the item and would have to allow 
graphics of at least the line-drawing variety. Almost all respondents said that 
they would administer conventional tests on the system, 68% said they would use 
model-based adaptive procedures, and 36% said that they would use interitem or 
intersubtest branching strategies. Seventy percent said that they would use 
some form of IRT scoring. 

The test administration section also addressed four issues: what popula
tion would take the tests, whether the administrations would be proctored, what 
potential problems the system should monitor, and how much abuse the system was 
likely to get. Although 26% said that the system would be used for a grade
school populations, the most use was anticipated for high school (77%) and col
lege (65%) groups. Eighty-eight percent of the respondents said that a proctor 
would always be available, 12% said that a proctor would usually be available, 
and only one respondent said that a proctor would not be available. Most of the 
respondents felt that the system should be able to detect unreasonably long re
sponse delays, random responding, and aberrant responding. On the issue of 
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abuse, most felt that given the oportunity, examinees might push extra buttons 
and might spill things on the testing terminal; approximately one fourth thought 
that the examinees might be unnecessarily rough or might inflict deliberate 
damage on the system. 

The system procurement section asked what optional features the respondents 
would like for the system. More than half of the respondents said that they 
would like a display capable of black-and-white line drawings, a videodisc or 
videotape interface, a simplified keybord, and a language (e.g., FORTRAN) com
piler. 

The final section focused on the computer skills of the potential test de
veloper. Of the 49 individuals who responded to this section, all but two had 
run computer programs and all but three had written them. Ninety-two percent 
had written computer programs in a language like BASIC, Pascal, or FORTRAN. 
When asked whether they would like to develop tests in an author language or 
using a menu system, one third preferred the author language, one third prefer
red the menu system, and one third had no preference. 

Design of a System to Meet User Needs 

The design of a system to meet the needs of the users consisted of (1) se
lection of the hardware and (2) design of the software. The hardware search has 
been described by Vale, Albing, Foote-Lennox, and Foote-Lennox (1982) and will 
not be discussed here, with the exception of two points. First, at the time of 
the study there were a variety of microcomputers available that were adequately 
suitable. Second, the typical deficiency that prevented a system from being 
acceptable was the lack of sufficient disc storage for the item banks. 

Existing Software 

It is the software that makes a testing system different from any other 
microcomputer application. Work on the design of this part of the system began 
with a review of existing testing systems. Unfortunately, very few adaptive 
testing systems existed, and even fewer of those were documented in the litera
ture. The most relevant system documented in the literature was the TCL system 
(Vale, 1981). This system was a self-contained test specification and admini~
tration system designed for a small single-user microcomputer. The system sup
ported three testing functions: item banking, test development, and test admin
istration. The item banking system was rudimentary; it simply read items from a 
sequential source file that could be edited by the system text editor and in
serted them into a randomly accessible item bank. Tests were specified using an 
author language: a programming language developed especially to specify adap
tive test structures. A test compiler translated the language into an easily 
executable form, collected the items required by the test, and produced an exe
cutable file for administration. The test administrator read the executable 
test file and administered the test. As much of the time-consuming computation 
as possible was done during test compilation so that it would execute faster 
when the test was administered. As an example of this type of computation, 
items for a maximum information testing strategy were sorted into a table organ
ized by ability level during the compilation. When the test was executed, the 
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time-consuming search was reduced to a fast table-lookup procedure. 

The TCL system had some shortcomings in its design, however. Foremost 
among these was the somewhat clumsy nature of the author language. Although the 
language provided a means of test specification much simpler than FORTRAN pro
gramming, the test specifications were rather difficult to read. Furthermore, 
the implementation of the language allowed a reference to a specific item to 
appear only once in the test specification. This made some strategies (e.g., 
Robbins-Monro) impossible to specify without creating several copies of an item 
with different reference numbers in the item bank. Finally, the TCL language 
blurred the distinctions among item reference numbers, variables, functions 
(i.e., scoring procedures), and statement labels. Although this allowed the 
skilled user to develop "clever" specifications, it invited trouble when used by 
a more typical test developer. 

Since so few testing systems existed, computerized instructional systems 
(CAl) were also considered. The most useful design idea came from the Control 
Data PLATO system. This idea was two-level authoring. For the skilled lesson 
author, an author language was provided. This language allowed great flexibili
ty in lesson design. For the subject-matter expert who was not greatly skilled 
in programming, a menu system was available to allow lesson material to be in
serted into an existing lesson format. This approach allowed a division of la
bor between the lesson writers and the programmers. 

Design of a Complete Self-Contained System 

The most complete testing to date, the TCL system, had three components: 
item banking, test specification, and test administration. A complete system 
needs at least one and probably two more components. Since much of adaptive 
testing is built around the item characteristics, a complete system must include 
a test analysis system so that, minimally, the important characteristics of the 
items can be estimated. Additionally, such a system should also include a meth
od for reporting the results to the examinees. The software system designed in 
this project had all five components. 

The complete design is detailed in the report by Vale et al. (1982). From 
the test developer's point of view, the most interesting part of the design is 
the test authoring system. Similar to PLATO, the test authoring system was a 
two-level system. The most flexible and comprehensive level is the author-lang
uage level. All tests developed in this system must at some point be specified 
in the author language. Everything that the system is capable of doing, in 
terms of test administration, can be controlled through the author language. 
Because the author language is comprehensive, it can be difficult for an inex
perienced test developer to use, especially if she/he has not programmed before. 
To assist test authors who are not proficient programmers, a menu system forms 
the second level in the system. This level does not allow much flexibility in 
test design but it does allow a test developer to construct tests without having 
to program, even in an author language. 

The author language is moderately structured and consists of eight types of 
statements. A test specification in the language is composed of test modules. 
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Subtests can be nested within tests (the system makes no formal distinction be
tween a test and a subtest). To allow tests and subtests to be distinguished, 
two module delimiter statements are provided. The TEST statement denotes the 
beginning of a test or a subtest module and assigns it a name. The ENDTEST 
statement denotes the end of a test or a subtest module. 

Variables are allowed in the language and are used to hold constants, 
scores, or other numerical values. In the language, as designed, variables are 
implemented as words of up to 10 characters. Local variables are defined only 
within a test module; local variables with the same name in different test mod
ules will be different variables. Global variables are defined throughout all 
test modules; global variables with the same name in different test modules will 
be the same variable, and values will thus transfer from one module to another. 
Global variables are distinguished from local variables by beginning with an "$" 
sign. The second type of statement, the assignment statement, allows the test 
developer to assign the results of expressions to variables. The assignment 
statement in the author language is called SET. 

The third type comprises the item statement. This statement, consisting 
minimally of a "It" sign followed by an item reference number, causes an item to 
be administered or included in an adaptive structure. It can control, to some 
extent, how the item is administered and can control what happens after the item 
is administered. 

The declarative statements, SETSCORE and TERMINATE, determine what scores 
are calculated, what variables are assigned to them, and under what conditions 
the testing is to terminate. These statements are called declarative because 
they do not cause anything to happen; they just set up what will happen when the 
test is administered. 

Each administration of a test will create a data file for the examinee. 
The output control statements, KEEP and AUTOKEEP, determine what is written to 
this file. KEEP writes specified identifying information and the values of 
specified variables to the file each time it is executed. AUTOKEEP is a declar
ative statement that works like KEEP but is set once at the beginning of the 
test module and thereafter executes automatically each time an item is adminis
tered. 

The conditional statements, IF, ELSEIF, and ENDIF, allow logical expres
sions to determine whether a section of a module will be executed. The IF 
statement begins a logical clause. The ELSEIF statement continues the logical 
clause until a logical expression is satisfied. The ENDIF statement denotes the 
end of the logical clause. 

The adaptive statements SEARCH, ENDSEARCH, SEQUENCE, and ENDSEQUENCE allow 
model-based and reentrant adaptive structures to be built. SEARCH executes a 
maximum information item search based on a specified variable and includes in 
the search all items listed between the SEARCH and ENDSEARCH statements. The 
SEQUENCE statement is used for reentrant intersubtest branching strategies. A 
SEQUENCE statement, similar to a SEARCH statement, uses the items listed between 
the SEQUENCE and the ENDSEQUENCE statements. The SEQUENCE statement administers 
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one item, starting at the top of the list, every time it is executed. It keeps 
a pointer so that it does not administer any item more than once. Strata for 
the stradaptive testing strategy may be set up as sequences. 

Finally, the menu statements allow a test template with blanks in it to be 
written. Menu statements are not really elements of the author language but 
rather are statements that ,control a template preprocessor. The INSTRUCT state
ment causes the preprocessor to print a line of instructions at the test devel
oper's terminal when the preprocessor is run. Blanks (actually underline char
acters) signify that user input should be read by the preprocessor and inserted 
into the author language. Qualified blanks limit the kind of information that 
will be accepted (e.g., item reference numbers) or the number of items that will 
be accepted. A template containing these statements can be processed by the 
preprocessor to collect the information needed to complete the test specifica
tion from the test developer. 

An Example of Test Specification 

All test specification is done in the author language. Figure 1 presents 
an author language specification for a Bayesian adaptive test. This specifica
tion consists of a single test module, a test named BAYES. The specification 
begins by setting up the scores to be kept and the conditions for termination. 
This test will compute a Bayesian score and will keep the posterior mean and 
variance in the variables MEAN and VARIANCE. Termination will occur when the 
posterior variance drops below .01 (or when all of the items have been adminis
tered). The prior mean is initialized at 0.0 and the prior variance at 1.0. 

Figure 1 
Author Language Program for Bayesian Test 

TEST BAYES BAYES IAN ALGEBRA TEST 

SETSCORE BAYESIAN (MEAN, VARIANCE) 
TERMINATE (VARIANCE < 0.01) 

SET THINGS UP 

SET MEAN = 0.0 
SET VAR lANCE = 1.0 

SEARCH MEAN 
#MATHOOl 
#MATH013 
#MATH144 
*MAPOOL 
*HARDPL 
#MATH552 
#MATH603 

ENDSEARCH 

F ND ITEM MOST INFORMATIVE AT MEAN 
ASSOCIATIVE RULE 
COMMUTATIVE RULE 
SOLVE FOR X 
OLD ALGEBRA POOL 
NEW DIFFICULT ALGEBRA POOL 
ROOT ITEM 
SET ITEM 

KEEP "ALGEBRA " "MEAN AND", "VARIANCE", MEAN, VARIANCE 

END TEST 
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The items listed between SEARCH AND ENDSEARCH will be considered, as well 
as the items included in the pools MAPOOL and HARDPL. Each item will be select
ed to maximize the information for an examinee with an ability level of MEAN, 
the current ability estimate. When the test ends, the two scores will be writ
ten to the data file, along with the label "ALGEBRA MEAN AND VARIANCE." 

Although the author language specification for this test-~s not particular
ly complex, specification of the same test can be simplified considerably in the 
menu mode. Figure 2 shows how a test developer would develop the same test us
ing the template preprocessor. The test developer has only to answer the ques
tions as they are asked. The preprocessor produces an author language specifi
cation equivalent to the one shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 2 
Menu Type Test Specification 

TEST DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM -- TEST COMPLETER PROGRAM 

What is the name of the template you would like to use? BAYES 

This template creates an adaptive test based on Owen's Bayesian 
algorithm. It assumes a N(O, 1) prior and keeps the final posterior 
mean and variance as scores. 

Enter a title for the test : ALGEBRA 101 MIDQUARTER -- 4/82 

Now enter the items or pools you would like to include in 
the test, one on each line. Leave a blank line when you are 
done. 

? #MATH001 
? #MATH013 
? #MATH144 
? *MAPOOL 
? *HARDPL 
? #MATH552 
? #MATH603 
? 

Construction of the test is complete. 

Under what name would you like to save the new test? ALG482 

The test has been saved as ALG482. Would you like to create 
another? NO 

Ver. 1.0 

Test development is then over. Remember to say BYE to the computer. 

Figure 3 shows the template that the preprocessor requires to produce the 
author language equivalent to that in Figure 1 from the interactive session 
shown in Figure 2. It differs in two respects from the specification in Figure 
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1. First, it has blanks where item numbers and other constants will go. Sec
ond, it has instructions for the test developer that tell what is to be entered 
when the preprocessor prompts the user for a response. When this template is 
preprocessed, the blanks are replaced with information supplied by the test de
veloper, and the menu statements are removed. 

Figure 3 
Template for Bayesian Test 

! BAYES IAN TEST TEMPLATE 

INSTRUCT This template creates an adaptive test based on Owen's Bayesian 
INSTRUCT algorithm. It assumes a N(O, 1) prior and keeps the final posterior 
INSTRUCT mean and variance as scores. 
INSTRUCT 
INSTRUCT Enter a title for the test : 

TEST BAYES ! 

SETS CORE BAYESIAN (MEAN, VARIANCE) 
TERMINATE (VARIANCE < 0.01) 
SET MEAN = 0.0 
SET VAR lANCE = 1.0 

INSTRUCT 

SET THINGS UP 

INSTRUCT Now enter the items or pools you would like to include in 
INSTRUCT the test, one on each line. Leave a blank line when you are 
INSTRUCT done. 
INSTRUCT 

SEARCH MEAN 
# # 
END SEARCH 

FIND ITEM MOST INFORMATIVE AT MEAN 

KEEP "ALGEBRA " "MEAN AND", "VARIANCE", MEAN, VARIANCE 

END TEST 

INSTRUCT 
INSTRUCT Construction of the test is complete. 
INSTRUCT 

Current Status of System Development 

The design of the CAT system described in this paper is complete. It ap
pears to be a useful design for an operational CAT development and administra
tion. Work on development of the system is currently proceeding in two direc
tions. First, a system very similar in design to the one discussed here is un
der development for implementation on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11 
computer system. This system will be a multi-user testing system incorporating 
most of the features of the microcomputer design as well as several additional 
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features that were feasible on the larger PDP-11 system. This system is being 
written in Pascal and will be complete by the end of 1982. 

Development of the microcomputer-based system described here has not yet 
begun. This development is scheduled to begin in mid-1983 as a second phase for 
the project in which the design was developed. The microcomputer-based system 
will be developed on a state-of-the-art microcomputer. Prototype systems will 
be given to test developers to try out, and modifications will be made to the 
system in order to enhance its utility. A CAT system should thus be available 
that will make the implementation of an adaptive test as simple as the implemen
tation of a conventional test. 
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